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Abstract

The scientific method requires the creation of a unifying hypothesis that reconciles an ob-
served health outcome of infection with experimental data gathered about the disease process
following infection. In this era of unprecedented amounts of data and information for vari-
ous disease models, the creation and articulation of such hypothesis are often beyond human
capacity. Modeling o!ers a means to generate hypothesis that provide complex mechanisms
that reconcile seemingly contradictory data as well as quantitatively assess the relative plausi-
bility of di!erent mechanisms proposed to explain the same data/health outcome association.
Here I explain the modeling approach to hypothesis generation and o!er several examples of
its implementation to address the role of the natural host immune response in determining
outcomes of infection by a specific microbe including pathogenesis and microbial clearance.
Such knowledge is key to devising sophisticated disease intervention strategies. The systems
studied are i) Inflammatory Bowel Disease, where I explore mechanisms of inflammation
regulation and how they break down to give rise to a chronic inflammatory disease, ii) H.
pylori infection, in which I explore potential bacterial strategies for persistence as a com-
mensal of the microflora or as a pathogen, and iii) HIV infection, where I explore the role
of inflammatory and anti-inflammatory mechanisms in establishing viral infection. I present
both mathematical, equation based models as well as agent-based, computational models
o!ering a comparison of each method.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: A modeling approach to
exploring immunopathogenesis
pathways

1.1 The scientific method and the Modeling Approach

Here I seek to convey to immunologists what the modeling approach is and why it should
be used in biomedical research. In addition, I o!er thoughts on how to go about the process
of model construction and hypothesis generation.

A fundamental basis of research is the scientific method to identify plausible explanations for
natural phenomenon. In the scientific method one observes a phenomenon that one wishes to
explain. Then one gathers information about the phenomenon in the form of experimental
observations (data). One then creates a unifying hypothesis of a mechanism that would give
rise to the phenomenon as well as the experimental observations made. Finally, one ‘tests’
this hypothesis by comparing additional experimental outcomes with those predicted given
the hypothesis is true. The ‘test’ either supports or rejects the hypothesis. In the latter
case, more information must be gathered to generate an alternate hypothesis.

Here I focus on research of immunopathogenesis as the contribution, direct or indirect, of the
natural host immune response to clinical symptoms associated with infection by a microbe
and its persistence. In this research area, observed phenomena are often in the form of a
clinical outcome associated with expression of a certain gene or the presence of a particular
microbial strain. For example, ulcerative colitis is associated with mutation of the PPAR!
surface receptor gene [136, 42] and individuals with strong HIV-specific CD25+ natural
T regulatory cell (nTreg) function in vitro have significantly lower levels of viremia [77].
Explanations for these associations provide insight into the host-microbe relationship and
disease pathways o!ering new avenues for e!ective therapies.

1
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Figure 1.1: Data to hypothesis. Steps from data collection to hypothesis generation.

In order to employ the scientific method to identify such explanations, data must be gath-
ered. We are fortunate to be in an unprecedented age of data collection technologies as well
as data analysis tools. These include methods that allow observation of the disease pro-
cess at deeper resolutions such as histology with modern staining methods, in vivo imaging,
and flow cytometry. In addition this is the age of high throughput methods such as RNAi
screening, protein-protein interaction assays, and gene expression profiles (microarray) (Fig-
ure 1.1(a)). Such large scale data sets are not readily informative through human reasoning
and immunologists have come to embrace statistical modeling methods, from the field of
bioinformatics, which allow one to turn non-sensical datasets of sequences and expression
levels into information about which genes and gene products are likely interacting (Figure
1.1(b)).

Through these models immunologists can gain a large amount of information about phys-
iological pathways in most disease systems of interest. Specifically, flow cytometry and in
vivo imaging coupled with clinical observations and histology data indicate events of im-
munopathogenesis pathways leading to specific health outcomes. These include an increase
in specific cell phenotypes, signs of cell recruitment, cytotoxin release, among others. With
human reasoning, statistical analysis tools, and bioinformatics, one can rely on microarray,
RNAi screening data, and protein expression assays gathered under specific clinical condi-
tions to indicate gene products that are involved in the pathways of a health outcome (event
components). These include, chemoattractants, cytokines, surface receptors, etc. In addi-
tion, protein-protein interaction assays, such as ChIP, can indicate how gene products may
interact in the pathways in which they are implicated.

This data identifies the components of specific signaling pathways and feedback loops that
compose the immunoregulatory strategies employed to maintain homeostasis and are dis-
rupted by infection. The challenge is then to create a plausible hypothesis that unifies these
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various components into a single pathway of sequential events that could lead to the observed
health outcome (Figure 1.1(c)).

Ideally, the information o!ers clear enough clues for one to simply reason a plausible pathway.
Yet, particularly due to this large amount of information, such mechanisms are often not ap-
parent. In some cases, di!erent data sets may suggest seemingly contradictory hypotheses to
explain the phenomenon. For example, CD25+ nTreg reduces the ability of dendritic cells to
recruit and stimulate T cells, a necessary part of the HIV viral lifecycle. One may, therefore,
hypothesize that for this reason nTreg is associated with lower HIV viremia. Yet, nTreg is
also known to reduce anti-viral natural killer cell (NK) activity. Therefore, nTreg could aid
HIV proliferation by impairing NK-mediated viral removal leading to higher viremia. Such
situations require a mechanism for generating a more complex, unifying hypothesis that
reconciles both factors. Alternatively, multiple pathways may be readily imagined that are
equally plausible. These situations necessitate a means to determine which is most plausible
and, therefore, to be tested in the lab or adopted as an assumption. For example, PPAR!
is a surface receptor whose activation reduces the expression of inflammatory factors and is,
intuitively, associated with reduced colitis [72, 24]. Yet this is a ubiquitous protein found in
T cells,macrophages, dendritic cells, and epithelial cells and is a receptor of endogenous lipids
that are produced during various homeostatic processes. It has been shown to participate
in a number of anti-inflammatory mechanisms including induction of anergy in inflamma-
tory T-cells, enhanced regulatory T cell responses, suppression of inflammatory responses by
macrophages, di!erentiation of macrophages towards an M2 phenotype, and suppression of
T-cell e!ector responses [108, 88, 57, 153, 108, 109, 101, 40, 104]. Which of these mechanisms
is responsible for the observed association in vivo is not clear.

In short, the large amount of information we have about the immune system makes gen-
erating and distinguishing unifying hypotheses less and less intuitive as they involve an
increasing number of interacting components and factors too many for the human brainto
organize and assess. Over the last decade there has been substantial interest in developing
mathematical and computational models to represent the immune response and generate
hypotheses for immunological mechanisms of various diseases to understand non-intuitive
outcomes of complex responses to microbes. In the modeling approach, one articulates
pathways and interactions known or assumed to occur in the system in a manner that can
be programmed into a computer. The computer then carries out the necessary calculations
to determine which pathway most likely explains the observed outcome. This then identifies
specific hypotheses to be tested in the lab and can inform experimental design of such tests.

1.1.1 The Modeling Approach

Figure 1.2 depicts the modeling approach to generating testable hypotheses to explain the
health outcomes in a complex immunological system. This is often an iterative process in
which one formalizes the hypothetical pathways to a health outcome and then tests the plau-
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Figure 1.2: The modeling approach.A scheme of the modeling approach described in the
text.
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sibility of the hypothesis in silico followed by testing experimentally which may necessitate
modifications to the hypothetical pathways. This is done in the following steps: (1) One
identifies a specific phenomenon to be explained such as a health outcome associated with a
molecular factor. Examples include response to a vaccine, viral latency in an HIV patient, or
gastritis following infection with H.pylori that may be associated with over or under expres-
sion of a gene or cytokine profile in the tissue. One then gathers information about how this
factor may be behaving in the system, through novel experiments and from those published
in the literature. Such data is often in the form of experimental observations of cell-cell or
protein-protein interactions in in vitro settings. (2) These empirical experimental obser-
vations are used to create a biological model that includes a hypothesized set of factors and
sequence of events, referred to as model components, believed to lead to the specific health
outcome. The biological model precisely specifies the components and interactions between
components of the hypothesized pathways as determined from data or assumed as part of
the hypothesis. These components are determined by the event one wishes to predict and
the way one wishes to use the model as discussed further in the next section. This biological
model is the hypothesis that is being tested in each iteration of the modeling approach.
(3)This biological model is then translated to a mathematical formalism that can be im-
plemented into a computer. This may be a set of equations constructed to represent the
relevant factors and events or an executable program that explicitly represents the behavior
and interactions of each component [46, 25]. Each formalism has its own limitations in terms
of insights to be gained about the immunological processes of the model, which are discussed
in Section 1.3. (4) This mathematical model is then calibrated so that simulation results
agree with an expected outcome. The hypothesized pathways in the biological model may
then be tested in three manners: Model validation where one observes whether the model is
able to reproduce experimentally observed phenomena. This indicates whether the factors
required for the behavior in the true system are present among those in the hypothesized
model system; Sensitivity analysis that indicates which of the specific pathway components
and interactions are most influential in determining the health outcome; Simulations that
represent laboratory experiments and o!er a preliminary indication of the results prior to
experimentation or indicate the results of an experiment that cannot yet be carried out in
vitro or in vivo due to technological or resource limitations. (5) A validated model can
thus be considered a predictive model and subsequent simulations may be used to predict
behavior and underlying mechanisms of the true system not yet observed, thereby, gener-
ating novel hypothesis. For example, one may carry out simulated experiments to predict
tissue level e!ects of treatment strategies that operate at the molecular level. In the case of
an invalid model, that cannot reproduce experimentally observed behavior, new hypotheses
may be generated as alternative pathways in silico and tested in simulations to predict if
they reproduce the experimentally observed behavior. With this information, the biological
model may be revised with or without additional experiments that may be carried out to
validate predictions of model simulations. (6) The experimental scenarios represented in
silico are then implemented in the lab and the experimental measurements that result are
compared to the simulation predictions. These may include administration of treatments
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predicted to be successful or testing for the presence of alternative pathways predicted by
simulation
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Figure 1: Immune response to first generation of infected cells A scheme of the
inflammatory (solid lines) and regulatory (dashed lines) included in the model. Arrows are
labelled with parameters that determine the rate at which each event occurs.

to immature dendritic cells (Di). Free-virus, budded from infected cells, is phagocytosed
by immature DC leading to their maturation. At this point mature DC secrete factors
that recruit resting, or memory, T-helper cells (Tm) and present viral antigen to stimulate
these T-cells to a Th1 phenotype rendering them more susceptible to viral infection and
promoting their proliferation, allowing enhanced viral replication in infected cells. Both
mature DC and inflammatory Th1 then secrete factors such as IL-12 and IFN-! that
activate NK cells. NK cells subsequently remove infected cells from the tissue site.

In the nTreg-mediated regulatory pathway resting nTreg, like T-helper cells, are recruited
and stimulated by mature, antigen-presenting DC. Active nTreg then goes on to carry
out three primary regulatory functions: i) contact-dependent deactivation of presenting

4

(b)

Figure 1.3: Narrative model.(a) Diagram taken from [52] that shows the key cells and
events for the interactions between HIV and host. In the first hours of infection, virus
and/or infected cells cross the cervicovaginal mucosal barrier. Virus becomes established
at the point of entry by infecting CD4+ T cells, macrophages and dendritic cells (DCs)
in the lamina propria. Small founder populations of infected cells in the lamina propria
then migrate first to the draining lymph nodes and then systemically, and maintain virus
production in the lymphoid tissues. Immune activation supplies additional activated CD4+
T cells, which then sustain infection. (b) A schematic narrative of initial events in HIV
infection.

1.2 Constructing the Biological Model

The biological model of a hypothesized pathway requires formalizing it in a manner that
clearly conveys; i) specific events one wishes the model to predict, ii) the components of
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the model, and iii) the interactions of components that will give rise to each event. Mod-
els created to explain experimental results and articulate hypotheses are already present in
nearly every biological publication. These are often portrayed in the form of a picture or
diagram coupled with a narrative of the proposed pathways involved. An example of such
a narrative for the early events of HIV infection involving CD4+ T cell activation is given
in Figure 1.3(a) and 1.3(b). Formalising such models simply means a visual representation
that precisely captures the information in the narrative about the pathways depicted such as
those used to describe mechanical systems in engineering [46, 48]. These include unambigu-
ous information of participants in the mechanism, how they interact, and subsequent e!ects
of the interaction on the interactants. An example is given in Figure 1.4(c), a scheme where
model components are states of a CD4+ T cell, active, resting, or infected, in di!erent tissue
compartments. The scheme captures the information in the narrative shown in Figure 1.3(a)
and 1.3(b) by specifying conditions under which a T cell transitions states and migrates to
di!erent tissues. Other such network depictions of model processes are available for CD4+ T
cell di!erentiation at http://www.modelingimmunity.org/modeling/copasi/copasi-cd4-t-cell-
di!erentiation/ and H. pylori infection at http://www.modelingimmunity.org/modeling/copasi/copasi-
helicobacter-pylori/.

Here I address what one should consider when constructing a biological model to address a
specific research question. First, it is important to understand the relevance of formalism in
communication of hypothesis for disease processes.

1.2.1 Formalism

Formalization of a biological system includes a precise, standardized definition of the pro-
cesses involved. For example, here I define an immunological pathway as a sequence of events
in which the first is the recognition of pathogen component by an immune cell receptor, such
that the occurrence of each event in the sequence is necessary for the occurrence of the next
event in the sequence. An immunopathlogical pathway is then an immune pathway that
leads to damage of host tissue. Such definitions give a common language for cross-discipline
communication. This eases the entrance of computer scientists and mathematicians into the
field of biology to construct and analyze biological models.

Formalization also involves a non-ambiguous visual representation of interacting compo-
nents and the e!ects of interactions. Immunology is segregated into fields such that basic
research is highly specialized. Entire careers are built around the study of TLR pathways
in macrophages or thymic T cell maturation. Visualization allows organization of current
knowledge by integrating these details into one cohesive picture. This aides integrative
thinking of the organism as a whole and conveys how each researcher’s subcomponent, TLR
functions or the NF"# pathway in epithelial cells, relates to and is influenced by other fac-
tors in the system. In this way macrophage experts may stay more easily abreast of current
paradigms in T-cell di!erentiation and lymph circuitry. Such representations also aide anal-
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ysis and prediction by human reasoning. As [69] points out, just like in engineering, these
formalisms may be used to answer questions such as“..What happens if I pull lever A while
process X is occurring?... If button H is held down, will X eventually stop?”. Often, just a
visual representation of how the processes are linked is enough to literally see the subsequent
e!ect of one on another. Such comprehensive visualizations allow clear identification of re-
lationships not previously considered, but which current data obviously indicates once it is
brought together. In this way, the process also aids in vitro to in vivo interpretation by re-
quiring one to articulate pathways linking factors of the system across di!erent scales. Lastly,
there is power in merely gathering the necessary information to build precise depictions of
such mechanisms. Often times, this mere exercise identifies relevant gaps in understanding.
As Callard et al. write in [32] “...one of the beauties of mathematical modeling is that it
raises questions that may not have been addressed before.

1.2.2 Components of the Biological Model

The initial step to constructing a biological model is to decide what biological factors the
model components should represent. Model components may be events themselves, the
relevant products of events (toxin concentration, tissue damage metric), or the biological
entities (organism, molecules) that participate in the event. To decide, one must ask How
will model predictions be used? and What information is available? Specifically, whether
one simply wishes to identify the most plausible narrative or specifically inform experimental
design. Components may be events themselves in the case that one wishes to carry out a
theoretical exercise in identifying cause and e!ect relationships to organize events into a
plausible sequence. For example, one may be only interested in whether an increase in
nTreg is necessary for the increase of HIV viremia and not necessarily in the specific cellular,
molecular mechanism by which this occurs. However, in the case that one wishes to make
precise predictions of experimental outcomes in the lab it is advisable for model components
to represent things that are specifically measured in data collection; relative concentrations
of cell phenotypes, toxin and cytokine concentrations, epithelial damage, etc. In this case,
the model is beholden to the data available. The most predictive models will be those
whose variables represent factors that can be directly measured. This allows direct mapping
to data for more rigorous, quantitative calibration and validation with minimal error in
mapping variables to experimental measurements. For example, if one has gene expression
data, but not flow cytometry data, it may be more relevant to create a model where the event
is a function of gene expression levels across cell compartments as opposed to interactions
between discrete cellular objects.
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1.2.3 Model Reduction

Each detail added potentially increases the precision of model predictions, but at the cost
of error and reduced generalizability, which can reduce accuracy. It is important to restrict
the biological model to those factors believed to be relevant. Even so, when one includes all
relevant factors, this often leads to models that are intractably complex. This complexity
will have to be reduced in order to implement the model in a mathematical formalism. The
process of further simplifying the model is termed model reduction.

There are various ways one can go about model reduction. An initial approach is to include
all factors, then use sensitivity analysis to identify those which are not necessary. Another is
to be frugal with components of the biological model during its initial construction. At the
most detailed level, one would include variables that represent each gene, protein, and cell
phenotype involved in a specific immunological process in the pathway. Yet it is clear that
any immunological process, such as T cell stimulation upon contact with a dendritic cell, is
an extremely complex confluence of factors including the cytokine environment, the current
gene expression profile of each cell, and the distribution of numerous surface receptors and
protein ligands for both cells. Examples of model reduction strategies include:

• Implicit representation of relevant factors in pathways: Instead of explicitly represent-
ing cytokines, implicitly model the concentration of cytokine x by making processes
dependent on it as a function of the local concentration of cells known to secrete cy-
tokine x.

• Composite populations: As opposed to representing dendritic cells and macrophages,
represent one myeloid antigen-presenting cell (APC) population. The decision to do
this requires that the function served by each subpopulation of the composite is carried
out by all other subpopulations of the composite. For example, if the only function
served by APCs in the model is as phagocytes that remove the microbe, then the com-
posite population serves that purpose. However, if one wants to represent stimulation
of T cells, then dendritic cells and macrophages may need to be represented as sepa-
rate populations as dendritic cells are able to do this more e"ciently and, therefore,
one cannot assume that stimulation of T cells will occur at the same rate regardless
of whether the APC population is composed mostly of dendritic cells or mostly of
macrophages.

• Events as variables: As opposed to representing the transition of epithelial cells from
alive to dead, one may simply represent permeabilty of the epithelial barrier as a
variable whose value is a function of the local concentration of epithelial-damaging
factors such as cytotoxins secreted by Th1 and Th17.
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1.3 Formats for Mathematical Model

Once a biological model is created it must then be expressed in a computable, mathematical
language in order to carry out subsequent analysis. Over the last decade, biological models
have been implemented in various mathematical formalisms, including di!erential equations,
Petri Nets, Statecharts, Pi-calculus and agent-based models [25, 44, 46, 26]. There are many
types of models giving many ways to approach the same general, biological questions. The
choice of mathematical model formalism is dictated by four basic factors: i) availability
of data to parameterize the model, ii) the scale (molecular, cellular, tissue) one wishes to
manipulate in the simulated system, iii) computational resources available, and iv) specific
questions that one seeks to answer. Here I discuss a few di!erent options and seek to give
a general overview for each. I discuss the type of biological models for which they are most
suited as well as the inherent assumptions and how these must be considered in interpretation
of model predictions. In general, model components are expressed as variables that may be
assigned discrete or continuous values as a function of the values of other model components
with which it interacts. The configuration of the system at any given time t is then a vector
of the values assigned to each variable at time t and may be mapped to a specific health
outcome or experimental measurement profile.

1.3.1 Di!erential Equation Based Models

In this approach one expresses the biological model as equations that describe how the value
of model variables change over time as a function of other variables (Ordinary Di!erential
Equations, ODEs). Such models have been used to describe dendritic cell and HIV inter-
actions [56], epithelial barrier integrity during necrotizing colitis [7], and Helicobacter pylori
colonization [27]. In the case that model components are individual cells or biological enti-
ties, variables are often populations that are uniformly mixed describing the average behavior
of each individual in the population. ODEs do not represent change in variables over space,
only time. As such, they assume spatial homogeneity and describe population dynamics.
These models are also deterministic. That is, given the same set of initial conditions, the
model will always predict the same outcome. In most cases, the system of equations is too
complicated to solve and, therefore, one must use numerical computational methods that
return an approximate solution that depends on the specific numerical method used.

One of the greatest advantages of ODEs is that their behavior is well studied and documented
facilitating model construction and analysis. For example, if one wants a variable value to
behave according to a certain pattern, as seen experimentally, there is likely a known function
whose integral produces the specific pattern. Oscillation and bifurcation theory can be used
to predict key processes and parameters that determine the health outcome-determining state
of the system [141, 107]. For example, the specific parameters that determine a low-viremia
latent state versus a high-viremia AIDS state in HIV infection.
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As ODEs represent dynamics of populations, if one wishes to use predictions to inform
the behavior of an individual cell or protein, one must assume that the cell or protein
behaves as the average does [25]. Hence, a drawback of the ODE representation of biological
entities (cells, molecules, etc.) is that it assumes deterministic, average behavior by each
individual entity. However, biological systems are composed of heterogeneous populations
with attributes, such as cytokine secretion and association time with stimulating factors, that
vary widely across individual cells in a population. Additionally, the randomness introduced
by cell movement leads to non-uniform distribution across single tissue sites. Due to these
assumptions of determinism and homogeneity, that are surely violated by the system in
reality, dynamics predicted by an ODE model may not accurately reflect those seen in
nature [25]. Furthermore, the assumption of homogeneity disallows the ability to associate
health outcomes with rare and random events. These associations are often at the heart of the
question. Stochasticity can be included in di!erential equations by setting certain parameter
values to be taken from a predefined distribution (Stochastic Di!erential Equations, SDEs).
However, defining the distribution requires prior knowledge of the system’s overall behavior.

To include the e!ect of spatial heterogeneity one may use Partial Di!erential Equations
(PDEs) to calculate change in variable values over time and space. However, PDEs are
di"cult to analyze and their use often counters the simplicity advantage of using a system
of di!erential equations in the first place.

The necessity for numerical methods to approximate variable values adds a layer of ap-
proximation to the simulation predictions. When comparing simulation predictions to the
behavior of the actual system keep in mind that there are two ’gaps’. One between the true
biological system and the biological model and the second between the model solution and
the approximated solution produced through computational implementation.

In general, ODEs are an appropriate representation of a biological model in the following
cases:

• When model components are variables that have continuous values (GFP signal, health
score, epithelial barrier permeability [7]).

• When model components are populations composed of a large number of individuals
and the purpose is to truly represent the change in population levels in a well-mixed
compartment over time. Examples are viremia in the blood or cytokine concentration
in a small tissue sample.

• If one has a sense of population level dynamics, but not sure of individual level or
population-specific behaviors. This is often the case with in vivo studies where cytokine
levels and cell concentration data are often gathered.

• When one has an idea of the relationship between population levels in order to artic-
ulate these interdependencies as specific functions.
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• When there is a lack of information on spatial distribution of variables (movement of
biological entities within a compartment).

• When assumptions of determinism and homogeneity have been shown not to reduce
the accuracy of prediction.

1.3.2 Agent-based: Executable models

In this approach, model components (events, cells, proteins, molecules) are explicitly repre-
sented as individuals. Individual movement and interactions are then specified as programs,
simple rules that determine their behavior. The simulation is run, individuals move and
interact, and high-level behaviors are observed. These are also known as executable mod-
els. Often, interactions are represented as state changes in individuals according to a local
function in the form of an automaton. This may go as follows:

Each individual, ci, occupies a state si ! S. For example, an individual may be a CD4+
T helper cell that occupies a state corresponding to a phenotype; Th1, Th17, iTreg. The
state of the individual may then transition si " x, where x ! S, according to the function
fi. The transition function fi may depend on various factors including the current state of
the individual si, the amount of time it has occupied its current state, and the states of its
current contacts in the graph.At any time t, the configuration $(t) of the system is a vector
(s1(t), s2(t), ..., sn(t)), where si(t) represents the state of ci at time t . The time evolution of
the system is represented by the sequence of successive configurations.

As the ABM represents explicit, local individual-individual interactions that are influenced
by spatial proximity, each entity action is influenced by local e!ects (contact network, spatial
orientation, etc.) allowing context to a!ect behavior of individual. This is a more accurate
representation of any true biological system and should, therefore, return dynamics closer
to that of the actual system. Hence, even if one is intereted in population-level behavior it
may still be more appropriate to model the populations as discrete individuals.

The rule-based approach makes it easier to include qualitative dynamic constraints on the
system as the rules, themselves, can change conditionally. For example, one can stipulate
that a reaction only occurs once an environmental factor reaches above a threshold, otherwise
an alternative reaction occurs. This also allows the ability to set environmental threshold
for behavior change, a commonly observed aspect of the natural world, e.g. reversion of
activated macrophages to a resting state when environmental cytokine concentrations fall
below a certain threshold. This can be done with a di!erential equation based model given
the appropriate function, but is much less straightforward requiring a stronger mathematical
knowledge and familiarity with typical function behavior.

When the biological model is implemented as equations, there is always some error between
the mathematical solution and the computational solution. When implemented as an ex-
ecutable model, this error does not occur because this implementation is “by definition a
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faithful representation of the model” [46]. Hence, when comparing model predicted behavior
to that of the true system, the only inherent ‘gap’ is between the biological system and the
model. However, depending on model complexity and scalability, other approximations may
be required such as synchronous update of the system configuration.

A con of the ABM/rule-based approach is the lack of analytical tools. Rather, one often
refers to simulated experiments to identify key parameters and mechanisms that determine
an outcome, much like with the experimental approach. The more comprehensive the ABM
as a representative of the biological system the more accurately it will recreate experimental
data, but tracing the results back to a specific rule could be almost as di"cult as trying to
do it in the real system. Also, ABM requires spatial data as well as mechanistic knowledge
of biological outcomes in order to specify rules, which may not be known.

Hence, the ABM approach may be most appropriate to use in the following cases:

• The biological model is composed of a small number of individuals. For example, if one
is seeking to model how a small number of HIV-infected cells spread to the lymphnode
prior to coming in contact with and being eliminated by immune cells.

• When one wants to capture emergence of complexity. Examples include novel geno-
types that emerge from recombination among an initial population of virus or genetic
recombination to form a highly divergent T cell receptor repertoire among a popu-
lation. A di!erential equation-based approach would require prior declaration of all
possible genotypes as separate variables. Even if one could do this, in a combinatorial
manner, it would lead to too many variable compartments.

• When confident in how individuals behave, but not in resulting high-level dynamics.
For example, if one knows how cells behave in isolation (in vitro), but not sure what
the behavior would be in the presence of other cells in vivo.

• When believe that randomness and spatial aspects (localized recruitment, activation,
epithelial interdigitations) have a significant impact on dynamics and outcome of in-
terest.

1.3.3 Boolean network: logical functions

In this approach, the system is represented as a network where nodes are model components
that may be assigned a value of 0 or 1, often interpreted as on or o!, as a logical function
of the values of neighboring nodes. Nodes may represent genes of a gene regulatory network
where gene gi shares edges with neighbors whose products inhibit or enhance its expression.
The value of 0,1 assigned to a node indicates whether the gene is expressed or not. Nodes
may also be events such as those depicted in Figure 1.3(b) where the values of 0,1 indicate
an event has or has not occurred allowing subsequent events to occur.
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Whereas executable models, discussed above, employ update functions as a set of local
rules for each pairwise neighbor, in this approach a logical function is used to update the
value of each node. This set of logical functions is used to calculate a transition table that
gives the resulting stable configuration given an initial configuration. This can then be
turned into a state transition graph where nodes representing one configuration point to a
node representing the configuration of the system following update at the next time point.
Multiple paths may be distinguished by a factor, such as time delay in[73]. In this case, the
configuration that results from a given initial configuration may be di!erent depending on
the amount of time it takes each mechanism to occur .

A benefit is that once the transition graph is constructed, one can readily see all possible sce-
narios that will give rise to a certain configuration that represents a specific health outcome.
This allows one to readily see all non-intuitive possible pathways to the health outcome with
the only bias being in the biological model made in the construction phase when deciding
which components and interactions to include as the cause. This is an advantage over com-
putational models that, as discussed above, often rely on simulations (in silico experiments)
that have the same pitfalls as in vitro or in vivo experiments; they can only test a predefined
hypothesis and, though it takes into account non-intuitive e!ects of the scenario, it does not
allow one to predict the outcome of a causal scenario not yet considered or hypothesized
to lead to the outcome. Hence, the possible scenarios tested are limited to those that have
already been considered.

A drawback of this approach is that the configuration transitions table grows exponentially
with each additional node of the network. To store the functions and table could be very
costly and likely not scale. Rather, simply changing states of objects as local function,
as done in the computational model approach, does not require storage or search of every
possible configuration.

Yet another drawback is that, in certain circumstances, an initial configuration may lead to
multiple configurations in the true system. To represent this in the model one must specify
conditions, parameter values, that distinguish whether an initial configuration of $(t)i will
lead to one configuration $(t + 1)k at the next update, or another configuration, $(t + 1)j.
For example, Kaufman [73] included time delays of each node-represented mechanism to
distinguish which alternate configurations would be reached, but the sequence of events
may also be a determining factor. Complexity of computing the transition graph increases
significantly for each such distinguishing parameter. Such distinctions are inherently included
in rule-based computational models as the e!ect of time delays and interaction sequences
is a consequence of each update function. A useful comparison of these two approaches is
given in [69].

Hence, creation of a logical function table for system configuration update may be best to
use in the following cases:

• When one is confident in parameters that distinguish between multiple resulting states.
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• When the biological model has a small number of parameters.

• When entity states can be binary and still informative to the research question.

1.3.4 Semantic and model approximations

Each mathematical formalism has its inherent assumptions. Translating the biological model
into a specific, implementable mathematical language requires semantic approximations.
These are assumptions made about the system in order to fit the mathematical formalism
that DO NOT a!ect correctness of the model. For example, di!erential equations require
the assumption that populations are uniformly mixed. They may be inaccurate, we know
that not all cells in a population behave alike, but as long as one can prove that the resulting
e!ect is the same, then the assumption is appropriate. Herein lies the challenge of choosing
a formal language as one must make a case that these assumptions do not compromise the
correctness of model predictions.

Model approximations are implementation procedures necessary to accommodate software re-
strictions and improve computational e"ciency. These include the use of numerical methods
to solve di!erential equations or synchronous update on a network. Usually these approxima-
tions a!ect correctness resulting in an acceptable amount of error between model prediction
and behavior of the true system. This error must be taken into account when interpreting
model predictions.

1.4 Testing and generating hypotheses

There are various methods to test the hypothesis that is the biological model and generate
new ones. These are model validation, sensitivity analysis, and simulation.

1.4.1 Calibration vs. Validation

Two necessary steps in constructing a predictive model are calibration and validation. Cali-
bration is the process of estimating or assigning parameter values such that model predictions
of a simulated scenario match experimental measurements for the same scenario. This gen-
erally involves a search where a configuration of parameter values are systematically changed
to decrease the di!erence between data points values and the predicted variable values that
represent them. In essence, one is providing information to the model on how it should be-
have, essentially ’telling’ the model the experimental outcome. In model validation one uses
the model to simulate an experimental scenario providing no information about the actual
experimental outcome. Then one compares model predictions with experimental measure-
ments to see if the model was able to successfully predict the experimental outcome. If the
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prediction matches, it indicates that the biological model does, indeed, contain a plausible
mechanism by which the experimental outcome occurs. For example, if knock out of the gene
for the surface receptors PPAR! leads to sporadic colitis in mice, one would reduce PPAR!
function in the model and run a simulation. If the simulation predicts that sporadic colitis
occurs, then the biological model contains the pathway by which PPAR! suppresses colitis.
One may then use sensitivity analysis or simulation to narrow down the specific pathway.

However, if the simulation results do not match the experimental ones, the model cannot yet
be rejected as a di!erent parameter set could result in the desired behavior. In this example,
the experimental data from PPAR! knockout system may be used for further calibration.
Validation would then have to be done with a data from a di!erent experimental scenario. In
general, a model can only be rejected as invalid if it cannot be calibrated, i.e no combination
of parameter values leads to the experimentally observed phenomena.

1.4.2 Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis quantifies the relative amount that a variable X of the model changes
for each unit change in the value of a specific parameter pi. This may be done by solving
the derivative of X with respect to pi as done in [148] or by perturbing pi and quanti-
fying the e!ect on the value of X, as is done in metabolic control analysis [120] used in
[146]. As model variables generally map to events and parameters to specific processes or
interactions, sensitivity analysis can be used to generate hypotheses by indicating which
specific processes/interactions, of all those in the biological model, have the most impact
on determining an observed or predicted experimental measurement. When drawing such
conclusions, it is important to keep in mind that sensitivities are dependent on the current
parameter set.

1.4.3 Simulation

With simulation one may use a validated model to test hypotheses by conducting in silico
experiments as one would in vitro or in vivo. The di!erence is that the in silico experi-
ments carry no risk and simulation results tell you how the true system would respond to
experimental conditions if the model accurately represents it. Experiments in vivo/ in vitro
are much more costly, but they tell you how the system behaves in reality. Hence, any con-
clusions drawn from in silico experiments should be tested in vitro/in vivo when possible.
The low risk and relative ease of in silico experimentation make it useful in defining which
in vivo/in vitro experiments to invest in. For example, if there are 10 candidate genes that
may be necessary and su"cient to cause a disease, instead of conducting 10 di!erent experi-
ments to observe the e!ect of silencing each gene, one may first conduct all 10 gene silencing
experiments in silico, observe which one is most e!ective in inhibiting simulated disease and
then conduct one experiment in vivo targetting only the gene predicted to be necessary and
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su"cient.

1.5 The Disseration Chapters

In the following chapters I discuss studies of inflammation-induced and inflammation-enhanced
diseases that use the modeling approach to determine plausible pathways of pathogenesis.

In Chapter 2 I create a model of cell-cell contacts to represent the antagonistic inflamma-
tory and anti-inflammatory pathways of the colonic mucosa. This biological model was
implemented as a mathematical model and then used to recreate di!erent clinical models
of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) to identify which of the many plausible inflammatory
pathways are responsible for overcoming the protective innate anti-inflammatory pathway
that acts as an e!ective regulator in non-IBD individuals. Then, in Chapter 3, an extended
version of this model is used to identify specific protective mechanisms of commensal mi-
croflora against inflammation-induced tissue damage following pathogen entry into the colon.
In Chapter 4 I present a model of the gastric mucosa that is implemented as a mathematical
model to identify specific pathogenic mechanisms proposed based on processes that have
been observed in vitro and ex vivo are likely to result in pathogenesis in vivo. In Chapter 5
I present an alternative approach to address these questions in the form of an agent-based
model using a tool developed specifically for this purpose. Lastly, in Chapter 6 I present a
very di!erent system, HIV infection of the vaginal mucosa, and use the modeling approach
to address which contradictory hypothesis most plausibly give rise to clinical observations
of early HIV infection in animal models.

In each, these models were constructed with components and interaction rules that are based
on published data and current paradigms for cell-cell interactions. As such, they serve as
examples for creating hypotheses for complex pathological pathways at the tissue level that
agree with experimental data and current immune paradigms for molecular and cellular level
interactions.
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(b)

Figure 1.4: Formal model. (a) A biological model for the stimulation and infection of
CD4+ T-cells according to the narrative in (b). Arrows point from infection and activation
states to others. Arrows are labelled with rates at which a single cell adopts one state from
another. Rates are a quantitative function of other factors in the system (not shown). (b)
A system of equations describing the biological model for CD4+ T cells as a representation
of how each group changes over time.
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Abstract

Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) is an immunoinflammatory illness of the gut initiated by
an immune response to bacteria in the microflora. The resulting immunopathogenesis leads
to lesions in epithelial lining of the colon through which bacteria may infiltrate the tissue
causing recurring bouts of diarrhea, rectal bleeding, and malnutrition. In healthy individu-
als such immunopathogenesis is avoided by the presence of regulatory cells that inhibit the
inflammatory pathway. Highly relevant to the search for treatment strategies is the identifi-
cation of components of the inflammatory pathway that allow regulatory mechanisms to be
overridden and immunopathogenesis to proceed. In vitro techniques have identified cellular
interactions involved in inflammation-regulation crosstalk. However, tracing immunological
mechanisms discovered at the cellular level confidently back to an in vivo context of multiple,
simultaneous interactions has met limited success.

To explore the impact of specific interactions, we have constructed a system of 29 ordinary
di!erential equations representing di!erent phenotypes of T cells, macrophages, dendritic
cells, and epithelial cells as they move and interact with bacteria in the lumen, lamina
propria, and lymphoid tissue of the colon.

Simulations revealed the positive inflammatory feedback loop formed by inflammatory M1
macrophage activation of T cells as a driving force underlying the immunopathology of IBD.
Furthermore, strategies that remove M1 from the site of infection, by either i) increasing
its potential to switch to a regulatory M2 phenotype or ii) increasing the rate of reversion
(for M1 and M2 alike) to a resting state, cease immunopathogenesis even as bacteria are
eliminated by other inflammatory cells.

Based on these results, we identify macrophages and their mechanisms of plasticity as key
targets for mucosal inflammation intervention strategies. In addition, we propose that the
primary mechanism behind the association of PPAR! mutation with IBD is its ability to
mediate the M1 to M2 switch.
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2.1 Introduction

Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) is a chronic illness of the gut characterized by a recurring
inflammatory response to bacteria in the lumen microflora resulting in lesions of the epithe-
lial lining and lamina propria [139]. The lamina propria is the tissue site where immune cells
initially recognize bacterial antigen prior to migrating to the distal lymphoid tissue to mount
the inflammatory response. IBD results in two clinical manifestations, Crohns disease and
ulcerative colitis, in which the patient experiences relapses of diarrhea, rectal bleeding, and
malnutrition as bacteria from the lumen leak into the lamina propria through the lesions in
the epithelial barrier [37]. Over 1 million people are a#icted by IBD in North America and 4
million worldwide resulting in a severe decrease in quality of life as well as significant health
care-related costs [133]. Total expenses exceed $15 billion annually in the U.S. not including
indirect expenses of treating complications such as recurrent pancreatitis, abscesses, intesti-
nal obstruction, anemia, thromboses, perianal lesions, arthritis, uveitis, iritis, or cutaneous
lesions [31, 21].

In a healthy individual, immune cells of the gut mucosa remain largely inactive towards
the 1014 bacteria that compose the microflora. This tolerance to most bacterial strains is
attributed to the prominent presence of regulatory immune cells that may be triggered by
the commensal microflora and whose functions are antagonistic to inflammatory pathways
triggered by small, transient populations of pathogenic bacteria.

For an illustration of immune response pathways in the gut mucosa, please look to Figure 2.1.
The inflammatory pathway portrayed is currently believed to occur as follows: Inflammation
is initiated when resting antigen presenting cells, dendritic cells and macrophages, endocytose
bacterial antigen at the initial site of infection, the lumen. In the lamina propria (LP), these
cells then di!erentiate to inflammatory or e!ector phenotypes, termed M1 macrophages (M1)
and e!ector dendritic cells (De) secreting inflammatory mediators including factors that aid
infiltration of additional resting macrophage and dendritic cell precursors (monocytes) as
well as T cells into the LP. De and M1 present antigen to resting T cells while secreting
cytokines IL-12, IFN-!,TNF-%, and IL-23 inducing their di!erentiation to pro-inflammatory
T-helper cells (Th), specifically Th1 or Th17 phenotypes, that also secrete inflammatory
mediators [62, 49]. Antigen presenting cells may also migrate away from the infection site to
the lymphoid tissue where they contact and stimulate a larger concentration of T cells that
will, in turn, relocate to the infection site in the lamina propria. There, Th1 and Th17 act
synergistically with M1 and De to recruit more monocytes and promote their di!erentiation
to the pro-inflammatory M1 and De phenotypes closing a positive feedback loop.

Immunopathogenesis results from secretion of toxic peroxide anions, proteases, and oxygen/
nitrogen radicals by M1 and Th1-activated cells that kill the invading bacteria, but also cause
indiscriminate tissue damage. In sterile organ systems, the inflammatory process generally
ceases once the antigen population is eliminated and immune cells are no longer stimu-
lated directly. However, in the gut, inflammation induced by bacterial microflora presents
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Figure 2.1: Depiction of colitis. Depiction of the crosstalk between inflammatory and
regulatory pathways in the gut. Solid lines represent either a reaction that induces cell
di!erentiation from one type to another or the promotion by a cell type of a particular
reaction. Dotted lines represent an inhibitory e!ect of a cell type on an interaction. The
inflammatory pathway (right) is triggered by pathogenic (foreign) bacteria, Bf, and the
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a scenario where the antigen population cannot be eliminated allowing the collateral cost
of immunopathogensis to mount and become more harmful to the host than the invading
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bacteria itself. Compounding the problem, inflammation-induced damage to the epithelial
barrier between the lumen and lamina propria allows increased permeability and infiltration
of bacteria into the lamina propria, thereby allowing heightened macrophage and dendritic
cell stimulation completing another positive feedback loop that magnifies the inflammatory
responses during IBD (Figure 2.1).

In healthy individuals, to avoid this occurrence, the gut mucosa contains various regulatory
factors such as M2 macrophages (M2), tolerogenic dendritic cells (Dt), and T-regulatory
cells that are analogous to, and act antagonistically with, their inflammatory counter parts
M1, De, and Th1/ Th17. In the regulatory pathway, binding of ligands recognized as self,
including commensal bacteria, to specific surface receptors of resting macrophages and den-
dritic cells induce their di!erentiation to M2 and Dt as opposed to M1 and De. One such
receptor is the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor, PPAR!, expressed in T cells, den-
dritic cells, macrophages, and epithelial cells [132, 90]. This process is aided by the presence
of anti-inflammatory cytokines IL-10 and TGF-# that inhibit pro-inflammatory cytokine
secretion and down-regulation of co-stimulatory molecule expression [11]. The net result is
that, upon antigen presentation by M2 and Dt, resting T cells di!erentiate to a T-regulatory
phenotypes. These are called induced T-regulatory cells (Ti) because their resting precursors
have the ability to become Th1 upon stimulation by IFN-!+IL-12 secreting M1 and De. In
contrast, natural T-regulatory cells (Tr) are T cells that are pre-destined to be regulatory
cells independent of the cytokine environment. Both Ti and Tr secrete IL-10 and TGF-#
promoting further M2 and Dt creation. In addition, Tr has been shown to bind e!ector den-
dritic cells with high a"nity and inhibit their stimulation of resting T cells to inflammatory
phenotypes [111].

In the current biological model of gut homeostasis commensal bacteria-mediated stimulation
is largely responsible for upholding the basal population of regulatory factors that inhibit
the inflammatory responses of their neighboring cells (Figure 2.1). This normally allows the
presence of a small population of inflammatory immune cells in response to the occasional
invasion of pathogenic bacteria while the system remains inactive towards nonpathogenic
strains in the microflora that maintain gut function. In abnormal cases, such as IBD, this
low-level inflammatory response is able to mount, from an initially small population, to a
much larger population able to override the suppressive activity of its regulatory anatago-
nists. An area of key interest to IBD intervention is identification of the specific interactions
of the inflammatory pathway that allow this cascade e!ect to take hold and subsequent
immunopathogenesis to proceed.

Many of the mentioned interactions involved in inflammatory-regulatory crosstalk have been
identified in vitro. It is yet to be identified which of these in vitro observed mechanisms
lie behind the immunopathogenic cell dynamics observed in vivo during inflammation. For
example, IBD recovery is associated with increased levels of T-regulatory cells in animal
models [118, 57]. Is this due to Tr-specific activity, such as the direct disruption of De-
mediated T cell stimulation, or its role as one of many IL-10 secreting cells, which could
have numerous downstream e!ects?
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There is still no cure for IBD and the only available treatments include those that universally
weaken mucosal immunity leaving the patient vulnerable to opportunistic pathogens [24].
Identifying the specific regulatory functions that mediate the chronic inflammatory response
would provide new strategies for more sophisticated treatment options.

Towards this goal we have developed a system of 29 ordinary di!erential equations describing
the movement, interaction, and activation of inflammatory regulatory macrophages, T cells,
and dendritic cells in the presence of bacteria and cytokines in the lumen, lamina propria,
and lymphoid tissue regions of gut mucosa. In silico, we induced chronic inflammation by
allowing resting macrophages and dendritic cells to di!erentiate to inflammatory phenotypes
upon contact with bacteria of the microflora. We then traced dynamics of inflammation
markers back to specific interactions identifying those that override regulatory factors and
sustain an immunopathogenic inflammatory response.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Mathematical model

Our model describes population dynamics of immune cells and epithelial cells as they in-
teract, flow, and di!erentiate over time in response to dynamic populations of cytokines
and bacteria (Figure 2.2). The populations are further compartmentalized by three loca-
tions between which the cells may migrate: i) the lumen, where bacteria reside, which is
denoted by the superscript ’L’ ii) the lamina propria, more generally termed the e!ector site
of the immune response, denoted by the superscript ’E’ and iii) the mesenteric lymph node,
the inductive site of the immune response, denoted by the superscript ’I’. In the following
equations capital roman letters denote variables, lowercase and greek letters denote param-
eters, and subscripts the cell phenotype. An organized list of model parameters and their
corresponding symbols is given in Appendix A. A list of the variables is given in Appendix B.

Cytokines
Some parameter values are dependent on cytokine levels. The model includes an activating
cytokine group, Ca, in the inductive site (Equation 2.1) and e!ector site (Equation 2.2)
that represents factors secreted by inflammatory phenotypes including IFN-!, TNF-% , pro-
inflammatory cytokines, proteases and free radicals such as nitric oxide. The second group
is deactivating cytokines, Cd, representing IL-10 and TGF-# (Equations 2.3 and 2.4). As a
simplifying assumption, the di!erent cytokines are secreted at the same constant rate, &c,
from active cells of di!erent phenotypes and degrade at a constant rate, µc. This decision
was reinforced by a lack of significant sensitivity of immune cell population levels to these
particular parameters.
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Di Immature dendritic cell 

D e  Effector dendritic cell 

D t  Tolerogenic dendritic cell 

M0  Resting macrophage  

M1  M1 macrophag e  

M2  M2 macrophag e  
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Figure 2.2: Biological model of colitis. Scheme of mathematical model of interacting
populations represented explicitly in the model in the three location compartments: i) the
lumen (top) ii) the lamina propria (middle), and iii) mesenteric lymph node (bottom). Solid
arrows indicate cell transition from one population pool to another and are labelled with the
rate or probability of this transition. Dashed arrows point from populations to the transition
which they positively influence. The symbols for these parameters are described in Appendix
A. Red circles highlight the specific positive feedback loop that drives exponential growth of
the activating cytokine population and epithelial cell depletion in the IBD model where Bc
is able to stimulate Di and M0 to inflammatory phenotypes, De and M1.
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I
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Equations 2.5 and 2.6 represent bacteria in the lumen and lamina propria compartments,
respectively, where &b, 'b, and µb are birth rate, crowding co-e"cient, and death rate. In the
healthy model, this population is largely composed of commensal bacteria. Bacteria may

migrate from the lumen to the lamina propria at a rate, (LE, where (LE = ( CE
a

qCE
a +E+Ep

)y! .

Note that this function evaluates to 0 in the absence of activating cytokines (CE
a ), increasing

as CE
a concentration rises and the epithelial cell concentration (E+Ep) falls. This represents

epithelial cell modification by pro-inflammatory cytokines, which increases permeability and
lesion formation [155]. The parameter q controls the cytokine level at which migration occurs
and y! is the rate at which the bacterial migration increases with respect to CE

a and E + Ep

levels. Bacteria are eliminated by inflammatory epithelial cells (Ep) and M1 macrophages
(ME

1 ), which secrete microbicides, as well as uptake by resting antigen presenting cells (ME
0 ,

DE
i , and DL

i ). This is represented by the terms kL(Ep + DL
i ) in equation 2.5 and k(Ep +

ME
1 + ME

0 + DE
i ) in equation 2.6 where kL and k are contact rates between individual cells

in the lumen and lamina propria, respectively.

dBL
c

dt
= BL

c (&b # 'bB
L
c # µb # kL(Ep + DL

i )# (LE) (2.5)

dBE
c

dt
= BE

c (&b # 'bB
E
c # µb # k(Ep + ME

1 + ME
0 + DE

i )) + BL
c (LE (2.6)

Epithelial Cells
Equation 2.7 describes the dynamics of cells of the epithelial lining as they replicate and
die at constant rates, &E and µE respectively. The parameter 'E is a crowding co-e"cient
that allows population growth to cease at the healthy basal concentration of 104/mL [9],
representing an intact barrier composed of normal epithelial cells (E) as well as cytokine-
secreting pro-inflammatory epithelial cells (Ep). The term )ECCE

a represents transition of
an epithelial cell to a pro-inflammatory epithelial cell, Ep, described in equation 2.8. This
represents the ability of cytokines encompassed in the activating group to induce secretion of
pro-inflammatory mediators by epithelial cells[9]. The term µceCE

a in equation 2.8 represents
death induced by cytopathic factors, also present in the activating cytokine group. The
assumption here is that the same pathways that lead to factors that stimulate epithelial cells
to secrete cytokines, such as IFN-!, are coupled with those that produce free radicals and
proteases.

dE

dt
= E(&E # 'E(E + Ep)# µE # )ECCE

a ) + µEEp (2.7)

dEp

dt
= )ECECE

a # Ep(µE + µceC
E
a ) (2.8)

Dendritic Cells
Immature dendritic cells are present in the lamina propria (DE

i , Equation 2.9), of which a
subset are localized to the epithelial barrier allowing dendrites to extend through epithelial
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cells into lumen to contact bacteria [62]. This subset is represented as dendritic cells in
the lumen compartment (DL

i , Equation 2.11). The immature dendritic cell population is
fed by monocytes from the blood at rates &d (Equation 2.10) and &dl (Equation ??) such
that each DE

i that transfers to one of the activated dendritic cell compartments is replaced
with a net increase of the population in the presence of inflammatory cytokines [63]. This
increase occurs with the term (rCE

a , which represents general recruitment of leukocytes by
inflammatory mediators encompassed in the activating cytokine group and is applied to all
resting cell populations in the model [63]. The recruitment rate, (r, is likely di!erent for
each resting cell population, but we make the assumption of one parameter value for all
populations.

The DL
i population is assume to be determined by the limited space near the epithelial barrier

that can be occupied, which would not increase with the amount of inflammatory cytokines,
Ca. This population, therefore, remains constant even under inflammatory conditions.

Upon contact with bacteria, a cell of the DE
i or DL

i population becomes either an e!ector
dendritic cell (DE

e , Equation 2.13), with the probability )Bc, or tolerogenic dendritic cell (DE
t ,

Equation 2.14) where )Bc is the fraction of commensal bacteria that induces an inflammatory
phenotype. In a healthy person, this should be negligible and is set to a value of 0. After
a period in the lamina propria, corresponding to the migration rate (EI , the presenting
dendritic cells migrate to the lymph node joining the DI

e and DI
t populations. Here they can

stimulate resting T cells until they die at a rate of µd.

The terms kT TE!
r in equation 2.13 and kT T I!

r in equation 2.15 represent contact with active
natural T-regulatory cells in the e!ector and inductive sites respectively. Upon contact
with active natural T-regulatory cells, e!ector dendritic cells are rendered anergic, unable to
secrete activating cytokine or stimulate resting T cells [111]. We represent this by e!ectively
removing them from the system upon contact with active T-regulatory cells (TE!

r and T I!
r ).

kT is the contact rate between antigen presenting cells and T-regulatory cells. This is set
to be greater than the contact rates between all other cells, k, due to evidence that natural
T-regulatory have a higher a"nity for dendritic cells than do conventional T cells [111].

dDE
i

dt
= &d + (rC

E
a #DE

i (kBE
c + µdi) = (rC

E
a (2.9)

&d = DE
i (kBE

c + µdi) (2.10)

dDL
i

dt
= &dl #DL

i (kLBL
c + µdi) = 0 (2.11)

&dl = DL
i (kLBL

c + µdi)?? (2.12)

dDE
e

dt
= DE

i (k)BcB
E
c ) + DL

i (kL)BcB
L
c )#DE

e ((EI + kT TE!
r ) (2.13)

dDE
t

dt
= DE

i (k(1# )Bc)B
E
c ) + DL

i (kL(1# )Bc)B
L
c )# (EID

E
t (2.14)
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dDI
e

dt
= (EID

E
e #DI

e(kT T I!
r + µd) (2.15)

dDI
t

dt
= (EID

E
t # µdD

I
t (2.16)

Macrophages
Undi!erentiated, resting M0 macrophages (ME

0 , Equation 2.17) are only represented in the
lamina propria and not the mesenteric lymph node. This is under the assumption that,
due to compartmentalization of a typical lymph node, the impact of macrophage-derived
cytokines on T cell di!erentiation is negligible compared to that of the dendritic cell-derived
cytokines. Observations that macrophages participate primarily in plasma B-cell di!eren-
tiation support this assumption [67, 100]. The ME

0 population is fed by monocytes from
the blood at the rate &m (Equation 2.18). Similar to the function for immature dendritic
cell replenishment (&d, Equation 2.10), &m is a function that allows replacement of each ME

0

transferred to one of the activated macrophage pools from an implied, unlimited monocyte
pool with a net increase of (rCE

a . Upon contact with bacteria that manages to invade from
the lumen, a M0 becomes a M1 macrophage (ME

1 , Equation 2.19) or M2 macrophage (ME
2 ,

Equation 2.20) and secretes activating or de-activating cytokine for the period of activa-
tion. This is represented by the terms kME

0 )BcBE
c in equation 2.19 and kME

0 (1 # )Bc)BE
c

in equation 2.20. As mentioned, )Bc is the fraction of commensal bacteria that induces an
inflammatory phenotype and is set to 0.

Macrophages may switch phenotypes as the cytokine ratio changes in the lamina propria
so that M1 switches to M2 with a probability proportional to the Cd/Ca ratio and M2
switches to M1 with a probability proportional to the Ca/Cd ratio. This is represented
by the terms )21 = Ca

Cd+Ca
and )12 = Cd

Cd+Ca
in equations 2.19 and 2.20 respectively . The

term )M0(ME
1 + ME

2 ) represents reversion of activated macrophages back to the resting
state at a rate of )M0, a process believed to play a role in quelling inflammation once
pathogen is eliminated. Though reversion is determined by environmental factors that change
dynamically as the immune response progresses [49], we treat this parameter as a constant
for the sake of simplification. In the absence of an experimental measurement we initially
set )M0 to a value of 0. Neither calibration nor validation of the model indicated a need to
include this mechanism in order to observe characteristic cessation of inflammation. This
may be interpreted as a model assumption that the frequency of reversion to an inactive
state is negligible.

Macrophage lifespan is also dynamic and may be tissue dependent. We also assume this
parameter to be a constant for the sake of simplicity, corresponding to the rate µm.

dME
0

dt
= &m + (rC

E
a + )M0(M

E
1 + ME

2 )#ME
0 (kBE

c + µm) = (rC
E
a (2.17)

&m = ME
0 (kBE

c + µm)# )M0(M
E
1 + ME

2 ) (2.18)
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dME
1

dt
= kME

0 )BcB
E
c + ME

2 )21 #ME
1 ()M0 + )12 + µm) (2.19)

dME
2

dt
= kME

0 (1# )Bc)B
E
c + ME

1 )12 #ME
2 ()M0 + )21 + µm) (2.20)

T cells in the inductive site
The model includes two resting T cell populations in the mesenteric lymph node, naive T
cells (Tn, Equation 2.21) and central memory T cells (Tc, Equation 2.22). Naive and central
memory T cells may flow in and out of the lymph node at constant rates &t and µt, but not to
the e!ector site of the lamina propria [125, 63]. They may also be recruited by inflammatory
factors in the lymph node, represented by the term (rCI

a .

Resting T cells contact antigen presenting dendritic cells and may be stimulated with a
probability, %t or %T , meant to encompass the probability that the antigen presented is
recognized by the specific T cell. This is represented by the terms Tnk%t(DI

e + DI
t ) and

TCk%T (DI
e +DI

t ), where k is the same cell contact rate as in the e!ector site. The probability
of stimulation of a memory T cell, %T , is greater than that for a naive T cell, %t, as memory
T cells have less stringent antigen specificity [63]. Upon stimulation, the resting T cell
enters either the active T-helper cell pool (Th, Equation 2.23) or induced T-regulatory pool
(Ti, Equation 2.24) depending on the dendritic cell phenotype [62]. Th secretes activating
cytokine and Ti secretes deactivating cytokine. Upon creation in the inductive site, these
cells proliferate at a rate of pt. After a 48 hour maturation period, corresponding to the rate
(IE, the T cell will migrate to the e!ector site[63]. Note that this rate is applied to each
active T cell population as a whole, which does not allow migration to be specific to recently
matured T cells. Rather, the terms #T I

h (IE and #T I
i (IE, taken from equations 2.23 and

2.24, apply an exponential distribution of residence times with an average of 48 hours over
all active T cells. This simplification strategy was chosen over the use of a delay term, which
would be more biologically accurate, but at the cost of a significantly more complicated set
of equations.

The term 0.6)T µT (TE
h + TE

i ) in equation 2.22 represents the fraction of active T cells that
become central memory T cells once de-activated in the e!ector site. The parameter µT is
the rate of de-activation and )T is the fraction that revert to resting state. Roughly 60%
of these de-activated T cells will be central memory T cells and the rest will go on to be
e!ector memory T cells (TE), represented in equation 2.25 and discussed below[125, 93].

dTn

dt
= &t + (rC

I
a # Tn(k%t(D

I
e + DI

t ) + µt) (2.21)

dTC

dt
= &t + 0.6)T µT (TE

h + TE
i ) + (rC

I
a # TC(k%T (DI

e + DI
t ) + µt) (2.22)

dT I
h

dt
= k%tTnD

I
e + k%T TCDI

e + T I
h (pt # (IE) (2.23)
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dT I
i

dt
= k%tTnD

I
t + k%T TCDI

t + T I
i (pt # (IE) (2.24)

T cells in the e!ector site
Equation 2.25 represents the resting e!ector memory T cell population in the lamina propria
(TE). This is a subset of memory T cells that only circulate in peripheral tissues distinct
from central memory T cells that circulate among lymphoid tissue. Memory T cells enter
and exit the LP via the blood at rates (BE and (EB respectively. The rate at which memory
T cells infiltrate the tissue from the blood is assumed to be independent of the current tissue
concentration, TE. Once in the tissue, TE is in contact with both presenting macrophages
and dendritic cells and may be stimulated with a probability of %T under the assumption
that the antigen specificity is generally the same as for central memory T cells. The term
0.4)T µT (TE

h +TE
i ) represents the fraction of de-activated T cells that become e!ector memory

T cells.

Equations 2.26 and 2.27 represent inflammatory T-helper cells (TE
h ) and induced T-regulatory

cells (TE
i ) in the lamina propria. A stimulated TE enters one of these two pools depending

on the phenotype of antigen presenting cell represented by the terms k%T TE(DE
e + ME

1 ) in
equation 2.26 and k%T TE(DE

t +ME
2 ) in equation 2.27. Upon stimulation of e!ector memory

T cells, the resulting active T cells (TE
h and TE

i )proliferate at a lower rate, pT , than those
born from naive and central memory T cells, pt [47]. The term (IET I

h and (IET I
i represent

infiltration of T cells activated in the inductive site into the e!ector site.

dTE

dt
= (BE + 0.4)T µT (TE

h + TE
i ) + (rC

E
a # TE(k%T (DE

e + DE
t + ME

1 + ME
2 ) + (EB) (2.25)

dTE
h

dt
= (IET I

h + k%T TE(DE
e + ME

1 ) + TE
h (pT # µT ) (2.26)

dTE
i

dt
= (IET I

i + k%T TE(DE
t + ME

2 ) + TE
i (pT # µT ) (2.27)

Natural T-regulatory cells

Equation 2.28 describes resting natural T-regulatory cells as they enter and exit the e!ector
site via the blood. As with e!ector memory T cells, resting natural T-regulatory cells are
assumed to infiltrate the tissue with a rate that is independent of the concentration of cells
already in the tissue site. At the infection site, Tr are stimulated by antigen presenting
cells of both inflammatory and regulatory phenotypes. This interaction is represented by
the term kT %T (DE

e + DE
t + ME

1 + ME
2 ), where we assume a stimulation rate that is the

same as other memory T cells, %T . A stimulated cell then becomes an active natural T-
regulatory cell (TE!

r , Equation 2.29). TE!
r cells migrate from the e!ector site to the inductive

site via draining lymph, entering the T I!
r population (Equation 2.30). Here they carry out

their primary regulatory function by inhibiting e!ector dendritic cell stimulation of T cells,
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represented in equations 2.13 and 2.15 [127, 111]. While activated, the cell proliferates at a
rate of pTr. Calibration of pTr such that the CD4+ T cell concentration in the lymph node
stays within measured ranges in vivo [51] lead to a lower value than for the proliferation rate
of conventional T cells, pt. This decreased proliferation rate is supported by the fact that Tr
expresses decreased levels of IL2R compared to helper T cells [145]. We assume the rate of
de-activation for natural T-regulatory cells is the same for induced T-regulatory cells, µT , as
is the fraction that revert back to the resting state as opposed to undergoing apoptosis, )T .

dTE
r

dt
= (BE + (rC

E
a + µT )T T I!

r # TE
r (kT %T (DE

e + DE
t + ME

1 + ME
2 )# (EB) (2.28)

dTE!
r

dt
= TE

r (kT %T (DE
e + DE

t + ME
1 + ME

2 )) + pTrT
E!
r # (EIT

E!
r (2.29)

dT I!
r

dt
= (EIT

E!
r + T I!

r (pTr # µT ) (2.30)

2.2.2 Simulations

The system of di!erential equations was solved using the LSODA algorithm in COPASI [59].
The system was solved over 3000 time units, where one time unit, t, is approximately 6 hours.
During calibration, transition rates were estimated based on this time scale. However, due
to uncertainty in the rates, it is best to view the system as a model of qualitative dynamics.
We, therefore, do not seek to make any temporal predictions based on model time.

2.2.3 Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivities of each variable to each parameter of the model was determined in COPASI. For
this task COPASI uses metabolic control analysis (MCA), a method developed to carry out
sensitivity analysis of metabolic systems. In short, MCA studies the relative control exerted
by each step on the system’s variables by applying a perturbation to the step being studied
and then measuring the e!ect on the variable of interest after the system has settled to a
new steady state. For a more in depth description please refer to Reder et al.[120].

2.2.4 Parameter assignment and model calibration

Parameter values for a healthy individual were gathered from literature, where possible,
using mouse, pig, and human data (Appendix A). Unknown parameters were approximated
with expert knowledge or estimated from a range. In some cases optimization was carried
out in COPASI using the particle swarm algorithm.
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The model was calibrated to fit specific criteria for gut homeostasis in the absence of foreign
bacteria at steady-state (Figure 2.3A). The criteria included: i) T cell numbers reflect those
measured in lymphoid tissue of healthy individuals. Specifically, concentrations of naive T
cells and memory T cells are approximately 1.2 ·108/mL in the lymph node[51] and dendritic
cells are 106/mL [34]. ii) No commensal bacteria is seen in the lamina propria, but the lumen
population upholds a regulatory immune cell population. iii) The lumen bacteria stays
within a concentration of 1011#1012/mL [9]. iv) The epithelial cell layer remains unchanged
from an initial concentration of 104/mL [9]. v) Active and resting natural T-regulatory
cells compose approximately 10% of the total CD4+ T cell population [10]. vi) The level
of deactivating cytokine-secreting cells in the lamina propria are significantly higher than
activating cytokine-secreting cell levels [142]. The system was deemed to have converged
when the relative change in concentration in a single time step was less than 10"5.

A more detailed explanation of parameter assignment and range estimation is given in Ap-
pendix A.

2.2.5 Validation

To validate the model, we sought to replicate cell dynamics observed in pigs experimentally
infected with pathogenic bacteria strains [58, 65]. To do this we added a pathogenic bac-
terial population (Bf), recognized by antigen presenting cells as foreign, to the model. In
this extended model, the Bf population induces inflammatory phenotypes in resting den-
dritic cells and macrophages upon contact and act competitively with commensal bacteria.
Specifically, the extension involves slight modifications to equations for resting macrophages
(ME

0 , Equation 2.17) and activated macrophages (ME
1 and ME

2 , Equations 2.19 and 2.20)
by replacing the terms ME

0 (kBE
c + µm) in equation 2.17, kME

0 )BcBE
c in equation 2.19, and

kME
0 (1 # )Bc)BE

c in equation 2.20 with ME
0 k(BE

c + BE
f ), kME

0 BE
f , and kME

0 BE
c respectiv-

ley. BE
f represents the concentration of foreign bacteria in the e!ector site. The terms

assume that all contact events with foregin bacteria lead to an inflammatory M1 phe-
notype and those with commensal bacteria lead to a tolerogenic M2 phenotype. With
these same assumptions applied to dendritic cells the terms kBE

c in equations 2.9 and
2.10, kLBL

c in equations 2.11 and ??, DE
i (k)BcBE

c ) + DL
i (kL)BcBL

c ) in equation 2.13, and
DE

i (k(1 # )Bc)BE
c ) + DL

i (kL(1 # )Bc)BL
c ) in equation 2.14 are replaced with the terms

k(BE
c +BE

f ), kL(BL
c +BL

f ) , DE
i kBE

f +DL
i kLBL

f , and DE
i kBE

c +DL
i kLBL

c respectivley. Equa-
tions 2.31 and 2.32 describe interdependent dynamics of the competing bacterial populations.
All parameters are considered identical between the two populations, where ! is a competi-
tion coe"cient. The full equations of these populations directly a!ected by the introduction
of foreign bacteria are given in Appendix C.

dBc

dt
= Bc(&b # 'BBc # !Bf # µb) (2.31)

dBf

dt
= Bf (&b # 'BBf # !Bc # µb) (2.32)
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Figure 2.3: Timecourse of fluctuations in select populations. A) Homeostasis: In the
absence of an inflammatory response to bacteria in the lumen, the epithelial cell barrier re-
mains intact and epithelial cells do not secrete inflammatory factors. Deactivating cytokines
and induced T-regulatory cells are maintained at a basal level while activating cytokines
and inflammatory T-helper cells are absent. Bacteria is compartmentalized to the lumen
with no detectable invasion of the lamina propria (LP). B) Dysentery: The extended model
that includes pathogenic bacteria that triggers an inflammatory response in macrophages
and dendritic cells, epithelial cell erosion is seen as inflammatory markers rise in conjunction
with translocation of bacteria into the LP. C) Chronic Inflammation: When a small fraction
(0.0001) of bacteria in the lumen triggers an inflammatory response in macrophages and den-
dritic cells, the total epithelial cell population remains reduced in conjunction with elevated
inflammatory markers and continued migration of bacteria into the lamina propria where it
is readily eliminated by immune cells. This is typically seen in cases of inflammatory bowel
disease.

The model was validated by adding the presence of foreign bacteria with these modification
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and initiating simulations with a Bf concentration of 108/mL in the lumen. Under these con-
ditions, the model produced the same qualitative population dynamics as those in the animal
studies carried out by Hontecillas et al. [58] and Jonasson et al. [65] (Figure 2.3B). Specifi-
cally; i) The most significant cell population increase is among inflammatory phenotypes. ii)
Inflammation coincided with a depletion of the epithelial cell layer by 2%. iii) Inflammation
and epithelial cell depletion coincided with an increased rate of bacterial migration across the
epithelial barrier and accumulation in the lamina propria. iv) Inflammation coincided with
an increased rate of M2 macrophages switching to M1 v) Recovery was observed coinciding
with reversion of all macrophages back to M2, return of the epithelial cell concentration to
the basal level, reduction of inflammatory cell types to near homeostatic levels (concentra-
tion of < 1 in the case of cells and < 10 in the case of activating cytokines), and elimination
of bacteria from the lamina propria.

2.2.6 IBD model

To induce IBD in the model of healthy mucosa, we changed the parameter )Bc, the rate of
M0 or DE

i transition to De or M1 upon contact with bacteria of the microflora, from 0 to
increasingly positive values. IBD was defined as a new steady-state in which there is an
increased level of inflammatory markers including activating cytokines (Ca), T-helper cells
(Th), M1 macrophages (M1), and e!ector dendritic cells(De) in conjunction with decreased
epithelial cell concentration (E+Ep), representing chronic lesion presence. A positive value
for )Bc could represent a number of plausible causes of IBD such as: i) Impairment of
the regulatory pathway in antigen-presenting cells where the default is the inflammatory
pathway; ii) Dysfunction of specific pattern recognition receptors leading to recognition
of residential bacteria as foreign; iii) Change in composition of the residential bacterial
population, i.e. microflora imbalance. The latter is associated with IBD in the literature
[113, 139].

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Impairment of antigen presenting cell tolerance pathways
causes IBD

Commensal bacteria should not induce inflammatory phenotypes in dendritic cells or macrophages,
De or M1, in a healthy individual [135]. For this reason, in the healthy model we set the rate
of this occurrence, )Bc, to 0 causing all immature dendritic cells and resting macrophages to
enter the tolerogenic dendritic cell and M2 macrophage pools upon stimulation by bacteria of
the microflora, assumed to be commensal. To represent a dysfunctional regulatory pathway
or a microfloral imbalance, we set )Bc to values greater than 0 and observed cell dynamics.
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When )Bc = 0.0001 a new steady-state is reached in which populations of inflammatory cells
and activating cytokine remain above homeostatic levels and epithelial cell concentration
remains roughly 50% reduced even after elimination of bacteria from the lamina propria
compartment. These are characteristics of chronic inflammation as observed in IBD. With
this model of IBD, we next sought to determine the mechanism by which the inflammatory
cytokine population was held above homeostatic levels, thereby increasing epithelial erosion.

2.3.2 Significance of macrophage plasticity in chronic inflamma-
tion triggered by the gut microflora

Macrophage phenotypes are highly plastic. When IL-10 is present, inflammatory M1 macrophages
may di!erentiate to regulatory M2 macrophages. Similarly, in the presence of IFN-! and
TNF-%, a M2 may convert to a M1 [49]. To capture this behavior in our model we set the
rate at which activating cytokine-secreting M1 switches to deactivating cytokine-secreting
M2, )12, and the rate of M2 to M1, )21, as functions of cytokine levels shown here in equations
2.33 and 2.34:

)12 = (
(Cd

(Cd + Ca
)y" (2.33)

)21 = (
Ca

(Cd + Ca
)y" (2.34)

Cd is the concentration of deactivating cytokines and Ca the concentration of activating
cytokines in the location compartment. The parameter ( controls the threshold ratios of
cytokine concentrations at which the macrophage population switches from one phenotype
to the other. Specifically, the lower the value of (, the higher the Cd/Ca ratio must be
to induce the M1 to M2 switch. The parameter y" determines the change in the rate at
which the phenotype transition occurs with respect to the changing environmental cytokine
ratio by determining the gradient at which the function moves between 0 and 1. Both (
and y" have values of 1 in the healthy and IBD models. In the IBD model (Figure 2.4A),
sensitivity analysis revealed that all immune cells were more sensitive to these parameters
than to any other in the model, with the concentration of M1 being negatively correlated to
both, as would be expected. This indicates that the observed cell dynamic, i.e. heightened
inflammation, is largely dependent on the switch between M1 and M2. Indeed, mutations
that inhibit the activity of the receptor PPAR!, which is involved in induction of M2-
associated genes and suppression of M1-associated genes, are significantly linked with clinical
IBD [108, 42].

When ( was increased from 1 to 2, the system showed rapid epithelial cell recovery cou-
pled with severe reduction in inflammatory markers, Ca and Th, in the LP (Figure 2.4B).
This change represents a decreased sensitivity of the M2 population to pro-inflammatory
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Figure 2.4: Timecourse with macrophage intervention. The y-axis is in log scale
to better compare population levels under chronic inflammation and rescue scenarios. A)
Chronic inflammatory conditions of )Bc = 0.0001, ( = 1, and )M0 = 0. B) When the
following parameter values are applied; )Bc = 0.0001, ( = 2, and )M0 = 0 requiring a
lower de-activating cytokine concentration to induce transition from M1 to M2 in activated
macrophages. This may also represent a higher activating cytokine threshold for inducing
the opposite transition of M2 to M1. C) The following parameter values are applied; )Bc =
0.0001, ( = 1, and )M0 = 0.015 representing a system in which activated macrophages
may become deactivated. As the value )M0 increases this recovery period is shortened (not
shown).

cytokines in terms of induction of M1-associated genes and suppression of genes conferring
its regulatory capacities. A very similar pattern was seen when y" was increased to 2 (data
not shown), which could represent a quicker switch back to M2 as inflammatory IFN-! and
TNF-% levels decrease with antigen elimination. We choose to focus on the e!ects of the
parameter (, however, as it is directly translatable to the biological system in terms of cy-
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tokine presence and receptor availability, factors readily manipulated in a laboratory setting.
Under these rescue conditions, activating cytokine and Th levels remain above homeostatic
levels in conjunction with De (not shown) keeping the bacterial population at 0 in the lamina
propria compartment. Yet, in the absence of M1, the inflammatory response shown in Figure
2.4B is not coupled with immunopathogenesis, i.e. the total epithelial cell concentration is
maintained at the homeostatic level eventhough e!ector cell concentrations are higher than
homeostatic levels and bacteria is successfully eliminated from the LP. The model, therefore,
indicates that removal of M1 from the system should allow epithelial cell recovery even in
the face of an e!ective inflammatory response to residential bacteria.

Following this hypothesis, we also attempted to rescue the system from IBD by allowing
activated macrophages to return to a resting state. Activated macrophages are known to
revert to their undi!erentiated precursor, M0, in the absence of specific chemokines, cy-
tokines and survival factors (e.g., IL-12, IL-6, TNF-% , Monocyte Chemotactic Protein-1,
and Macrophage Colony-Stimulating Factor) secreted during the immune response to bacte-
ria [156]. In our initial, healthy model this reversion rate, )M0, is set to 0 as an experimental
measurement was not available and the function was not necessary for recovery from severe
dysentery in the validation step. In the IBD model, setting this reversion rate to > 0.015
allows eventual recovery over a period of time inversely proportional to the parameter value
(Figure 2.4C).

2.3.3 M1 is a key component of the inflammatory loop including
Th and immune cell precursors in the lamina propria

In the case of relatively large values of )Bc (> 0.01), the cell populations that showed growth
over time proportional to the activating cytokine population were the helper T cells (Th)
specifically in the lamina propria location, M1 macrophages (M1), resting macrophages (M0),
and e!ector memory T cells (TE), also in the lamina propria (Figure 2.5). This indicates
that the mechanism of M1 driven hyper-inflammation and immunopathogenesis lies in the
particular positive feedback loop for activating cytokine production that involves its secretion
by helper T cells in the lamina propria (highlighted in Figure 2.2). Specifically, as Ca levels
in the lamina propria rise via secretion by Th and M1, there is an increased recruitment of
e!ector memory T cells (TE) and M0. The additional M0 cells generate M1 via microfloral
bacteria stimulation which leads to greater Th creation from the increasing TE pool. Both
newly created Th and M1 cells secrete more activating cytokines, thereby closing the loop.

We tested the e!ect of disrupting this loop under two scenarios. In the first we reduced
the rate, (r, at which TE and M0 cells are recruited by activating cytokines by a factor of
10. This represents integrin inhibition, a proposed treatment of inflammation disorders [124].
Simulations showed that reduced recruitment actually exacerbated immunopathogenesis with
a 29% reduction in the already-depleted epithelial layer and a 17% increase in activating
cytokine levels in the LP. Though a lower (r intuitively leads to fewer inflammatory cell
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Figure 2.5: Timecourse of inflammatory factors. Timecourse of cell populations in the
system that grow in proportion to the activating cytokine levels (far left) when )Bc $ 0.01.
This indicates their critical roles in the positive feedback pathway described in section 3.3
of the main text.

precursors at the site of the infection initially and, therefore, reduced Ca levels, it also leads
to a delay in an e!ective immune response allowing the small amount of bacteria that is in
the LP to proliferate to a larger number ultimately eliciting inflammatory responses from a
greater number of cells as they eventually enter the tissue at a slower rate.

In the second scenario, we removed the ability of antigen presenting cells to stimulate memory
T cells by setting the rate of stimulation upon contact, %T , to 0. This removed ability of
macrophages and dendritic cells of either phenotype to stimulate memory T cells (Equations
2.22 and 2.25). Removal of this mechanism did little to ameliorate chronic inflammation.
Though Ca levels were reduced by 33%, the epithelial layer remained depleted by 40% from
homeostatic levels. However, when we removed M1 and De-mediated stimulation, specifically
(i.e. leaving Dt and M2-mediated stimulation intact), we see complete return to a healthy
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state in which Ca levels are reduced by > 99.9%, bacteria is completely removed from the
LP, and the epithelial cell concentration is completely restored. The reason for this is that
removal of memory T cell simulation by both phenotypes resulted not only in reduced Th
and activating cytokine levels, but also reduced Ti and deactivating cytokine levels. This
reduction in the deactivating cytokine concentration in proportion to that in the activating
cytokine concentration returns a Ca/Cd ratio that still upholds a pathogenic value for the M2
to M1 switch rate, )21. Removal specifically of M1 and De-mediated stimulation, however,
only leads to a reduction in Th and, subsequently, Ca levels lowering the Ca/Cd ratio and
reducing the rate of the M2 to M1 transition. Hence, inhibition of memory T cell stimulation
may be an e!ective intervention of hyperinflammation and immunopathogenesis, but only
if it is specifically targeted to M1 and De-mediated stimulation while leaving M2 and Dt
capable of associating with and stimulating memory T cells.

2.3.4 Tr mechanisms were ine!ective in rescuing the system from
IBD

To assess the overall impact of natural T-regulatory cells we eliminated them altogether from
the healthy system and found that recovery from colitis was still seen, though it was delayed.
This indicates that the mechanisms of Tr activity included in the model, e.g. secretion of
IL-10 and TGF-# and removal of e!ector dendritic cells, would not be su"cient to account
for its ability to inhibit acute inflammation, in the case of dysentery, or allow recovery from
chronic colitis, as seen in animal studies [123].

2.4 Conclusions

Our objective is to understand the critical interactions between the two competing path-
ways, inflammation and tolerance, that uphold gut homeostasis in healthy individuals. We
focus on those mechanisms of inflammatory and regulatory pathway crosstalk that mediate
IBD-like chronic inflammation. Though the underlying cell interactions have been character-
ized in vitro, their net e!ects in the context of complex immunological networks of dynamic
populations is still unknown. In this study we took a systems approach to investigate con-
sequences of these interactions in a simulated in vivo context of the gut mucosa comprised
of the lumen, lamina propria, and mesenteric lymph node.

We simulated IBD caused by an inflammatory response to microfloral bacteria. Analysis
identified M1 as a main culprit of unregulated inflammation and key target for IBD therapy,
specifically by intervention at points of macrophage plasticity. This conclusion is supported
by previous predictions that the M2 to M1 switch has a significant influence on tuberculosis
pathogenesis in the lungs [39]. The result advises further research into rescue strategies that
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remove M1 from the site of infection by either i) increasing its potential to switch to M2 or
ii) increasing the rate of reversion (for M1 and M2 alike) to a resting state.

PPAR! is a cell receptor expressed on T cells, macrophages, dendritic cells, and epithelial
cells that has been implicated in IBD prevention [132, 90]. Specifically, clinical observations
yielded a significant association between deleterious PPAR! mutations and Crohn’s disease
and the receptor was down-regulated in colons of patients with ulcerative colitis [136, 42] .
In addition, various studies have shown that PPAR! ligands are able to ameliorate acute in-
flammation, particularly in the colon [72, 24]. Though activation of this receptor represents
a promising new therapy, the key mechanism of its anti-inflammatory e!ect is unknown.
PPAR! is a receptor of endogenous lipids [i.e., prostaglandins or hydroxy-containing PUFA]
that are produced during various homoestatic processes and has been shown to participate
in a number of anti-inflammatory mechanisms including induction of anergy in inflamma-
tory T cells, enhanced regulatory T cell responses, suppression of inflammatory responses
by macrophages, di!erentiation of macrophages towards an M2 phenotype, and suppression
of T cell e!ector responses [108, 88, 57, 153, 108, 109, 101, 40, 104]. This work suggests that
the specific mechanism underlying the PPAR! association with IBD prevention is PPAR!-
mediated di!erentiation of M1 macrophages into M2 macrophages in the presence of anti-
inflammatory cytokines IL-4, IL-13, IL-10, and TGF-#. Studies are underway to examine
whether rescue from experimentally induced IBD can be achieved by treatment of mice with
PPAR! ligands and subsequent di!erentiation of macrophages into an M2 phenotype.

Simulation results also indicate that increasing the rate at which activated macrophages
revert back to a resting state can quell a chronic inflammatory response. Indeed, it is plau-
sible that macrophage de-activation is a key function by which IL-10 is able to suppress
IBD experimentally [83, 135]. The model, therefore, predicts that depriving the system of
chemokines and cytokines that allow macrophages (both M1 and M2 alike) to stay activated
should allow recovery from inflammation. This prediction may be tested by experiments in
which mice experiencing chronic colitis are rescued by administration of chemokine inhibitors
through various techniques (i.e. competitive inhibition with receptor antibodies, knockout
mice, siRNA experiments), removing their ability to prolong the activation state.

In our model, active Tr e!ector activity included secretion of de-activating cytokines, meant
to represent characteristic secretion of IL-10, and increased a"nity for antigen-presenting
cells coupled with an ability to deactivate e!ector dendritic cells upon contact [111]. Al-
though activated CD25+ natural T-regulatory cells are associated with rescue from colitis,
presence of Tr did not have an impact on altering the course of immunopathogenesis or
recovery in our system. It did, however, a!ect the length of the recovery period. This sur-
prising outcome could be explained by the fact that induced T-regulatory cells are the main
e!ectors behind these in vivo observations. Alternatively, the most e!ective mechanism by
which Tr prevents, or ameliorates, colitis may not have been correctly defined in this version
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of the model. These include other contact-dependent actions such as inhibition of IL-12
secretion and induction of cytolysis in inflammatory cells [127]. Future versions of the model
will also include alternative routes of activated natural T-regulatory cell tra"c, specifically
stimulation of resting T cells in the inductive site followed by migration to the e!ector site.

Previous models have demonstrated immune regulation of inflammation as a factor in clinical
e!ects of specific bacteria such as H. pylori and tuberculosis [152, 27, 39]. In this study we
present an abstract model of the gut mucosal immune system that incorporates regulatory
mechanisms of both adaptive and innate immunity, multi-location migration of cells, and
cross talk between antigen presenting cells and T cells. The goal was to specify the im-
mune cells that are upholding a pathogenic immune response to a non-pathogenic bacterial
population. Some drawbacks to the mathematical approach taken here is that articulating
the system in to ordinary di!erential equations (ODEs) can only capture the dynamics of
each cell population as a whole assuming deterministic, average behavior by each individual
cell. However, biological systems are known to act stochastically due to attributes, such
as cytokine secretion and association time with stimulating factors, that vary widely across
individual cells belonging to the same population. Additionally, the randomness introduced
by cell movement leads to non-uniform distribution across single tissue sites. Because of
ODE-induced assumptions of determinism and homogeneity, that are surely violated by the
system in reality, dynamics predicted by an ODE model may not accurately reflect those seen
in nature. In cases where such randomness, introduced by individual behavior, is believed to
significantly a!ect the outcome of the system another approach, such as individual or agent
based models (ABM), may be more appropriate [25].

While modeling approaches cannot replace traditional experimentation, they provide a con-
ceptual framework for organizing existing data and focusing experiments through formulation
of novel hypotheses. Thus, computer models of the immune system become necessary tools
for tracing data gathered and mechanisms elucidated at the molecular and cellular levels
back into an in vivo setting. The high-level model presented here is general enough to apply
to other relevant mucosal sites including lungs, genital tract, and nasal passages with minor
modifications and is useful for identifying the critical motifs of complex mucosal immunity
that warrant more detailed investigation.

Future work will include a higher resolution exploration of the mechanisms identified here in-
cluding specific cytokine populations and strain-specific responses to commensal and pathogenic
bacteria by immune cells in the gut. In addition, further estimation and calibration carried
out in COPASI with this model will be used to develop an ABM counterpart, the ENteric
Immunity SImulator (ENISI). Similar experiments carried out with ENISI will illuminate
the e!ect of allowing individual randomness on the behavior of the system as a whole.
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Abstract

Commensal bacterial strains of the gut microflora are credited with down-regulation of in-
flammatory responses to transient populations of pathogenic bacteria. It is yet to be identi-
fied which in vitro observed capabilities of these strains account for the association of com-
mensal bacteria with decreased immunopathogenesis at the tissue level in animal models.
Elucidation of specific mechanisms is key to the field of probiotic prophylaxis and treatment
that seeks to control immunoinflammatory illness by promoting colonization of the gut lumen
by strains that possess a combination of these functions.

Towards this goal we use a mathematical model built on the current paradigms for interac-
tions between commensal bacteria and immune cells. The model is extended to include two
additional, hypothesized interactions; direct activation of natural T-regulatory cells and in-
hibition of inflammatory gene expression in epithelial cells by di!erent bacteria strains. This
extended model is used to test the impact of various proposed mechanisms of commensal
bacteria-mediated protection against gut inflammation.

Simulation results revealed that it is necessary for bacteria to induce both IL-10 secretion
by antigen presenting cells and to competitively inhibit pathogenic bacteria growth in order
to protect against gut inflammation. Given these capabilities, scenarios are reported in
which tolerance-inducing bacteria may be harmful by indirectly fueling the inflammatory
response. Furthermore, permitting direct activation of natural T-regulatory cells helps to
enhance epithelial barrier integrity during the inflammatory response aiding elimination of
bacteria from tissue. Inhibition of pro-inflammatory activity of epithelial cells had no e!ect
on the system. This last finding not only rules out epithelial cell NF"# activation as a useful
trait of candidate probiotic strains, but also negates the NOD2 hypothesis for inflammatory
bowel disease.
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3.1 Introduction

The mammalian gut can be divided into three sites: i) The lumen, which has a direct
connection to the external environment, houses bacterial microflora and ingested substances
such as food and foreign microbes, ii)The lamina propria (LP), tissue separated from the
lumen by an epithelial monolayer, is occupied by resting immune cells. iii)The lymphoid
tissue site, generally distal to the lumen and LP, is the site to where antigen-presenting
immune cells migrate and elicit the inflammatory response in resting T cells.

Inflammation of the gut mucosa often results in erosion of the epithelial lining with serious
medical consequences as foreign material gain access to the LP. This process is initiated
when resting macrophages and dendritic cells recognize and phagocytose foreign bacteria
and di!erentiate to pro-inflammatory phenotypes, termed e!ector dendritic cells (De) and
M1 macrophages (M1). These cells present parts of phagocytosed bacteria (antigen) and
go on to secrete i) factors that aid leukocyte infiltration causing accumulation of resting
macrophages/dendritic cells, ii) cytokines IL-12 and IFN-! that induce T cell di!erentiation
to pro-inflammatory Th1 and Th17 phenotypes upon antigen recognition, and iii) proteases
and radicals that kill invading bacteria as well as cause indiscriminate tissue damage. Inflam-
mation generally dissipates when antigen is eliminated and direct immune cell stimulation
ceases. However, in the case of delayed elimination, or an excessive immune response, the
collateral tissue damage includes epithelial barrier erosion that compounds the problem as
bacteria leaks into the LP completing a positive, inflammatory feedback loop. Animals
frequently ingest foreign microbes resulting in consistent contact between mucosal immune
cells and inflammatory agents. For this reason, the gut must possess various mechanisms
to down-regulate the potential inflammatory response. Ever present regulatory factors al-
low inflammation to occur while ensuring that it ceases before epithelial damage manifests
and the system is sent into an irrecoverable pathogenic cycle. These factors include non-
pathogenic, commensal bacteria strains that dominate the gut microflora, which have been
associated with reduced levels of inflammatory markers and epithelial tissue damage during
colitis [35, 110].

Probiotic therapies for gut immunoinflammatory diseases, such as inflammatory bowel dis-
ease (IBD), seek to exploit this natural auto-regulation by promoting the proliferation of
strains with anti-inflammatory properties in the gut lumen. Various mechanisms by which
commensal bacteria may protect the system have been identified through observation of
cell-cell interactions in in vitro environments. These fall generally into two broad categories.
The first are competitive mechanisms where non-pathogenic strains quell inflammation by
directly inhibiting the growth of pathogenic strains, thereby reducing the quantity of inflam-
matory antigen as well as direct tissue e!ects of invasive strains. Competitive inhibition may
be in the form of bactericidal substances such as anti-microbial peptides, competition for
space along the epithelial barrier inhibiting contact with dendritic cells, and competition for
nutrients [105, 36].
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The second category consists of immunomodulatory mechanisms that involve direct inhi-
bition of the inflammatory response in immune cells. Such mechanisms observed in vitro
include strains that induce regulatory phenotypes in macrophages and dendritic cells when
endocytosed, causing the antigen presenting cells to secrete anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-
10 [54, 115, 119]. These M2 macrophages (M2) and tolerogenic dendritic cells (Dt) are
counterparts to M1 and De that go on to induce resting T cells to become T-regulatory
cells that also secrete IL-10 [54]. IL-10 acts by inhibiting inflammatory cytokine secretion
and down-regulating co-stimulatory molecule expression in antigen presenting cells leading
to global dampening of the inflammatory response triggered by pathogenic bacteria [11].

In addition, certain commensal bacterial strains have been shown to block the pro-inflammatory
NF"# pathway in epithelial cells. Through this pathway pathogenic strains bind surface
receptors that trigger tanslocation of the transcription factor NF"# to the nucleus and sub-
sequent upregulation of pro-inflammatory mediators including cell recruitment factors and
tissue damaging substances [105]. Specific non-pathogenic species have been shown to in-
hibit NF"# translocation through protection of the I"#-NF"# complex, promoting removal
of NF"# from the nucleus, and activation of the nuclear receptor peroxisome proliferator
activated receptor (PPAR!) which blocks NF"# activity [105, 42, 8, 23, 121, 122, 74].

An interesting debate surrounding IBD involves one of the upstream receptors of the NF"#
pathway, NOD2. Mutations in the NOD2/CARD15 gene are associated with IBD having
been identified in 20% of Caucasians with Crohns disease, a manifestation of IBD [37] . The
fact that these mutations are associated with down regulation of pro-inflammatory markers
has led to wide acceptance of the anti-intuitive NOD2 hypothesis, which states that the in-
ability of a specialized type of epithelial cell, paneth cells, to trigger the NF"# pathway delays
the immune response and ultimately leads to greater epithelial erosion upon inflammation.
This is due to the fact that the pathway also leads to production of anti-microbial peptides
that may provide an innate protection against pathogenic bacterial proliferation. The hy-
pothesis states that the impairment of antimicrobial secretion allows elevated colonization
that ultimately necessitates a stronger inflammatory response to eliminate the bacteria with
epithelial cell damage being the cost [37].

There are two types of T-regulatory cells identified to date. One is an induced T regulatory
cell (Ti) that arises from a pluripotent resting T cell, which has the ability to become
Th1 or Th17 upon stimulation by IL-12 and IFN!-secreting M1 or De cells. The second
subset is a Natural T regulatory cell (Tr) created upon stimulation of a resting CD25+ T
cell that is predestined to be a regulatory cell. Both sets secrete IL-10. However, in vitro,
Tr has demonstrated the ability to bind De inhibiting its ability to stimulate T cells to a
Th1 phenotype [111]. Natural T-regulatory cell activity has been significantly associated
with bacteria-mediated suppression of inflammation in animal models [110, 35]. To explain
this observation, an additional immunomodulatory mechanism has been proposed in which
commensal bacteria strains may directly activate natural T-regulatory cells, independent of
antigen presenting cells.
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The gut microflora is highly diverse and di!erent commensal strains possess di!erent com-
binations of the functions described. To identify candidate strains for e!ective probiotic
therapy it is necessary to identify which functions are most e!ective in inhibiting hyper-
inflammation and subsequent tissue damage. With the exception of direct Tr activation, the
interactions described have been identified in vitro and their impact on the system at the
physiological level cannot be readily extrapolated. An example is the confusion around
whether the inflammatory NF"# pathway in epithelial cells ultimately protects against
inflammation-induced tissue damage, by keeping pathogenic bacteria numbers low, or in-
creases damage, by contributing inflammatory markers to the environment. Here we take a
mathematical approach to identifying the net e!ects of these functions.

The model used here builds upon a previously validated model of gut inflammation that
includes commensal bacteria, pathogenic bacteria recognized as ’foreign’, as well as inflam-
matory and regulatory macrophages, T cells, and dendritic cells in the presence of cytokines
in the lumen, lamina propia, and lymphoid tissue regions of the gut mucosa. In this model,
accepted functions of commensal bacteria are represented; competitive growth with foreign
bacteria and induction of IL-10 secretion by antigen presenting macrophages and dendritic
cells.

Here, we extend the model to include hypothesized mechanisms of direct induction of in-
flammatory cytokine secretion by epithelial cells by foreign bacteria and direct activation of
natural T-regulatory cells by commensal bacteria. In silico, we modify parameters governing
the hypothesized and accepted regulatory behaviors of commensal bacteria; i) direct, com-
petitive inhibition of pathogenic bacteria, ii) inhibition of pathogen-triggered NF"# pathway
in epithelial cells iii) Induction of IL-10 secretion by antigen presenting cells, and iv) direct
activation of natural T-regulatory cells. Analysis of system behavior is used to determine
the impact of each of these mechanisms on the strength, e"cacy, and consequences of the
inflammatory response to pathogenic bacteria for the sake of informing probiotic treatment
strategies.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Mathematical model

Our model describes population dynamics of immune cells and epithelial cells as they interact
and di!erentiate over time in response to dynamic populations of cytokines and bacteria
(Figure 3.1). The populations are further compartmentalized by three locations between
which the cells may migrate: i) the lumen, where bacteria reside, ii) the lamina propria
(LP), more generally termed the e!ector site of the immune response, and iii) the mesenteric
lymphnode (MLN), the inductive site of the immune response.

Here we describe the populations and biological mechanisms included in the model. For
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Figure 3.1: Biological model of colitis. Illustration of interacting populations repre-
sented explicitly in the model in the three location compartments: i) the lumen ii) the
lamina propria, and iii) mesenteric lymph node. Solid arrows indicate cell transition from
one population pool to another and are labelled with the rate or probability of this transition.
The symbols for these parameters are described in Table 3.2. Parameters highlihghted with
boxes were modified to represent experimental conditions discussed in the text. Thickened
arrows outline the pathway by which commensal bacteria leads to persistence of inflamma-
tory cytokines and epithelial barrier permeability. Dashed arrows point from populations to
the transition which they positively influence. The populations are labelled with abbrevia-
tions described in Table 3.1. Ci and Cr represented inflammatory and regulatory cytokine
populations.

a more detailed description of rationale for model simplifications and assumptions please
refer to Wendelsdorf et al. [146]. In the following equations capital roman letters denote
variables, lowercase and greek letters denote parameters, superscripts denote the location
compartment, and subscripts the cell phenotype.

Cytokines
The model represents cytokines as two composite populations; inflammatory cytokines
and regulatory cytokines. The inflammatory cytokine population represents products of the
NF"# pathway including IFN-!, TNF-%, pro-inflammatory cytokines, proteases and radicals
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Table 3.1: Cell type abbreviations
Abbreviation CellType
Tn Naive T cells
Th Inflammatory helper T cell
Ti Induced T-regulatory cell
Tr Natural T-regulatory cell
TE E!ector memory T cell
TC Central memory T cell
Di Immature dendritic cell
De E!ector dendritic cell
Dt Tolerogenic dendritic cell
E Epithelial cell
Ei Inflammatory epithelial cell
M0 Resting macrophage
M1 M1 macrophage
M2 M2 macrophage
Bc Commensal bacteria
Bf Foreign bacteria

such as nitric oxide. The dynamics of inflammatory cytokine levels in the inductive site is
represented by the variable CI

i and is described in equation 3.1. That of the e!ector site,
CE

i , is described in equation 3.2. The regulatory cytokine population encompasses IL-10 and
TGF-#. Dynamics of this population are described in the inductive and e!ector sites with
equations 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. The RHS of these equations show that inflammatory
cytokine is secreted from inflammatory immune cells at a constant rate of &c and regulatory
cytokines are secreted at the same rate from regulatory immune cells. Both populations
degrade at the same constant rate, µc. The concentration of the inflammatory cytokine
population a!ects various parameters that represent the rate of bacterial invasion of the
LP from the lumen, inflammatory cytokine secretion by epithelial cells, and epithelial cell
death. The concentration ratio of the two populations a!ects the rate at which macrophages
may switch from an inflammatory phenotype to a regulatory phenotype. The variables
representing these cell populations are described in the subsections below.

dCI
i

dt
= &c(T

I
h + DI

e)# µcC
I
i (3.1)

dCE
i

dt
= &c(T

E
h + ME

1 + DE
e + Ei)# µcC

E
i (3.2)

dCI
r

dt
= &c(T

I
i + T I!

r + DI
t )# µcC

I
r (3.3)

dCE
r

dt
= &c(T

E
i + TE!

r + ME
2 + DE

t )# µcC
E
r (3.4)
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Bacteria
The model represents both foreign and commensal bacteria populations in the lumen repre-
sented by the variables BL

f and BL
c , respectively. The two populations are distinguished by

the ability of foreign bacteria to induce an inflammatory phenotype in antigen presenting
cells and commensal bacteria to induce a regulatory phenotype upon contact. At home-
ostasis, the absence of inflammation, bacteria cannot enter the LP. However, as the level
of the inflammatory cytokine population rises, and epithelial cell concentration decreases,
bacteria enter the LP at an increasing rate representing lesion formation as well as epithelial
cell modification by pro-inflammatory cytokines, which increases permeability [155]. This is

represented by the migration rate, (LE; a function of these factors where (LE = qCE
i

!LCE
i +E+Ei

)y! .

Note that this rate evaluates to 0 in the absence of inflammatory factors.

Dynamics in the LP, the e!ector site, are described in equations 3.7 and3.8. Bacteria is
eliminated by inflammatory epithelial cells (Ei) and M1 macrophages, which secrete micro-
bicides, and resting antigen presenting cells by phagocytosis. This is represented by the
terms kL(Ei + DL

i ) in equations 3.5 and 3.6 and k(Ei + ME
1 + ME

0 + Di)) in equations 3.7
and 3.8 where kL and k are contact rates in the lumen and lamina propia. The parameter
kB is the contact rate between bacteria and M0 and Di, specifically, and is assumed to have
the same value as k. Growth of each bacteria population is inhibited by the presence of the
other through the coe"cient !.

The model does not include direct tissue damage by foreign bacteria such as that found in E.
coli EAEC and H.pylori infections. Rather our focus is on the indirect, immunopathogenic
e!ect of invasive strains.

dBL
c

dt
= BL

c (&b # 'bB
L
c # !BL

f # µb # kL(Ei + DL
i )# (LE) (3.5)

dBL
f

dt
= BL

f (&b # 'bB
L
f # !BL

c # µb # kL(Ei + DL
i ))# (LE) (3.6)

dBE
c

dt
= BE

c (&b # 'bB
E
c # !BE

f # µb # k(Ei + ME
1 ) + kB(ME

0 + DE
i )) + BL

c (LE (3.7)

dBE
f

dt
= BE

f (&b # 'bB
E
f # !BE

c # µb # k(Ei + ME
1 ) + kB(ME

0 + DE
i )) + BL

f (LE (3.8)

Epithelial Cells
Equation 3.9 describes the dynamics of cells of the epithelial lining as they replicate and die at
constant rates &E and µE. The population ceases to grow when it reaches the concentration
of an intact epithelial barrier, approximately 104mL"1 [9], imposed by the co-e"cient 'E.
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The term )ECCE
i represents transition of an epithelial cell to the inflammatory epithelial

cell compartment, Ei, described in equation 3.10. This represents the ability of cytokines
encompassed in the inflammatory cytokine group to induce the NF"# pathway [9]. The term
)EB(BL

f + BE
f ) represents induction of this pathway by foreign bacteria directly. The term

µceCE
i in equation 3.10 represents death induced by proteases and free radicals produced by

the NF"# pathway.

dE

dt
= E(&E # 'E(E + Ei)# µE # )ECCE

i # )EB(BL
f + BE

f )) + µEEi (3.9)

dEi

dt
= E()ECCE

i + )EB(BL
f + BE

f ))# Ei(µE + µceC
E
i ) (3.10)

Dendritic Cells
Immature dendritic cells (DE

i ) are present in the LP (equation 3.11). Those that are localized
to the epithelial barrier and may contact bacteria in the lumen, are represented by a di!erent
variable, DL

i (equation 3.12). The immature dendritic cell pools are fed by monocytes from
the blood at rates &d = Di(k(BE

c +BE
f )+µdi) and &dl = DL

i (kL(BL
c +BL

f )+µdi) such that each
DE

i that trasfers to one of the activated dendritic cell compartments is replaced. The model
allows a net increase of (rCE

i in the DE
i population, representing recruitment by inflammatory

factors at the rate of (r. This recruitment mechanism is applied to all resting cells in the
system at the same rate. The one exception is that the DL

i population does not increase
during inflammation under the assumption that the level of this population is dependent
on available space, not the environmental level of inflammatory mediators. Contact with
foreign bacteria induces di!erentiation to an e!ector dendritic cell (DE

e equation 3.13) where
as contact with commensal bacteria induces di!erentiation to a tolerogenic dendritic cell (DE

t

equation 3.14). After a period in the LP, the presenting dendritic cells migrate, via draining
lymph, to the lymphnode joining the DI

e and DI
t populations [63]. Here they can stimulate

resting T cells until they die at a rate of µd corresponding to 2.5 days [84]. The terms kT TE!
r

and kT T I!
r represent contact with activated natural T-regulatory cells (Tr) in the e!ector

and inductive sites, respectively. These interactions result in an inability of e!ector dendritic
cells to stimulate T cells [111].

dDE
i

dt
= &d + (rC

E
i #Di(kB(BE

c + BE
f ) + µdi) (3.11)

dDL
i

dt
= &dl #DL

i (kL(BL
c + BL

f ) + µdi) (3.12)

dDE
e

dt
= DikBBE

f + DL
i kLBL

f #DE
e ((EI + kT TE!

r ) (3.13)

dDE
t

dt
= DikBBE

c + DL
i kLBL

c # (EID
E
t (3.14)
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dDI
e

dt
= (EID

E
e #DI

e(kT T I!
r + µd) (3.15)

dDI
t

dt
= (EID

E
t # µdD

I
t (3.16)

Macrophages
Undi!erentiated, resting macrophages (ME

0 equation 3.17) are only represented in the LP.
The pool is fed by monocytes from the blood at a rate &m = ME

0 k(BE
c + BE

f ) + µmME
0

such that each ME
0 that trasfers to one of the activated macrophage pools is replaced from

an implied, unlimited monocyte pool with the net increase of (rCE
i . Resting macrophages

di!erentiate to an inflammatory M1 macrophage (ME
1 equation 3.18) upon contact with

foreign bacteria or a regulatory M2 macrophage upon contact with commensal bacteria
(ME

2 equation 3.19). The co-e"cients )21 and )12 are non-constant and determine the rate
at which macrophages may change phenotypes according to changing Cr/Ci ratio in the
environment (Table 3.2). The macrophage lifespan is represented by the constant µm and it
is assumed that macrophages do not revert back to a resting state once activated [146].

dME
0

dt
= &m + (rC

E
i #ME

0 (kB(BE
c + BE

f )# µm) (3.17)

dME
1

dt
= kBME

0 BE
f + ME

2 )21 #ME
1 ()12 + µm) (3.18)

dME
2

dt
= kBME

0 BE
c + ME

1 )12 #ME
2 ()21 + µm) (3.19)

T cells in the inductive site
The model includes two resting T cell populations in the MLN; naive T cells (Tn equation
3.20) and central memory T cells (Tc equation 3.21) that flow in and out of the lymphnode
at constant rates &t and µt. Resting T cells contact antigen presenting dendritic cells and
may be stimulated with a probability, %t (naive T cells) or %T (central memory T cells),
which encompasses the probability that the antigen presented is recognized by the T cell.
The parameter k is the same cell contact rate as in the e!ector site. Upon stimulation, the
resting T cell enters the active T-helper cell population (T I

h equation 3.22) or induced T
regulatory population (T I

i equation 3.23), depending on the dendritic cell phenotype [62],
and proliferates at a rate of pt. Th secretes inflammatory cytokine and Ti secretes regulatory
cytokine. After a 48 hour maturation period, corresponding to the rate (IE, the T cell will
migrate to the e!ector site [63]. The term 0.6)tµt(TE

h +TE
i ) represents the fraction of active

T cells from the e!ector site that become central memory T cells once de-activated, where
µt is the rate of de-activation and )t is the fraction that revert to resting state.

dTn

dt
= &t + (rC

I
i # Tn(k%t(D

I
e + DI

t ) + µt) (3.20)
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dTC

dt
= &t + 0.6)T µT (TE

h + TE
i ) + (rC

I
i # TC(k%T (DI

e + DI
t )# µt) (3.21)

dT I
h

dt
= k%tTnD

I
e + k%T TCDI

e + T I
h (pt # (IE) (3.22)

dT I
i

dt
= k%tTnD

I
t + k%T TCDI

t + T I
i (pt # (IE) (3.23)

T cells in the e!ector site
A resting e!ector memory T cell population is present in the LP (TE, Equation 3.24) and is
distinguished from the central memory T cell population by location and a lower proliferation
rate of pT . In equation 3.24 the parameters (BE and (EB represent the rates at which these
cells enter and exit the e!ector site via the blood. E!ector memory T cells are in contact
with, and may be stimulated by, both presenting macrophages and dendritic cells represented
by the term k%T (DE

e +DE
t +ME

1 +ME
2 ) on the RHS of equation 3.24, where k is the contact

rate and %T is the probability of stimulation.

Inflammatory T-helper cells and induced T-regulatory cell populations are also represented
in the lamina propria with the variables TE

h (Equation 3.25) and TE
i (Equation 3.26), re-

spectively. On the RHS of these equations the parameter (EI is the rate at which those from
the inductive site migrate to the e!ector site. In equation 3.25, the term k%T TE(DE

e + ME
1 )

represents the di!erentiation of e!ector memory T cells to the inflammatory T-helper phe-
notype when stimulated by inflammatory cytokine secreting M1 macrophages and e!ector
dendritic cells. Similarly, induced T-regulatory cells are created upon stimulation of memory
T cells by regulatory M2 macrophages and tolerogenic dendritic cells.

Once e!ector T cells are de-activated, at a rate of µT , 40% of those that revert to a resting
state become e!ector memory T cells represented by the term 0.4)T µT (TE

h +TE
i ) in equation

3.24.

dTE

dt
= (BE + 0.4)T µT (TE

h + TE
i ) + (rC

E
i # TE(k%T (DE

e + DE
t + ME

1 + ME
2 ) + (EB) (3.24)

dTE
h

dt
= (IET I

h + k%T TE(DE
e + ME

1 ) + TE
h (pT # µT ) (3.25)

dTE
i

dt
= (IET I

i + k%T TE(DE
t + ME

2 ) + TE
i (pT # µT ) (3.26)

Natural T regulatory cells

Resting natural T-regulatory cells (TE
r , equation 3.27) enter and exit the e!ector site via

the blood at the rates (BE and (EB, respectively. Upon contact with any antigen presenting
cell, whether inflammatory or regulatory, they are stimulated and enter the active natural
T-regulatory cell population (TE!

r , equation 3.28) . TE!
r cells migrate from the e!ector site
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to the inductive site in draining lymph, entering the T I!
r population (Equation 3.29) at the

rate (EI . While activated, a natural T-regulatory cell proliferates at a rate of pTr.

The model assumes the period of activation for this group is the same for induced regulatory
T cells, µT , as is the fraction that revert back to the resting state as opposed to undergoing
apoptosis, )t. The term kTBBE

c represents direct stimulation of Tr upon contact with com-
mensal bacteria, BE

c , where the coe"cient kTB encompasses the contact rate between the
two populations as well as the probability of activation upon contact.

dTE
r

dt
= (BE + (rC

E
i + µT )T T I!

r # TE
r (kT %T (DE

e + DE
t + ME

1 + ME
2 ) + kTBBE

c + (EB) (3.27)

dTE!
r

dt
= TE

r (kT %T (DE
e + DE

t + ME
1 + ME

2 ) + kTBBE
c ) + pTrT

E!
r # (EIT

E!
r (3.28)

dT I!
r

dt
= (EIT

E!
r # T I!

r (pTr + µT ) (3.29)

3.2.2 Simulations

The system of di!erential equations was solved using the LSODA algorithm in COPASI [59].
The system was solved over 3000 time units, where one time unit, t, is approximately 6 hours.
During calibration, transition rates were estimated based on this time scale. However, due
to uncertainty in the rates, we do not seek to make any temporal predictions based on model
time.

3.2.3 Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivities of each variable to each parameter of the model was determined in COPASI. For
this task COPASI uses metabolic control analysis (MCA), a method developed to carry out
sensitivity analysis of metabolic systems [120]. In short, MCA studies the relative control
exerted by each step on the system’s variables by applying a perturbation to the step being
studied and then measuring the e!ect on the variable of interest after the system has settled
to a new steady state.

3.2.4 Parameter assignment and calibration

Parameter values used in the model were taken from a previously validated inflammation
model [146] with the added parameters, )BE and kTB, set to 0 (Table 3.2). This set is
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the null model in that it includes accepted functions of commensal bacteria, competition
with foreign bacteria and activation of M2 and Dt, but not the proposed mechanisms of
direct epithelial cell and natural T-regulatory cell activation. A detailed description of
parameter estimation is provided in the cited study. In short, for each unknown, constant
parameter a range was determined based on expert knowledge and analysis of the equations.
From this range the model was calibrated to fit specific criteria for gut homeostasis in the
absence of foreign bacteria at steady-state (Figure 3.2A). The criteria included: i) T cell
and dendritic cell numbers reflect those measured in lymphoid tissue reported in Haase et.
al. [51] and Catron et. al. [34], ii) Commensal bacteria in the lumen upholds an active,
regulatory immune cell population with no bacteria in the LP, iii) The lumen bacteria
population stays within a concentration of 1011# 1012mL"1 [9], iv) the concentration of the
epithelial cell population remains constant at 104mL"1 [9], v) active and resting natural
T-regulatory cells compose approximately 10% of the total CD4+ T cell population [10],
and vi) the concentration of regulatory cytokine-secreting cells in the LP are significantly
higher than that of inflammatory cytokine-secreting cells [142]. In some cases optimization
was carried out in COPASI using the particle swarm algorithm. The system was deemed to
have converged when the relative change in concentration in a single time step was less than
10"5.

3.2.5 Experiments

Figure 3.2B shows dynamics of the system provided by the null model in the presence of
foreign bacteria. The qualitative population dynamics that result reflect those seen in cases
of dysentery in otherwise healthy animals following experimental inoculation with pathogenic
bacterial strains [58, 65]. Specifically, upon addition of foreign bacteria at a concentration
of 108mL"1, there is a spike in inflammatory factors (shown are cytokines and T cells) in
conjunction with a depletion of the epithelial layer and migration of both types of bacteria
(only commensal is shown) across the reduced barrier. Once foreign bacteria is eliminated
from the LP, by immune cells, recovery ensues as inflammatory factors decrease, allowing
the epithelial cell concentration to return to basal levels keeping commensal bacteria in the
lumen. This null parameter set may be considered the model for a healthy individual.

Using this null system as a baseline, we sought value sets for three parameters (highlighted
in Figure 3.1); i) BL

c (0): the concentration of commensal bacteria in the lumen at the time
of foreign bacteria introduction, ii) )EB: the rate of pathogen-mediated induction of the
inflammatory gene expression in epithelial cells, and iii) kTB: the rate of Tr activation upon
contact with commensal bacteria, that caused a notable change in the extent of epithelial
cell decline in conjunction with the inflammatory response. Experiments included factorial
combinations of high, medium, and low values for these parameters.

Inflammation severity was measured by the summed concentrations of the Th and M1 pop-
ulations (Th + ME

1 ) at time points t=250 and t=1000. Tissue damage was measured by the
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Figure 3.2: Timecourse of select populations. A) Homeostasis: In the absence of for-
eign bacteria in the lumen the epithelial cell barrier remains intact and epithelial cells do
not secrete inflammatory factors. Regulatory cytokines and induced T-regulatory cells are
maintained at a basal level while inflammatory cytokines and inflammatory T-helper cells
are not present. Bacteria is compartmentalized to the lumen with no detectable invasion of
the LP. B) Dysentery: In the presence of foreign bacteria, which triggers an inflammatory
response in macrophages and dendritic cells, epithelial cell erosion is seen as inflammatory
markers rise in conjunction with migration of commensal bacteria into the LP. Full recovery
ensues.

total epithelial cell concentration (E + Ei) at these same time points, t=250 and t=1000.
Recovery was measured by the value E+Ei

Th+ME
1

at t=3000 as well as the level of bacteria in

the LP (BE
c + BE

f ). The e!ect of each parameter set was assessed by the di!erence in these
values from the healthy dysentery model with calibrated parameter values.

The significance of impact of each parameter set was determined by ANOVA carried out on
these values using the R statistical package [60].

Subsequent sensitivity analysis of relevant cell concentrations in homeostasis and recovery
phases of the dysentery model was carried out in COPASI [59].
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Competition and induction of IL-10 expression in antigen
presenting cells are key to commensal bacteria-mediated
protection

To ensure the protective role of commensal bacteria in our system we reduced the initial
concentration in the lumen at the time of challenge with pathogenic bacteria, BL

c (0), from
the healthy value of 5 · 1011mL"1 to 1010mL"1 and 108mL"1. Commensal bacteria (Bc) was
shown to be protective against inflammation-induced epithelial cell erosion by a significant
increase in inflammatory markers and epithelial cell decline in the cases of BL

c (0) values lower
than the null model (p < 2.2 · 10"16).

The protective role of the commensal bacteria could either be due to competition with foreign
bacteria, included in the model as a competition coe"cient ! (Equations 5-8), or as an
inducer of resting macrophages and dendritic cells, M0 and Di, to IL-10 secreting regulatory
phenotypes M2 and Dt. To test the relevance of each of these interactions we observed the
e!ect of eliminating competition, setting ! to 0, as well as the ability of commensal bacteria
to interact with M0 or Di, setting kB to 0. In both cases there was no recovery seen. This
indicates that both functions are critical to the protective role of residential bacteria against
chronic inflammation. Further supporting the significance of both roles, sensitivity analysis
reported the e!ector dendritic cell and foreign bacterial populations as those most sensitive
to initial residential bacteria concentration by a factor of 1000.

3.3.2 Role of commensal bacteria changes with the lumen envi-
ronment

The healthy dysentery model, has an initial Bc:Bf concentration ratio of 5000:1 in the lumen,
conditions for experimentally-induced dysentery in pigs [58, 65]. In this case, the transient
inflammatory response is e!ective in eliminating Bf completely from the lumen and LP
followed by full recovery of the epithelial cell barrier (Figure 3.3A).

In the case that this initial concentration ratio is depleted to <100:1, a predictably stronger
inflammatory response is seen in terms of higher inflammatory cytokine and Th levels. Un-
predictably, this stronger inflammatory response is unable to eliminate either bacterial pop-
ulation from the LP, allowing them to persist at low levels. The e!ect is a continued pres-
ence of inflammatory factors and permeable epithelial barrier (Figure 3.3B). This is due
to the fact that bacterial populations are able to reproduce faster than immune cells can
eliminate them. In other terms, referring to equations 3.7 and 3.8, (&B # 'BBE # µB) <
(k(Ep + ME

1 ) + kB(ME
0 + Di)) for both bacterial populations. The immune cell populations

are kept below the necessary threshold for elimination by the presence of Bc, which indi-
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Figure 3.3: Colitis given reduced microflora. Fluctuations in specific cell populations
over time in the LP after introduction of foreign bacteria at a concentration of 108mL"1 and
di!erent initial commensal bacterial concentrations. The y-axis is in log scale. The third
column shows inflammatory cytokine concentration with points and the inflammatory Th
population as a line. A) Initial commensal bacterial population was at the homeostatic con-
centration of approximately 5 ·1011 for a 5000:1 commensal to foreign bacteria concentration
ratio. B) An initial commensal bacterial concentration of 8 · 109mL"1, for a ratio of approx-
imately 80:1. Bacteria migrates to the LP where it persists as the populations reproduce
faster than it can be eliminated. This occurs because the M1, Ei, M0, and Di populations
are kept low by the commensal population also present in the LP. C) An initial commensal
bacterial concentration of 108mL"1, approximately 0.0002 that of homeostatic levels and a
1:1 ratio with that of foreign bacteria. Foreign bacteria is eliminated, but residual inflam-
matory cytokine levels allow consistent, low-level commensal bacterial translocation into the
LP. A significant number of commensal bacteria-stimulated M2 macrophages then switch to
M1, which stimulate memory T cells to Th phenotype allowing inflammation to persist.
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rectly lowers environmental levels of inflammatory cytokine through activation of M0 and
Di to M2 and Dt, a!ecting M0 and Di recruitment as well as epithelial cell and macrophage
di!erentiation to inflammatory phenotypes. Indeed, when the initial concentration of Bc
is reduced further for a ratio of 1:1 with foreign bacteria, there is a stronger inflammatory
response and foreign bacteria is eliminated from the LP.

This expected occurrence, however, is also followed by an unexpected outcome in that this
heightened response is chronically sustained after elimination of foreign bacteria. As one
would expect, following pathogen elimination De levels drop to < 1mL"1 (0.9) while Dt
levels remain steady at 1.7 · 108, as do M2 macrophages at 1.2 · 1010mL"1. However, M1
macrophages also remain high at a concentration of 8.7 · 107mL"1, contributing to the en-
vironmental concentration of inflammatory cytokine and stimulating recruited memory T
cells to an inflammatory Th phenotype. In this case, the level of inflammatory:regulatory
cytokine ratio was able to rise above a threshold at which point a significant number of M2,
created through contact between M0 and commensal bacteria, quickly di!erentiate to the
M1 phenotype. Through this mechanism, individual commensal bacterium are soley respon-
sible for upholding the inflammatory response, indirectly, eventhough they directly cause
the di!erentiation of immune cells to the regulatory phenotype. These findings indicate
that, depending on the ratio of pathogenic:protective bacteria concentration, IL-10-inducing
bacterial strains may pose a hazard in either compromising the e"cacy of the inflammatory
response or by indirectly fueling chronic inflammation, as has been demonstrated in IBD
[114].

3.3.3 Direct natural T-regulatory cell activation by commensal
bacteria changes dynamics of the system

We next investigated whether protection by commensal bacteria observed in in vivo stud-
ies could be explained by its direct activation of natural T-regulatory cells (Tr), bypassing
the need for an antigen presenting cell. This mechanism was introduced by assigning the
coe"cient kTB a positive value of 10"10, which could be interpreted as Tr having the same
a"nity for bacteria as it does for antigen presenting cells and is activated upon each contact
event. Addition of this route of Tr activation at this rate significantly reduced the produc-
tion of inflammatory markers and epithelial cell depletion in response to pathogenic bacteria
(p=0.0047) followed by a quicker recovery from colitis. The mechanism by which this occurs,
illustrated in Figure 3.4, was indicated by an interesting change in the sensitivity analysis
results upon addition of the Tr activation route. In the initial model the level of foreign
bacteria in the LP compartment is highly positively correlated to its rate of contact with im-
mune cells, k, which leads to creation of inflammatory De and M1, and negatively correlated
with (L, a constant of the function for the bacterial migration rate from the lumen to the
LP, (LE. This anti-intuitive correlation between increased immune activity and increased
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bacterial persistence in the LP highlights parallel positive and negative feedbacks loop for
foreign bacterial translocation both mediated by M1 and De. In the positive feedback loop
translocated Bf activate M1 and De that secrete inflammatory cytokine. Inflammatory cy-
tokines then increases permeability of epithelial barrier through epithelial cell modification
and removal allowing a greater rate of translocation into the LP (Figure 3.4, red pathway).
However, the activation of M1 and De is also part of a negative feedback loop as the result-
ing elevation in inflammatory cytokines leads to higher concentrations of M0, Di, Ep, and
M1 all of which remove bacteria from the LP compartment (Figure 3.4, green pathway).
When Bc is allowed to directly activate Tr, these dynamics between Bf and De/M1 change,
indicated by a drop in sensitivity of Bf in the LP to k from +1018 to -1 and sensitivity to
(L dropping in negativity from #5 · 1018to -1000. The change comes from the fact that Bc
migration is coupled with that of Bf causing an increased migration rate to have a positive
correlation with activated Tr levels as Bc enters the LP. Activated Tr mediates removal of
De directly and M1 by secreting regulatory cytokines that promote M1 switch to M2. By
coupling Tr activation, and its e!ects, with bacterial migration the positive feedback loop is
disrupted, coupling migration with De and M1 removal (Figure 3.4, blue pathway) as well
as their creation.

3.3.4 Induction of the pro-inflammatory pathway in epithelial cells
by pathogenic bacteria does not a!ect the system

In our model we allowed pathogenic bacteria to stimulate secretion of inflammatory cytokines
by epithelial cells upon contact with a probability of )EB. This coe"cient was initially set to
1 to allow such secretion upon all contact events. In addition, cytokine secreting epithelial
cells may then eliminate bacteria to represent epithelial cell secretion of proteases and other
microbicides. To test whether cytokine secretion by the epithelial cell population could have
a significant impact on inflammation severity, we set )EB to 0 e!ectively eliminating this
defense mechanism. This had no e!ect on the system. There was no disruption of the steady
state seen in Figure 3.2A nor in recovery after inflammation in the presence of pathogenic
bacteria as in Figure 3.2B. The same is true when the contact rate between epithelial cells
and pathogenic bacteria was set to 0 e!ectively eliminating any interaction. This negates the
loss of this specific innate mechanism as either a plausible mechanism by which commensal
bacteria can inhibit inflammation or an indirect cause of chronic inflammation as stated in
the NOD2 hypothesis.

3.4 Discussion

Probiotic therapy promotes colonization of the lumen with non-pathogenic, commensal
bacteria possessing specific anti-inflammatory properties often mediated through immune
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Figure 3.4: Depiction of immunopathogenesis. Illustration of positive and negative
feedback loops for foreign bacteria accumulation in the LP. Red arrows highlight inflamma-
tory pathways of the positive feedback loop in which foreign bacteria (BE

f ) invade at the rate
(LE to activate inflammatory antigen presenting cells (M1 and De) that secrete inflammatory
cytokines (Ci) increasing epithelial cell permeability. Green arrows highlight the negative
feedback pathway by which M1 also mediates bacterial removal as do Ci-dependent inflam-
matory epithelial cells, Ei. The value of (LE increases with inflammatory cytokine levels
and epithelial cell reduction. Blue arrows indicate the regulatory pathway added by direct
activation of natural T-regulatory cells (Tr) by commensal bacteria (BE

c ), which dampens
both loops by promoting De and M1 removal. kTB is the rate of contact between resting Tr
and BE

c , kT is the contact rate between activated Tr (Tr*) and De, and k the contact rate
for all other cells.

cell-bacteria interactions. Though multiple candidate strains with di!ering abilities have
been proposed for this purpose, it remains unclear which of the in vitro identified anti-
inflammatory properties could have the greatest impact on regulating inflammation and
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protecting the epithelial barrier. In this paper we investigate the e!ects of the following; i)
competitive inhibition of pathogenic bacteria regulating the quantity of the inflammatory
antigen source, ii) activation of regulatory immune cells that act antagonistically to their
inflammatory counterparts, iii) suppression of inflammatory cytokine secretion by cells of
the epithelial lining, and iv) direct activation of natural T-regulatory cells. This is done in
a simulated in vivo context of the gut mucosa comprised of the lumen, lamina propia, and
mesenteric lymph node.

Conforming to evidence that a depleted commensal bacteria population is associated with a
harmful, hyper-inflammatory response to pathogen [75], our model shows that reduction of
commensal bacteria in the lumen by a factor of < 0.02 allows increased immunopathogenesis
following response to foreign bacteria. The protective role of commensal bacterial presence
was shown to be dependent not only on its role as a competitor to foreign bacteria, but also
its ability to stimulate dendritic cells and macrophages to a regulatory phenotype. The latter
creates a baseline regulatory cell population that can mediate the pathogenesis of transient
inflammation. Our model predicts that it will be necessary to use strains known to
induce expression of regulatory factor IL-10, such as Bacteroides thetaiotaomi-
cron [75], in probiotic therapy.

It is worth noting that simulations provided a scenario in which depleted levels of commen-
sal bacteria at the time of challenge could result in chronic inflammation as the regulatory
capacity of the reduced commensal population is not enough to prevent inflammation com-
pletely, but still has an impact on reducing its strength against the bacterial population.
Such depleted levels could occur in the case of prior antibiotic treatment. In cases of more
severely depleted microflora, the simulation was able to reproduce the curious phenomenon
in which chronic inflammation continues after elimination of pathogen, a proposed mech-
anism of IBD [114, 110]. One would expect inflammation to eventually cease as antigen
presenting cells are no longer being stimulated to inflammatory phenotypes and the remain-
ing commensal bacteria induces di!erentiation to regulatory phenotypes. Our simulations
illuminated an underlying pathway by which a severely reduced commensal bacteria popula-
tion in conjunction with pathogen presence allows a hyper-inflammatory response resulting
in pathogen elimination as well as residual elevated levels of inflammatory cytokine; After
pathogen has been eliminated, the remaining inflammatory:regulatory cytokine ratio that
results allows a large number of M2, created by persistent commensal bacteria presence, to
di!erentiate to the M1 phenotype. This M1 population continues to recruit and stimulate
T cells to the inflammatory Th phenotype, fueling the positive, inflammatory feedback loop
started by the already eliminated pathogen. These findings recommend that such inflamma-
tory situations are best treated through mitigating the amount of M1 in the environment,
possibly by administering IL-10 promoting di!erentiation to M2. The same conclusions were
drawn in a previous simulation of IBD built upon a di!erent disease model in which there
was a constant presence of pathogen with in the microflora [146]. The scenario presented
here di!ers in that it provides a disease model in which immunopathogenesis persists in the
complete absence of pathogen and results from commensal bacteria itself, given a specific
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cytokine environment that results from the transient presence of pathogen. This presents
situations in which, given a specific cytokine concentration and pathogen concen-
tration that could occur at various points of the infection period, introduction
of probiotic strains for therapeutic use could be harmful by inhibiting complete
elimination of pathogen or indirectly feeding the inflammation cycle. An experi-
mental hypothesis that may be a direct interpretation of these conclusions is that if there is a
su"ciently high percentage of the cytokine population in the gut tissue that is inflammatory
(i.e. IFN-!, TNF # %, IL-1, IL-6, etc.), administering bacterial strains that induce M0 to
M2 will actually cause hyperinflammation. Furthermore, that reduction in the number of
macrophages should ameliorate this e!ect.

It is possible that changing the functions of )12 and )21, in equations 18 and 19, to include a
delay term would allow for the M2 that are initially created to contribute to the regulatory
cytokine concentration prior to converting to M1. This could potentially allow M2 to have a
greater impact on lowering the inflammatory:regulatory cytokine ratio and allow for recovery.
Such an addition may be made in future studies.

Direct activation of natural T-regulatory cells did not alter the course of recovery or im-
munopathogensis. However, its ability to decouple bacterial invasion from the inflammatory
response warrants research into the existence of bacterial strains that can activate CD25+
T cells in a manner independent of macrophages or dendritic cells. Such strains could ac-
company treatment strategies that seek to stimulate the inflammatory immune response to
bacteria. Simulations indicate that without bacteria induced activation of Tr such a treat-
ment would actually aid pathogen invasion.

It has been demonstrated that non-pathogenic strains such as Salmonella pulorum and com-
mensal Bacteriodes thetaiotaomicron [105] have the ability to inhibit the NF"# pathway
in epithelial cells triggered by foreign bacteria in the lumen. Analysis of simulation results
when epithelial cytokine and antimicrobial peptide secretion was eliminated showed that
this mechanism had no e!ect on the system. Not only does this finding indicate that
inhibition of the NF"# pathway in epithelial cells is not a trait worth selecting
for in probiotic research, it also negates the NOD2 hypothesis for inflammatory
bowel disease. This latter conclusion is supported by the work of Pauleau et al. 2003 [116]
in which NOD2-deficient mice did not show signs of inflammation when macrophages were
antagonized and the fact that NOD2 mutations are not seen in IBD su!erers of African and
Asian descent [37]. This finding does not negate the association of NOD2 deficiency with
IBD, only that its underlying mechanism is disruption of antimicrobial NF"#-controlled
products by epithelial cells [81].

This lack of e!ect of epithelial cell born factors is likely due to the fact that the total ep-
ithelial cell concentration is much lower than that of the initial foreign bacteria population
in the lumen. Inflammatory cytokines, such as IFN!, are necessary to induce epithelial cells
to secrete antimicrobial factors. Yet, these very cytokines also increase permeability of the
epithelial barrier aiding bacterial invasion into the lamina propria. This increased permeabil-
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ity appears to cancel out any possible impact of inflammatory epithelial cells on diminishing
bacteria in the lamina propia compartment. A caveat is that the model groups anti-microbial
factors, such as NOD2-triggered defensin, with permeability-inducing cytokines under the
assumption that they are both products of the NF"# pathway. De-coupling these might
a!ect dynamics by allowing anti-bacterial activity without the necessity of pathological cy-
tokines or the induction of adaptive immune responses. Another caveat is that the system
of ordinary di!erential equations cannot capture the very close spatial proximity between
epithelial cells formed by interdigitations of the epithelial monoloayer. Such proximity would
aid the cascading e!ect of cytokine induction of NF"# in neighboring cells as well as those
close by. In the future such spatial e!ects may be taken into account using partial di!erential
equations or executable, agent-based models.

Many invading strains such as E. coli EAEC and H. pylori directly damage host tissue
through pathways such as the type IV secretion system. Here we have focused specifically
on immunopathogenic e!ects and do not consider such inherent pathogenic pathways. Future
endeavors may include the e!ect of the discussed regulatory mechanisms in scenarios where
the pathogenic bacteria may migrate independent of cytokine presence or the ability to
eliminate epithelial cells upon contact.

The impact of di!ering functions of probiotic strains has been explored in more abstract
models addressing how bacterial reproduction rate, strain competition, and protection of
the epithelial barrier by commensal bacteria a!ects bacterial migration of pathogenic and
commensal strains [7]. Here we provide a more mechanistic representation of the relationship
between bacteria levels and epithelial barrier integrity that includes immune cell interaction.
With such a model we were able to identify qualitative relationships between bacteria and the
inflammatory and regulatory pathways of the mucosa immune system to make connections
between complex cellular pathways and tissue level e!ects. This knowledge may be used
to inform the appropriateness of probiotic therapy under di!erent immunological conditions
as well as the creation of pharmaceuticals that seek to mimick the e!ect of whole probiotic
organisms.
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Table 3.2: Parameter values
Symbol Description Value Reference
Birth/death
!t inflow rate of naive T cells 3 · 107cells · t!1 [63]
!c rate of cytokine production 0.25cells!1 · t!1 [146]
!m rate of M0 creation ME

0 kBE
c +µmME

0 cells ·t!1

!d rate of DE
i creation DE

i (kBE
c + µdi)cells · t!1

!dl renewal rate of DL
i DL

i (kLBL
c + µdi)cells · t!1

!E birth rate of epithelial cells 2 · t!1 [75]
!b birth rate of bacteria 2 · t!1 [146]
µt removal rate of Tn 0.25 · t!1 [63]
µT rate of active T cell deactivation 0.05 · t!1 [63]
µc rate of cytokine degradation 0.075 · t!1 [146]
µm death rate of macrophages 0.0075 · t!1 [146]
µdi death rate of immature dendritic cells 0.0006 · t!1 [70]
µd dendritic cell death rate 0.12 · t!1 [84]
µE epithelial cell death rate 0.5 · t!1 [75]
µce death rate, E by inflammatory factors 5 · 10!10C!1 · t!1 [146]
µb death rate, bacteria 1 · t!1 [9]
pt T cell proliferation rate from Tn, TC 0.122 · t!1 [138]
pT T cell proliferation rate from TE 0.03 · t!1 [125]
pTr proliferation rate, Tr 0.05 · t!1 [63]
"E crowding co-e"cient, epithelial cells 0.00015 [9]
"b crowding co-e"cient, bacterial cells 1.9!12 [9]
# competition coe"cient, bacteria 2!12 [146]
Migration
$r recruitment rate 100cells · C!1 · t!1 [146]
$IE cell migration rate, inductive to e!ector site 0.125 · t!1 [63]
$EI cell migration rate, e!ector to inductive site 0.25 · t!1 [143]
$LE bacteria migration rate, lumen to e!ector

site
( CE

i

qCE
i +E+Ei

)y! · t!1

y! parameter of $LE 4 [146]
q parameter of $LE 0.0001 [146]
$BE inflow rate, blood to e!ector site 0.025 · t!1 [146]
$EB outflow rate, e!ector site to blood 10!10 · t!1 [146]
Contact/interactions
%t rate of naive T cell stimulation by dendritic

cells
10!6 ·D!1 [63]

%T rate of memory T cell stimulation 10!4 · (D + M)!1 [63]
&T fraction of T cells that become memory T

cells
0.002 · t!1 [146]

&12 rate that M1 switch to M2 ( Cr
Cr+Ci

) ·M!1
1 t!1

&21 rate that M2 switch to M1 ( Ci
Cr+Ci

) ·M!1
2 t!1

&EC rate that E switch to Ep 5 · 10!9 · C!1
i · t!1

&EB rate that E switch to Ep upon contact with
Bf

1 ·B!1 · t!1

k rate of contact between individuals 10!11cells · t!1 [146]
kL rate of contact, individuals in the lumen 10!12cells · t!1 [146]
kT rate of contact, Tr and antigen presenting

cells
10!10cells · t!1 [146]

kTB rate of contact of and stimulation, TE
r and

BE
c

0 ·BE
c
!1

t!1

kB rate of contact and stimulation, BE
c and DE

i

or ME
0

10!11 ·BE
c
!1

t!1
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Abstract

H.pylori is a leading cause of peptic ulcer, gastric lymphoma and adenocarcinoma. In spite
of being a highly prevalent bacterium in the gastric mucosa, only 15 % of carriers develop
overt disease. Bacterial pathogenesis is believed to arise from an interaction of strain-specific
immunity-mediating capabilities and the host susceptibility. To investigate the mechanisms
of immune modulation by H.pylori we have created a mathematical model of immune cells
of the gastric mucosa and gastric lymph nodes and their response to H.pylori lab strain
26695. Preliminary simulations and model analysis indicate that i) strain 26695-associated
pathogenesis and persistence does not involve transforming e!ects on epithelial cells other
than inhibition of defensin secretion, ii) the strain is capable of inhibiting T cell proliferation
acting with iTreg to dampen the T cell response and subsequent inflammatory activation, and
iii) immunopathogenesis primarily occurs through M1 activation either directly by H. pylori
or indirectly by inflammatory cytokines secreted by other immune cells. Lastly, analysis
indicates that an immune response to brucella broth, in which H. pylori is administered,
may be a!ecting the immune system’s ability to clear the infection.
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4.1 Introduction

In 85% of H. pylori infections the bacteria persists as a commensal bacteria in the gastric
mucosa with no negative impact on the host. However, in 15% of cases the infection is
associated with gastric disease including ulcer formation as persistent inflammation induces
lesions in the gastric epithelium. H. pylori is a genotypically diverse species and disease is
associated with infection by strains whose genome encodes the CagA pathogenicity island
(cpi) [117, 12].

The immune response in the gastric mucosa involves inflammatory and regulatory path-
ways. Inflammatory/e!ector cells such as M1, Th1, and Th17 secrete factors that i) recruit
more immune cells, ii) promote activation to inflammatory phenotypes, and iii) secrete sub-
stances that destroy bacteria and damage host tissue indiscriminately. Regulatory immune
cells such as tolerogenic macrophages, dendritic cells, and induced T-regulatory cells (iTreg)
act antagonistically to their inflammatory counterparts through various contact dependent
mechanisms as well as secretion of IL-10 and TGF-#, two cytokines that reduce the expres-
sion of inflammatory factors. For a more extensive review of these interacting pathways
please refer to [62, 106, 87].

The cpi encodes for numerous proteins that participate in various processes as reviewed in
[12]. These include mechanisms that cause direct tissue damage such as disruption of the
epithelial barrier through damage of cell-cell junctions by proteins VacA and HtrA. This dis-
ruption is enabled by other cpi-encoded proteins that allow H. pylori to invade the mucous
layer gaining access to epithelial barrier through flagellar motility as well as expression of
various adhesion factors. In addition, cpi-encoded proteins have been implicated in immune
modulation mechanisms. These include those that enhance the inflammatory immune re-
sponse presumably leading to inflammation-induced epithelial damage such as triggering of
the NF"# pathway in epithelial cells by bacterial protein CagA which leads to expression
of various immune factors (recruitment chemokines, inflammatory cytokines, defensins, etc.)
and induction of an inflammatory Th17 or Th1 response as opposed to iTreg.

Interestingly, other cpi encoded proteins are associated with processes that reduce the in-
flammatory response which presumably allows persistent chronic infection. These include i)
induction of tolerogenic phenotypes in antigen presenting cells (APC) and upregulation of
IL-10, ii) modification of secretion of cytotoxins by immune cells, such as macrophages, by
the protein arginase RocF, iii) inhibition of T cell stimulation, and iv) inhibition of T cell
proliferation by !-glutamyl transpeptidase

Prevailing theories state that individuals with di!erent health outcomes are infected by H.
pylori strains that possess a di!erent combination of these immunomodulatory capabilities.

Many of these capabilities, however, have been identified by observing immune cells in the
presence of cpi-encoded factors in vitro or ex vivo. Though these e!ects undoubtedly medi-
ate the inflammatory response, their net e!ect in the gut mucosa in the presence of complex
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cross-reacting inflammatory and regulatory pathways can not be intuitively predicted. The
following questions, therefore, remain unanswered; Given established inflammatory and reg-
ulatory pathways of the gut mucosa, which of the immunomodulatory capabilities of the cpi
would likely permit a strain to either persist in the gastric mucosa with no harm to the ep-
ithelial barrier or induce an immunopathogenic inflammatory response resulting in epithelial
damage?

To address this question, we take a modeling approach to test hypothesized mechanisms of
in vivo observed immunopathology generated from in vitro and ex vivo observations. First,
we create a model of experimental infection in a mouse that represents immune cells of the
regulatory and inflammatory pathways as well as epithelial cellsand their response to H.
pylori in the gut mucosa. In this model we include various mechanisms by which H. pylori
may a!ect the host immune response associated with the CagA pathogenicity island.

We then calibrate the model to recreate infection dynamics, observed experimentally, with
a specific cpi-containing H. pylori strain 26695. Through model analysis and simulation,
we explain which cpi-associated processes likely account for the observed pathogenesis and
generate hypothesis for functions that would lead to a non-pathogenic commensal relation-
ship. Simulation results indicate which mechanisms play a significant role in establishing
a commensal relationship, i.e. an undamaged, intact epithelial layer along with a low level
persistence of H. pylori versus an immunopathogenic response, i.e the epithelial layer re-
mains chronically damaged. We then simulate infection in the conditions of a PPAR! gene
knockout in cells of both the T cell lineage and myeloid lineage to generate model predictions
that are readily and directly testable in the laboratory.

4.2 The Methods

4.2.1 Model Construction

Figure 4.1 depicts the components of the biological model and their complex interactions.
The model consists of 24 variables, 83 constant parameters, and includes four tissue sites of
the gastric mucosa: i) lumen, ii) epithelium, iii) lamina propria (LP), and iv) the gastric
lymph node (GLN). Model entities are populations of immune cells, epithelial cells, and H.
pylori. Immune cell populations are compartmentalized by immunological state (resting,
active inflammatory, active regulatory) and epithelial cells are compartmentalized by health
state (normal, damaged, dead) termed cell-types. All populations are further compartmen-
talized by location in one of four tissue sites. Model variables are the absolute number of each
cell-type in each tissue compartment at each time point. Cell di!erentiation is represented
as flow from one cell-type to another and migration as flow from one location compartment
to another as depicted in the scheme below. The populations represented are listed in Table
4.7 where the letters in brackets indicate the tissue compartment. An additional component
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is brucella broth (BB), the medium in which H. pylori is generally administered to mice.
This was included as a variable following experimental observations that control animals,
those receiving only brucella broth and no bacteria, showed an inflammatory immune re-
sponse. This immune response to broth may have significant influence on the immunological
environement and, therefore, response to H. pylori.

The model was implemented as a system of di!erential equations in COPASI [59]. COPASI is
a software application for simulation and analysis of biochemical networks and their dynam-
ics. It simulates the products formed when two molecular substrates interact. The model in
Figure 4.1 was implemented in COPASI as a series of reactions in which substrates are the
interacting cell-types and products are the cell-types resulting from the interaction. This
automatically generates a system of interdependent ordinary di!erential equations where
variables are reactants, in this case, the size of cell populations in di!erent tissues over time.

Here we describe each reaction in the model as implemented in COPASI and the biological
process it represents depicted in Tables 4.1 - 4.6. In Tables 4.1 - 4.6 ‘Name’ refers to the
unique name assigned to each reaction in the COPASI model.

Brucella Broth (Reactions not shown): Brucella broth is included as a potential im-
munogenic stimulant in the system. It is present at an arbitray initial concentration of 1
only in the lumen and then degrades at the estimated rate of uBB.

Epithelial Cells (Table 4.1): The epithelium is represented by the epithelial cell popula-
tion E. Upon contact with H. pylori at the rate of kEB an epithelial cell will enter a state
Ep in which it may carryout a number of bacteria-induced actions and e!ects (re055). Ep
may secrete microbicidal defensins whose expression level is determined by the parameter
Bd, inflammatory cytokines whose expression level is determined by the parameter Bc, and
chemoattractants whose expression level is determined by the parameter Br. Ep may also be
more permeable due to degradation of tight junctions determined by the parameter Bp. The
values of kEB,Bd,Bc,Br, Bp and Bd are di!erent for di!erent H. pylori strains. These
functions may also be induced by inflammatory cytokines represented by the transition of
E to Ep in the presence of cells that secrete activators of the NF"# pathway [9, 55] as rep-
resented by reaction re139. In either state epithelial cells may be destroyed by cytotoxins
secreted by Th1, Th17, and M1 represented by the reactions re058 and re059 where k LP
is the contact rate in the LP and uCE and uM1 represent the expression level of cytotoxic
factors by T cells and M1, respectively. Epithelial cells have a constitutive turnover rate of
uE represented by replacement of an Ep or Edead with a nascent healthy epithelial cell E
(re060 and re057).

Helicobacter pylori (Table 4.2): H. pylori is initially present in the lumen where it
multiplies and dies naturally represented by reactions re052 and re065. The parameter lHP
is the birth rate, phiHP is the crowding co-e"cient, and uHP is the death rate. The
initial amount of infectious H. pylori in the system, HP{Lumen}(0), is a function of the
initial dose given such that HP{Lumen}(0) = HP DoseResp %HP Dose where HP Dose
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Figure 4.1: Model of cell interactions. Network model of inflammatory and regulatory
immune cell interactions with epithelial cells and H. pylori in the four tissue compartments.
Nodes are cell-type compartments. Red nodes indicate cells that participate in the inflam-
matory pathways and blue indicate those in the regulatory pathways. Green nodes are
cell-types that may participate in either response. Black arrows between nodes in the same
tissue compartment represent di!erentiation from one cell-type to another. Black arrows
between nodes in di!erent compartments indicate migration from one tissue site to another.
Green arrows point from cell-types to the di!erentiation and migration processes in which
they participate. The cell-types represented are listed in Table 4.7 where the letters in
brackets indicate the tissue compartment.
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Table 4.1: Reactions that describe epithelial cell dynamics
Name Reaction Rate 

re055 E -> Ep;  HP{Lumen} kEB*HP{Lumen} 

re139 E -> Ep;  Th1{LP}Th17{LP}eDC{LP}M1 Ep 
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vEC
Th1{LP}

Th1{LP}+ ri_ I
+
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M1+ ri_ I
+
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re058 E -> Edead;  Th1{LP}Th17{LP}M1 k_LP(uCE*Th1{LP}+uCE*Th17{LP}+uM1*M1) 

re059 Ep -> Edead;  Th1{LP}Th17{LP}M1 k_LP(uCE*Th1{LP}+uCE*Th17{LP}+uM1*M1) 

re060 Ep -> E uE 

re057 Edead -> E uE 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 4.2: Reactions that describe H. pylori dynamics

Name Reaction Rate 

r130  LB ->  uLB 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name Reaction Rate 

re052 HP{Lumen} -> 2 * HP{Lumen} lHP-phiHP*HP{Lumen} 

re065 HP{Lumen} ->  uHP 

re053 HP{Lumen} -> ;  Ep kEB*Bd 

re061 HP{Lumen} -> HP{LP};  Ep kEB*Bp 

re066 HP{Lumen} -> HP{LP};Edead kEB 

re067 HP{LP}-> ;  Ep M1 k_LP*(Bd*Ep+uM1*M1) 

re102 HP{LP}-> 2 * HP{LP} lHP-phiHP*HP{LP} 

re101  HP{LP}->  uHP 

 

Epithelial cells 

 is the cfus/mL of H. pylori administered and HP DoseResp is the fraction that are viably
infectious in that dose. The represented strain may induce microbicide secretion by epithelial
cells, represented by elimination upon contact with an Ep at the rate of Bd (re053) where
Ep is an epithelial cell that has come in contact with H. pylori and Bd determines the
level of expression of microbicides in response. The parameter kEB is the contact rate
between the bacteria and the epithelial layer. This parameter may be interpreted as the
extent to which the strain is able to invade the mucosal layer that normally separates it from
the epithelial barrier. It may permeate the epithelium when in contact with a Ep (re061)
with the probability of Bp representing the strain’s ability to degrade epithelial cell tight
junctions [12]. In addition, it may migrate to the LP upon contact with a dead epithelial cell
(re066) representing a hole in the epithelial barrier. Once in the LP, H. pylori is removed
by microbicide secreting Ep as well as M1 (re067). Bacteria in the LP multiplies and dies
naturally at the same rates as in the lumen (re102 and re101). H. pylori is also eliminated
upon uptake by immature dendritic cells (iDC) and resting macrophages (M0), discussed
below.

Macrophages (Table 4.3): Undi!erentiated, resting macrophages (M0) are only repre-
sented in the lamina propria and not the gastric lymph node. This is under the assumption
that, due to compartmentalization of a typical lymph node, the impact of macrophage-
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derived cytokines on T cell di!erentiation is negligible compared to that of the dendritic
cell-derived cytokines. Observations that macrophages participate primarily in plasma B
cell di!erentiation support this assumption [67, 100]. The M0 population is fed by mono-
cytes that flow in from the blood at the rate lm and are recruited by inflammatory cells at
the maximum rate of er (re069). M0 cells then flow out of the tissue at the constant rate
uM (re112).

The direct immune response to H. pylori strain 26695 is still uncharacterized. Therefore,
upon contact with bacteria that manages to invade from the lumen, a M0 may become an
inflammatory M1 macrophage (M1, re122) or an anti-inflammatory M2 macrophage (M2,
re123) and secrete inflammatory factors or anti-inflammatory IL-10, respectively, for the
period of activation. The parameter vHP represents the strain-specific ability to induce or
suppress an inflammatory phenotype.

Macrophages may switch phenotypes depending on the immediate cytokine environment.
This is represented by the reactions re072 and re071. Where v21 and v12 are the max-
imum rates at which the macrophages may switch depending on the concentration of in-
flammatory or regulatory factors, respectively. The reactions re073 and re070 represent the
antigen-independent activation of resting macrophages by cytokines. Specifically, M0 may
di!erentiate to an M1 (re072) in the presence of TNF% and IFN! [49, 102] secreted by M1,
Th1, Th17, eDC, and epithelial cells [9, 87, 63]. Alternatively, it may di!erentiate to an M2
phenotype (re071) in the presence of IL-10 or TGF# [102, 49] , secreted by iTreg, M2, and
tDC [87, 62] .

The reactions re117 and re118 represent deactivation of activated macrophages at the con-
stant rate of uMA, a process believed to play a role in quelling inflammation once pathogen
is eliminated. Though the lifespan of macrophages in the activated state is determined by
environmental factors that change dynamically as the immune response progresses [49], we
treat this parameter as a constant for the sake of simplification.

Dendritic cells (Table 4.4): Immature dendritic cells are present in the lamina propria
(iDC{LP}), where a subset are localized to the epithelial barrier allowing dendrites to extend
through epithelial cells into lumen to contact bacteria [62]. This subset is represented as
dendritic cells in the epithelium compartment (iDC{Epi}) where reaction re127 represents
localization of iDC to the epithelium. The number in contact with epithelium is limited by
the space availability represented by the rate v(iDC{LP}# k % iDC{Epi}) such that only
1/k of total iDC{LP} population can be in contact with the epithelium.

The immature dendritic cell population is fed by monocytes from the blood at rates ld and
is recruited by chemoattractants secreted by inflammatory cells such as Ep, M1, and e!ector
dendritic cells (eDC{LP}) (re068) at the maximum rate of er.

Immature dendritic cells may be stimulated by brucella broth, H. pylori, or cytokines se-
creted by other immune cells. The immune response to brucella broth is still not charac-
terized. Therefore, iDC{Epi} that contacts BB at the rate of k BB may become either
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Table 4.3: Reactions that describe macrophage dynamics
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re112 M0-> um 

re122 M0 + HP{LP}-> M1 vHP*k_LP 

re123 M0 + HP{LP}-> M2 (1-vHP)*k_LP 
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re118 M2 -> uMA 

re117 M1 -> uMA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

an inflammatory e!ector dendritic cell (eDC) with the probability of vBB (re129) or an
anti-inflammatory, tolerogenic dendritic cell with the probability of 1# vBB (re128). Upon
contact with H.pylori, an immature dendritic cell becomes either an e!ector dendritic cell,
eDC{LP}, (re105, re063), with the probability vHP , or tolerogenic dendritic cell, tDC{LP},
(re077, re128) with the probability of 1# vHP .

Reactions re142 and re143 represent a still uncharacterized process by which dendritic cells
are activated to stimulate T cells when in the presence of cytokines and in absence of antigen
[62, 92, 96, 30]. This mechanism was added to the system in order to fit experimental
data showing that activated dendritic cell concentrations rose between days 30 and 60 post-
infection not only in infected mice, but also in control mice. Given that the only factor
assumed to be immunogenic in the control system is brucella broth and this was assumed
to degrade at a constant rate, it was reasoned that in the real system there must be a
positive feedback by which additional dendritic cells may be activated even as antigen is
reduced. As the model predicted this expected behavior in activated macrophage populations
and macrophages are stimulated by cytokines [49], we included this mechanism for DC
stimulation in the model as well. There is support in the literature for inflammation-activated
dendritic cells [92, 96, 30] though the exact mechanism is still unclear.

After a period in the lamina propria, corresponding to the migration rate eEI, the presenting
dendritic cells migrate to the gastric lymph node (re078 and re079). Here they can stimulate
resting T cells until they die at a rate of ud (re116 and re124).

Resting T cells (Table 4.5): There are three resting T cell populations, naive T cells
(nT) and central memory T cells (cmT), which reside in the GLN, and e!ector memory
T cells (emT) that reside in the LP. Naive T cells flow into the GLN at a constant rate
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Table 4.4: Reactions that describe dendritic cell dynamics
 

Name Reaction Rate 

re127 iDC{LP}= iDC{Epithelium} v(iDC{LP}-k*iDC{Epi}) 
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re111 iDC{LP}->  udi_LP 

re128 iDC{Epithelium} ->tDC{LP};  LB (1-vLB)*k_LB 

re129 iDC{Epithelium} -> eDC{LP}; BB vBB*k_BB 

re063 iDC{Epithelium} + HP{Lumen} ->eDC{LP} vHP*k_lumen 

re062 iDC{Epithelium} + HP{Lumen} ->tDC{LP} (1-vHP)*k_lumen 

re077 iDC{LP}+ HP{LP}->tDC{LP} (1-vHP)k_LP 

re105 iDC{LP} + HP{LP}-> eDC{LP} vHP*k_LP 

re142 iDC{LP} -> eDC{LP}; M1 eDC{LP}Th1{LP}Th17{LP}Ep 
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re143 iDC{LP} -> tDC{LP}: M2 iTreg{LP}tDC{LP} 
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re078 eDC{LP}-> eDC{GLN} eEI 

re079 tDC{LP}-> tDC{GLN} eEI 

re116 eDC{GLN}->  ud 

re124 tDC{GLN}->  ud 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(lt) and are recruited by eDC{GLN} at the maximum rate of er (re106). They then flow
out at a constant rate et (re107). In the GLN naive T cells may contact eDC{GLN} with
the contact rate of kGLN and transition to an active inflammatory Th1 (re080) or Th17
(re081). Whether it becomes a Th1 or Th17 is determined by the parameter ath17. The
value of ath17 determines whether the H. pylori or brucella broth antigen presented by a
specific antigen presenting cells is recognized by the receptor of the contacted T cell and that
stimulation leads to a Th17 phenotype. In the case that stimulaltion occurs and the T cell
does not become a Th17 phenotype it will be a Th1, hence ath1 = 1 · 10"6 # ath17 where
1 · 10"6 is the frequency of a given antigen-specific TcR [63]. Naive T cells may also come in
contact with tDC{GLN} and consequently transition to an iTreg phenotype (re082). This
reaction represents the fact that T cell phenotype depends on the cytokines secreted by the
APC during antigen recognition by the T cell receptor [87].

Central memory T cells behave similarly to naive T cells except that there is no flow in and
out of the GLN and central memory T cells are stimulated with the probabilities of aTreg
(re085), aTh17 (re083), aTh1 (re084) to iTreg, Th17, and Th1 phenotypes, respectively,
where aTh1 = 1 # aTh17. These values are di!erent from atreg, ath1, and ath17 because
the model assumes that all memory T cells are specific to the only immunogenic factors
represented, H. pylori and brucella broth. Hence, the probability of recognition is approx-
imately 1. Similarly, e!ector memory T cells in the LP are stimulated upon contact with
eDC{LP} and tDC{LP} as well as M1 and M2 at the rate k LP , the contact rate for the less
densly populated LP, and stimulated to a specific phenotypes with the same probabilities as
cmT; aTreg (re074), aTh1 (re103), and aTh17 (re104).
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Table 4.5: Reactions that describe resting T cell dynamics

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name Reaction Rate 

re106  -> nT;  eDC{GLN} 
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re107 nT ->  lt 

re081 nT -> Th1{GLN};  eDC{GLN} ath1*k_GLN*eDC{GLN} 

re080 nT -> Th17{GLN};  eDC{GLN} ath17*k_GLN*eDC{GLN} 

re082 nT -> iTreg{GLN};  tDC{GLN} atreg*k_GLN*tDC{GLN} 

re085 cmT -> iTreg{GLN};  tDC{GLN} aTreg*k_GLN 

re083 cmT -> Th17{GLN};  eDC{GLN} aTh17*k_GLN 

re084 cmT -> Th1{GLN};  eDC{GLN} aTh1*k_GLN 

re074 emT -> iTreg{LP};  M2tDC{LP} aTreg*k_LP(M2+tDC{LP}) 

re104 emT -> Th17{LP};  M1 eDC{LP} aTh17*k_LP(M1+eDC{LP}) 

re103 emT -> Th1{LP};  M1 eDC{LP} aTh1*k_LP(M1+eDC{LP}) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Active T cells 

Active T cells (Table 4.6):
Once created from memory T cell or naive T cell stimulation, active T cells proliferate in the
tissue site of stimulation, either in the LP (re133, re131, re132) or the GLN (re134, re135,
re136). iTreg has been shown to inhibit the proliferation of Th1 and Th17 [128]. H. pylori
may also inhibit T cell proliferation as a proposed immunomodulatory function of the cpi
[12]. To represent this e!ect the proliferation rate of T cells in the LP, pT , is a function of
H.pylori and iTreg concentrations given in Equation 4.1, where the value pT0 is the average
number of daughter T cells produced by one proliferating when uninhibited and mreg and
mHP are parameters that govern the e!ect of iTreg and H.pylori on reducing the rate of
proliferation. However, the proliferation rate in the GLN, pt, is a function of only iTreg
given in Equation 4.2 where pt0 is the average number of daughter cells from a stimulated
naive or central memory T cell during uninhibited proliferation. The values for pT0 and pt0
di!er to represent the ex vivo observation that e!ector and central memory T cells undergo
di!erent rates of proliferation upon restimulation [47].

pT =
pT0

1 + mreg % iT reg{LP}+ mHP %HP{LP} (4.1)

pt =
pt0

1 + mreg % iT reg{GLN} (4.2)
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Reaction re141 represents a constitutive inflow of iTreg into the GLN implicitly representing
a constitutive anti-inflammatory immune response that is upheld by ever-present commensal
flora [62, 106].

T cells that are activated in the GLN migrate to the LP after a maturation period of 2 days
represented by the parameter eIE [63] (re087 re088 re089).

Th17 has been shown to di!erentiate into iTreg and iTreg into Th17 depending on the
cytokine environment [87]. In the model this occurs in the GLN with the reactions re091
and re092 and in the LP with reactions re093 and re094. In these reactions the rates Kr17
and K17r are the maximum rates at which iTreg switches to Th17 and Th17 switches to
iTreg, respectively, in the presence of di!erent immune cell populations. Specifically, tDC,
M2, and iTreg all secrete IL-10 [87, 102, 106] which induce di!erentiation to iTreg. The
inflammatory cell populations eDC, M1, and Ep secrete Th17 -inducing cytokines IL-6,
IL-21, or IL-23 [9, 87, 102, 106]. Th1 and Th17 are also considered contributors to Th17
induction under the assumption that they also secrete IL-6, IL-21, and IL-23.

T cells become deactivated at a rate of uT after which a fraction, vT , become memory T
cells and may be re-stimulated by APC, i.e. M1, M2, tDC, or eDC. Memory T cells remain
in the LP with a probability of 0.4 (re095, re096, re097), representing e!ector memory T
cells, or the GLN with a probability of 0.6, representing a central memory T cell (re098,
re099, re100). This fraction is based on a study in mice that showed 60% of CD8+ memory
T cells created in response to lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus were CD62L+, a marker
for central memory versus e!ector memory T cells [93]. Such in vivo data was not found for
CD4+ T cells specifically. The rest undergo programmed cell death (re119, re120, re121)

4.2.2 Experimental data processing and mapping

Mice were infected with 500µL of 1010cfus/mL of the H. pylori European strain 26695
on days 0, 2 and 4.This strain was chosen as the first in a series of infections with fully
sequenced cpi-containing strains used in a previously published phylogenetic analysis of the
cpi region [89]. The experimental data gathered here is part of a larger study to map di!erent
pathogenic qualities to specific genes. Infections with other strains used in [89] were not
available at the time of model development. Lamina propria cells and gastric lymph node
cells were isolated on days 7, 14, 30, 60 post-infection (p.i). Supernatants were stained
and immunophenotyping was performed using flow cytometry to detect di!erent levels of
target cell-types. Experimental measurements of cell concentrations over time in both the
lamina propria and gastric lymph node were mapped to model variables of cell-types based
on marker configurations as shown in Table 4.7. Absolute numbers of each cell-type was
determined by multiplying the percent of total cells in each tissue sample that were positive
for each specific marker configuration by the total number of cells in the sample.

For each cell-type counted, we used a student’s 2 sample t-test to determine whether there
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Table 4.6: Reactions that describe active T cell dynamics
Name Reaction Rate 

re132  -> Th1{LP} pT*aTh1*k_LP*emT*(eDC{LP}+M1) 

re131  -> iTreg{LP} pT*aTreg*k_LP*emT*(tDC{LP}+M2) 

re133  -> Th17{LP} pT*aTh17*k_LP*emT*(eDC{LP}+M1) 

re135  -> Th1{GLN} pt*(aTh1*k_GLN*cmT+ath1*k_GLN*nT)*eDC{GLN} 

re134   -> iTreg{GLN} pt*(aTreg*k_GLN*cmT+atreg*k_GLN*nT)*tDC{GLN} 

re136  -> Th17{GLN} pt*(aTh17*k_GLN*cmT+ath17*k_GLN*nT)*eDC{GLN} 

re141  -> iTreg{GLN} liTreg 

re089 iTreg{GLN}-> iTreg{LP} eIE 

re087 Th17{GLN}-> Th17{LP} eIE 

re088 Th1{GLN}-> Th1{LP} eIE 

re091 iTreg{GLN}-> Th17{GLN};  Th1{GLN}eDC{GLN}Th17{GLN} 
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re093 iTreg{LP}-> Th17{LP};  Th17{LP}eDC{LP}M1 Th1{LP}Ep 
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re094 Th17{LP}-> iTreg{LP};  iTreg{LP}tDC{LP}M2 
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re097 iTreg{LP}-> emT uT*vT*0.4 

re095 Th17{LP}-> emT uT*vT*0.4 

re096 Th1{LP}-> emT uT*vT*0.4 

re100 iTreg{LP}-> cmT uT*vT*0.6 

re098 Th17{LP}-> cmT uT*vT*0.6 

re099 Th1{LP}-> cmT uT*vT*0.6 

re121 iTreg{LP}->  uT*(1-vT) 

re119 Th17{LP}->  uT*(1-vT) 

re120 Th1{LP}->  uT*(1-vT) 

 

Broth; just degrades 
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Table 4.7: Model Compartments
State Description Experimental Marker Initial Value
cmT Central memory T cell 4.44078 · 107

emT E!ector memory T cell 190.88
nT naive CD4+ T cell 1 · 107

Th1{LP} Active CD4+ T helper cell 1 CD4+CD3+IFNy+Tbet+ 127123
Th17{LP} Active CD4+ T helper cell 17 CD4+CD3+IL17+RORy+ 114563
iTreg{LP} Induced T regulatory cell CD4+CD3+CD25+FOXP3+ 1486.95
Th1{GLN} Active CD4+ T helper cell 1 CD4+CD3+IFNy+Tbet+ 5.67 · 10!11

Th17{GLN} Active CD4+ T helper cell 17 CD4+CD3+IL17+RORy+ 1139.59
iTreg{GLN} Induced T regulatory cell CD4+CD3+CD25+FOXP3+ 2289.33
iDC{Epi} Immature dendritic cell 188228
iDC{LP} Immature dendritic cell 131452
eDC{LP} E!ector dendritic cell CDC11+MHCII+IL12+ 1
tDC{LP} Tolerogenic dendritic cell CDC11+MHCII+IL10+ 0
eDC{GLN} E!ector dendritic cell CDC11+MHCII+IL12+ 10!13

tDC{GLN} Tolerogenic dendritic cell CDC11+MHCII+IL10+ 0
E Healthy epithelial cell 9998.26
Ep Pro-inflammatory epithelial cell 0
EDead Dead epithelial cell 1.74183
M0 Undi!erentiated macrophage 3.55 · 103

M1 Activated inflammatory macrophage F480+CD11b+IL12+ 7.35 · 106

M2 Activated regulatory macrophage F480+CD11b+IL10+IL4+ 13.96
HP{Lumen} Helicobacter pylori 33838.1
HP{LP} Helicobacter pylori 104

BB Brucella Broth 5 · 105

was a statistical di!erence between the average cell counts between timepoints, the inflamma-
tory vs. tolerogenic phenotypes, and between control and infected groups for each timepoint.

4.2.3 Model Fitting

The model was implemented as a system of di!erential equations into COPASI [59] and
solved using the LSODA algorithm.

Each parameter was assigned an initial value chosen from the middle of a range that was
determined analytically, from experimental measurements in the literature, or estimated by
experts. To assign initial variable values for the simulation, the counts of all active immune
cells was set to 0 and those for resting immune cells assigned according to approximations
from measurements in lymphoid tissues. Specifically, the absolute number of naive T cells
and immature dendritic cells was set at 1 · 108 [51, 56]. We then assumed roughly the same
number of resting macrophages as dendritic cells. The total number for epithelial cells was
calculated by estimating the surface area of the stomach from images in [43] and assuming
a single epithelial cell is 1µm3. A simulation was then conducted with the initial parameter
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set in absence of H. pylori or brucella broth for 60 days at which point the system was
in a quasi steady-state in which the average change of each variable was 2%. The values
of variables at this time point were set as the initial values for all subsequent simulations.
Initial concentrations for each variable is listed in Table 4.7.

To estimate parameter values sensitivities of each variable value on day 60 to each parameter
of the model was determined in COPASI. For this task COPASI uses metabolic control
analysis (MCA), a method developed to carry out sensitivity analysis of metabolic systems.
In short, MCA studies the relative control exerted by each step on the system’s variables
by applying a perturbation to the step being studied and then measuring the e!ect on the
variable of interest after the system has settled to a new steady state. For a more in depth
description please refer to Reder et al.[120].

Using MCA, scaled sensitivities were calculated as the relative change in variable value
over changes in parameter values. The sensitivity of all variables to each parameter was
then summed to give a summarized influence for each parameter in the system on day 60
p.i.. Parameters with a summarized influence of < 1.0 were set at their initially assigned
values. Those with a summarized influence > 1.0 were estimated using the least squares
approach [64] where parameter sets were determined with the particle swarm algorithm [76].
The algorithm was executed with a swarm size of 50 for 2000 iterations. and sampling
values from a range of 10& the initial parameter values. Once estimations were returned an
additional iteration of parameter estimation was carried out by recalculating the sensitivity
analysis on the estimated parameter set and setting parameters with a summarized influence
< 1.0 to the estimated value. The least squares method was performed once again on the
reduced parameter set using the particle swarm algorithm and sampling values from a range
of 10& the value estimated in the first iteration.

The model was deemed calibrated after the second iteration when, at timepoints 7, 14, 30,
and 60 days p.i., i) predicted values were with in an order of magnitude of the average
of experimental measurements of the corresponding cell-type (Appendix A, Table 8.4), ii)
predicted values reflected the statistical di!erences (p < 0.05) between average experimental
measurements of cell-types counts between infected and control samples for each timepoint.
Specifically, Th1 is higher in the GLN of infected mice than in control mice on day 14 p.i.
and Th1 and iTreg are higher in the LP of infected mice compared to control mice on day
60 p.i., and iii) predicted values captured dynamics of T cells predicting the same relative
concentrations of the di!erent phenotypes at each time point.
Specifically, experimental measurements show the following statistically significant inequal-
ities of the T cell phenotypes:
Control mice:
Day14: iTregLP = Th1{LP}>Th17{LP}
Day 30: iTreg{LP} > Th1{LP} = Th17{LP}
Day 60: Th1{LP} = Th17{LP} = iTreg{LP}
Day 7: iTreg{GLN}>Th17{GLN}
Day 14: iTreg{GLN}>Th1{GLN}>Th17{GLN}
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Day 30: iTreg{GLN} > Th1{GLN} = Th17{GLN}
Day 60: Th1{GLN}>Th17{GLN}>iTreg{GLN}

Infected mice:
Day 60: Th1{LP}>iTreg{LP}>Th17{LP}
Day 60: Th1{GLN}>Th17{GLN}>iTreg{GLN}

Parameter values, including estimated values, are given in Appendix A as are model predic-
tions for the absolute number of each cell-type on days 7, 14, 30, and 60 p.i. using these
values.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Infection timecourse and analysis of cell dynamics

Figure 4.2 depicts a timecourse for infection over a period of 120 days post-infection (p.i.)
predicted in an average mouse. In the ‘infected’ scenario HP Dose = 1010cfus/mL and in
the ‘control’ scenario HP Dose = 0cfus/mL. In both scenarios brucella broth is present
(BB(0) = 1). As expected from experimental data up to day 60 p.i., there is very little
di!erence between dynamics seen in the control versus the infected mouse with a large
amount of the activity attributed to the reaction to brucella broth. Then on day 60 p.i.
there is a visible increase in the T cell response in the infected mouse, particularly in the
LP, and it is a Th1 dominant response.

A discrepancy between experimentally observed dynamics and model simulation is that, in
the experimental data, there is a statistically significant rise in both tDC and eDC cell num-
bers in the LP between days 30 and 60 p.i. (Appendix A, Table 8.4). However, the model
predicts that tDC numbers decline as eDC rises in both infected and control (Figure 4.2(c)).
From Table 4.4 one can see that, in the model system, the rate of change of tDC numbers in
the LP is zero in the control system when the cumulative rate of reaction re143 and re128 is
equal to the rate of re79 such that :

kBB%(1#vBB)%BB%iDC{Epi}+vd( iT reg{LP}
iT reg{LP}+ir I + M2

M2+ir I + tDC{LP}
tDC{LP}+ir I )

n%iDC{LP}=
eEI % tDC{LP}

The timecourse predicts that both iDC{Epi} and iDC{LP} numbers drop very quickly from
1.3# 1.8 · 105 to approximately 104 as they are stimulated primarily to tDC{LP}, reducing
the LHS and increasing the RHS until the rate is negative and tDC{LP} begins to decline.
Alternatively, the rate of eDC{LP} change is zero when the following equality is true:
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kBB % vBB % BB % iDC{Epi} + vd( Th1{LP}
Th1{LP}+ri I + M1

M1+ri I + eDC{LP}
eDC{LP}+ri I + Th17{LP}

Th17{LP}+ri I +
Ep

Ep+Bc)
n % iDC{LP}= eEI % eDC{LP}

Yet, eDC{LP} is initially lower than tDC{LP}, so the value of the RHS remains lower and
allows eDC{LP} change to remain positive even with the reduced iDC{LP} and iDC{Epi}
levels. The number of eDC{LP} begins to rise and tDC falls due to the rise in Th1 and M1
populations creating conditions in which

vd( Th1{LP}
Th1{LP}+ri I + M1

M1+ri I + eDC{LP}
eDC{LP}+ri I + Th17{LP}

Th17{LP}+ri I + Ep
Ep+Bc)

n > vd( iT reg{LP}
iT reg{LP}+ir I + M2

M2+ir I +
tDC{LP}

tDC{LP}+ir I )
n.

Hence, there is an increase in the rate of reaction re142 and a reduction in the rate of
reaction re143 leading to a relatively stable eDC dominance. Further supporting this mech-
anism is that sensitivity analysis for rates of change on day 60 p.i. show that the rate
of eDC{LP} change is more positivley correlated with the value of parameter vd (scaled
sensitvity =4035.81) than is the rate of change for tDC{LP}( scaled sensitivity = 63.945).

With this discrepancy between experimental observations and model predictions, the model
predicts that between days 60 and 120 p.i. dynamics of the infected and control remain
similar with T cell populations showing an oscillation on day 60 (Figure 4.2(a)). An obvious
di!erence between infected and control systems is that T cells in the infected system undergo
two additional oscillations around days 78 and 90 p.i.. One clue as to the cause of these
oscillations is that they are only seen in T cell populations and therefore likely do not involve
other variables. A sensitivity analysis for variables on day 80 (a timepoint in the middle
of the oscillatory phase) indicated that all T cell populations are negatively associated with
values for parameters mHP and mreg, the extent to which H. pylori and iTreg inhibit T
cell proliferation respectively. This is shown in the equations for pT (Equation 4.1), the T
cell proliferation in the LP where both are present, and pt (Equation 4.2), the proliferation
rate of T cells in the GLN where H. pylori is not present. These proliferation rates are
applied to all three T cell groups. The oscillatory behavior is due to the fact that iTreg
proliferation inhibits Th1 and Th17 proliferation as well as providing a negative feedback for
its own proliferation. The fact that iTreg inhibits its own proliferation can be interpreted
as the dependence of iTreg proliferation on IL-2 produced by Th1 and Th17 [87]. Indeed,
when mreg is lowered from the value of 2.112 · 10"2 to 2 · 10"2, oscillations are not seen
in any T cell phenotype in either the infected or the control scenarios indicating that it is
necessary for the oscillation on day 60 (results not shown). However, the presence of H.
pylori obviously plays a role in the additional oscillations around days 78 and 90. When
mHP is reduced to 0, these oscillations disappear and the infected system gives the same T
cell dynamics as the control system, except that the day 60 oscillation occurs sooner. This is
likely due to the expedited increase in T cell populations following increased DC recruitment
and activation in response to the presence of H. pylori. Taken together, H. pylori and iTreg
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act together to produce the oscillatory behavior observed in T cells. H. pylori presence
changes the oscillatory behavior because, acting in conjunction with iTreg, it reduces the
threshold at which iTreg has a significant impact on reducing all T cell proliferation.

A second process that would result in oscillations is the cross regulation between iTreg and
Th17 in which iTreg is a key source of Th17 through reactions re091 and re093, which
represent iTreg " Th17 in the GLN and LP. As iTreg levels are reduced, Th17 then declines
with the rate of the opposite reaction, Th17 " iTreg (reactions re093 and re094 in Table
4.6). When these reactions are removed by setting Kr17 = K17r = 0, oscillations disappear
indicating it also plays a role in this behavior.

One can then explain T cell dynamics for days 50 to 100 p.i. (Figure 4.2(b)), referring to
reactions in Table 4.6, as follows; Th1 and iTreg begin to increase as iDC are recruited in
response to H. pylori and activated by both H. pylori and brucella broth to eDC and tDC
phenotypes. As the Th1 population rises the rate of reactions re091 and re093 increase
inducing iTreg to Th17 causing a decrease in the iTreg population. iTreg is a key source
of Th17 and as it decreases so do the rates of Th17 creation by reactions re091 and re093.
Also, as the iTreg population lowers, pt (Equation 4.2) rises and, consequently, all active
T cell levels rise; iTreg, Th17, and Th1. With this increased proliferation, the rates of
reactions representing stimulation of resting T cells to iTreg, and subsequent proliferation
(re134, re141, re082, re085, re074 ), are greater than the rate of reactions representing iTreg
clearance (re089, re121, re100, re097). As a consequence, iTreg cells accumulate increasing
the rate of reaction re092 in which Th17 reverts back to iTreg, enhancing further the iTreg
population until iTreg-mediated inhibition of T cell proliferation leads to a decrease once
again. These oscillations cease around day 100 when the Th1 population rises with the
increasing eDC population. Post day 100 p.i., in the Th1-dominant environment, iTreg has
less impact on Th1 creation as the rate of Th1 creation (reactions re081, re084, re103, re135)
is greater than that rate of Th1 clearance (reactions re088, re120, re099, re096 ). The result is
a continued positive change in Th1 levels in a quasi-equilibrium. Eventhough this increased
Th1 could drive reaction re091, inducing iTreg to Th17, we still see iTreg dominating Th17
in this quasi-equlibrium. This is due to the fact that there is a constitutive inflow of iTreg
and values for the parameters aTreg and atreg are considerably higher than those for aTh17
and ath17 o!ering little contribution to the Th17 population through stimulation by eDC
and M1. Therefore, iTreg remains su"ciently high and the cumulative population of Th17
and Th1 su"ciently low to maintain an equilibrium where the iTreg levels are greater than
Th17 levels even though eDC levels are higher than tDC levels at this point.

The influence of the process of cross-regulation by Th17 and iTreg appears greater in the GLN
(reactions re091 and re092) where iTreg and Th17 populations oscillate asynchronously about
the same equilibrium point (Figure 4.2(b)). Alternatively, in the LP, this process (reactions
re093 and 094) appears to have less impact and oscillatory behavior is more influenced by
iTreg’s role in reducing pT , which has an equal impact on all T cell phenotypes. This is
evidenced by the synchronous pattern of the oscillations in the LP populations. Reactions
re093 and re094 (governing the iTreg/Th17 switch in the LP) are less dependent on iTreg
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Figure 4.2: Simulated timecourse of H. pylori infection. Points represent predicted
counts of cell-types and bacteria in an infected mouse given both brucella broth and H.
pylori. Lines represent those predicted in a control mouse given only brucella broth.

and Th17 numbers than reactions re091 and re092 (governing the iTreg/Th17 switch in the
GLN) because the rate of these reactions in the LP is a function of macrophages as well as
T cells and dendritic cells. The e!ects of dendritic cells and macrophages overshadow the
contribution of iTreg and Th17 to these reaction rates. As the levels of macrophages and
dendritic cells are greater than those of the active T cells in the LP and are relatively stable,
this makes the rate of Th17/iTreg switching less dynamic than in the GLN.

4.3.2 Initial insights: Determinants of recovery vs. ulcer

Each immunomodulatory mechanism found in the literature is included in the model as a
reaction that is governed by a specific parameter as shown in Table 4.8.
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Table 4.8: H. pylori strain-specific parameters
Parameter(s) Immunomodulatory mechanism
kEB Invasion of mucous layer and contact with epithelial cells.
Br Secretion of chemoattractants (IL-8) by epithelial cells following contact with H. pylori.
Bc Secretion of inflammatory factors by epithelial cells following contact with H. pylori.
Bd Secretion of defensins by epithelial cells following contact with H. pylori.
Bp Destruction of epithelial cell tight junctions by H. pylori.
vHP Induction of e!ector and M1 response in dendritic cells and macrophages, respectively.
uM1 Induction of cytotoxin expression (NO) by macrophages.
mHP Inhibition of T cell proliferation
ath17, aTh17 Stimulation of a naive and memory T cell to Th17 vs. Th1
atreg, aTreg Stimulation of a naive and memory T cell to iTreg

Table 4.9: Sensitivities to strain-specific parameters

! !

vHP aTreg aTh17 kEB uHP lHP uM1 Bd
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To assess the potential role of strain-specific immunomodulatory mechanisms and host phe-
notypic factors in determining a commensal versus pathogenic relationship between H. pylori
and the host, we conducted a local sensitivity analysis of all variable concentrations in the
chronic infection phase (day 60 p.i.) to all parameter values including those listed in Table
4.8. In this manner we observed the net e!ect of each inflammatory/regulatory mechanism
on epithelial cell recovery, marked by the values of E and Edead on day 60 p.i., and H. pylori
persistence, marked by values of HP{Lumen} and HP{LP} on day 60 p.i.. Scaled sensitivi-
ties > 1 · 10"5 were considered significant. Any parameters whose influence was below this
threshold were not considered to have an influence on epithelial cell and H. pylori population
levels in the chronic stage.

Strain characteristics that contribute to host-bacteria relationship
Scaled sensitivity values for H. pylori and epithelial cell populations to parameters repre-
senting strain specific functions are shown in Table 4.9 where green text indicates positive
influence and red indicates negative influence. Sensitivities are reported in scientific notation
such that 1E+06 = 1 · 106. These scaled sensitivities indicate the following:

• The replication rate of H. pylori, lHP , is negatively correlated with epithelial cell health
(E) and its death rate, uHP is positively correlated with epithelial cell health. This
indicates that the net e!ect of bacterial presence is, indeed, damage of the host even
in the sytem represented here where there is another inflammatory source (brucella
broth).
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• The parameter vHP , which represents the ability to induce an inflammatory as op-
posed to tolerogenic response in antigen presenting cells, is positively associated with
epithelial damage (Edead) in the chronic stage. Surprisingly, vHP has little to no
impact on bacterial survival (HP{Lumen} and HP{LP} populations). This indicates
that induction of the inflammation response in antigen presenting cells, as opposed to
inhibition of it, is a characteristic of ulcer-associated strains as it would cause epithelial
damage, but still allow bacteria to persist.

• The ability to invade the mucosa and associate with the epithelial barrier, represented
by the prameter kEB, appears relevant to the host-parasite relationship compared to
other factors in Table 4.9. Specifically, the parameter value is negatively associated
with H. pylori and epithelial cell numbers in the chroinc phase. This indicates that the
ability to invade mucosa ultimately leads to more e!ective clearance of H. pylori from
the lumen and LP at the expense of a more harmful inflammatory response. Hence,
this ability likely is not a key process by which a strain is able to sustain a chronic
infection (either pathogenic or commensal). Bacteria with this ability are more likely
to cause a transient, harmful inflammation during which it is removed.

• The value of parameter aTreg is negatively associated with epithelial damage with little
impact on bacterial survival. This indicates that enhancement of the iTreg response is
a characteristic of a commensal H. pylori strain that is likely to persist without damage
to the epithelial layer. Less intuitively, the value of parameter aTh17, the rate of T
cell activation to the inflammatory Th17 phenotype that can cause direct epithelial
damage through secretion of IFN! [87], is also negatively associated with epitheilal
damage. This indicates that induction of the Th17 response over the Th1 response
would be protective against immunopathogenesis in chronic infection. Presumably
this is because Th17 can adopt an iTreg phenotype in certain cytokine environments
where as Th1 would persist in its inflammatory state. A characteristic of commensal
strains may be induction of Th17 or iTreg with pathogenic strains inducing a Th1
response. Values for parameters atreg and ath17 have no significant impact (not
shown) indicating that the ability of H. pylori to impact lineage commitment of naive
T cells upon simulation is not as relevant as its ability to a!ect that of memory T cells.

• The value of parameter uM1, the expression level of cytotoxins by macrophages, is
negatively correlated with bacterial survival in the LP as well as epithelial health.
Hence, inhibition of this process by H. pylori would presumably allow both bacterial
persistence and less tissue damage and may be a mechanism employed by commensal
strains.

• Of all the potential e!ects on epithelial cells, only the ability to induce defensin secre-
tion, determined by the parameter Bd, showed to be influential on epithelial health
and bacteria survival. Specifically, a negative association between the value of Bd
and bacterial population levels along with the lack of association with epithelial cell
levels indicate that the ability to inhibit defensin secretion by epithelial cells would
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Table 4.10: Sensitivities to host-specific parameters
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aid bacterial survival and have very little impact on epithelial cell health. This indi-
cates it may also be employed by commensal strains. The ability to induce or inhibit
inflammatory cytokine secretion in epithelial cells does not appear to impact the host-
parasite relationship, nor does the ability to induce permeability or inhibit recruiting
chemokine secretion as the parameters Bc, Bp, and Br have no influence on epithelial
and bacterial populations (not shown). These have been proposed as key mechanisms
by which proteins VacA and CagA induce pathogenesis [12]

Host response characteristics (genotypes) that likely determine host-bacteria
relationship
In addition to strain-specific processes, genotypic determinants of the host immune response
may account for the reason H. pylori is able to persist asymptomatically in some and elicit
an immunopathogenic response in others. We seek to identify the model pathways that most
impact host tissue damage and bacteria by looking at scaled sensitivities of epithelial cell
and H. pylori numbers to parameters representing host-specific immune responses. These
results also indicate potential phenotypes that would give rise to immunopathogenesis. These
sensitivities are reported in Table 4.10 and indicate the following:

• The value of er is negatively associated with H. pylori populations indicating that
chemoattractant secretion by immune cells is important in clearance.

• The parameters k lumen, k LP , and kGLN are the rates of contact between immune
cells in the lumen, LP, and GLN, respectively, and mediate the general amount of
immune activity. These have di!erent associations with H. pylori persistence and
epithelial damage. k lumen is positively correlated with H. pylori in the LP and ep-
ithelial health in the chronic stage where as k LP and kGLN are negatively correlated
with HP{LP} and E with a positive correlation with Edead levels. This indicates that
immune processes in the LP and GLN are responsible for H. pylori clearance at the
cost of epithelial damage where as those in the lumen are associated with protection of
the epithelial barrier. As an interesting note, the parameter HP Dose, the initial dose
of H. pylori administered, is negatively correlated with H. pylori in the LP and posi-
tively correlated with H. pylori in the lumen indicating that an initially greater dose of
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bacteria elicits a greater inflammatory response in the acute infection stage following
administration resulting, ultimately, in less H. pylori invasion and less inflammation
in the chronic stage.

• The value of parameter kBB, the rate of immune cell stimulation by brucella broth,
is positively associated with H. pylori in both the LP and Lumen and uBB, the rate
of broth removal, is negatively associated. Hence, the host immune response to broth
is a relevant determinant of the ultimate e"cacy of the immune response in clearing
H. pylori. The implication is that bacteria ultimately benefits from the response to
brucella broth in the circumstances represented by the local parameter set. This is due
to that fact that brucella broth stimulates the anti-inflammatory response represented
by vBB < 0.5. Indeed, that value of parameter kBB is negatively associated with all
immune cells except tDC in the LP (not shown).

• Dendritic cells and macrophages appear to be e!ective eliminators of bacteria as the
inflow rate of these cells, ld and lm, are both negatively associated with H. pylori in the
LP and their removal rates, udi LP and um, are positively associated with H. pylori
in the LP. However, lm (the rate of macrophage inflow) is also associated with greater
numbers of dead epithelial cells where as ld (the rate of dendritic cell inflow) is associ-
ated with a reduction in epithelial death. Another di!erence is that cytokine-mediated
activation of macrophages is associated with clearance of H. pylori from the LP as the
value of parameter vm is negatively associated with H. pylori numbers in the LP in
the chronic phase, yet cytokine-mediated activation of dendritic cells, determined by
parameter vd, is not. Taken together, the implication is that macrophages, presumably
M1, are more e!ective at eliminating H. pylori, but at the cost of inducing greater ep-
ithelial damage. The main di!erences between macrophages and dendritic cells is that
macrophages are long lived and can switch phenotypes following stimulation. Indeed,
the most influential parameters on Edead are v21(positive) and v12(negative), those
that govern macrophage phenotype switching.

• The parameters pt0 and pT0 are associated with less Edead and, subsequently, mreg
is associated with more Edead. The parameters pT0 and pt0 are associated with less
immune cell activation of all kind on day 60 p.i.. This indicates that this inhibition
of T cell proliferation by iTreg could actually be harmful to the host by keeping the
inflammatory response lower to the point of allowing bacterial persistence, but not low
enough to protect the epithelium from inflammation-induced damage.

4.3.3 Simulated Knock-out experiments

The model was then used to predict the e!ect of an experimental knock out of the gene
PPAR! in myeloid (dendritic cells and macrophages) and T cell lineages on infection with
H. pylori strain 26695. PPAR! is a receptor of endogenous lipids [i.e., prostaglandins or
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hydroxy-containing PUFA] that are produced during various homoestatic processes and has
been shown to participate in a number of anti-inflammatory mechanisms including induc-
tion of anergy in inflammatory T cells, enhanced regulatory T cell responses, suppression of
inflammatory responses by macrophages, di!erentiation of macrophages towards an M2 phe-
notype, and suppression of T cell e!ector responses [108, 88, 57, 153, 108, 109, 101, 40, 104].

PPAR! knockout in mice is not 100% e!ective. Reduction in expression of this gene in
myeloid cells was represented by reducing the maximum rate of M0 stimulation to M2 by
cytokines (re073) from the value vm = 1.00025 to 0.1, reducing the maximum rate of M1
di!erentiation to M2, v12, from 5.25 to 0.525, reducing the rate of iDC activation to tDC
by cytokines (re143) from the value of vd = 0.992068 to 0.0992, and reducing the rate of
iDC stimulation to tDC by brucella broth (re128) from 1 # vLB = 0.685934 to 0.12. The
intention was to reduce this rate to 10% the initial value. However, any value < 0.12 could
not be solved numerically using the LSODA algorithm. This model is referred to at the
PPAR!-M model.

Reduction in the expression of PPAR! in T cells was represented by lowering the rate
of naive T cell stimulation to iTreg, atreg, from 3.50424 · 10"7 to 3.5 · 10"8, the rate of
memory T cell stimulation to iTreg, aTreg, from 0.629699 to 0.12, the maximum rate of
Th17 di!erentiation to iTreg, K17r, from 65.7618 to 6.57618, and the rate of constitutive
iTreg stimulation, liT reg, from 264314 to 26431.4. This model is referred to as the PPAR!-
T model.

Figure 4.3 shows predicted dynamics of myeloid cell populations, macrophages and dendritic
cells, over time given the di!erent knockout models as well as the impact on epithelial
barrier damage and H. pylori clearance. The term ’wildtype’ refers to predictions made
without parameter modification. The PPAR! knockout in T cells has no obvious predicted
impact on these factors as the predicted values for the depicted populations are identical
to those for the wildtype model. For this reason red points overlap blue points in plots in
Figure 4.3. Simulated PPAR! knockout in myeloid cells, however, has an obvious impact
on these cell populations. Specifically, when compared to the wildtype model, there is an
increase in eDC and decreased tDC in both the LP and the GLN (Figure 4.3 (a) and (b)).
Similarly there is an elevated M1 and reduced M2 levels (Figure 4.3 (c) and (d)). These
are expected e!ects of reduced PPAR! expression as seen in other experimental infection
models [108, 88, 57, 153, 108, 109, 101, 40, 104]. Along with the elevated inflammatory
response in the myeloid cell populations we see an intuitive sharper decline in H. pylori in
the lumen indicating more e"cient clearance (Figure 4.3(e)). However, this coincides with
elevated epithelial death (Figure 4.3(f)) indicating that H. pylori is removed at the cost of
elevated immunopathogenesis.

Predicted dynamics of T cells over time (Figure 4.4) are also largely intuitive. Here one
can see a significant impact on predicted T cell populations in the PPAR!- T model with
elevated Th17 levels in both LP and GLN with, subsequently reduced iTreg levels. Th1 is
also higher likely due to the reduced iTreg levels, which inhibits T cell proliferation rates,
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Figure 4.3: Cell dynamics in knockout models. Predicted dynamics of dendritic cells
((a) and (b)), macrophages ((c) and (d)), H. pylori ((e)), and epithelial damage ((f)) over
time given di!erent experimental PPAR! knockout models. Red points overlap blue points
exactly for all depicted populations because there is no significant di!erence between pre-
dicted values by the wildtype and PPAR!-T models. In (a) and (b) points represent cell
numbers in the LP and lines represent cell numbers in the GLN.
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(b) Th17 and iTreg in the LP
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(d) Th17 and iTreg in the GLN
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Figure 4.4: T cell dynamics in knockout models. T cell dynamics given di!erent
experimental PPAR! knockout models. Points represent the wildtype model, lines represent
PPAR! knockout in T cells and points linked by lines represent PPAR! knockout in myeloid
cells.

pt (Equation 4.2) and pT (Equation 4.1). An interesting pattern emerges in the PPAR!-M
model. Here oscillations of the T cell populations are observed early on and persist during
the 60 day infection. Similar to oscillations seen in the 120 day wildtype infection (Figure
4.2(a) and (b)) the oscillations are only seen in T cell populations, they are roughly in sync
in the LP, are asynchronous between iTreg and Th1/Th17 in the GLN, sensitivities for T
cell populations on day 60 are positive for parameters pt0 and pT0 and negative for mreg,
and when Kr17 = K17r = 0 the oscillations disappear. Also, when mreg is reduced from
2.112 · 10"2 to 2 · 10"2 the Tcells all rise too quickly and the system cannot be numerically
solved with the LSODA algorithm. This indicates that the same mechanism of negative
feedback from iTreg accumulation and, subsequently, reduced proliferation in concert with
iTreg/Th17 plasticity described previously is the cause of this oscillatory behavior in the
PPAR!-M model.

Presumably, this is why the rate of iDC di!erentation to tDC upon contact with BB could
not be < 0.12 as this would not provide a su"cient amount of iTreg to the system necessary
to to regulate T cell numbers. Simulations with the PPAR!-M model where the rate of this
reaction is reduced to 0.11 stop on day 1.4 because all T cell phenotypes in all tissues rise
to 8 · 106 as opposed to simulations where the rate is 0.12 and the counts of Th1, Th17, and
iTreg across both the LP and GLN range from 1.6 · 105 # 7.38 · 106.

Hence, the model predicts that PPAR! knockout in myeloid cells will have a significant
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impact on increasing eDC and M1 populations as well as lead to greater H. pylori clearance
and lesion formation. Alternatively, PPAR! knockout in T cells will have little impact on
these factors. PPAR! is a protein that participates in various functions. Sensitivity analysis
for variables on day 60 showed that, of all the parameter values modified to represent reduced
expression of PPAR!, that for parameter vBB had the greatest summarized influence.
This indicates that the e!ects of reducedPPAR! are largely a result of reduced tolerogenic
response by dendritic cells to brucella broth.

4.4 Conclusion

Here we have presented a model of H. pylori 26695 infection in an average mouse. The
model has been calibrated to experimental data, but predictions are yet to be tested in the
form of long term in vivo infections, with samples taken up to day 120 p.i., or infections of
PPAR!- mice. With the current, unvalidated parameter set we have analyzed the behavior
of the system to o!er preliminary insight into interactions and immune processes that have
the greatest e!ect on immune cell dynamics and resulting immunopathogenesis in the form
of epithelial damage. As summary, analysis of T cell dynamics indicates that the inhibitive
e!ect of iTreg and H. pylori on T cell proliferation is relevant in defining T cell dynam-
ics over the course of infection. Sensitivity analysis for the chronic stage of infection also
highlighted the relevance of Tcell proliferation inhibition indicating that it disrupts e!ective
inflammatory processes ultimately leading to H. pylori persistence in the LP in the chronic
stage due to a less e!ective, but still tissue-damaging inflammatory response to bacteria.

Sensitivity analysis for epithelial and H. pylori numbers to parameter values during the
chronic stage of infection indicated that, in the in vivo setting, the ability to mediate ep-
ithelial cell secretion of inflammatory cytokines or chemokines is not a likely cause of either
bacterial persistence or immunopathogenesis. However, it supports the ability to inhibit cy-
totoxin secretion by M1 and defensin secretion by epithelial cells as a basis of a commensal
relationship. The analysis also indicated that induction of the Th1 response over a Th17
response would likely give rise to immunopathogenesis. Furthermore, an ability to invade the
mucosa and associate with the epithelial barrier would likely not aide bacterial peristence.
Rather, this process would lead to quicker clearance. In addition the analysis indicated that
it is host immune processes that occur in the LP and GLN tissue sites that ultimately lead
to immunopathogenesis where as those that occur in the lumen, primarily DC activation
by H. pylori, is ultimately protective against an inflammatory response in the chronic stage
aiding H. pylori persistence as a commensal and protecting the epithelial barrier.

Analysis indicates that M1 macrophages are the most e!ective eliminators of H. pylori from
the LP yet also the most responsible for immunopathogenesis. Furthermore, that DC is
also e!ective in reducing bacteria in the LP, but less associated with immunopathogenesis.
Hence, host responses that may not have an e!ective M1 activation, but maintain a robust
DC response, may be protected from immunopathogenic infection.
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One of the most interesting findings was the e!ect of brucella broth on the immune response.
This was initially seen directly in the experimental data (Table 8.4) in which total cell counts
for activated inflammatory and regulatory immune cells showed a statistically significant
rise in control mice. Sensitivity analysis results indicate that the host response, either
inflammatory or tolerogenic, to brucella broth can have a signifcant impact on the ultimate
e!ect on H. pylori as immune cells activated by brucella broth may interact and e!ect
those activated by H. pylori. The presence of brucella broth may result in an artificial
immunological environment that aids H. pylori persistence. To better characterize this
response and the degree to which it may impact experimental findings it is recommended
that for each experimental time point, two control groups are sampled; one receiving the
bacterial medium, brucella broth, and one that receives nothing.

As mentioned, the model is yet to validated. Towards this end we have used the model to
make predictions of infection dynamics between days 60 and 120 p.i.. These predictions state
that, in the wildtype mouse, there will be continued epithelial damage though it will not
increase significantly and the Th1 response will dominate as H. pylori persists in the system.
The model was also used to predict infection dynamics under PPARy knockout conditions
in di!erent myeloid (PPAR!-M) and T cell (PPAR!-T) lines. In these cases, the model
predicts that a PPAR!-M mice will show greater H. pylori clearance along with greater
lesion formation than PPAR!-T mice.

Future studies will include models calibrated to and validated for experimental infection of
mice with other fully sequences H. pylori strains, such as J99 [89] to test hypothesis for
di!erences in pathogenicity.
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Abstract

Clinical symptoms resulting from microbial infection of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract are
often exacerbated by inflammation-induced immunopathogenesis. Identifying novel avenues
for treating and preventing such pathologies is necessary and complicated by the complexity
of interacting immune pathways in the gut, where inflammatory immune cells are regulated
by anti-inflammatory cells. The ENteric Immunity Simulator (ENISI) is a simulator of the
GI mucosa created for testing and generating hypothesis of host immune mechanisms in re-
sponse to the presence of resident commensal bacteria and invading pathogens and the e!ect
on host clinical symptoms. ENISI is an implementation of an agent-based model of individ-
ual mucosal immune cells each endowed with a program for movement and di!erentiation
according to their cell-type, i.e. epithelial cells, dendritic cells, macrophages, conventional
T cells, and natural T-regulatory cells. The internal programs specify movement among
the gut lumen, lamina propria, and lymph node in response to an inflammation-inducing
pathogen and tolerance-inducing commensal bacteria. The model focuses on the antago-
nistic relationship between inflammatory and regulatory (anti-inflammatory) factors whose
constant presence characterize mucosal tissue sites.

Through user-manipulation of cell-type-specific programs, ENISI allows one to observe the
e!ects of phenotypic changes in individual cell-types, observed in vitro, at the tissue level.
As such it is a translational research tool that allows one to : i) Test plausibility of in vitro
observed behavior as explanations for observations in vivo/ in situ, ii) Propose behaviors not
yet tested in vitro that could be plausible explanations for observations at the tissue level.
iii) Conduct low-cost, preliminary experiments of proposed interventions/ treatments. iv)
Indicate useful areas of research through identification of missing data necessary to address
a specific hypothesis.

An example of such application is presented in which we simulate dysentery resulting from
B. hyodysenteriae infection and identify aspects of the host immune pathways that lead to
continued inflammation-induced tissue damage even after pathogen elimination.
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of model pathways. Depiction of inflammatory and regulatory
pathways described in the text

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Enteric disease and immune pathways

Enteric diseases are diseases of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract often caused by ingestion of
microbes in food and water. Inflammation is the immune response by which immune cells
eliminate foreign microbes. This response at the site of infection determines the likelihood of
persistent infection as well as disease course and severity of clinical symptoms. For this rea-
son, understanding mechanisms of inflammation in the gut and determinants of its strength
is a focus of biomedical research that seeks to devise treatments and infection prevention
strategies against gut pathogens such as E.coli and H.pylori.

During inflammation, immune cells detect foreign microbes and secrete cytotoxic factors to
eliminate them. Though a necessary function, this occurs at the risk of elimination of by-
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Definition of Terms

• Anergic: Lacking the normal immune response to a particular antigen or allergen

• Antigen: Any substance that stimulates an immune response in the body (especially the production of antibodies). These
include toxins, signs of tissue damage, and microbial components.

• Commensal bacteria: Bacteria that colonize the mammalian gut and carry out processes beneficial to the host.

• Cytokines: Signaling molecules secreted by immune cells including interleukins (IL), interferon (IFN), and tumor
necrosis factor (TNF) that carry out various functions depending on specific type.

• Dendritic cells: An immune cell that recognizes and internalizes foreign microbes. Its primary function is to  then
present components of the microbe on its surface to resting T cells that may or may not recognize the microbe “antigen”.

• Epithelial barrier: Thin monolayer of epithelial cells separating the lumen and lamina propria regions of the gut.

• Gut microflora: Population of microorganisms, mostly commensal, that live in the digestive tracts of animals.

• Immune regulation: Any process that modulates the frequency, rate, or extent of the inflammatory response.

• Inflammation: A localized protective reaction of immune cells in tissue to signs of stress or pathogen presence that is
characterized by immune cell recruitment and sometimes tissue damage.

• Lumen: The inner open space of a tubular organ such as the stomach or intestine.

• Macrophages: An immune cell that recognizes and internalizes foreign microbes. Its primary function is secretion of
factors that recruit other immune cells from the blood and cytotoxins that kill microbes and host tissue cells.

• Phagocytosis: Internalization of a microbe by an immature dendritic cell or resting macrophage. Generally followed by
degradation of the microbe.

• Phenotype: The set of observable characteristics, (appearance, behavior, etc.) of an individual resulting from
environment-dependent gene expression.

• Self-antigen: A component that, upon recognition by an immune cell, induces a tolerogenic or non-reactive state. This is
often cellular debris in the system or a by-product of healthy metabolic processes.

• T-helper cells: Immune cells that, upon recognition of microbial components (antigen), secrete chemical signals that
enhance the activity of surrounding immune cells.

• Th1: A T-helper cell phenotype associated with secretion of IL-12 and IFN-!, which promote inflammatory phenotypes
in macrophages.

• Th17: A T-helper cell phenotype characterized by secretion of IL-17 and associated with autoimmunity and
inflammation-induced tissue damage.

• T-regulatory cells: Subpopulation of T cells that act to suppress activation of the immune system and thereby maintain
immune system homeostasis and tolerance to self-antigens and commensal bacteria.

Figure 5.2: Definitions. Definition of anatomical and immunological terms not given in the
text
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stander host tissue cells, which can be the basis of various clinical symptoms including lesions
of the epithelial lining and bloody diarrhea. As the GI tract is constantly exposed to foreign
antigens, mostly innocuous, this inherent inflammatory response must be regulated so that
the system does not remain in a constant state of tissue-damaging hyper-inflammation. This
is carried out by the regulatory immune response triggered by factors such as host tissue
damage or commensal bacterium of the gut microflora. In this parallel response, im-
mune cells are rendered ‘tolerogenic’ or adopt a ‘regulatory’ phenotype, states in which the
cell remains inactive toward a foreign microbe as well as inhibits the inflammatory response
in other immune cells. The e!ect of these tolerogenic immune cells is an environment that
requires more stringent conditions for induction of inflammation decreasing the frequency
of its occurrence and strength in terms of cytotoxin-mediated tissue damage and pathogen
elimination. Indeed, it is due to this immune regulation that the beneficial gut microflora,
consisting of approximately 1014 bacteria, is able to survive and play a critical role in host
digestive and metabolic processes. The current picture of the gut mucosa is one in which
immune cells of the regulatory and inflammatory responses are in constant competition,
with regulatory phenotypes generally predominating [49, 62]. The severity and e"cacy of
the inflammatory response is, therefore, a complex function of multiple, parallel, competitive
processes.

These responses can be defined as immune pathways. Here we define an immune pathway
as a sequence of events in which the first is the recognition of antigen by an immune
cell receptor, such that the occurrence of each event in the sequence is necessary for the
occurrence of the next event in the sequence. We define an immunopathological pathway
as an immune pathway that leads to damage of host tissue.

Our research interest is identification of immune mechanisms that determine specific health
outcomes following enteric infection, such as full recovery or chronic inflammation. A health
outcome is defined by a set of clinical symptoms resulting from the acute inflammatory
response to pathogen. More specifically, we seek to identify immune pathways, particularly
immunopathological pathways, initiated by pathogen in the gut mucosa. We then seek to
manipulate these pathways as forms of treatment.

For this purpose we present ENISI, a simulator of the inflammatory and regulatory immune
pathways specifically initiated by microbe-immune cell interaction in the gut. ENISI is a
tool for mucosal immunologists to test and generate hypothesized mechanisms for clinical
enteric disease outcomes and propose interventions through experimental infection of an in
silico gut. Simulation outcomes given di!erent experimental conditions inform key mucosal
immunity-related questions: What is the net response to a pathogen given the complex in-
terplay between both regulatory and inflammatory pathways? and Which aspects of mucosal
immunity allow e"cient elimination of a pathogen while keeping immunopathogenic side ef-
fects to a minimum?. Observation of in silico behaviors that are not readily seen through
in vitro and in vivo techniques, inform understanding of the system and help in generating
novel treatment strategies that can then be tested in the laboratory.
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5.1.2 Mucosal inflammatory and regulatory immune pathways

Here we describe the specific inflammatory and regulatory immune pathways encoded in
ENISI as shown in Figure 5.1.
The mammalian gut mucosa can be divided into four sites: i) the lumen, which has a
direct connection to the external environment, is the entry site for ingested food and foreign
microbes, and houses gut microflora, ii) the lamina propria (LP), tissue separated from the
lumen by an epithelial monolayer that is occupied by resting immune cells, iii) the epithelial
barrier (EB), a monolayer of epithelial cells, that divides the lumen and LP, iv) the gastric
or mesenteric lymph node (LN), the primary site of T cell activation.

The events of inflammatory immune pathways (red lines) are as follows with numbers cor-
responding to those labeling events depicted in Figure 5.1: (1) A pathogen, such as foreign
bacteria, enters the lumen and contacts the EB. (2) Intestinal epithelial cells (EC) di!eren-
tiate to a pro-inflammatory phenotype (pEC) either in response to damage caused by the
pathogen or by mere recognition of the pathogen. The pEC phenotype secretes microbicides
and various signalling chemicals (cytokines) and may be permeable allowing pathogen entry
into the LP [55]. At the same time, immature ’sampling’ dendritic cells (iDCLumen), which
reside in the EB and contact microbes in the lumen, internalize the pathogen and mature
to an e!ector phenotype (eDC) that migrates into the LP and presents components of the
pathogen (antigen) on its surface (3) Chemicals secreted by damaged epithelial cells and
eDC recruit resting macrophages (M0) and dendritic cells (iDC). (4) These macrophages
and dendritic cells may then contact and internalize pathogen that has entered the LP. This
leads to maturation of iDC to an eDC phenotype and di!erentiation of macrophages to an
inflammatory M1 phenotype. (5) Mature, antigen-presenting eDC go on to recruit resting
CD4+ T cells (restingT) to the LP and secrete cytokines such as IL-12 and IFN-! that
induce T cell di!erentiation to a pro-inflammatory Th1 or Th17 phenotype upon antigen
recognition [62]. These stimulated T cells enter a transient state of proliferation, each giving
rise to approximately 500 daughter cells of the same phenotype. M1 go on to secrete cyto-
toxic proteases and radicals that kill surrounding microbes as well host epithelial cells. (6)
Presenting e!ector dendritic cells then migrate to the LN and to contact resting memory
and naive T cells, stimulating them to a Th1 or Th17 phenotype. The inflammatory T cells
mature here before migrating to the LP site to contribute to the inflammatory response at
the infection site. (7) At the infection site in the LP Th1/Th17 cells secrete cytotoxins
and cytokines that enhance secretion of inflammatory factors by surrounding T cells as well
as induce additional macrophages to a M1 phenotype and T cells to a Th17 phenotype.
(8) The epithelial cells damaged by factors derived from Th1, Th17 and M1 then respond
by secreting additional inflammatory cytokines resulting in more immune cell recruitment
along with openings in the epithelial barrier that can allow direct pathogen entry into the
LP at which point recruited M0 and iDC are activated to inflammatory phenotypes. This
completes a positive, inflammatory feedback loop. Inflammation generally dissipates when
pathogen is eliminated and direct immune cell stimulation ceases.
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The anti-inflammatory, regulatory pathway is composed of the following events: Dendritic
cells and macrophages contact a tolerogenic factor such as self-antigen or commensal bacteria
that reside in the lumen or has invaded the LP through the damaged epithelium. (9) Upon
internalization of the commensal or self-antigen, dendritic cells di!erentiate to a tolerogenic
phenotype (tDC) and macrophages di!erentiate to an M2 phenotype. (10) Like eDC, tDC
migrates to the LN where it contacts and stimulates T cells to an iTreg phenotype, which
go on to the infection site in the LP. (11) M2 and tDC go on secrete the anti-inflammatory
cytokine IL-10. IL-10 reduces inflammatory cytokine and cytoxin production in surrounding
immune cells, dampening the inflammatory loop. They also present the tolerance-inducing
antigen to CD4+ T cells inducing their di!erentiation to T-regulatory cells (iTreg). (12)
iTreg goes on to secrete additional IL-10. The increase in environmental IL-10 induces di!er-
entiation of macrophages of the inflammatory M1 phenotype to the regulatory M2 phenotype
and T cells of the Th17 phenotype to the iTreg phenotype [49]. This promotes further IL-10
production and stimulation of T cells to iTreg closing a positive anti-inflammatory feedback
loop.

(13) Another regulatory pathway involves natural T-regulatory cells (nTreg). These are T
cells in the LP that are pre-destined to be regulatory cells independent of the phenotype
of the presenting dendritic cell (eDC or tDC) or macrophage. nTreg may have a reduced
proliferation capacity compared to conventional T cells. Like iTreg, nTreg secretes IL-10
promoting further M2 creation. In addition, nTreg bind eDC and inhibit their recruitment
and stimulation of resting T cells to inflammatory phenotypes [111].

Certain genetic predispositions or immune dysfunctions can result in an inflammatory path-
way being initiated by commensal bacteria strains [106].

5.1.3 ENISI

ENISI encodes each immune pathway as an agent-based model representing each individual
cell that participates in each component event. Each individual is represented by a finite
state automaton that corresponds to an epithelial cell, a tolerogenic bacterium, a com-
mensal bacterium, an inflammatory bacterium, a macrophage, a dendritic cell, a
’sampling’ dendritic cell (sDC), a conventional CD4+ T cell (T cell), or a natural T-
regulatory cell (nTreg). The possible states of the automata are listed in Table 5.1 and
correspond to a cell’s phenotype and, in some cases, its Location or its status as dead. A
state transition represents di!erentiation to another phenotype, death, or contact-dependent
migration. Cell names written in bold text refer to the corresponding model automaton that
represents the cell behavior in the system.

The automata may occupy and migrate among three locations; lumen, LP, and LN creating
a contact network in which neighbors may or may not interact depending on their state.
Immune response is modeled as state changes resulting from interactions and subsequent
update of rules for individual movement and behavior.
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As a spatially explicit, agent-based model ENISI simulations take into account spatial-
temporal heterogeneity across individual cells and allow stochasticity in cell behavior in
the form of probabilistic state transitions that are functions of tissue location, cell age, de-
mographics of surrounding immune cells, and duration of contact with other immune cells
and antigen. The method allows one to manipulate individual programs with a direct inter-
pretation between changes in model rules and experimental modifications of cells and observe
the net e!ect that arises from localized interactions.

Users may control experimental conditions by using a simple scripting language to specify
any of the following features of the system: i) Infection specifics: dose and timing of pathogen
entry; ii) Experimental host phenotypes: parameters governing interactions between specific
phenotypes to represent changes in cytokine and cytokine-receptor expression; iii) Host
immunological set-point : initial immune cell populations present at the time of infection;
and iv) Strain-specific functions of bacteria: Specifications of interaction conditions and
consequences for tolerogenic bacterium, commensal bacterium, and inflammatory
bacterium that mimick those attributed to experimental strains. The simulator e"ciently
simulates inflammation at a mucosal site occupied by 106 individual cells, a greater number
than published to date, within 1 hour.

5.2 ENISI: The Formal Model

The system of immune pathways is represented as a graph dynamical system (GDS). GDS
is an abstract representation of a group of entities (cells, bacteria), modeled as nodes, and
abstract interactions, modeled as edges. This representation provides a sound basis to de-
velop simulations of di!usion processes in such systems. We present the basic elements of a
GDS and then briefly discuss the representation of the system of enteric immune pathways
within its framework.

5.2.1 Graph Dynamical Systems

A graph dynamical system #, is a 4-tuple # = (G, S, F, R) consisting of a graph G(V, E)
whose node set V represents the collection of agents and whose edge set E represents the set
of agent interactions. Let n = |V | denote the number of nodes in G. Each node has a state, a
value from a finite set S of all possible state values. Further, there is a family F of functions
that describe state transitions. Specifically, each node vi ! V, 1 ' i ' n, has an associated
local transition function fi ! F which determines the next state of the node. In general, fi

may depend on several parameters including the history of the current and previous states
of vi and those of its neighbors in G. Further, each GDS has an associated update scheme
R that determines the order in which the local transition functions are computed and states
of nodes are updated. For example, a synchronous (i.e., parallel) update scheme is often
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utilized, where all fi are executed in parallel, to make the best use of parallel processing.
GDS with synchronous update are often called synchronous dynamical systems (SyDS). At
any time t, the configuration $(t) of a GDS is a vector (s1(t), s2(t), ..., sn(t)), where si(t)
represents the state of node vi at time t . The time evolution of a GDS is represented by the
sequence of successive configurations of the GDS.

5.2.2 System of immune pathways as a GDS

The system of immune pathways in ENISI is represented as a GDS composed of the indi-
vidual cells that participate in each event within the pathway. The cells are represented as
a set of finite state automata < c1...cn > corresponding to one of eight cell-types (epithe-
lial cell, tolerogenic bacteria, commensal bacteria, foreign bacteria, macrophage, dendritic
cell, ’sampling’ dendritic cell, T cell, or nTreg). Individual cells move among tissue sites,
Locations, that are divided into discrete patches, the sublocations. A sublocation is defined
as the maximum volume at which an individual can be assumed to be in contact with all
other individuals in that sublocation. Individuals occupy and migrate between Locations
according to a schedule assigned to each individual by their state. Cells occupy a di!erent
randomly chosen sublocation of the assigned Location at short time intervals representing
random movement and resulting in a dynamic contact network.

G is the contact graph where nodes are individual cells and edges indicate co-localization
in the same sublocation. Hence, the model is spatially explicit and the notion of edges is
implicit as we assume that, within a sublocation, all cells are in contact. The system can
thus be considered a Co-evolving Graphical Discrete Dynamical System (CGDDS) where
the nodes (cells, bacteria) and edges (contacts) of a graph (the cell-contact network) are
updated at discrete time steps representing phenotype change and migration.

Each individual, ci, occupies a state from the set S composed of states listed in Table 5.1.
Each state si ! S corresponds to either a cell’s phenotype, the Location of the cell, or its
status as dead. The state transition function fi depends on the current state of the individual
si as well as the amount of time ci has occupied its current state and the states of its contacts
in the graph. For each state s there is a set of Interactor states Is such that if a contact cj

of individual ci is in a state sj ! Isi, ci may interact with cj and possibly transition states.
Whether transition actually occurs upon interaction is probabilistic. Upon transition, the
state which ci enters depends on sj as specified by the transition function of ci, fi ! F . Here,
F is represented as the set of cell-specific automata that are probabilistic timed transition
systems. The function for the interaction probability may be single contact-dependent,
calculated in a pairwise manner, or multicontact-dependent, a function of the configuration
$g of the subnetwork g in the specific sublocation occupied by ci.

The set of functions, F , is formalized in a set of state-charts, described below in Section 2.4
in greater detail. Upon a change of state, the individual may or may not be assigned to a
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new Location. This contact-dependent transition is an explicit representation of contact-
dependent cell di!erentiation, such as the induction of restingT " Th1 upon contact with
eDC. T cell activation requires the binding of its surface receptor to antigen that is bound
to the dendritic cell surface. Transitions may also implicitly represent di!erentiation induced
by cytokines secreted by surrounding cells, as is the case for a M1 " M2 transition, which
is a function of the cytokine concentrations in the local environment.

Each event of the immune pathway is then defined by a specific state transition si " x,
where x ! S. For example, tissue damage occurs when one cell represented by an epithelial
cell automaton makes the transition EC " pEcell. A specific health outcome is a stable
configuration of the system, $s, following contact between one of the bacteria automata and
one of the immune cell automata.

5.2.3 Approximations to the biological model

The contact-dependency of state transitions in the graphical framework as well as the need
for computational e"ciency require a number of approximations to the biological model. The
GDS model stipulates that for a state change in one individual to be induced by another
individual, the individuals must be co-located. Hence, the model cannot explicitly include
induction of state-transitions across location barriers as may occur when cytokines secreted
by a cell in the LP influence migration of cells in the blood. To reduce complexity, individuals
are not newly created or removed from the contact network G following the start of the
simulation. Rather, biological processes that require these functions are either not included or
represented in an indirect fashion. For example, the model does not include the constitutive
flow of resting immune cells in and out of tissue. Nor do we represent bacterial replication.
The latter approximation can be interpreted as the assumption that each bacterium in
contact with the epithelial barrier will be rapidly removed by immune cells before it is able
to replicate.

Given these model approximations, we describe how the following biological functions are
represented in the ENISI implementation: i) bacterial death, ii) lymphocyte recruitment,
iii) T cell proliferation, and iv) T cell death. A description of each state referred to in italics
is given in Table 5.1.

i) Bacterial death: As scaling is a constraint, only those bacteria in contact with the ep-
ithelial border are represented. Given these simplifications, bacteria in the lumen does not
explicitly ‘die’. Rather, it is assumed that when one commensal bacterium is removed by
phagocytosis, another bacterium, immediately takes its place due to the high concentration
in the outer lumen. Therefore, an individual tolerogenic bacterium or commensal bac-
terium in the lumen, i.e. one in the TolB lumen or CommB lumen state, is not explicitly
removed when it interacts with a dendritic cell and phagocytosis occurs. Only the den-
dritic cell changes states from iDCLumen " eDCL. In addition, to conserve the number
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of individuals in the system, we allow individuals in the TolB LP or the CommB LP state
that are killed by immune cells transition to the TolB lumen or the CommB lumen state,
respectively, replenishing the lumen population.

ii) Cell recruitment: A key function of pro-inflammatory epithelial cells, M1, and eDC is se-
cretion of MCP-1, a factor that recruits resting T cells as well as resting DC and macrophage
precursors, called monocytes, from the blood to the inflamed LP tissue. Recruitment, there-
fore, requires that one individual occupying the MASource, DCSource or TSource state
undergo a state transition to M0, iDCLP , or restingT in the LP, triggered by the transi-
tion of another individual from M0 " M1 or iDCLP " eDC. The model stipulates that
any state transition dependent on the state of another individual be contact-dependent and
defined as an explicit interaction. Hence the function of recruitment of monocyte and mem-
ory T cells in the blood by M1 and eDC in the LP is represented as follows: MASource,
DCSource and TSource states represent cells that are initially in the blood and do not
interact with cells in the LP until they are ‘recruited’ to the tissue site by individuals in
the eDC, M1, eDCLumen, and pECell states. In the model, cells occupying MASource,
DCSource or TSource states are present in the LP, but do not interact with other cells.
Upon contact with cells in one of the recruiting states (eDC, M1, eDCLumen, or pECell)
the contacted monocyte or memory T cell transitions to an M0, iDC, or restingT state.
The number of memory T cells and monocytes recruited by each M1 and eDC are determined
by the parameters (r and (t (Table 5.2), respectively, the average number of monocytes or
memory T cells a M1 or eDC contacts in each sublocation of the LP. This is set by the
number of individuals assigned to the MASource, DCSource, and TSource states at the
start of simulation and is, by default, 100x the initial number of resting M0, iDCLP , and
restingT . This gives (r and (t a value that is initially 2 and then changes dynamically over
the course of the simulation.

iii) T cell proliferation: The current software requires that all individuals in the entire
simulation be defined initially by a state and a location. Hence, all nascent T cells that may
spawn from a proliferating T cell are anticipated and predefined with the inactive states
ThSource or iT regSource and are assigned to the LP and LN locations. When an indi-
vidual is in one of the proliferating states, Th1Prolif , Th17Prolif or iT regProlif , it may
interact with and induce the source cells to its corresponding phenotype. For example, when
an individual enters the Th1Prolif state it contacts individuals in the Th1Source state.
Contacted individuals then transition from Th1Source " Th1. Proliferation by individuals
in the iT regProlif and Th17Prolif states are represented in the same manner. Hence, the
average number of daughter cells from one proliferating T cell in the LP pT or the number
from a T cell in the LN pt (Table 5.2), is determined by the average number of Th1Source
a Th1Prolif contacts and is set by the initial number of individuals in the Th1Source,
Th17Source or iT regSource states. This is, by default 500x the initial number in the rest-
ing T cell state restingT .
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iv) T cell death: In the true mucosa, when T cells are no longer active a fraction revert
to a resting memory T cell state and the rest undergo programmed cell death. To conserve
the number of represented individuals in the model, when individual T cells undergo pro-
grammed cell death they do not enter a dead state. Rather, they replenish the Th1Source,
Th17Source, and iT regSource population pools.

5.2.4 State transition functions

In this section we describe the state transition functions and conditions for schedule changes
(inter-tissue migration). State transition conditions of each of the eight cell-type specific
automata are depicted in a state chart like formalism in Figures 5.4-5.10(a) [48]. In these
depictions, red arrows indicate transitions that represent events in the inflammatory pathway
and blue arrows indicate transitions that represent those of the regulatory pathway. Ovals
represent states of the automaton. Solid arrows represent time-dependent transitions labeled
with the time in one state before transitioning to another. The dashed arrows represent single
contact-dependent transitions, labeled with the set of Interactor states necessary to induce
state transition and, in parenthesis, the probability of transition upon interaction. The
default probability is 1. Dotted arrows represent multicontact-dependent state transitions
and are labeled with the function that determines the probability of interaction. Unlabeled
solid arrows indicate that transition automatically occurs at the next update. States outlined
in pink indicate the initial state that determines which automaton a cell will be. States
are depicted in boxes labeled with blue text that indicate the specific Location to which
individuals in the state are initially assigned. An illustrative description of this state chart
like formalism is given in Figure 5.3.

Parameters are listed in Table 5.2 and are referenced in the following descriptions.

Schedule changes are depicted for cell-types that migrate in Figures 5.5(b), 5.5(d), 5.5(f),
5.7(b), 5.8(b), 5.9(b), and 5.10(b). In these figures dashed arrows represent schedule re-
assignment triggered by entry into a specific state and are labeled with the specific state
that triggers the reassignment. Solid arrows represent schedule reassignments that occur
after specified time period in a state. These arrows are labeled by the state which must be
occupied and, in parenthesis, the amount of time in the state at which reassignment occurs.

Epithelial Cells (Figure 5.4): This population composes the epithelial barrier (EB).
Each epithelial cell is assigned simultaneously to the LP and lumen locations representing
its status as a barrier. These cells are static and do not change sublocations nor migrate
to other tissues. Initially in the healthy EC state, the cell transitions to a damaged, pro-
inflammatory state, pEcell, with the probability of )EC upon contact within flammatory
immune cells, individuals in states Th1, Th17, M1, or eDC. This represents secretion of
cytokines, such as IL-6 and IL-17, that induce the NF"B pathway in epithelial cells that leads
to secretion of various pro-inflammatory mediators [9, 55] as well as cytotoxins secreted by
M1 that damage epithelial cells. This transition also occurs in the presence of inflammatory
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Table 5.1: Model States

Initial Number
State Description Individuals

Phenotypes
restingT Resting conventional CD4+ T cell 1 · 103

Th1 Active CD4+ T helper cell 1 0
Th17 Active CD4+ T helper cell 17 0
iT reg Induced T regulatory cell 0
nTreg Active natural T regulatory cell 0

rest nTreg Resting natural T regulatory cell 0
iDCLumen Immature ’sampling’ DC in the superficial LP with access to the

lumen
1000

tDCL Tolerogenic sDC 0
eDCL E!ector sDC 0
iDCLP Immature LP dendritic cell 1000

eDC E!ector LP dendritic cell 0
tDC Tolerogenic LP dendritic cell 0

DCAnergic Anergic dendritic cell 0
M0 Undi!erentiated macrophage 1 · 103

M1 Activated inflammatory macrophage 0
M2 Activated regulatory macrophage 0
EC Healthy epithelial cell 105[75]

pEcell Damaged or pro-inflammatory epithelial cell 0
pEcell noR Dysfunctional pro-inflammatory epithelial cell that does not re-

cruit
0

MASource monocytes: MA precursor 105

DCSource monocytes: DC precursor 105

TSource resting T cell in blood 104

restnTregSource resting nTreg in blood 104

Th1Source Potential child cell from a proliferating Th1 5 · 105

Th17Source Potential child cell from a proliferating Th17 5 · 105

iT regSource Potential child cell from a proliferating iTreg 5 · 105

Locations
CommB lumen Commensal bacterium in the lumen 50
InfB lumen Inflammatory bacterium in the lumen 30
TolB lumen Tolerogenic bacterium in the lumen 1000
CommB LP Commensal bacterium in the LP 0
InfB LP Inflammatory bacterium in the LP 0
TolB LP Tolerogenic bacterium in the LP 0

Death
Edead Killed epithelial cell 0

CommB dead Killed commensal bacterium 0
InfB dead Killed inflammatory bacterium 0
TolB dead Killed tolerogenic bacterium 0

or commensal bacteria that can induce epithelial damage with a probability of )EB, which
will be specific to the bacterial strains that inflammatory bacterium and commensal
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Figure 5.3: State chart description. A labeled state chart depiction of the Macrophage
automaton.
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Figure 5.4: Epithelial cell automaton. Individuals initially assigned the EC phenotype

bacterium are meant to represent. Upon continued exposure to Th1, Th17, and M1, the
damaged epithelial cell may transition to Edead state representing death of the epithelial cell
that can occur with continued exposure to toxic factors secreted by these inflammatory cells.
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In the Edead state epithelial cells no longer secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines. From the
pEcell and Edead states, the epithelial cell transitions to a healthy state after a time period
of µE representing constitutive turnover that allows replacement of dead and inflammatory
epithelial cells with healthy ones [75].

Upon contact with bacteria, epithelial cells have been shown to secrete chemoattractants
that recruit other immune cells along within flammatory cytokines [55, 9]. However, it has
been shown that some bacterial strains, such as H. pylori, are able to inhibit this function.
The parameter #r is the probability that each inflammatory bacterium and commensal
bacterium is of a strain that induces chemoattractant secretion. Alternatively, 1 # #r is
the probability that they are strains which inhibit chemokine secretion, yet may still induce
inflammatory cytokine secretion or permeability in the epithelial barrier. This is represented
by a transition to the impaired pEC noR state as opposed to the fully functioning pECell
state, where cells in the pEC noR state do not recruit resting immune cells to the infection
site.

Bacteria (Figure 5.5): The model only represents individual bacterium that are in direct
contact with the epithelial barrier (EB). There are three general types of bacteria repre-
sented: A tolerogenic bacterium that induces regulatory tDC and M2 phenotypes in
antigen-presenting cells, an inflammatory bacterium that represents a general pathogen
and induces an inflammatory M1 or eDC phenotype in antigen-presenting cells, a general
commensal bacterium that may have inflammatory and tolerogenic properties depending
on user specifications. These may represent di!erent strains present in the microbiota and
are described below. Each may represent a single species of interest or a composite pop-
ulation within trapopulation characteristics implicitly represented by parameter values. In
general, all bacteria are initially present in the lumen. From the lumen, individuals may
migrate to the LP represented by a state transition upon contact with Edead or pEcell that
triggers a schedule reassignment to the LP (Figures 5.5(b) 5.5(d) 5.5(f)). These transitions
represent contact with either an epithelial cell made permeable by cytokine-induced damage
[9] or a hole in the epithelial barrier due to epithelial death. Individual bacterium in either
location may be killed by microbicidal factors secreted by neighbors in the pEcell and M1
states as well as phagocytosis by resting macrophage (M0) and dendritic cells (iDCLP ,
iDCLumen) upon contact.

1. Tolerogenic Bacterium (Figure 5.5(a)) Tolerogenic bacteria represents constitu-
tively present tolerance inducing factors including some commensal bacterial strains in
the microbiota. As it represents a strain of the microbiota, we assume that the true
lumen population is much larger than the subpopulation localized to the epithelial
barrier represented here. Operating under this assumption, shortly after entry into the
TolB Dead state (representing death), the individual re-enters the TolB lumen state
to replenish the pool of commensal bacteria in the lumen which the model assumes to
be unlimited.
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Figure 5.5: Bacteria automata. (a) Automaton for tolerogenic commensal bacteria; indi-
viduals initially assigned the TolB lumen phenotype (b) Conditions for schedule reassign-
ment of tolerogenic bacterium (c) Automaton for general commensal bacteria; individuals
initially assigned the CommB lumen phenotype (d) Conditions for schedule reassignment
of a commensal bacterium (e) Automaton for foreign bacteria (pathogen); individuals
initially assigned the InfB lumen phenotype (f) Conditions for schedule reassignment of an
inflammatory bacterium
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2. Inflammatory Bacterium (Figure 5.5(e)) Inflammatory bacterium represents an
invading pathogen that is not assumed to be constitutively present in the microbiota.
These individuals carry out the following functions: i) induce an inflammatory phe-
notype in dendritic cells and macrophages, ii) damage epithelial cells leading to per-
meability of the EB, iii) induce epithelial cells to secrete recruiting chemokines in
response to damage, iv) induce epithelial cells to secrete inflammatory factors that
drive macrophage and T cell di!erentiation to M1 and Th17 phenotypes respectively,
v) induce epithelial cells to secrete microbicides. Like tolerogenic bacteria and com-
mensal bacteria of the microbiota, inflammatory bacteria in the LP may be eliminated
upon contact with microbicide-secreting epithelial cells, and cytotoxin secretingM1 as
well as internalization by iDCLP or M0. However, it is not replaced once killed.

3. Commensal Bacterium (Figure 5.5(c)) Commensal bacteria represent constitu-
tively present strains of the microbiota that may trigger tolerogenic as well as inflam-
matory response in di!erent cell-types. As this population represents a strain of the
microbiota, we assume that, like for tolerogenic bacteria, the true lumen population of
commensal bacteria is much larger than the subpopulation localized to the epithelial
barrier represented here. Hence, like individualtolerogenic bacterium, shortly after
entry into the CommB Dead state, the individual re-enters the CommB lumen state
to replenish the pool of commensal bacteria in the lumen which the model assumes to
be unlimited.

Macrophages (Figure 5.6): Macrophages occupy the LP where they move randomly and
are initially in a resting M0 state. Individuals transition from the M0 state to M1 when in
contact within flammatory bacteria in the LP and to M2 when in contact with tolerogenic
bacteria. Upon contact with neighbors that are a commensal bacterium, M0 transitions
to M1 with a probability of )BM , representing the percent of microbiota that is recognized as
foreign and M2 state with the probability of 1#)BM . It is well established that macrophages
may switch phenotypes as the cytokine ratio changes in the environment [49]. M2 may switch
to M1 in the presence of inflammatory cytokines such as IFN! and TNF%. Conversely,
M1 may switch to M2 when in the presence of the regulatory cytokine IL-10 . In the model,
these switches occur with a probability proportional to the number of inflammatory cytokine-
secreting cells, N , and IL-10 secreting cells, R, in the shared sublocation. M1 switch to M2
with the probability of )12 (Equation 5.1), where R is the total number of contacts that are
of a regulatory phenotype (tDC, M2, iT reg, nTreg) and N is the number of contacts that
are of a inflammatory phenotype (eDC, M1, Th, pEcell). The parameters a1 and i1 are
constants that determine the threshold for the R : N ratio at which )12 increases, and y1 is a
constant that determines the rate at which )12 increases with the R : N ratio. M2 switches
to M1 with the probability )21 (Equation 5.2), where a2, i2, and y2 are constants that may
di!er from a1, i1, and y1.

p(M1 " M2) = )12 = (
a1R

a1R + i1N
)y1 (5.1)
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Figure 5.6: Macrophage automaton. Individuals initially assigned the M0 or MASource
phenotype

p(M2 " M1) = )21 = (
a2N

i2R + a2N
)y2 (5.2)

In the case of no cytokine stimulus, i.e. no contact within dividual immune cells in either
inflammatory or regulatory states, an activated macrophage will revert back to a resting
state after a specified period of time, µM0. To represent monocyte recruitment, individuals
initially in the inactive MASource state transition to M0 when in contact within dividuals
in the pEcell, M1, or eDC states.

Dendritic Cells (Figure 5.7): Dendritic cells are initially in a resting, immature state
in the LP (iDCLP ) (Figure 5.7(a)). These may be referred to as LP dendritic cells and
are distinct from the ‘sampling’ dendritic cells associated with the EB [106, 62]. The state
transition model is similar to that of macrophages. An individual in the iDCLP state
transitions to an inflammatory e!ector DC (eDC) upon contact with commensal bacteria
with the probability of )BD or when in contact within flammatory bacteria. Alternatively,
it transitions to a tolerogenic DC state (tDC) when in contact with commensal bacteria,
with a probability of 1# )BD, or when in contact with tolerogenic bacteria. In the mature
states, tDC or eDC, the dendritic cell remains in the LP for 24 hours before migrating
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Figure 5.7: Dendritic cell automaton.(a) Automaton for dendritic cells; individuals ini-
tially assigned the iDCLP or DCSource phenotype. (b) Conditions for schedule reassign-
ment of dendritic cells

to the LN (Figure 5.7(b)). The individual remains in one of these mature states for a
time period µd before dying [84]. The model represents this removal by reversion to the
iDCLP state, recycling the individual to replenish the immature dendritic cell pool from
an assumed unlimited monocyte pool (Figure 5.7(a)). Upon transition to the iDCLP state,
it is reassigned back to the LP (Figure 5.7(b)). Upon contact with neighbors in the active
nTreg state, eDC is rendered anergic at a probability of kT , transitioning to the eDCanergic
state, where it is incapable of stimulating T cells [9]. To represent recruitment, DCSource
transitions to iDC when in contact within dividuals in the pEcell, M1, or eDC states.

‘Sampling’ Dendritic Cells (sDC, Figure 5.8): sDC represents a dendritic cell that
resides in the superficial LP, in association with the EB, where extensions of its cellular
body breach the EB to contact and ’sample’ microbes in the lumen. These dendritic cells
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Figure 5.8: ‘Sampling’ dendritic cell automaton.(a) Automaton for commensal bac-
teria; individuals initially assigned the iDCLumen phenotype (b) Conditions for schedule
reassignment of ‘sampling dendritic cells’

are believed to be a distinct phenotype from LP dendritic cells described above [55, 106].
This is represented by assigning resting sDC to the lumen represented by the iDCLumen
state. It can be seen that the state transition path from iDCLumen is similar to that for LP
dendritic cells. Those in the mature states tDCL and eDCL are assigned to the LP (Figure
5.8(b)) and carry out the same functions and behaviors as those in the eDC and tDC states,
respectively. However, the parameters governing lifespan and predisposition towards e!ector
or tolerogenic phenotypes following antigen recognition may di!er [106]. As a simplification,
the default model assumes the same lifespan and probabilities of di!erentiation upon anti-
gen recognition as LP dendritic cells. These assumptions may be revisited at a later date
or modified by the user. As with LP dendritic cells, ’sampling’ dendritic cells in the mature
state are assigned the LN after 24 hours. Upon re-entry into the iDCLumen state, they are
reassigned to the lumen.
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Conventional CD4+ T cells (Figure 5.9): To conserve the number of individuals,
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Figure 5.9: T cell automaton. (a) Automaton for T cells; individuals initially assigned the
restingT or TSource phenotype. (b) Conditions for schedule reassignment of conventional
CD4+ T cells

the model only represents T cells that specifically recognize and are stimulated by products
of the strains represented by the bacteria automata in the model. A T cell is initially in a
restingT state that represents either a naive or memory T cell (Figure 5.9(a)). This rest-
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ing T cell population is divided among the LP and LN locations with the majority, 60%,
in the LN. The state TSource are resting T cell precursors and transition to the restingT
state upon contact with chemoattractant secreting individuals in the eDC, eDCL, M1, and
pECell states. An individual in the restingT state will transition to an active inflammatory
Th1 or Th17, when in contact with neighbors in the eDC, eDCL, or M1 state. Whether it
becomes a Th1 or Th17 is determined by the parameter p17 which is specified by the user ac-
cording to the bacterial strain they wish to represent with each inflammatory bacterium
and commensal bacterium. Alternatively, it may transition to an active iTreg when in
contact with neighbors in the tDC, tDCL or M2 state. This rule represents the fact that T
cell phenotype depends on the cytokines secreted by the APC during antigen recognition by
the T cell receptor [87]. In either case, activation occurs with a probability of %T . The value
of %T represents the probability that the antigen presented by a specific APC is recognized
by the receptor of the contacted T cell. Upon stimulation, the T cell enters a proliferation
state, Th1Prolif , Th17Prolif or iT regProlif , for approximately 12 hours [134]. In this
state the cell can induce transition of source cells (Th1Source, Th17Source, iT regSource)
to a Th1, Th17 or iT reg state giving rise to a new population of active T cells of its same
phenotype as described in section 2.3. The value pT is the average number of daughter T
cells produced by one proliferating T cell in the LP, presumably from a stimulated e!ector
memory T cell, and pt is the average number of daughter T cells produced by one prolif-
erating T cell in the LN, presumably from a stimulated central memory T cell or naive T
cell . From this state, the individual T cell transitions to a non-proliferating active state,
Th1, Th17 or iT reg. T cells that are activated in the LN are reassigned to the LP after a
maturation period of 2 days [63]. Th17 has been shown to di!erentiate into iTreg and iTreg
into Th17 depending on the cytokine environment [87]. In the model, Th17 may di!erentiate
to iT reg with the probability of )17r that is a function of the inflammatory and regulatory
cells in the local environment as shown in Equation 5.3, where R is the total number of
contacts that are of a regulatory phenotype (tDC, M2, iT reg, nTreg) and N is the number
of contacts that are of a inflammatory phenotype (eDC, M1, Th, pEcell). The constants
a17 and i17 determine the threshold for the R : N ratio at which )17r increases, and y17 is a
constant that determines the rate at which )17r increases with the N:R ratio. iTreg switches
to Th17 with the probability )r17 (Equation 5.4), where ar, ir, and yr are constants that
may di!er from a17, i17, and y17.

T cells remain in an active state for a period µT after which a fraction, )T , become memory
T cells and may be re-stimulated by an APC, i.e. individuals in the M1, M2, tDC, or eDC
states. Memory T cells remain in the LP with a probability of 0.4, representing e!ector
memory T cells, or migrate to the LN with a probability of 0.6, representing central memory
T cell. This fraction is based on a study in mice that showed 60% of CD8+ memory T
cells created in response to lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus were CD62L+, a marker for
a central memory as opposed to an e!ector memory T cell [93]. Such in vivo data was not
found for CD4+ T cells specifically. Those that do not become memory T cells, undergo
programmed cell death represented by reversion to its associated source state, Th1Source,
Th17Source or iT regSource, which are equally distributed among the LP and LN locations
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(Figure 5.9(b)).

p(Th17 " iT reg) = )17r = (
a17R

a17R + i17N
)y17 (5.3)

p(iT reg " Th17) = )r17 = (
arN

irR + arN
)yr (5.4)
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Figure 5.10: nTreg automaton. (a) Automaton for nTreg; individuals initially assigned
the rest nTreg or rest nTregSource phenotype (b) Conditions for schedule reassignment of
nTreg

Natural T-regulatory Cells (nTreg) (Figure 5.10): Natural T-regulatory cells follow
a very similar path to conventional T cells (Figure 5.10(a)). The primary di!erence is that
an activated nTreg has only one, regulatory phenotype regardless of the state of the antigen
presenting macrophage or dendritic cell. nTreg proliferate upon stimulation giving rise to
pTr daughter cells. Whether memory nTreg actually proliferate upon stimulation in vivo is
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still not clear [129]. Hence, the value of pTr may be assigned according to the assumption one
wishes to make regarding nTreg proliferation capacity following antigen recognition. Upon
contact with neighbors in the M1, M2, eDC, or tDC state an individual in the rest nTreg
state transitions to the active nTreg state with a probability of %Tr , potentially di!erent
from that of conventional CD4+ T cells. However, in the default model %Tr = %T . Migration
of nTreg is similar to that of conventional T cells in that nTreg actived in the LN migrate
to the LP after a maturation period of 2 days and memory nTreg are distributed between
the LP and LN (Figure 5.10(b)).

5.3 Implementation

5.3.1 Algorithm

The computation structure of implementation consists of three main components: cells, loca-
tions, and message brokers. We assume a parallel system consisting of N cores, or processing
elements (PEs). Processing proceeds in the following manner:

Partitioning: Cells and locations are partitioned into N groups denoted by C1, C2, . . . , CN

and L1, L2, . . . , LN respectively. Currently the distribution is done in a round-robin fashion
to allow even load balancing and simpler data management. Each PE also creates a copy of
the message broker, denoted by MB1, MB2, . . . ,MBN . Each PE then executes the ENISI
algorithm (described in the sections below) on its local data set (Ci, Li).
The ENISI algorithm is as follows:

1. Computing Visit Data: The first phase of the algorithm consists of computing a
set of visits for each individual, ci, for the cycle according to the assigned schedule. A
light-weight “copy” of each cell (called a visit message) is then sent to each location
(which may be on a di!erent PE) via the local message broker.

2. Computing Interactions: Each location receives the visit messages and forms a
serial discrete event simulation (DES) by collecting the messages into a time-ordered
list of arrive and depart events. Using this data, each location computes interactions
for each individual at that location.

Whether an individual cj interacts with others in the sublocation is determined by a
probability p calculated by one of two functions:
i) Single contact-dependent function:

p = 1# exp(* ln(1# +)) (5.5)

where * is the duration of contact and + is a constant. This is a directed pairwise
calculation between each individual cj and each neighbor ck such that sk ! Isj. Note
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that if sk (! Isj, then there is no chance of interaction and p is not calculated. Given
this is a directed pairwise calculation, if an interaction occurs while performing the
calculation on an individual cj in contact with a neighbor ck, only cj will receive the
interaction message and potentially change states. A separate interaction probability
is then calculated on ck given contact with cj.
ii) Multicontact-dependent function:

p =

!
aA

aA + iI

"y

(5.6)

where A is the total number of neighbors in a state that induces a state change and
I is the total number of neighbors in a state that inhibits a state change in cj. The
variables a, i, and y are constants. The function used is determined by the state of
individual cj. For each individual that interacts, an interaction message is then sent
back to the “home” PEs of each cell via the local message broker.

3. Collecting Interaction Messages: At the end of each cycle, interaction messages
for each cell on a PE are merged, processed and the resulting state of each individual
automaton is updated according to its type-specific transition function. If an individual
cj received a message it then transitions from its current state sj to the next state in
its automaton, x, with the probability psjx.
This synchronous update at the end of each cycle assumes that any changes in behavior
that result from the state transition do not take place until the next cycle. As each
cycle represents six actual hours, the synchronous update assumes a six hour delay
between a cell receiving the signal to di!erentiate and actual expression of cytokines or
movement-mediating factors, such as integrins, that will a!ect subsequent movement,
contacts, and e!ects on neighboring cells.

A pseudocode version of the algorithm is show below as Algorithm 1. All the PEs in
the system are synchronized after each simulation phase above. This guarantees that each
location has received all the data required to form a DES and each cell has all the data
needed to compute its new state.
The ENISI framework is implemented in C++ and uses the Message Passing Interface (MPI)
for distributed processing.

5.3.2 Algorithm Example

Here we describe the ENISI algorithm with an example of the immunological scenario of T
cell stimulation shown in Figure 5.11. This example depicts the movement and interaction
of a set of individuals [ci cj ck cq cu] among a set of sublocations [y z]. In this example ci

is a dendritic cell in the eDC state and cj is a T cell that is initially in the restingT
state. When ci and cj come in contact, they interact and cj undergoes the state transition
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Algorithm 1: A pseudocode description of the parallel version of the ENISI algorithm
initialize;
partition data across PEs partition;
for t = 0 to T increasing by !t do

foreach cell cj ! Ci do
send visits to location PEs;
computeVisits(j, t to t + #t);
sendVisits(MBi);

Visits ) MBi.retrieveMessages();
synchronize();
foreach location lk ! Li do

compose a serial DES ;
makeEvents(k, Visits);
turn visit data into events;
computeInteractions(k);
Process Events;
sendOutcomes(MBi);

MBi.retrieveMessages();
synchronize();
foreach cj ! Ci do

combine outcomes of multiple interactions;
updateState(cj);
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(a) Phase 1: Each cell gets a schedule

subloc y

t=28

t=29

t=30

Schedule for individual ci on day 1:

Location Sublocation StartTime EndTime

   LP        y          0       30

   LP        z     31      60

i

u

q

j j

k

j

i

subloc z

(b) Phase 2: Each sublocation accepts list of visits

(c) Phase 3: Each cell assesses messages

sublocation y:

ID StartTime EndTime

i    0       30

j    25    35

k    29      35

sublocation z :

ID StartTime EndTime

q    0       40

u    10    45

i    31      60

u

q

u

q

j

i

k

j

Figure 5.11: Algorithm example. Individual ci is in the eDC state and is able to induce a
state transition in cj, which is in the restingT state. (a) At time t = 28, ci and cj are in the
same sublocation according to the schedules assigned in phase 1. (b) At time t=29 ck enters
sublocation y and is now in contact with ci and cj. At time t = 30, ci departs sublocation
y to sublocation z. Sublocation y then calculates whether a state transition occurred for ci,
cj, and ck. It is determined that a state transition occurs for cj and sublocation y sends an
interaction message to cj. (c) In phase 3 cj receives the interaction message and transitions to
a new state determined by the T cell-specific automaton probability of prestingTTh1Prolif = %T .

restingT " Th1Prolif .
Phase 1: Each individual is assigned a schedule (Fig. 5.11(a))
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At the beginning of each cycle, each cell is provided a schedule, according to its initial state,
that specifies the tissue site (Location) and sublocation that will be occupied by each indi-
vidual and the times at which it arrives (StartTime) and departs (EndTime) the sublocation.
In this example, the schedule of individual ci changes from sublocation y to sublocation z at
time t = 30.
Phase 2: Sublocation builds network and calculates interactions (Fig. 5.11(b))
Each sublocation receives the list of individuals that will occupy it throughout the cycle
along with the arrival and departure times of each. When individual ck arrives in sublo-
cation y at time t = 29, it is added to the current contact network in the sublocation y,
gy, which is a subnetwork of the global network G. Let gt

y be the set of individuals in the
subnetwork gy at time t = 30. When individual ci departs sublocation y at time t, the
sublocation performs the following processes: i) ci is removed from gt

y, ii) calculates if ci

interacts; a function of the amount of time ci was in contact with each of the other cells in
gt

y, its state si, and the configuration of gt
y, and then iii) carries out the same calculation on

the remaining individuals cj and ck. In Figure 5.11 individual ci is in the state si = eDC,
cj is in the state sj = restingT and eDC ! IrestingT . Therefore, the interaction probability
p is calculated for the pair ci, cj using the single contact-dependent function (Equation 5.5).
In this example, the probability is such that a state-transition occurs for individual cj and
the sublocation y subsequently sends an interaction message to cj. However, the state of
cj will not immediately change from restingT " Th1Prolif .
Phase 3: Individual receives interaction message and determines new state (Fig.
5.11(c))
At the end of each simulation cycle (6 real world hours), individual cj assesses the interaction
messages received and then transitions from restingT " Th1Prolif with the probability
%T , the probability of T cell stimulation representing the antigen specificity of the specific
TcR of T cell cj.

5.3.3 E!ect of Model Approximations.

This implementation employs simplifications that require model approximations; synchronous
state update, the assumption of full connection of each subgraph, and one interaction mes-
sage is processed per cycle . Here we discuss each:

Synchronous update scheme: All states are updated at the end of an cycle according to the
conditions of the first interaction message during the cycle. Hence, any changes in behavior
or e!ects on other cells that result from the state transition do not take place until the next
cycle. This includes cell recruitment or changes in the cytokine environment. As each cycle
represents 6 real world hours, the model assumes a 6 hour delay between a cell receiving the
signal to di!erentiate and actual expression of cytokines or movement-mediating factors, such
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as integrins, that will a!ect subsequent movement and e!ects on contacted cells. Another
e!ect is an introduction of error when a bi-directional interaction is meant to result in the
immediate removal of one of the individuals of the interacting pair. This is the case for inter-
action between a dendritic cell and a inflammatory bacterium. This interaction induces
transitions iDCLumen " eDCL in the dendritic cell and InfB lumen " InfB dead in
the foreign bacteria. In the true system, the foreign bacteria would be removed as in-
ternalization is required for dendritic cell activation. However, in the model, bacteria will
remain in the InfB lumen state for the duration of the cycle and be free to interact with
and induce iDCLumen " eDCL transition in other dendritic cells that it contacts in that
period. This could be interpreted as each model bacterium being a representative of a pop-
ulation of bacteria such that when one interacts with an immune cell and dies, the others
are able to continue on in the system. Hence, one bacterium can be considered a group of b
bacteria where b is the average number of individuals in the M0, iDCLumen and iDCLP
states it is expected to contact in one cycle.

Pairwise contact in complete graph: Each subnetwork g in a sublocation is a complete,
fully connected graph. In the case that an interaction calls for a single contact-dependent
transition there arise situations in which an individual ci may simultaneously be in contact
within dividuals of its interactor set Isi, that lead to di!erent state transitions. An example is
a resting T cell in contact with both a tDC and eDC. In such cases, the individual “chooses”
which individual to interact with probabilistically. In the default settings, this probability
is 0.5.

One interaction message processed per cycle: An individual may be sent many interac-
tion messages during one cycle. However, only the first that is sent will be processed at the
beginning of the next cycle. Hence, any interactions that occur after the first throughout
the rest of a cycle are essentially ignored. This approximation also indicates that a process
that co-requires interaction with multiple neighbors of specific phenotypes may not be ex-
plicitly represented as each interaction message will be sent separately upon each pairwise
calculation.

5.3.4 Parameterization

Table 5.2 list the parameters of the ENISI model along with the default values assigned.
Values are assigned from literature when direct measurements are available. Others were
given with basic assumptions of the model. For example, ENISI only simulates those cells
that recognize and react to bacterial strains represented by bacterial automata. Hence, the
parameter %T is set at 1 as all T cells represented have receptors specific to the bacteria
present. In addition, it is assumed that damaged, pro-inflammatory epithelial cells are
completely permeable to bacteria by setting #p = 1. Macrophages are assumed to be long
lived and remain in the active state by setting µM0 to be the length of the simulation. Where
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transition probabilities could not be logically reasoned from the knowledge of the system,
we initially assume that each contact that may result in a state change does result in the
state change.

Certain parameters will have to be estimated to represent specific experimental conditions.
These include parameters governing state transition functions that involve interaction with
bacteria automata where each (tolerogenic, inflammatory, commensal) is meant to represent
a specific strain or family of strains. Such parameters will have to be fit to experimental
infection data for the specific strain to be represented. Such infection studies generally report
data in the form of qualitative measurements of symptom severity such as epithelial damage
and duration of illness that can be mapped to the number of individuals occupying a certain
state in the model, i.e. the configuration of the system on a given day d. There are three
types of parameters that govern whether an individual will occupy a specific state s on day
d post-infection given it is in state x on day d # 1. These are i) the dwell time in state s,
ii) the probability pxs that an individual in state x will transition to state s, and iii) The
constants of the interaction equations (Equation 5.5 and Equation 5.6). Most dwell times
are available in the literature and default values for the single-contact transition function
(Equation 5.5) are set such that p = 1.0. This leaves the need to estimate pxs and the
constants for multi-contact dependent transitions (Equation 5.6).

During estimation, sampling of parameter values for the constants for Equation 5.6 are gen-
erally selected randomly over an arbitrary range. A more targetted approach is taken to
sampling parameter values for pxs; To reproduce dynamics seen experimentally, we identify
cell population of a state s whose count does not fit the configuration mapped to the experi-
mentally observed health outcome. We then assign ranges to the transition probability that
yields the desired count with Equation 5.7 which gives the expected number of individuals
in state s on day d, "d

s, where x is the preceding state to s in the manifestation, pxs is the
probability of the transition x " s upon interaction, "d"1

Ix
is the number of individuals in a

state from the set Ix of states that interact with x, sublocy is the constant number of sublo-
cations in location y, and (x is the constant number of times individuals in state x change
sublocations in one cycle. The estimated value of pxs, p̂xs, is then calculated from Equation
5.8 holding the variable "d"1

Id
at its value given some initial value for pxs and setting "d

s to
the expected value determined from experimental data. During calibration, values for pxs

are then sampled from a tight range around p̂xs.

"d
s =

pxs"
d"1
Ix

"d"1
x (x

sublocy
(5.7)

p̂xs =
sublocy"d

s

"d"1
Ix

"d"1
x (x

(5.8)

The number of sublocations in each location a!ects the rate at which cells contact eachother.
Though current in vivo visualization techniques allow one to estimate the frequency with
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which certain cells contact others, this data was not found for the cell types represented in the
LP. Equation 5.9 determines the number of sublocations in location y, sublocy, necessary for
a single cell i to contact r cells in state s in one cycle, where "s is the number of individuals
in the state s, and (i is the number of sublocations individual i visits in one cycle. As
more imaging data for the LP in inflammatory conditions becomes available and contact
frequencies observed, the simulated contact frequency can be systematically set by solving
this equation.

sublocy =
"s(i

r
(5.9)

5.4 Example Application: Explanation of B. hyodysen-
teriae associated pathogenesis

B. hyodysenteriae infection is characterized by severe dysentery in which epithelial lining is
damaged and bacteria is detected in the LP resulting in fever and bloody diarrhea. Associ-
ated within fection is the phenomenon that, following B. hyodysenteriae -induced epithelial
damage, normally tolerogenic commensal bacteria is able to induce an inflammatory response
allowing persistent tissue damage [57].

Simulations with ENISI provide visual outputs in two formats; i) a plot of the total number
of individuals in each state in each location over time and ii) a report of the number of
individuals in each state that interact with an individual in a user-specified state si ! S
and induce the state change si " x over a user-specified time period during the simulation.
These counts may then be represented in a number of graphical formats.

Here we demonstrate an application of ENISI by simulating a typical inflammatory response
to B. hyodysenteriae, an experimental model for chronic immunopathological colon inflam-
mation. In this example, commensal microflora is represented by tolerogenic bacterium
automata and B. hyodysenteriae is represented by inflammatory bacterium automata.
We then turn to examples of simulation output to identify a key pathway by which chronic
inflammation may persist with continued epithelial cell damage following B. hyodysenteriae
elimination.

Let "t
s be the number of individuals in state s at time t and "t

[s,u] be the number of individuals
in state s or u at time t.

In this demonstration, we seek to identify pathways that lead to two di!erent health outcomes
following infection, complete recovery and chronic inflammation. Complete recovery is a
configuration in which "t

[TolBLP ,InfBLP ,pEcell,Edead] = 0 and "t
[Th1,M1,eDC,eDCL] < r, where r is

a threshold value, t > tInfB dead, and tInfB dead is the time at which the last cell enters the
InfBf dead state. Chronic inflammation is a configuration in which "t

[TolB LP,pEcell,Edead] $ 1
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(a) T cells
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(b) Macrophages
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(c) Damaged Epithelial Cells
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(d) T cells
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(f) Damaged Epithelial Cells
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(h) Macrophages
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(i) Damaged Epithelial Cells

Figure 5.12: Dynamics of cell populations over a period of 75 days. ‘Th’ refers to Th1. Top:
no pathogen present, Middle: following infection with B. hyodysenteriae, Bottom: following
infection with B. hyodysenteriae without M1 mediated T cell stimulation. The x-axis is
labeled in time units of 6 hours.

and "t
[Th1,M1,eDC,eDCL] $ r, where r = 1.

Parameter values for this demonstration are listed in Table 5.2 and were assigned according
to published observations of interactions between bacteria of the Brachyspira genus. For
example, bacteria of the Brachyspira genus has been shown to cause cell death and inflam-
matory cytokine secretion in epithelial cells upon contact [103]. Therefore, the parameter
)EB was assigned a value of 1.

Parameter space was reduced by simplifying assumptions. For example, commensal strains
represented do not induce an inflammatory response leading to the assignment )BM = )BD =
)Bs = 0. In this example Th17 is not included as we focus on the competition between the
Th1 and iTreg responses, specifically. In other words, p17 = 0. We then fit parameters gov-
erning adoption and transition of inflammatory states to the dynamics of early (acute) stage
B. hyodysenteriae infection in pigs [65] as well as unpublished observations by collaborators.
Specifically, we compared model predictions to qualitative measurements of immune cell lev-
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els and clinical symptoms of pigs over a period of two weeks following B. hyodysenteriae
infection.

During calibration, the parameters that needed to be changed from default values to fit
qualitative experimental dynamics were )EC as well as the constants for the functions )12

and )21 (Table 5.2). The constants y1 and y2 of functions )12 and )21, respectively, were
increased incrementally by 1 until we observed the expected dynamics of a transient M1
response in the presence of pathogen that is then overcome by the M2 population. The
parameter )EC , which can also be considered pECpECell, was calculated with Equation 5.8
such that, on average, at least 1 cell enters the pECell state when Th1 and M1 are at their
peak values on day 8 post-infection with pathogen. Note that this peak time coincides with
cycle 50 on the x-axis of plots in Figure 5.12(d) and 5.12(e) as each cycle represents 6 hours.

Table 5.1 gives the number of individuals initially assigned to each of the states to represent
an immunologically inactive system at the time of infection.

Figure 5.12 shows simulated dynamics of certain cell populations over a period of 300 cycles
(75 days) under di!erent infection scenarios. The top panel shows expected behavior in a
pathogen-free mucosa following population of the lumen by commensal bacteria [106, 55].
Specifically, immune activation is shown by elevated "tDC (not shown) and "iT reg (Figure
5.12(a)). However there is no inflammatory response nor damaged epithelial cells (Figure
5.12(c)). This inhibits bacterial invasion into the LP and macrophages remain unstimulated
(Figure 5.12(b)). The middle panel shows the system response to the addition of 30 indi-
viduals in the InfB lumen state, representing B. hyodysenteriae, on days 1, 2, and 3. The
dynamics observed are in agreement with those seen experimentally in pig infections [65, 57]
and generally expected with three distinct phases;
i) the acute inflammation (days 1-6) marked by an increase in "eDC (not shown) and "Th1

(Figure 5.12(d)), followed by epithelial damage (Figure 5.12(f)) that is shortly followed by
bacterial invasion into the LP (not shown). At this time macrophages are stimulated and we
see "M1 (Figure 5.12(e)) rise in conjunction with "Th (Figure 5.12(d)) along within creased
monocyte recruitment and transient reduction in M2 (Figure 5.12(e));
ii) the decline of inflammation (days 7-50) in which clinical symptoms of epithelial damage
and bacterial invasion to the LP subside after 1 week (Figure 5.12(f)) as the number of in-
flammatory Th1 and M1 continue to rise before declining after 2 weeks. This decline occurs
in conjunction with pathogen elimination;
iii) the chronic phase (days 51-75) is marked by continued low level epithelial damage (Fig-
ure 5.12(f)) along with bacterial presence in the LP (not shown). In this phase inflammatory
bacteria has already been removed.

To identify the source of this continued epithelial damage we observed the states of those
neighbors that induce the transition EC " pEcell for all epithelial cells that undergo
this transition during the three phases of infection. In Figure 5.13(a), it can be seen that
at all stages of infection, it is individuals occupying the Th1 state that are inducing the
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most epithelial damage. In Figure 5.13(b) we report the states of neighbors that induce the
transition restingT " Th1 showing clearly that, in the chronic phase, it is individuals in the
transient state M21, an intermediate state between M2 and M1, that are solely responsible
for Th1 stimulation. In this phase, only tolerogenic commensal bacteria is present to activate
macrophages. To further demonstrate that it is stimulation of Th1 by macrophages that
drives tissue damage, simulated infections were repeated in the absence of the ability of
M1 to induce state change in neighbors of the restingT state, allowing T cell stimulation
to occur only through contact with eDC. The result is the dynamics shown in the bottom
panel of Figure 5.12. In this scenario there is a weaker, more rapidly subsiding inflammatory
response as ‘sampling’ dendritic cells stimulate T cells. However, dendritic cell activation
is short lived and once the pathogen is removed eDCL is quickly removed. The reduced
"Th1 during the acute inflammation phase results in less epithelial damage as well as lower
inflammatory cytokine concentrations reducing the frequency of M2 " M1 transitions. This
allows a tolerogenic environment to persist.
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Figure 5.13: (a) Histogram of the number of individuals in each state that interact with an
epithelial cell and induce the transition EC " pEcell. ‘Th’ refers to Th1. (b) Histogram of
the number of individuals in each state that interact with a T cell and induce the transition
restingT " Th1

The conclusion of this simple demonstration is that residual tissue damage occurs through
Th1-mediated cytotoxicity which is stimulated by M1 that has recently transitioned from
the M2 phenotype. The presence of M1 is due to two parallel consequences of pathogen
presence i) the increase of the Th1 population that leads to increase of M1-inducing inflam-
matory cytokine in the tissue, and ii) increased damage of the epithelial layer which allows
invasion by commensal bacteria. The implication is that commensal bacteria, which directly
induces a tolerogenic response, is indirectly responsible for maintaining immunopathological
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chronic inflammation via macrophage stimulation once the environmental concentration of
inflammatory cytokines reaches above a certain threshold.

5.5 Example Application: Pathogenicity functions of
H. pylori 26695 cpi

Helicobacter pylori is a bacteria that resides in the mammalian gastric mucosa and infects a
large number of the world’s population. In 85% of H. pylori infections the bacteria persists as
a commensal bacteria in the gastric mucosa with no negative impact on the host. However,
in 15% of cases the infection is associated with gastric disease including ulcer formation as
persistent inflammation induced lesions in the gastric epithelium. H. pylori is a genotypically
diverse species and disease is associated within fection by strains whose genome contains the
CagA pathogenicity island (cpi) [117, 12].

The cpi encodes numerous proteins that participate in various immune modulation mecha-
nisms as reviewed in [12]. These include i) inhibition of microbicide secretion by macrophages
by the protein arginase RocF, ii) an ability to invade the mucous layer gaining direct access
to the epithelial barrier through flagellar motility as well as expression of various adhesion
factors, iii) disruption of epithelial barrier through damage of cell-cell junctions by proteins
VacA and HtrA that allows entry into the LP triggering inflammatory signals, iv) triggering
of NF-"# pathway in epithelial cells by protein CagA that leads to expression of chemoat-
tractants and microbicides, as well as v) inhibition of inflammatory phenotypes in antigen
presenting cells (dendritic cells and macrophages). Prevailing theories state that individu-
als with di!erent health outcomes are infected by H. pylori strains that carry out di!erent
combinations of these immunomodulatory capabilities.

In this demonstration of the ENISI tool we set model conditions to recreate experimen-
tal infection of individual mice with the cpi-containing H. pylori strain 26695 carried out
by experimental collaborators. Upon observing immunopathogenesis in silico we analyze
the contact network to identify specific mechanisms of pathogenicity. The results identify
specific processes associated with the cpi that do and do not contribute to this simulated
pathogenesis.

The H. pylori strain 26695 was represented by assigning functions to commensal bac-
terium representing a combination of the immunomodulatory mechanisms mentioned. As
default it was assumed to have all possible e!ects on epithelial cells. That is, we set
)EB = #r = #d = #p = #c = 1.0. We also assume an e!ector response in antigen pre-
senting cells ()BD = )BM = )Bs = 1.0) and set the parameter p17 to 0 based on experimental
observations of a Th1-dominant response (not shown).

The initial number of individuals in each state is shown in Table 5.3. These were assigned
according to experimental measurements gathered by collaborators and to represent a 1
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mm3 sample of the mouse gastric mucosa, roughly 1% of the total volume as estimated from
images in [43].

With these assumptions and the initial population sizes in Table 5.3 simulations with H. py-
lori -representing commensal bacterium (‘infected’) and with out commensal bacterium
(‘control’) were carried out in replicates of seven with di!erent parameter sets. Specifically,
infection was simulated by adding commensal bacterium on day 2 and following the state
changes and migration of cells over 63 days . The model was fit to qualitative trends observed
among tissue samples of mice experimentally infected with H. pylori strain 26695 gathered
by collaborators. In these experiments both LP and GLN tissue samples were taken from
infected and control mice on days 7, 14, 30, and 60 post-infection (p.i.) and the count of
cells of each regulatory/inflammatory phenotype was determined through flow cytometry.
We sought to capture the di!erence in average cell counts seen in infected vs. control mice
at each time point. Specifically i) there is a nearly undetectable level of H. pylori -specific
immune response before day 30 p.i., ii) by day 60, not prior, there is a statistically signif-
icant increase in M2 macrophages in the infected group over the control group, but not a
significant increase in M1, iii) by day 60 p.i., but not prior, there is a statistically significant
increase in both e!ector and tolerogenic dendritic cells in the GLN, iv) by day 60 there is a
significant increase in active T cells in the LP in the infected group, with Th1 dominating
Th17 on average.

A parameter set where )EC = 10"2, ar = 0.05, ir = 0.05, the initial count of individuals in the
DCSource state was increased 100-fold, and all other parameters were left a default values
(Table 5.2), or set by assumptions explained above, returned simulated infection sets that
reflected these desired dynamics. Figure 5.14 depicts the dynamics of specific cell populations
over the course of seven simulated 63 day infections with this parameter set. One can see
that, on average, there is a low level of H. pylori -specific immune activity until after day 30
(Cycle 120) and by day 60 (Cycle 240) active T cells in the LP increase significantly with
Th1 having a slight dominance over Th17 (Figure 5.14(a)). This rise in T cells occurs in
conjunction with a rise is e!ector dendritic cell levels in the LP (Figure 5.14(b)) and a low
level of M1 emergence (Figure 5.14(c)). This increase in immune activity is associated with
mounting epithelial damage, (Figure 5.14(d)) represented by transition of epithelial cell
automata from the ECell state to the pECell state and from the pECell state to the Edead
state. To identify the pathways by which this mounting immune response is associated with
tissue damage we focus on the simulation replicate, replicate 5, that resulted in the greatest
epithelial damage and identified the states of neighbors that induced key health state-defining
state changes.

It was found that, in replicate 5, for all individuals that undergo the transition EC "
pECell, the transition is primarily induced by H. pylori directly in the earlier stages of
infection (days 1-30) as shown in Figure 5.15(a). However, it can be clearly seen that in
the chronic stage (days 30-63 post-infection), when pathogenesis is seen, epithelial damage
is occurring through contact with IFN!-secreting Th1, with less contribution by IFN!-
secreting Th17 (Figure 5.15(a)). Indeed, for all individuals that undergo the transition
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pECell " Edead, this occurred only upon contact with neighbors in the Th1 state (not
shown). Notably macrophages and dendritic cells are not contributing directly to epithelial
damage in this first two months of infection.

T cells may be stimulated by macrophages, dendritic cells in the LP, or ‘sampling’ dendritic
cells in the lumen. It was found that all individuals that stimulated T cells to a Th1
phenotype were in the eDCL state, e!ector ‘sampling’ dendritic cells. This indicates that
‘sampling’ dendritic cells are solely responsible for T cell stimulation over the entire 63 day
infection in this case. As the count of individuals in the eDCL state remains relatively
constant over the course of infection (Figure 5.14(b)), the only explanation for the continued
rise in Th1 (Figure 5.14(a)) is an increase in resting T cells in the LP that are being recruited
to the infection site and subsequently stimulated. To identify which cells were responsible for
this recruitment Figure 5.15(b) depicts the number of individuals in each state that induce
the transitions of TSource " restingT . It can be seen that pro-inflammatory epithelial cells,
stimulated by H. pylori and Th1 to secrete chemoattractants and e!ector dendritic cells, also
stimulated by H. pylori, are equal contributors to resting T cell recruitment. This identifies a
positive feedback loop that is fed by H. pylori presence in which H. pylori -damaged epithelial
cells secrete chemoattractants that recruit resting T cells. These are subsequently stimulated
to Th1, which contribute to further epithelial damage leading to increased chemoattractant
secretion and T cell recruitment.

Though H. pylori appears to be contributing to epithelial damage and the parameter set
maximizes its ability to degrade epithelial tight junctions (#p = 1.0), in replicate 5 no
individuals representing H. pylori (commensal bacterium automata) are seen in the LP.
This was explained by finding that the majority of commensal bacterium automata that
transition to the CommB Dead state, transition when in contact with neighbors in the
microbicide-secreting pECell state. This indicates that, in this in silico scenario, even
though H. pylori is e!ective in degrading epithelial tight junctions, the fact that it also
induces secretion of microbicides, such as defensin through the NF"# pathway, ensure that
it is eliminated prior to migration into the LP canceling out any benefit that may come from
this cpi-encoded function. .

Of the processes associated with the cpi, this analysis of simulated H. pylori 26695 infection
indicates that pathogenesis seen in the first 2 months of infection is not due to inhibition
of microbicide secretion by macrophages by the protein arginase RocF as M1 has no e!ect
on removing H. pylori. Rather, H. pylori is removed only by defensin-secreting epithelial
cells and phagocytic ‘sampling’ dendritic cells in the lumen. Indeed, in the replicate with
the least amount of epithelial damage, replicate 7, no individuals enter the M1 state further
demonstrating a lack of significance of macrophage activity is decreasing pathogenicity. With
regard to the various modifications of epithelial cells mediated by cpi-encoded proteins,
induction of chemoattractant secretion through the NF"# pathway by CagA protein is a
key component of the immunopathological feedback loop identified. Whereas induction of
secretion of inflammatory cytokines IL-6, IL-21, TNF% or IL-23 seems to have a minor
e!ect as the primary role is to induce Th17 and M1 phenotypes, which are not significant
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Figure 5.14: H. pylori 26695 infection dynamics Dynamics of cell populations over a
period of 62 days in the presence of H. pylori strain 26695
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Figure 5.15: Epithelial damage and T cell recruitment. (a) The counts of individuals
in each state that induce epithelial damage over simulated infection period. (b) The counts
of individuals in each that recruit a T cell to the LP during the course of the simulated
infection.

contributors to epithelial damage in this stage of infection. The relevance of direct contact
between H. pylori and epithelial cells through invasion of the mucous layer and expression
of various adhesion factors is not clear from this analysis. Though contact is necessary to
induce chemoattractant secretion by epithelial cells, factors secreted by e!ector dendritic
cells may be su"cient to start the positive feedback loop of resting T cell recruitment and
epithelial damage. Disruption of the epithelial barrier through damage of cell-cell junctions
by proteins VacA and HtrA, which potentially allows entry into the LP, does not appear
significant as H. pylori does not enter the LP prior to elimination by defensin secreted from
epithelial cells. Hence, the primary mechanism of pathogenesis observed in this sample
is the induction of the inflammatory pathway in dendritic cells in the lumen. The direct
induction of chemoattractant secretion by epithelial cells may also be necessary, but further
simulations would need to be carried out to demonstrate necessity as T cell recruitment by
e!ector dendritic cells may be su"cient. What is clear is that inhibition of inflammatory
phenotypes in antigen presenting cells (dendritic cells and macrophages) does not likely
account for pathogenesis associated with H. pylori strain 26695.

In conclusion, this demonstrates how the ability to analyze an infection recreated in silico
can inform hypothesis for the sequence of events occurring in a real infection. In this manner
we indicate the necessary function of the pathogenicity island and provide an explanation
for the delayed immunopathogenesis observed experimentally.
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5.6 Relevance of ENISI and Future Directions

Aspects of the presented inflammatory and regulatory immune pathways have been repre-
sented in previous models of mucosal infection [7, 152, 27, 28] that have provided insight
into mechanisms of clinical symptoms as well as pathogen persistence. The ENISI model is
unique in its scope and approach. The model incorporates regulatory mechanisms of both
adaptive and innate immunity, multi-location migration of cells, and cross talk between
antigen presenting cells and T cells. In addition, it is mechanism-based explicitly repre-
senting each participating cell of the immune pathway. This facilitates mapping of model
parameter specifications and predictions to laboratory techniques that manipulate specific
cell populations.

We previoulsy implemented a larger scale version of the B. hyodysenteriae model (section
5.4), encompassing these aspects, as a system of di!erential equations. Simulations based on
this initial version identified a relationship between the Th1 and M1 concentrations in the
LP and chronic epithelial damage [146]. However, di!erential equations (ODEs) can only
capture the dynamics of each cell population as a whole. Hence, this work identified a rela-
tionship between M1 and Th levels and epithelial damage, but the ODE representation did
not allow us to identify the specific pathways in which T cells induce epithelial damage after
being stimulated by M1 macrophages. An additional drawback of the ODE representation is
that it assumes deterministic, average behavior by each individual cell. However, biological
systems are known to act stochastically due to attributes, such as cytokine secretion and
association time with stimulating factors, that vary widely across individual cells in a pop-
ulation. Additionally, the randomness introduced by cell movement leads to non-uniform
distribution across single tissue sites. Due to the assumptions of determinism and homo-
geneity, that are surely violated by the system in reality, dynamics predicted by an ODE
model may not accurately reflect those seen in nature.

The ENISI model can be viewed as an extension of the interacting state machine models
or agent-based models. A key aspect of these models is a procedural and interactive (a.k.a.
mechanistic, algorithmic, executable) view of the underlying systems. In this view compo-
nents of the system interact locally with other components and the behavior of individual
objects is described procedurally as a function of the internal state and the local interactions.
This agent-based approach allows incorporation of spatial e!ects and randomness of cell-cell
and cell-bacteria contact. In the case of colonic inflammation spawned by a small number
of pathogen, such randomness is believed to significantly a!ect the outcome of the system
and, therefore, an agent-based model is an appropriate representation [25]. This also creates
a foundation for encompassing emergent properties such as bacterial strain evolution and
changes in microflora demographics as the model is elaborated and the simulator extended.
However, the drawback to such methods is that they are often not scalable due to limitations
of computation power.

ENISI is implemented using an algorithm that is an extension of that used to simulate
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epidemic spread across large social networks [22]. The ENISI model was implemented on
this software platform because the algorithm is known to scale to large numbers approaching
those found in the true system. Scalability is highly relevant when seeking to reproduce
emergent tissue-level phenomena by simulating individual cell interactions. Larger scale
models are necessary as the purpose of immune simulators is to reproduce dynamics in a
true in vivo system where immune cell concentrations can reach 108/mL [51]. It may not be
su"cient to simulate the dynamics of a small sample and extrapolate results to the entire
organ. To do so is to ignore the non-linear and complex nature of the cell interactions and
dynamics and make the assumption of uniform mixing, which defeats the purpose of an
agent-based approach.

There are various general, agent-based biological simulator tools publicly available including
Rhapsody [44, 138], NFSim [131], and that developed by [137] that translate graphical mod-
els into executable code to run simulations. These simulators place an emphasis on rules
governing cell-cell contacts and signaling interactions allowing one to enter complicated func-
tions for these mechanisms. They, therefore, provide the useful capability of incorporating
complex mathematical models for receptor-ligand interactions and phenotypic di!erentiation
into cell contact networks. However, the scalability of these implementation algorithms in
term of system complexity and the number of individuals in a network is unclear. For exam-
ple, Rhapsody has been shown to simulate a maximum of 104 individuals e"ciently [44, 138]
. ENISI is a unique contribution to the field of immunological tools as an agent-based model
of an unprecedented scale, simulating complex interaction and migration of 106 individuals
over a simulated 3 month period within 1 hour.

Though e"cient compared to other, current simulators the amount of computation necessary
for each simulation in ENISI is a challenge to parameterization. We propose to implement
each ENISI-encoded biological model also as a system of ODEs representing the behavior of
each population in COPASI, as we did in [146]. In COPASI one can run many simulations
with di!ering parameter sets quickly in order to carry out preliminary sensitivity analysis and
parameter estimation methods to identify parameter values for behavior of each population
as a whole. These will then be used to estimate parameter values determining the behavior of
each individual in a population in order to give rise to the desired population-level behavior.
Despite variances in the two models, the ODE model of colonic inflammation presented in
Chapters 2 and 3 are appropriate for this purpose in the case of B. hyodysenteriae infection
as the ENISI model is able to reproduce the qualitative population dynamics and analysis
of simulated immunopathogenesis identified the same M1-Th1 inflammatory feedback loop.
Ideally, we would like to use the H. pylori model implemented in COPASI and presented in
Chapter 4 to parameterize the ENISI model of H. pylori infection, as the COPASI model
is able to more precisely reproduce experimentally observed behavior. However, the study
presented in section 5.5 above shows that analysis of the current H. pylori model in ENISI
leads to conclusions that are quite di!erent from those determined through analysis of the
COPASI model in Chapter 4. Specifically, ENISI identified stimulation of dendritic cells in
the lumen to e!ector phenotypes and subsequent T cell recruitment as the main components
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of an inflammatory feedback loop upholding immunopathogenesis. However, in the COPASI
model, T cell recruitment was not shown to be influential and DC-mediated phagocytosis
appears to be ultimately protective. Furthermore, the immunopathogenesis in ENISI did
not require macrophage stimulation, whereas in the COPASI model, macrophage-mediated
cytotoxicity was among most influential mechanisms on epithelial damage and bacterial
clearance. There are numerous di!erences between the two models that could account for
these discrepancies. Specifically, the current ENISI biological model di!ers from that in the
H. pylori infection biological model presented in Chapter 4 in the following ways:
i) ENISI does not include cytokine-mediated activation of macrophages and dendritic cells.
ii) T cell proliferation is not inhibited by iTreg or H. pylori (commensal bacteria).
iii) H. pylori levels remain constant as commensal bacteria are replenished in the lumen
upon death.
iv) No brucella broth is included in the ENISI model.
v) ENISI has a constant tolerogenic bacterial presence as tolerogenic bacteria are replaced
in the lumen upon death.

Current e!orts are being devoted to extending the ENISI model to include these factors
explicitly or implicitly in order to be able to make more meaningful comparisons between
the ODE and agent-based implementations.

The ENISI model presented here may also be implemented with other biological simulators
[44, 138, 131, 137] at a later date to provide a complementary tool with which immunologists
can potentially conduct smaller scale simulations that include more complex rules for cell-cell
interactions and phenotypic di!erentiation.

ENISI is an evolving in silico system. Future versions will include dynamic creation and
removal of individuals from the social network. In addition, a model is being developed
to incorporate models of intracellular signaling pathways into state transition probabilities.
This will allow explicit representation of cytokine and receptor-mediated gene regulation. In
addition, model approximations such as the synchronous update and processing of only a
single interaction message per cycle will be revisited by quantifying their e!ects on system
dynamics.

5.7 Details for constructing and running a simulation

5.7.1 Rule Specification

All individuals that will be present throughout the simulation must be declared in the pop-
ulation file where they are assigned a unique identifier and an initial state. Locations must
be declared in the location files where they are given unique identifiers and divided into
sublocations. Movement of each declared individual among the declared locations is then
specified in the schedule files.
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Simulation specifications are set by the configuration file, the interaction manifestation,
and the scenario. The configuration file sets the length of the simulation, which state tran-
sitions are multicontact-dependent (discussed below), and points to all input and output
files. Each automaton is encoded as a set of probabilistic timed transition systems (PTTSs)
in the manifestation files, which calculate whether an interaction results in a state transition
and the path of state transitions. The scenario specifies state-dependent schedule assign-
ment and state transition conditions that can override the transition pathway encoded in
the manifestation. This is done in the form of interventions that may be implemented
throughout the simulation.

In the current code, time specifications correspond to a single cycle of the ENISI algorithm
which is 24 simulation hours (86400 simulation seconds). With the current parameter set in
ENISI, each cycle represents 6 real world hours.

All files necessary to run ENISI are located on svn at the url https://svn.vbi.vt.edu/svn/simfrastructure/HIV/EpiSimdemics2/broker

5.7.2 Input Files

1. Population file: cells.txt
Cells.txt specifies the complete population of cells in the following format:
< CellId > < location > < ActiveState > < BirthDeathState > < RegState >
< InflammState > < Type >
It lists each individual (< CellId >) along with their initial location (< location >),
and their initial states in each of the four manifestations; activation.mnf (< ActiveState >),
birth death.mnf (< BirthDeathState >), Regulatory.mnf (< RegState >), and In-
flamm.mnf (< InflammState >). Manifestations are explained below. The < Type >
column is not relevant and is simply filled with a ‘1’ for each individual.

2. Location files: Default.cfg sites.txt, sublocation.txt
Each tissue site, or location, corresponds to a LOCATION TY PE. Each LOCA-
TION TYPE is composed of multiple sublocations that may be further divided into
compartments. The configuration file (Default.cfg) defines each LOCATION TYPE.
sites.txt defines the sublocations, and sublocation.txt defines the compartments. Each
is described here:

(a) Default.cfg: The number of sublocations for each LOCATION TYPE and their
corresponding identifiers is set in the configuration file with the following syntax:
LOCATION TYPE RANGE 1 1 5000
LOCATION TYPE RANGE 2 5001 6000
LOCATION TYPE RANGE 3 6001 16000
LOCATION TYPE RANGE 4 16001 16110
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LOCATION TYPE RANGE 5 16111 16111
LOCATION TYPE RANGE 6 16112 16112
LOCATION TYPE RANGE 7 16113 16113
LOCATION TYPE RANGE 8 16114 16114
LOCATION TYPE RANGE 9 16115 16115
LOCATION TYPE RANGE 10 16116 16116
LOCATION TYPE RANGE 11 16117 16117

In this version there are 11 Locations. LOCATION TYPE1 is the LP, LOCA-
TION TYPE2 is the LN and LOCATION TYPE4 is the EB. All others are cur-
rently not occupied by cells and are simply place holders for tissue sites that may
be added in the future. These are arbitrarily assigned one sublocation. In this ex-
ample, the LP, LOCATION TYPE1, is composed of sublocations 1 through 5000
and the LN, LOCATION TYPE2, is sublocations 5001 through 6000. There are
a total of 16117 sublocations that cells may occupy.

(b) sites.txt: This file lists all the sublocations in the simulation in the following
format:
< siteId > < type1 >
The < siteId > column simply lists all sublocation identifiers, 1 through 16117.
The< type1 > column is irrelevant and, at this point, is filled with the arbitrary
number ‘1’.

(c) sublocation.txt: In the case that one wishes to further divide sublocations into
compartments, this is done in sublocations.txt. This file specifies, for each LOCA-
TION TYPE (< type >), the range of compartments, specified by < start id >
and < end id >, for each sublocation in LOCATION TYPE< type >. This is
done in the following format:
< type > < start id > < name > < end id >
The < name > column is not relevant and may be any arbitrary, alphanumeric
label. One range is specified for each LOCATION TYPE and all sublocations
will be divided into the same number of compartments. Only individuals in the
same compartment are considered in contact.

3. Schedule files: Located in the directory Schedules/
Each schedule file specifies the movement of each individual within one simulation cy-
cle in the following format:
< CellId > < Location > < SubLocation > < StartT ime > < EndTime > 1
Example:
i -x -x 0 7200 1
i -x -x 7201 14400 1
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i -x -x 14401 21600 1
i -x -x 21601 28800 1
i -x -x 28801 36000 1
i -x -x 36001 43200 1
i -x -x 43201 50400 1
i -x -x 50401 57600 1
i -x -x 57601 64800 1
i -x -x 64801 72000 1
i -x -x 72001 79200 1
i -x -x 79201 86400 1

For each individual ci it lists the individual identifier (< CellId >) and each location
(< Location > and < SubLocation >) that ci visits during the cycle as well as the
amount of time spent in each sublocation, StartT ime to EndTime, in simulation
seconds. In the above example, #x in the < Location > and < SubLocation > columns
specifies a randomly chosen subocation of LOCATION TYPEx and a randomly chosen
compartment within that sublocation from the range specified in the sublocations.txt
file. Hence, individual ci occupies a di!erent sublocation of Location x every 7200
simulation seconds over a single cycle corresponding to 24 simulation hours (86400
simulation seconds).

There are four schedules to which each individual may be assigned.

(a) base: The file base schedule.txt Specifies the default schedule for each individual
i, which it follows until a new schedule is specified in the scenario.

(b) LN: GLN.txt specifies movement within the lymph node.

(c) LP: LP.txt specifies movement within the Lamina Propria tissue site.

(d) Epi: Epi Barrier.txt specifies movement within the lumen side of the epithelial
barrier.

4. Manifestation files: As described in section 3, a cell ci is in contact with a neighbor
cj when they are in the same sublocation. Each individual that interacts with another
will progress through a series of states. The interaction manifestation calculates
whether ci interacts with cj and, if it does, whether ci will transition states from its
current state si to the next state of the automaton. The manifestations encode the
path of state transitions for each automaton as a probabilistic timed transition system
(PTTS), an extension of the finite state machine (FSM), with the following compo-
nents: (1) Each state (< state >) is occupied for a period of time (< DwellT ime >).
(2) Each state is assigned an InteractorState. This value determines to which interac-
tor set, I, the state belongs and, subsequently, with which other states it will interact.
To clarify, let the state of individual ci be si. For each state s there is an interac-
tor set Is of states such that if a contact cj of individual ci is in a state sj ! Isi ,
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then ci will interact with cj and probabilistically transition states. (3) Each state
has an < Infectiousness > and < Susceptibility > value between 0 and 1. The
< Susceptibility > of a state determines how likely the individual ci is to interact
with a neighbor cj if sj ! Isi . The < Infectiousness > of si determines how likely
cj is to transition if si ! Isj . The < TransitionType > value of a state indicates
whether transition to the next state is time-dependent or contac-dependent. Specif-
ically, < TransitionType >= 0 indicates transition from the state to the nextstate
is time-dependent and < TransitionType >= #1 indicates it is contact-dependent.
Once it is determined that a state transition will occur based on these properties of
si, ci will transition to the next state (< next state >) with a specified probability
(< probability >). This is encoded in the manifestation files in the following syntax:

DISEASE STATE <state> <DwellTime> <InteractorSet> 0 <Infectiousness>
<Susceptibility> <TransitionType>

DISEASE LINK ”Untreated” < probability > < next state >

A simple example is shown in Figure 5.16(a) that shows a subset of the T cell au-
tomaton that represents an individual ci. In this example, ci is in the restingT state
and transitions when it interacts within individuals that occupy a state in the set
[eDC eDCL M1]. Upon interaction it may transition along two possible paths, either
to the Th1Prolif state or the Th17Prolif state, chosen with the probability of 0.5 for
each. After a dwell time of 48 simulation hours (12 real world hours), the individual
undergoes the transition Th1Prolif " Th1 or Th17Prolif " Th17. A description of
this path in the manifestation syntax is shown in Figure 5.16(b).

Note that within one PTTS an individual’s state may transition along multiple paths
distinguished by probabilities p1 . . . pn assigned to each of n paths such that

#n
i=1 pi =

1. The PTTS only allows multiple paths that are distinguished by a probability and
not those distinguished by the state of the interacting neighbor, as is the case in Figure
5.16(c). In this example, ci will transition from a restingT state along di!erent paths
depending on the state of its interacting neighbor. In the case that ci in the restingT
state contacts an individual whose state is in the set [eDC eDCL M1] it will enter the
Th1Prolif or Th17Prolif state. However, if the state of the contact is of a di!erent set
[tDC tDCL M2], then ci transitions along a di!erent path to the iT regProlif state.
This third path requires a secondary PTTS, in a separate manifestation file, in which
the alternate interaction (restingT " iT reg) is calculated and then used to transition
the state in the main PTTS as demonstrated in Figure 5.16(d). This synchronization
of multiple PTTSs, in di!erent manifestations, for the same automaton is controlled
through the scenario.

To include transition paths for the state of each automaton that depend on the state of
its contact, ENISI has four manifestation files, each encoding a di!erent PTTS, among
which state transitions of each cell-type specific automaton are divided. These are:
activation.mnf, birth death.mnf, Regulatory.mnf, and Inflamm.mnf. There is a fifth
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restingT

Th17Prolif

Th1Prolif

eDC, eDCL,  M1
 (0.5)

Th1

Th17
48 hrs

eDC , eDCL,  M1
(0.5)

48 hrs

DISEASE_STATE restingT Forever 3 0 0.0 0.99 -1
DISEASE_LINK "Untreated" 0.5 Th1Prolif
DISEASE_LINK "Untreated" 0.5 Th17Prolif

DISEASE_STATE Th1Prolif Uniform 48:00:00 48:00:00 20 0 0.99 0.0 0
DISEASE_LINK "Untreated" 1.0 Th1

DISEASE_STATE Th17Prolif Uniform 48:00:00 48:00:00 24 0 0.99 0.0 0
DISEASE_LINK "Untreated" 1.0 Th17

(a)
(b)

restingT

Th17Prolif

Th1Prolif

eDC, eDCL,  M1
 (0.5)

Th1

Th17
48 hrs

48 hrs

(c)

(d)
Secondary PTTS

restingT iTreg

iTregProlif iTreg
48 hrs

tDC , tDCL,  M2
(1.0)

eDC , eDCL,  M1
(0.5)

Main PTTS

restingT

Th17Prolif

Th1Prolif

eDC, eDCL,  M1
 (0.5)

Th1

Th17

48 hrs

48 hrs

iTregProlif

iTreg

48 hrs

eDC , eDCL,  M1
(0.5)

tDC , tDCL,  M2

(d)

Figure 5.16: FSM syntax. A subset of the T cell automaton encoded as two PTTSs: (a)
The PTTS that is a subset of pathways in the T cell automaton in which the transition
from the restingT state to the Th1Prolif state or Th17Prolif occurs when the T cell is in
contact within dividuals in states in the set [eDC eDCL M1]. (b) The PTTS depicted in (a)
as encoded in the manifestation file. (c) An extension in which an additional pathway may
be taken from the restingT state to the iT regProlif state (bold arrow) when in contact
within dividuals in states from a di!erent set [tDC tDCL M2]. (d) Example of a separation
of the single automaton into two PTTSs. Contact within dividuals with a state from the set
[tDC tDCL M2] induce transition to iT reg in the secondary PTTS, which causes the main
PTTS to adopt the iT regProlif state.

manifestation, empty.mnf, which must be included but does not encode a PTTS.

The specific state transitions and synchronization schemes for each automaton are de-
picted in Figures 5.17 - 5.25. In these figures, the blue outline represents the PTTS
encoded in Regulatory.mnf, black the PTTS in activation.mnf, red the PTTS in In-
flamm.mnf, and green the PTTS in birth death.mnf. Squares are states of the au-
tomaton where the thicker lined squares indicate inactive states in each PTTS. Solid
arrows represent contact-dependent and time-dependent transitions in a single PTTS.
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These are labeled, respectively, with the set of states with whom contact is necessary
for transition and the dwell time at which transition occurs. In parenthesis is the prob-
ability that transition occurs when these conditions are met. The default probability
is 1.0. Dashed arrows point from states in one manifestation to the state which is
subsequently adopted in the other.

Epithelial Cells

Regulatory.mnf activation.mnf Inflamm.mnf birth_death.mnf

ECell

pEcell

Edead

resting

EC

Ed

CommB,
InfB

48 hrs

Th1, Th17, 
M1, eDC, 
eDCL
(!EC)

pEC_noR

Alive

dead

1 min

Th1, Th17, 
M1
(uCE)

Th1, Th17, 
M1
(uCE)

"r, line 465

1-"r, line 468

Figure 5.17: PTTSs that encode the epithelial cell automaton. Dashed arrows point
from states in one PTTS that trigger transition to a state in another PTTS.

5. Scenario file: Default.scn In the scenario one specifies i) the day on which bac-
terial doses are given, ii) schedule assignment conditions, and iii) state transition
conditions that can override the transition pathway encoded in the manifestation.
This is done in the form of interventions that may be implemented throughout the
simulation. The scenario file uses a specific syntax described below:

The scenario is a series of triggers and actions. A trigger is a conditional statement that
is applied to each interactor individually. It can be a function of the individual’s state,
the simulation ‘day’ (cycle) or an attribute assigned to an individual such as ‘age’.
The grammar for the scenario file language can be seen in Figure 5.26. The ‘state
on entry’ command specifies an action to be taken when an individual is assigned to
a specific state at the beginning of each cycle. Each trigger in the scenario is read
for each individual at the begining of each cycle. If a trigger evaluates to true, one
or more actions are executed. These actions can modify the interactor by changing
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T-cells

Regulatory.mnf activation.mnf Inflamm.mnf birth_death.mnf

restingT

iTreg

restingT

Th1Prolif Th17Prolif

Th1
Th17

Th1Source Th17Source

iTregProlif

iTreg

iTregSource

resting

Not_Active
resting

TSource

eDC, eDCL,  M1

 (1-p17)

eDC, eDCL,  
M1, pECell

48 hrs 48 hrs

672 hrs

(!T)

672 hrs

(1-!T)

672 hrs

(1-!T)

48 hrs

Th1Prolif Th17Prolif

iTregProlif

672 hrs

(1-!T)

672 hrs

(!T)

672 hrs

(!T)

eDC, eDCL,  M1

 (1-p17)

tDC, tDCL,  M2

Figure 5.18: PTTSs that encode the T cell automaton. Dashed arrows point from
states in one PTTS that trigger transition to a state in another PTTS.

its attributes or schedule, or explicitly transitioning its state in one of the PTTSs.
Actions can also modify scenario variables. A trigger can only directly specify a single
action to execute. Multiple actions can be combined into an intervention, which can be
executed using the apply action. Interventions are also necessary to probabilistically
execute one or more actions. The specifications are described in more detail below.

(a) Triggers: A trigger condition is series of comparisons linked by boolean opera-
tors. Values that can be compared included: an interactor’s demographics and
attributes, attributes of the current state of any of the PTTSs, and the value of
scenario variables, described in more detail below.

There are two types of triggers. The first is evaluated at the start of each simu-
lation day by every interactor, and each after each transition of a PTTS by the
transitioning interactor. The second is evaluated whenever a particular PTTS
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Macrophages

Regulatory.mnf activation.mnf Inflamm.mnf birth_death.mnf

M0

M2

M0

M2 M1

resting Not_Active

resting

MASource

eDC, eDCL,  
M1, pECell

TolB

M0

M1

InfB

eDC, eDCL,  M1, 
pECell, pEC_noR
Th1, Th17

tDC, tDCL,  
M2, iTreg, nTreg

CommB_LP, 
CommB_lumen
(1-!BM)

CommB_LP, 
CommB_lumen
(!BM)

Figure 5.19: PTTSs that encode the macrophage automaton. Dashed arrows point
from states in one PTTS that trigger transition to a state in another PTTS.

state is entered, or alternatively, exited. A trigger may have one or more modi-
fiers, single, repeatable, and probabilistic evaluation.

repeatable Normally, a trigger can only succeed once per interactor. A repeat-
able trigger can succeed multiple times.

single Normally, a trigger is evaluated independently against each interactor. A
single trigger is evaluated only once at the start of each day, and is inde-
pendent of any interactor. A single trigger can also be repeatable and/or
probabilistic.

with prob When a probability is specified, it is added as another check in the
condition. If the condition evaluates as true, a Bernoulli trial is performed.
If it succeeds, the action is executed as normal. If it fails, the trigger is
reevaluated at the next opportunity.

(b) Scenario Variables: Scenario variables can be written (assigned, incremented,
and decremented) and read in the scenario file. All scenario variables are initial-
ized to zero (scalar) or empty (set). The read value is always the value at the
end of the previous simulation day. Any writes are accumulated locally, and syn-
chronized among processors at the end of each simulated day (cycle). Currently,
scenario variables are limited to integer values.

There are two types of variables: scalar and sets. Scalar variables hold a single
integer value while sets can hold multiple values. Various set operations are
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Dendritic Cells

Regulatory.mnf activation.mnf Inflamm.mnf birth_death.mnf

iDC

tDC

iDCLP

tDCLP eDCLP

resting Not_Active

resting

DCSource

eDC, eDCL,  
M1, pECell

TolB

CommB_LP, 
CommB_lumen
(1-!BD)

iDC

eDC

InfB

eDC

eDCAnergic

nTreg

eDCAnergic

288 hrs 288 hrs

CommB_LP, 
CommB_lumen
(!BD)

Figure 5.20: PTTSs that encode the dendritic cell automaton. Dashed arrows point
from states in one PTTS that trigger transition to a state in another PTTS.

supported such as interscetion and union, as well as the adding and removing of
individual values.

There are two read-only scenario variables: day and time. These variables hold
the simulation day and simulation time at which the action was executed.

(c) Interactor and PTTS Attributes: Each person has a set of attributes and
demographics. Demographics are input to the simulation at initialization, while
attributes are initialized to 0. Otherwise, they are treated identically and both
are considered attributes. Each PTTS has a set of attribute names associated
with it, with unique values in each state. The attribute values are fixed for the
duration of the simulation. Both person and PTTS attributes can be used in
trigger condition expressions. The value of the PTTS state attribute contains
the full name of the state, in the form “PTTS name:manifestation name:state
name”, where the PTTS name comes from the configuration file, while the other
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Sampling Dendritic Cells

Regulatory.mnf activation.mnf Inflamm.mnf birth_death.mnf

iDC

tDC

DCLumen

tDCLumen eDCLumen

resting Not_Active

resting

TolB

CommB_LP, 
CommB_lumen
(1-!Bs)

iDC

eDC

InfB

eDC

eDCAnergic

nTreg

eDCAnergic

288 hrs 288 hrs

CommB_LP, 
CommB_lumen
(!Bs)

Figure 5.21: PTTSs that encode the ‘sampling’ dendritic cell automaton. Dashed
arrows point from states in one PTTS that trigger transition to a state in another PTTS.

two parts come from the PTTS input file. In this way, an interactor can have
multiple copies of the same PTTS that will be treated independently.

(d) Actions: Actions that can be performed by a trigger are detailed below.

apply Apply an intervention, which is a group of one or more actions from this
list. An intervention can be applied probabilisticly, in a way similar to trig-
gers. The di!erence is that if the Bernoulli trial fails when applying an
intervention, the trigger itself is still considered to have succeeded, and the
trigger will not be evaluated again for this interactor (unless it is repeatable).
In this way, a distinction can be made between a decision that is repeatedly
evaluated, such as “On each day that a person is symptomatic, Go to the
doctor with a 30% probability ”, versus one that should only be evaluated
once “30% of the people who are symptomatic will be diagnosed.”

treat, untreat Add or remove a label to the set of labels to be considered when
choosing a set of edges to use for a transition in a PTTS. The set of labels
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Tolerogenic Bacteria

Regulatory.mnf activation.mnf Inflamm.mnf birth_death.mnf

TolB_lumen

TolB_LP

TolB_dead

TolB

TolB_dead

Ed, M11 min

M0, iDCLP

pECell(!p),
Edead resting

TolB

Figure 5.22: PTTSs that encode the tolerogenic bacterium automaton. Dashed
arrows point from states in one PTTS that trigger transition to a state in another PTTS.

Commensal Bacteria

Regulatory.mnf activation.mnf Inflamm.mnf birth_death.mnf

CommB_lumen

CommB_LP

CommB_dead

CommB

CommB_dead

Ed, M11 min

M0, iDCLP

pECell(!p),
Edead restingresting

Not_Active

Figure 5.23: PTTSs that encode the commensal bacterium automaton. Dashed
arrows point from states in one PTTS that trigger transition to a state in another PTTS.

must match the edge labels exactly for an edge to be considered. We are
considering relaxing this restriction in the future.

schedule, unschedule Add or remove a schedule from an interactors priority
list. When building a daily schedule, the schedule type with the highest
priority is used.

infect, transition Cause a forced transition in a PTTS, as opposed to a timed
transition. Infect is the same as a normal transition, with the added check
that the PTTS is currently in an uninfected state. When a PTTS in forcibly
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Inflammatory Bacteria

Regulatory.mnf activation.mnf Inflamm.mnf birth_death.mnf

InfB_lumen

InfB_LP

InfB_dead

InfB

InfB_dead

Ed, M1

M0, iDCLP

pECell(!p),
Edead

restingresting

InfB_Dose

Not_Active

Figure 5.24: PTTSs that encode the inflammatory bacterium automaton. Dashed
arrows point from states in one PTTS that trigger transition to a state in another PTTS.

nTreg

Regulatory.mnf activation.mnf Inflamm.mnf birth_death.mnf

nTregActive

rest_nTreg

nTregProlif

nTreg

nTregSource

resting

Not_Active
resting

rest_nTregSource

eDC, eDCL,  
M1, pECell

48 hrs 672 hrs

(!T)

nTregProlif
672 hrs

(1-!T)

eDC, eDCL,  
M1. tDC. 
tDCL, M2
 

Figure 5.25: PTTSs that encode the nTreg automaton. Dashed arrows point from
states in one PTTS that trigger transition to a state in another PTTS.

transitioned, the new state can either be explicitly specified, or chosen as part
of the normal transition process. The normal transition process is to selecte
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*scenario+ " version *maojr+.*minor+
(*intervention+ | *trigger+ | *comment+)#;

*intervention+ " intervention *intervention name+ *action++;
*trigger+ " trigger [repeatable] [single] [with prob = *real+] *condition+
*action+ |

state (on entry | on exit) *state name+ [with prob = *real+] *condition+
*action+;
*action+ "

apply *intervention name+ [with prob= (*real+ | *real var+) ] |
treat *fsm name+ *treatment name+ |
untreat *fsm name+ *treatment name+ |
schedule *sched name+ *priority+ |
unschedule *priority+ |
infect *fsm name+ |
transition *fsm name+[:*state name+] [keeptime | normal] |
remove |
endsim |
message *string+ |
set (*var name+ | person.*person attribute+) (= *integer+ | ++ | -- | +=

*integer+ | -= *integer+) |
add (*int var+ | *integer+ to *set name+ |
delete (*int var+ | *integer+ from *set name+;

*condition+ " *or expr+;
*or expr+ " *and expr+ | or *and expr+;
*and expr+ " *not expt+ | and *not expr+;
*not expt+ " not *or expr+ | ( *or expr+ ) | *base expr+;
*base expr+ " *binary cond+ | *set cond+ | true | false;
*binary cond+ "

*int var+ *binary op+ *integer+ |
*real var+ *binary op+ *real+ |
*string var+ *binary op+ *string+;

*set cond+ " *set name+ intersect *set name+ is not null |
*set name+ contains (*int var+ | *integer+);

*binary op+ " < | <= | = | != | >= | >;
*var+ " *int var+ | *real var+ | *string var+;
*int var+ "

day |
time |
person.id |
person.removed |
person.*person attribute+ |
*fsm name+.infected |
*fsm name+.*fsm attribute+ |
*var name+;

Figure 5.26: Grammar of EpiSimdemics scenario file.
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from the weighted edges that are part of the transition set with the correct
label. The dwell time in the new state can be one of four possibilities:

normal Pick the dwell time from the distribution in the new state. This is
the default.

keeptime Keep the transition time from the old state. The transition time
from this state will be the same as form the old state, had the forced
transition not occurred.

fixed Pick the dwell time from the distribution in the new state, and subtract
the amount of time already spent in the old state. If this results in a
dwell time that is equal to or less than zero, perform another transition
according to the normal transition rules (not yet implemented).

proportional Pick the dwell time from the distribution in the new state, but
reduce it by the percentage of the dwell time spent in the old state. So
if the old dwell time was 48 hours, and the individual has already spent
36 hours in that state (75% of the total), and the new dwell time was 72
hours, the value of 18 hours is used (not yet implemented).

remove Remove an interactor from the simulation. No further interactions will
be evaluated for this interactor. This action takes e!ect at the begining of
the next simulation day.

endsim End the simulation early. Useful for dynamically evaluating stopping
criteria. This action takes e!ect at the begining of the next simulation day.
(currently broken and should not be used).

message Write a message to the log file, tagged with the simulation time the
action was taken, and the associated interactor.

set Alter the value of a scalar scenario variable or interactor attribute. The value
read from a scenario variable is always the value at the end of the previous
simulation day. Any writes are accumulated locally, and synchronized among
processors at the end of each simulated day.

add, delete Modify the contents of a set scenario variable. Values added to or
deleted from a set can either be constants, or the value of other scalar scenario
variables.

5.7.3 Automatically generated output files

Upon running a simulation, certain outputs will be generated automatically in the directory
Outfiles/ . Each output file is described below.

1. disease.txt.A: This file lists each time an individual changes states, the state which
it enters, and the state which it exited in the following format:
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< cell id > < time > < state entered > < state exited >

time is given in simulation seconds. The numbers representing each state is given
at the top of the document.

2. dendogram.txt.A: This file lists, for each individual that changes states accord-
ing to the single contact-dependent function, the individual’s id (< person >), the
time at which the transition occurred (< time >), the manifestation dictating the
transition function (< fsm >), the state of the individual at the time of change
(< infecteeState >), the id of the contact that induced the change (< InfectedBy >),
the state of the contact that induced the change (InfecteeState), the location where
the transition occurred (< actloc >), as well as information about the location that is
not currently relevant (< actsubloc > < acttype > < roomtype > ). The columns are
labeled as follows:
< person > < homeloc > < time > < fsm > < infecteeState > < infectedBy >
< infectorState > < actloc > < actsubloc > < acttype > < roomtype >

The numbers representing states correspond to those in the disease.txt.A file and the
numbers representing the di!erent fsm’s are given at the top of the document.

3. stat.txt: The stat file lists, for each day (< day >), the number of individuals
(< count >) in a specific state (< value >) in each Location (< locationType >)
in the following format:
< day > < locationType > < value > < count >

The corresponding value for each state is given at the top the disease.txt.A file. A
stat file is generated for each processor, hence each stat.txt.* file contains the count for
each state in a location as calculated over the sublocations on a single processor. As
sublocations for a single location are distributed among separate processors the total
count in a location is a sum over all the stat.txt.* files generated.

4. Trans files: A described in section 3, certain individuals will transition states accord-
ing to the multicontact-dependent function (Equation 5.6) depending on their current
state. Di!erent multicontact-dependent functions can be created in the configuration
file (discussed below) to be applied to di!erent sets of ‘target’ states. The Trans files
report information about each multicontact-dependent transition that occurs during
the simulation and are produced by each processor.

(a) Trans.txt: This file reports, on each day (< day >), for each specified func-
tion (< name >), the number of individuals in states that induce the tran-
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sition (< activators >), the number of individuals that inhibit the transition
(< inhibitors >), as well as the number of individuals in one of the target states
(< targets >) and whether the transition occurred (< infected >). The columns
are labeled as follows:
< day > < name > < start > < end > < activators > < inhibitors >
< targets > < infected >

(b) Transdetail.txt: This file reports the same information as Trans.txt as well
as the unique identifier of each individual in the target state < id > and the
calculated probability of infection given the count of activators and inhibitors
(< probability >):
< day > < name > < start > < end > < id > < activator > < inhibitor >
< target > < prob > < infected >

5.8 How to Run A Simulation manually

1. Check out files from svn:
> svn co https://svn.vbi.vt.edu/svn/simfrastructure/HIV/EpiSimdemics2/broker work-
ing directory name
> cd working directory name

2. In default.xml specify the initial population, intervention day and dose, simulation
length.

3. Run Gen Input.pl to generate sites.txt, cells.txt, identities.txt and all schedule files:
> Gen Input.pl

Gen Input.pl. This perl script automatically generates cells.txt, sites.txt, and all
schedule files. Initial population sizes are specifed by assigning values to the following
variables at lines 8- 28:
$iDC = 1000;
$DCSource = 10000;
$TolB LP = 0;
$TolB Lumen = 1000;
$EC = 1000000;
$restingT = 1000;
$TSource = 10000;
$ThMLNSource = 0;
$ThSource = 500000;
$Th17Source= 500000;
$iTregSource= 500000;
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$M0 = 1000;
$MASource = 10000;
$nTregNaive = 0;
$nTregMLNSource= 0;
$nTregSource= 0;
$DCLumen = 1000;
$mem nTregSource = 0 ;
$InfB Lumen = 30;
$InfB Doses = 60;
$CommB Dose = 10;
$Th1 LP = 30;
$Th17 LP = 60;
$iTreg LP = 10;
$Th1 LN = 30;
$Th17 LN = 60;
$iTreg LN = 10;

Locations are divided into sublocations by assigning values to the variables listed be-
low. These are currently functions of the number of cells in the system:
$loc 1 = 50*($restingT+$iDC+$M0);
$loc 2 = 0.2*$loc 1;
$loc 3 = 100000;
$loc 4 = $EC;
$loc 5 = 1;
$loc 6 = 1;
$loc 7 = 1;
$loc 8 = 1;
$loc 9 = 1;
$loc 10 = 1;
$loc 11 = 1;

$loc 1 is the number of sublocations into which LOCATION TYPE1 (the LP) will be
divided, $loc 2 is the number of sublocations dividing LOCATION TYPE2 (the LN),
and $loc 4 is the number of sublocations dividing LOCATION TYPE4 (the lumen).

4. Run a simulation with default parameter values (Table 5.2) by submitting the simula-
tion using qsub:
> qsub default.qsub
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5.8.1 Note on dose and timing of infection

Infection of the system with bacteria occurs through two interventions in the scenario file,
‘inf with CommB’ and ‘inf with InfB’ which transitions bacteria from the inactive CommB Dose
and InfB Dose states to the CommB lumen and InfB lumen states, respectively, on the
specified day. By setting the probability of these interventions to 1.0 and the values of
’$InfB Dose’ and ’$CommB Dose’ in Gen Input.pl to the desired one-time infection dose,
one can control the exact number of bacteria administered on a specific day. However, this
scheme does not allow for a specific number of bacteria to be administered on di!erent days.
Currently, multiple infections on di!erent days are administered by applying the intervention
with a probability x where x is the fraction of the total dose one wishes to administer on the
first day of inoculation. The intervention is then applied on a later day with a probability
of 1.0 which allows the rest of the individuals in the inactive ’dose’ states to transition to
active bacterial states. The syntax for this is shown below:

trigger day = 4 and activated.state = “activated:bacterium:InfB Dose”
apply inf with InfB with prob = 0.5

trigger day = 8 and activated.state = “activated:bacterium:InfB Dose”
apply inf with InfB with prob = 1.0

intervention inf with InfB
transition inflamm:Bacteria:InfB normal
transition activated:bacterium:InfB lumen normal

5.8.2 Parameter adjustment and setting experimental conditions

In the case that one wishes to change parameters from their default values, Table 5.4 provides
each parameter in the model and where it is specified in the code. These may be mapped
to specific experimental conditions. For example, Experimental host phenotypes may be
represented by varying the susceptibility of each immune cell population to specific cytokines
or the amount of various cytokines produced by di!erent immune cell populations during
infection ()21, )12, )17r, )r17, )EC , etc). Host immunological set-point can be represented
by the initial cell and tolerogenic bacteria populations in the mucosa as well as the fraction
of microflora commensal bacterium that can induce an inflammatory phenotype ()BM ,
)BD, and )Bs). Infection and colonization by specific bacteria strains may be represented
by varying parameters that govern the immune cell response to bacteria ()BM , )BD,)Bs, and
p17) as well as the parameters governing the e!ect of bacteria on epithelial cells (#p, #r, #c,
and #d ).
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5.8.3 Specifying contact-dependent state changes

Each state in each PTTS is assigned to an ’InteractorState’ (discussed above), specified
in the column after the dwell time (The 4th or 5th column), which then determines the
Interactor Sets to which the state belongs. As described above, an Interactor Set Isj is
composed of Interactor states that induce individual cj that occupies the state sj. Table
5.5 gives the InteractorState for each state in the manifestation files. Note that states are
written in the format < manifestation >:< group >:< state >, where < manifestation >
refers to one of the four manifestations to which the state belongs, < group > is an op-
tional label for organizing he states and < state > refers to the specific state occupied
by the individual. Note that the states MR and M1 I are states that are currently not
implemented. To use the values 18 and 19 to create new InteractorSets, these must be
removed from the EpiSimdemics code file src/InfectiousDisease/SlotDiseaseProp2.C. The
interactor set Is for each state s is specified in the section of code beginning at line 112
in EpiSimdemics/src/InfectiousDisease/SlotDiseaseProp2.C. Let si induce a state change in
individuals occupying state sj, hence, si ! Isj . We term si the ‘infector’ state and sj the
‘susceptible’ state. In other words, individuals in state sj are susceptible to individuals in
the state si. The table in InfectionRelationships0.9.xls specifies, for each state, which other
states it is susceptible to. Columns correspond to infector states and rows are labeled with
the susceptible states. ‘1’ indicates that contact between the two states results in potential
state change, whereas ‘0’ indicates that there is no state change upon contact. To permit
one state to induce state change in another, specify the ’infectioustype’ and ’susceptibletype’
at line 112 in src/InfectiousDisease/SlotDiseaseProp2.C. Then rebuild EpiSimdemics from
the build directory with the command:

>>$EpiSimdemics/build> make EpiSimdemics.
For example, to remove that ability of M1 macrophages to stimulate resting T cells, comment
out the lines:

if (infectioustype == 12 && susceptibletype == 3)
return true;

where 12 is the InteractorState of M1 and 3 is the InteractorState of resting T cells (Table
5.5).

5.8.4 Multi-contact dependent state transitions

To create a multi-contact dependent function and indicate to which ‘target’ states it is to
be applied, one must give the specifications in the configuration file. With the syntax given
below, one must specify the name of the function (name), the InteractorState of each target
state (T1 T2 . . . ) as well as the InteractorState of each activator (A1 A2 . . . ) and each in-
hibitor (I1 I2 . . . ). Then one must specify the manifestation (manifestation) to which the
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target, activator, and inhibitor states are encoded and the constants for the function (a, i, y).

set AI name active
{ TARGET ATTRIBUTE manifestation:prodrome

TARGET VALUES T1 T2 . . .

ACTIVATOR ATTRIBUTE manifestation:prodrome
ACTIVATOR VALUES A1 A2 . . .

INHIBITOR ATTRIBUTE manifestation:prodrome
INHIBITOR VALUES I1 I2 . . .

INFECTION FSM manifestation

FUNC RATE A a
FUNC RATE I i
FUNC RATE Y y

}

5.8.5 Processing output files

The automatically generated outfiles can be processed to produce visualizations in two for-
mats; i) a plot of the total number of individuals in each state in each location over time
and ii) a report of the number of individuals in each state that interacts with an individ-
ual in a user-specified state si ! S and induce the state change si " x over user-specified
time periods during the simulation. These counts may then be represented in a number of
graphical formats. The procedures for generating these files are described below.

1. Graphing population counts by location: This involves running two scripts: PopsBy-
Loc.py and Graph PopCount.r following the steps below:

(a) Once the simulation is complete and automatic output files are generated in the
Outfiles/ directory, create a list of all the stat files:
>> ls Outfiles/stat.txt* >> stat list.txt This is the input for PopsByLoc.py which
aggregates the data over all the stat files to give one file PopsByLocation.txt
that gives state counts per day per location in the format:
< day > < location > < state > < count >

(b) Run PopsByLoc.py with the command:
>> python PopsByLoc.py stat list.txt
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The generated PopsByLocation.txt is then the input for the R file, Graph PopCount.r,
that generates a plot of the population counts for each location over time.

(c) Run Graph PopCount.r by first entering R and then providing the path to the R
script:
>> R
$R>> source(”working directory name/Graph PopCount.r”)
The resulting graphs are then generated in a pdf format in the directory Out-
files/PopsByLocation/

2. Compute the count of transition-inducing neighbors: This involves two scripts; infec-
tor states.py and Graph infector states.r. The script infector states.py reads
the dendogram.txt.A file, and for each individual that transitions from a specific
state si, it identifies the state of the neighbor sn that induced the state change
(< Infector state >). It then sums the number of times an individual in state si

transitions due to contact with a neighbor in the state sn (< Number >) within a
specified time period (< Phase >). This information is then reported in the output
file Inducer states < si >.txt in the following format:
< Phase > < Infector state > < Number > < Infector name >

To generate these files do the following:

(a) In infector states.py specify the state of interest si, the time intervals for each
phase, and the name of the output file at the specified lines. To specify si enter
the value to which it corresponds in the disease.txt.A file.

(b) Run infector states.py to generate Inducer states < si >.txt.
>> python infection states.py

(c) Graph the results in Inducer states < si >.txt with Graph infector states.r. First,
specify the name of the input and output files at the specified lines. Then enter
R and give the path to the script Graph infector states.r.
>>R
$R >> source(”working directory name/Graph infector states.r”)
This will create the pdf file Inducer states < si >.pdf, a histogram of the num-
ber of individuals in each state that induced a transition in individuals in the
state si over di!erent time periods of the simulation.
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Table 5.2: Parameter values
Symbol Parameter DefaultValue

Birth/death
µE Turnover time of epithelial cells 12hrs[75]
µT Time a T cell remains active 7days [93]
µM0 Time a macrophage remains active indefinite
µd Time a dendritic cell remains active 1 day [84]
µce Probability that pEcell is killed by inflammatory factors
pT Average number of daughter cells produced by a proliferating T cell in the

LP
500 [125]

pt Average number of daughter cells produced by a proliferating T cell in the
LN

500 [125]

Migration
$r Average number of monocytes recruited by a single eDC, M1, or pEcell 2
$t Average number of resting T cells recruited by a single eDC, M1, or pEcell 2
'p Probability that bacteria will enter the lumen upon contact with a pEcell 1
$IE Time active T cell remains in the LN before migrating to LP 2 days
$EI Time presenting DC remains in the LP before migrating to LN 1 day

Contact/interactions
%T Probability of resting T cell stimulation 1
p17 Probability of resting T cell stimulation to Th17 vs. Th1 by eDC or M1 0.5

%nTreg Probability of resting nTreg stimulation 1
&T fraction of active T cells that become memory T cells 0.1 [68]
&12 Probability that M1 switches to M2

a1R
a1R+i1N )y1

&21 Probability that M2 switches to M1
a2N

i2Ra2N )y2

a1 co-e"cient of &12 for activators 1
i1 co-e"cient of &12 for inhibitors 1
y1 exponent of &12 4
a2 co-e"cient of &21 for activators 1
i2 co-e"cient of &21 for inhibitors 4
y2 exponent of &21

&r17 Probability iT reg " Th17 arN
irR+arN )yr

&17r Probability Th17 " iT reg a17R
a17R+i17N )y17

ar co-e"cient of &r17 for activators 1
ir co-e"cient of &r17 for inhibitors 1
yr exponent of &r17 4
a17 co-e"cient of &17r for activators 1
i17 co-e"cient of &17r for inhibitors 1
y17 exponent of &17r 4

&BM probability that commensal bacteria induces inflammatory phenotype in
macrophages

0

&BD probability that commensal bacteria induces inflammatory phenotype in den-
dritic cells

0

&Bs probability that commensal bacteria induces inflammatory phenotype in
‘sampling’ dendritic cells

0

&EC Probability that EC transitions to pEcell upon contact within flammatory
factors

0.05

&EB Probability that EC is damaged by microbial toxins 1.0
'r Ability of commensal or inflammatory bacteria to induce chemoattractant

expression in epithelial cells
1

'c Ability of pEcell to secrete cytokines that induce M2 " M1 and iT reg "
Th17

1

'd Relative amount of microbicide secreted by pECell, pEC noR in response
to commensal or inflammatory bacteria

1

µM1 Ability of M1 to eliminate bacteria 1
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Table 5.3: Initial populations in mouse gastric mucosa sample
State Description Initial Number

Phenotypes
restingT Resting conventional CD4+ T cell 1 · 103

iDCLumen Immature ’sampling’ DC in the superficial LP with access to the
Lumen

1000

iDCLP Immature dendritic cell in the LP 1000
M0 Undi!erentiated macrophage 1 · 103

EC Healthy epithelial cell 105

MASource monocytes: MA precursor 105

DCSource monocytes:DC precursor 105

TSource resting T cell in blood 104

Th1Source Potential child cell from a proliferating Th1 5 · 105

Th17Source Potential child cell from a proliferating Th17 5 · 105

iT regSource Potential child cell from a proliferating iTreg 5 · 105

Locations
CommB lumen Commensal bacterium in the lumen 10
InfB lumen Inflammatory bacterium in the lumen 0
TolB lumen Tolerogenic bacterium in the lumen 1000
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Table 5.4: Parameter specifications
SymbolIn the Code

Birth/death
µE birth death.mnf: Dwell time of birth death:Epithelium:alive
µT activation.mnf: Dwell time in activated:activation:Th1, Th17, iTreg
µM0 Default.scn: Age at which intervention M1rests or M2rests is triggered, lines 445 and 443.
µd activation.mnf: Dwell time in activated:activation:tDC LP,tDCL,eDCLP,eDCL
µce activation.mnf: p(pECell " Edead)
pT Gen Input.pl: 0.5 $Th1Source+$Th17Source+$iTregSource

$loc 1

pt Gen Input.pl: 0.5 $Th1Source+$Th17Source+$iTregSource
$loc 2

Migration
$r Gen Input.pl: $MASource+$DCSource

$loc 1

$t Gen Input.pl: 0.5 $TSource
$loc 1 , 0.5 $TSource

$loc 2
'p activation.mnf: p(TolB lumen " TolB LP ), p(CommB lumen " CommB LP ),

p(InfB lumen " InfB LP )
$IE Default.scn: Age at which T cells change schedule, lines 341-350
$EI Default.scn: Age at which dendritic cells change schedule, lines 197-206

Contact/interactions
%T Regulatory.mnf: p(restingT iTregProlif), activation.mnf: p(restingT " Th1Prolif) +

p(restingT " Th17Prolif)
p17 activation.mnf:p(restingT " Th17Prolif) vs. p(restingT " Th1Prolif)
%nTreg activation.mnf: p(mem nTreg# > nTregProlif)
&T activation.mnf: p(Th1 " restingT ), p(Th17 " restingT ), p(iT reg " restingT )
a1 Function M12 in Default.cfg: line 162
i1 Function M12 in Default.cfg: line 163
y1 Function M12 in Default.cfg: line 164
a2 Function M21 in Default.cfg: M21 line 177
i2 Function M21 in Default.cfg: line 178
y2 Function M21 in Default.cfg: line 179
ar Function iTreg2Th17 in Default.cfg: line 192
ir Function iTreg2Th17 in Default.cfg: line 193
yr Function iTreg2Th17 in Default.cfg: line 194
a17 Function Th172iTreg in Default.cfg: iTreg2Th17 line 207
i17 Function Th172iTreg in Default.cfg: line 208
y17 Function Th172iTreg in Default.cfg: line 209
&BM activation.mnf: p(M0 " newM1)
&BD activation.mnf: p(iDC " eDCLP )
&Bs activation.mnf: p(DCLumen " eDCLumen)
&EC activation.mnf: p(ECell " pEcell)
&EB Inflamm.mnf: p(EC " Ed)
'r Default.scn: The probability of intervention NormalpEC (line 464) vs. intervention pEC noR

(line 467).
'c Default.cfg: Turned on/o! by inclusion or exclusion from lines 157, 159, 172, 174, 187, 189,

202, and 204.
'd Inflamm.mnf: Infectiousness of Ed.
µM1 Inflamm.mnf: Infectiousness of M1.
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Table 5.5: Interactor States
Interactor State States
1 inflamm:APC:iDC, activated:activation:iDC, activated:Macrophage:M0
2 regulatory:APC:eDCLP,activated:activation:eDCLP,activated:activation:eDCLumen
3 activated:activation:Tresting, activated:activation:restingT
4 activated:activation:Th1
5 activated:bacterium:TolB LP, activated:bacterium:CommB LP
6 activated:Epithelium:pEcell, inflamm:ECell:Ed
7 activated:activation:APCSource,activated:activation:TSource,activated:Macrophage:MASource
8 activated:Epithelium:Edead
9 activated:bacterium:TolB lumen,birth death:bacterium:TolB lumen,birth death:bacterium:dead,

activated:bacterium:CommB lumen
10 activated:nTreg:nTregNaive
11 activated:nTreg:nTregLP,regulatory:nTreg:nTregActive
12 activated:Macrophage:M0
13 regulatory:APC:M2, activated:Macropahge:M2
14 regulatory:APC:tDC, activated:activation:tDC LP
15 inflamm:Ecell:Ecell, activated:Epithelium:Ecell
16 activated:activation:iTregLP
17 regulatory:Tcell:Tresting, regulatory:Tcell:restingT
18 MR
19 M1 I
20 activated:activation:Th1Prolif
21 inflamm:Bacterium:InfB
22 activated:bacterium:InfB lumen, activated:bacterium:InfB LP
23 activated:activation:Th1Source
24 activated:activation:Th17Prolif
25 activated:Epithelium:pEcell noR
26 activated:activation:Th17Source
27 activated:activation:iTregSource
28 activated:activation:iTregProlif
29 activated:nTreg:nTregProlif
30 activated:nTreg:nTregSource
31 activated:activation:Th17
32 inflamm:bacterium:CommB
33 inflamm:Macrophage:M1
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Abstract

The host inflammatory response to HIV invasion is a necessary component of the innate
antiviral activity that vaccines and early interventions seek to exploit/enhance. However,
the response is dependent on CD4+ T-helper cell 1 (Th1) recruitment and activation. It is
this very recruitment of HIV-susceptible target cells that is associated with the initial viral
proliferation. Hence, global enhancement of the inflammatory response by T cells and den-
dritic cells will likely feed viral propagation. Mucosal entry sites contain inherent pathways,
in the form of natural regulatory T cells (nTreg), that globally dampen the inflammatory
response. We created a model of this inflammatory response to virus as well as inherent
nTreg-mediated regulation of Th1 recruitment and activation. With simulations using this
model we sought to address the net e!ect of nTreg activation and its specific functions as well
as identify mechanisms of the natural inflammatory response that are best targeted to in-
hibit viral spread without compromising initial antiviral activity. Simulation results provide
multiple insights that are relevant to developing intervention strategies that seek to exploit
natural immune processes: i) induction of the regulatory response through nTreg activation
expedites viral proliferation due to viral production by nTreg itself and not to reduced Nat-
ural Killer (NK) cell activity; ii) at the same time, induction of the inflammation response
through either DC activation or Th1 activation expedites viral proliferation; iii) within the
inflammatory pathway, the NK response is an e!ective controller of viral proliferation while
DC-mediated stimulation of T cells is a significant driver of viral proliferation; and iv) nTreg-
mediated DC deactivation plays a significant role in slowing viral proliferation by inhibiting
T cell stimulation, making this function an aide to the antiviral immune response.

Key Words: HIV; Innate inflammatory response pathway; Regulatory response pathway;
Mathematical model
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6.1 Introduction

Once HIV viremia has peaked in the lymphoid tissue there is little hope of eliminating
the virus as this marks systemic spread and establishment of tissue and cellular reservoirs.
Research has, therefore, been focussed on what is often referred to as the “window period”,
the initial two weeks of infection, between exposure to virus and peak viremia.

The vaginal mucosa is the most common site of infection and vaccine strategies focus mainly
on promoting inflammation response in this tissue. The immune response at mucosal sites,
however, are characterized by the presence of anti-inflammatory factors, such as CD4+ nat-
ural regulatory T cells (CD4+ nTreg), that allow these tissues to generally remain refractory
to inflammation. The purpose of this regulation is to allow immune cells of the lungs, GI
tract, nasal passages, and genital mucosa to maintain contact with innocuous foreign agents
in the external environment without dwelling in a constant state of tissue-damaging hyper-
inflammation. In the case of viral infection, a potential e!ect of anti-inflammatory nTreg
is to directly and indirectly dampen key mechanisms of the protective antiviral response,
such as DC activation and Natural Killer (NK) cell stimulation. The role that these anti-
inflammatory factors play in initial viremia remains unclear. The e!ect of these interacting
pathways on HIV infection is particularly complicated by the fact that the immune cells
themselves are permissive hosts for this virus. Relevant questions for infection intervention
strategies include Should one reduce the regulatory response in order to aid antiviral activity,
i.e., NK recruitment and activation? This could unintentionally lead to greater viral prolifer-
ation through increased host recruitment and infected Th1 proliferation. Therefore, Should
one enhance the regulatory response to reduce inflammation-associated recruitment and T
cell proliferation? This strategy could also aid viral proliferation by dampening antiviral
NK activity as well as promoting nTreg-derived viremia.

There are a number of models that have been developed in di!erent contexts to answer the
general question of whether one should enhance or reduce the immune response in order to
better control HIV. For example, a mathematical model of interaction of uninfected CD4+
T cells and the free HIV virus in the plasma is developed in [80] to investigate the e!ect
of immunotherapy with cytokine interleukin-2 (IL-2) on an HIV-infected patient, and it
was found that this type of immunotheray can be successful in delaying AIDS progression.
While the authors in [29] developed mathematical models of the clinical latency stage of HIV-
1 infection with the assumption that HIV-1 infection is limited either by the availability of
cells that HIV can infect or by a specific anti-HIV cellular immune response. This assumption
is based on the suggestions of various clinical data sets (see the references in [29] for more
information) that HIV viral replication is limited by the availability of target cells. The
e!ects of tetanus vaccination on chronically infected HIV patients were explored in [66]
through a mathematical model of interaction between T cells, HIV and other antigen. The
study was able to reproduce the general features of the post-vaccination rise in viral load
observed in some clinical data sets (see the references in [66] for more information).
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In addition, the synergistic interaction between HIV and some other pathogens were investi-
gated by a number of researchers (e.g., [3, 79, 94, 95, 154]). In what follows, we give a brief
review of some of this type of work. In [95], mathematical models of population dynamics
of T helper cells, HIV, and other pathogens were formulated to address the three facets of
the interactions between HIV and other pathogens: enhanced HIV replication due to im-
mune stimulation by other pathogens; modified immune control of other pathogens due to
immunological suppression by HIV; and the vicious circle formed by the positive feedback
between these e!ects. This study indicates that there is a threshold number of activated T
helper cells above which the immune system is unable to control pre-established pathogens.
A mathematical model was created in [79] to describe the interaction of HIV and tuberculo-
sis (TB) with the immune system (T cells and macrophages), and this study indicates that
co-infection may indeed play a dramatic role in disease. The authors in [154] proposed a
simple mathematical model for the interaction of the immune e!ector cells with HIV and
malaria parasites in an individual host, and showed that HIV infection may increase the risk
of malaria and, subsequently, malaria infection promotes the proliferation of HIV.

Recently, a mathematical model describing the dynamics of HIV, CD4+ and CD8+ T cells,
and DCs interacting in a human lymph node was formulated and analyzed in [56] to in-
vestigate the dual role (enhancing HIV infection process as well as promoting an antiviral
immune response) of dendritic cells in immune response to HIV infection. Here we present a
study unique in that it explores the net e!ects of HIV-induced inflammation and subsequent
nTreg-induced regulation on initial viral replication and spread to the lymph node specifi-
cally in the acute phase, i.e., upon vaginal inoculation. The resulting mathematical model
is based on mechanistic knowledge of NK, Th1 and nTreg activation by dendritic cells.

6.1.1 Innate Inflammatory and Regulatory Pathways

Experimental data regarding the early immune response to HIV upon viral exposure in hu-
mans is di"cult to obtain as it requires invasive tissue biopsies taken from the gut and genital
tissues, the initial site of entry, within a very short time period post-infection. Hence, the
current biological model is largely based on data gathered from rhesus macaques infected
experimentally with Simian Immunodeficiency Virus (SIV) [2, 52, 99]. Based on these stud-
ies, the current biological model for early immune response to SIV and HIV infection are
generally assumed to be similar and are described as follows.

Virus enters the vaginal lumen and, within hours, gains access to susceptible immune cells:
dendritic cells (DC), CD4+ T-helper cells (Th), and CD4+ natural T-regulatory cells (CD4+
nTreg) in the lamina propria (LP) [99]. This initial, small population of infected cells begins
to bud virus approximately 2-4 days post-infection at which point the immune response
outlined in Figure 6.1 is elicited. Specifically, infected cells secrete factors that trigger a
pathway by which monocytes are recruited to the tissue and di!erentiate into immature
dendritic cells (Di). Free virus, budded from infected cells, is phagocytosed by immature DC
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Figure 6.1: Immune response to first generation of infected cells A scheme of the
inflammatory (solid lines) and regulatory (dashed lines) included in the model. Arrows are
labelled with parameters that determine the rate at which each event occurs.

leading to their maturation. At this point mature DC secrete factors that recruit resting,
or memory, T-helper cells (Tm) and present viral antigen to stimulate these T cells to a
Th1 phenotype [2] rendering them more susceptible to viral infection and promoting their
proliferation, allowing enhanced viral replication in infected cells. Both mature DC and
inflammatory Th1 then secrete factors such as IL-12 that activate NK cells [6]. NK cells
subsequently remove infected cells from the tissue site.

The role of the regulatory pathway in early infection is largely unknown. Yet basic research
in various in vitro and in vivo systems (reviewed in [86] and [128]) have demonstrated
mechanisms that we use to construct a biological model of an HIV-dependent regulatory
response. In this biological model, resting nTreg, like resting T-helper cells, are recruited and
stimulated by mature, antigen-presenting DC via the T cell receptor. Active nTreg has been
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shown to carry out numerous regulatory functions. In this biological model the three primary
regulatory functions we assign to nTreg are: i) contact-dependent deactivation of presenting
dendritic cells [111]; ii) indirect inhibition of monocyte recruitment through IL-10 secretion,
which downregulates expression of inflammatory recruitment factors in surrounding cells [63];
and iii) inhibition of T-helper cell proliferation [140]. Like their inflammatory counterparts,
CD4+ nTreg is also permissive to HIV infection upon activation [112].

As HIV productively infects the immune cells of these pathways with proliferating T cells
being the most productive hosts, the e!ect of this normally protective response is not readily
predictable. For example, DC uptake of virus and active Th1 presence are critical for NK
activation and subsequent removal of virus-producing cells, hindering viral replication. Yet,
at the same time, the recruitment of these cells provides a higher concentration of susceptible
hosts and their stimulation, inducing viral replication. Indeed, the inflammatory response
has been associated with acute viral spread [2]. Given these facts, the nTreg-mediated
regulatory pathway could reasonably hinder initial viral propagation by reducing the critical
mechanisms of DC-mediated CD4+ T cell recruitment and activation as well as reduce
infected T cell proliferation.

In short, from the perspective of virus success, nTreg could be equally seen as friend or foe
in that it is susceptible to productive viral infection and inhibits inflammation-induced NK
activity while, at the same time, inhibiting the inflammatory properties of DCs that are
central to the viral lifecycle: T cell recruitment, activation, and proliferation. Hence, the
ultimate e!ect of nTreg presence on viral success in vivo is still unknown.

This work reports the results of simulations carried out to identify specific aspects of the
inflammatory and regulatory response pathways that promote and hinder initial viral prolif-
eration from the first generation of infected cells. This work also informs whether regulatory
mechanisms could o!er new avenues for HIV related interventions as the inflammatory path-
way has of other pathogens.

Realization of these goals requires a model that captures the dynamics of the true system.
This eventually requires rigorous validation using time-course (longitudinal) tissue data that
is yet to be found in the literature for the tissue sites of interest, the vaginal mucosa and
genital lymph node. An initial step toward this goal is reported here in the form of a model
that captures the dynamics of the system that is proposed in current literature and is based
on the available tissue data. It is worthwhile to note that in developing a mathematical
model for any complex biological system there is a balance between complexity and utility
(in the context of underlying modeling philosophy, below we shall discuss further this balance
between more complex models for which validating data may not currently be available and
those which are simple and can be based on only already established accepted mechanisms
and data sets). In this paper, we do not try to formulate a model that captures all the features
of the mucosal immune response as well as all host and viral factors, but rather a model
that can capture many salient features of the system and for which some parameters can
be plausibly estimated based on the sparse data available. The model will however involve
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mechanisms that are still speculative and for which validating data is not yet available. The
interested readers can refer to Appendix B of [147] for those simplifying assumptions that
we made during the modeling reduction processes.

6.1.2 Some Remarks on Modeling Philosophy

Before proceeding with our e!orts in developing a model below, we make some remarks to
put our e!orts in context of an overall philosophy for the use of mathematical and statistical
models in scientific investigations. More detailed discussions on this topic can be found in
[20, Chapter 1]. In subsequent developments we will arrive at a fairly complex model for
which only a sparse amount of experimental data is available for model validation. (Indeed
we are currently able to o!er only a partial qualitative validation of our proposed model!)
When developing such models it is natural to raise questions of how complex/simple a
model one should employ in such investigations. To at least partially answer this, one
should consider the underlying reasons that one might give for modeling in science and
engineering. The ultimate goal of modeling is not the model itself. Rather modeling is simply
a means for providing a conceptual framework in which real systems may be investigated.
The modeling process itself is, when properly done, most often an iterative process and often
involves e!orts over time (and possibly by di!erent research groups). Numerous rationales
may be given (to aid in simplification, preciseness, formulation of hypotheses, design of
critical experiments) but perhaps the most fundamental rationale is that modeling leads to
an organization of inquiry. Properly done, it tends to polarize one’s thinking and aid in
posing basic questions concerning what one does and does not know for certain about the
real system. Whatever the reasons that have been advanced to justify modeling attempts,
it is su"cient perhaps to note that the primary goal must be enlightenment, that is, to gain
a better understanding of the real system, and the success or lack thereof of any modeling
attempt should be judged with this in mind. Thus, it is not the model itself that is the goal
but rather increased understanding of the physical or biological system under investigation.
In any modeling attempt, one can seek a simple model that can be validated with existing
data and justified in terms of accepted mechanisms. This would result in the simplest
model that can explain current theory and data. An alternative approach is to seek a more
complex model that stretches our current understanding and poses new questions to be
pursued with new conceptual and new experimental investigations. As the reader will see in
our subsequent developments below, this latter approach is our choice here. But this will lead
to large complex models with a large number of parameters, many of which have not been
discussed in the literature. The analysis and attempted validation of such models leads to
di"cult and ill-posed inverse or parameter estimation problems. We have encountered such
di"culties previously, even in earlier HIV infection models (see [4, 14]) and have successfully
used an iterative process to alleviate certain aspects of the model analaysis/validation and
ill-posedness aspects of the parameter estimation procedures. As explained below, we do
that again here.
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In related and potentially important research, new methods (illustrated on one of our earlier
HIV models in [13]) are currently being developed to formulate and solve such parameter
estimation problems. These selection methods involve use of sensitivity functions and infor-
mation matrices e!ectively with data sets and complex dynamic models to rank parameters
in a model in roughly the order of their importance in the ability of the model to describe
(fit) a given data set. As development of these methods matures, they will undoubtedly be
of significant value in modeling investigations such as that presented in this paper.

6.1.3 Model Components

The model describes HIV progression among CD4+ cell populations of conventional T cells,
CD4+ natural T-regulatory cells (CD4+ nTreg), and dendritic cells (DC) as they transition
between location and phenotype compartments in response to virus. As such, the only
active CD4+ T-helper cells represented are of an inflammatory Th1 phenotype based on
cytokine profiles indicating a type 1 response elicited in SIV models [2]. Model variables
(compartments) are listed in Table 6.1 below, and all variables are in units of cells per mL.

Table 6.1: Populations represented in the model.
Di Immature dendritic cells
DI Non-infected active dendritic cells in the GLN
DI! Infected active dendritic cells in the GLN
DE Non-infected active dendritic cells in the LP
DE! Infected active dendritic cells in the LP
Tm Non-infected CD4+ Memory T cells
T !

m Latently infected CD4+ Memory T cells
T I Non-infected active CD4+ T helper 1 cells in the GLN
T I! Infected active CD4+ T helper 1 cells in the GLN
TE Non-infected active CD4+ T helper 1 cells in the LP
TE! Infected active CD4+ T helper 1 cells in the LP
Rm Non-infected memory CD4+ natural T regulatory cells
R!

m Latently infected memory CD4+ natural T regulatory cells
RI Non-infected active CD4+ natural T regulatory cells in the GLN
RI! Infected active CD4+ natural T regulatory cells in the GLN
RE Non-infected active CD4+ natural T regulatory cells in the LP
RE! Infected active CD4+ natural T regulatory cells in the LP

Cell populations are compartmentalized by four phenotypes; i) resting, generally memory
or immature immune cells, denoted with the subscripts ‘m’ or ‘i’; ii) active, no subscript;
iii) infected, denoted with the superscript ‘*’; iv) not infected. These are then further
compartmentalized into two tissue sites: i) The vaginal lamina propria (LP), more generally
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termed the e!ector site of the immune response and denoted by the superscript ‘E’ ; ii) the
genital lymph node (GLN), the inductive site of the immune response and denoted by the
superscript ‘I’.

6.2 Model Equations

6.2.1 Dendritic Cells

The scheme for the dynamics of dendritic cells is illustrated in Figure 6.2. The corresponding

Di

DE DE*

DI
DI*

!mµdi

!EI !EI

"2#mDi"2(1-#m)Di
kT(RE+RE*) kT(RE+RE*)+ µNK

kT(RI+RI*)+ µd
kT(RI+RI*)+ µd

Figure 6.2: Scheme for dynamics of dendritic cell populations represented.

compartment model for describing its dynamics is given by

Ḋi = ,m # µdi(Di # d0), (6.1)

ḊI = ,EID
E # (kT (RI! + RI) + µd)D

I , (6.2)

ḊI! = ,EID
E! # (µd + kT (RI + RI!))DI!, (6.3)

ḊE = (1# %m)-2Di # (,EI + kT (RE + RE!))DE, (6.4)

ḊE! = %m-2Di # (,EI + µNK + kT (RE + RE!))DE!. (6.5)

where Di is the concentration of immature dendritic cells, DI and DI! are, respectively,
the concentrations of non-infected and infected activated dendritic cells in the inductive
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site (GLN), and DE and DE! are the concentrations of non-infected and infected activated
dendritic cells in the e!ector site (LP). Immature dendritic cells are present in the lamina
propria (Di, Equation (6.1)) at a constant value of d0 representing that each Di that transfers
to one of the activated dendritic cell compartments is replaced from an unlimited monocyte
pool in the blood [143]. The constant parameter µdi denotes the death rate of the immature
dendritic cells. The functional parameter ,m represents the rate of recruitment of monocytes
by inflammatory factors secreted by active immune cells [63] and is a function of productively
infected cells, TE! and DE!, given by

,m = cm
TE! + DE!

TE! + DE! + RE
, (6.6)

where cm is a positive constant. This function is based on the rationale that virus presence
induces various inflammatory responses of cells not explicitly represented that promote se-
cretion of recruitment factors and that active CD4+ nTreg secretes IL-10, which can inhibit
the expression of these recruitment factors [63]. It is assumed that the IL-10 secretion by
productively infected CD4+ nTreg (RE!) cancels out its ability to induce monocyte recruit
and is not included in the equation.

Dendritic cells contact and phagocytose free virus at the rate of -2 = kvE. This is the rate
of contact with free virus in the e!ector site where k is the rate of contact between any two
cells or cells and virions in both tissue sites and vE is the amount of free virus in the e!ector
site. Specifically, vE is a function of productively infected cells given by

vE = NE(TE! + RE!) + NDDE!, (6.7)

where NE is the burst size from T cells and ND is the burst size from dendritic cells. Upon
phagocytosis all virus is successfully degraded in the presentation process, with a probability
of 1 # %m, and the cell becomes an active, presenting dendritic cell (DE, Equation (6.4))
that is capable of stimulating resting T cells, promoting NK cytolytic activity, and recruiting
resting T cells from the blood to the tissue. After a period in the LP, corresponding to
the migration rate ,EI , the presenting dendritic cells migrate to the GLN joining the DI

population (Equation (6.2)). Here they can stimulate resting T cells until they die at a rate
of µd.

In the case that virions are able to escape degradation and establish infection in a dendritic
cell, with a probability of %m, the cell enters the DE! population (Equation (6.5)). As with
non-infected dendritic cells, those that are infected will migrate to the GLN in the same
manner joining the DI! population (Equation (6.3)).

Active nTreg, that are either infected or not infected, deactivate dendritic cells upon contact
rendering them incapable of cytokine secretion or stimulation of resting T cells [111]. We
represent this by removing them from the system upon contact with cells of the active CD4+
nTreg population (RE, RE!) with the terms kT (RE + RE!) in Equations (6.4) and (6.5) and
kT (RI! + RI) in Equations (6.2) and (6.3), respectively. Here kT is the contact rate between
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dendritic cells and nTreg, which was estimated as greater than that between all other cells,
k, in agreement with experimental evidence that nTreg have a higher a"nity for dendritic
cells than do T-helper cells [111].

Similar to all infected cells in the e!ector site, those of the DE! population may be eliminated
by cytolytic NK cells at a rate of µNK given by

µNK = cNK(1# e"$(DE+%DE!+T E+T E!)), (6.8)

which is a functional parameter dependent on the concentration of active Th1 and DC
based on that fact that IL-12, IL-15, IL-18, IL-21, and interferons (IFN) induce NK cell
survival and proliferation, and can promote cytotoxic function. These cytokines are primarily
secreted by presenting dendritic cells [6], but IL-12 is also secreted by Th1 T cells [63]. The
constant parameter cNK determines the maximum value µNK may reach as the concentrations
of activated DC and Th1 increase and & determines the rate at which µNK rises to this
maximum value in proportion to the rise of DC and Th1 concentrations.

Studies have shown that when an immature dendritic cell is infected, its immune functions
of antigen presentation and cytokine production may be impaired [50]. Specifically, HIV-
infected human DCs in vitro have been shown to secrete IL-10 instead of IL-12 and IL-18 and
have reduced CD80 expression. However, whether this e!ect of viral infection occurs in vivo
and in the acute phase is unknown. To accommodate this possibility the model includes the
coe"cient . as seen in Equation (6.8). This parameter determines the extent to which viral
infection impairs the ability of DC to induce NK activation as well as recruit and stimulate T
cells (discussed below). In this context, a value of . < 1 represents virus-induced inhibition
of IL-12 and IL-18 expression reducing the ability of infected DC to recruit and activate NK
cells.

NK cells in lymphoid tissue have not been shown to have cytolytic activity in vivo [6]. There-
fore, those of the DI! population are not considered susceptible to NK-mediated elimination.

6.2.2 Conventional CD4+ T cells

The scheme for the dynamics of conventional CD4+ T cells is depicted in Figure 6.3. The
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Figure 6.3: Scheme for dynamics of T-helper cell populations represented.

corresponding compartment model for describing its dynamics is given by

Ṫm = )T µT TE # (k%T (DE + DI + DE! + DI!) + -1)Tm, (6.9)

Ṫ !
m = -1Tm + )T µT TE! # (k%T (DE + DI + DE! + DI!))T !

m, (6.10)

Ṫ I = ptk%t(,t(D
I + .DI!))DI + 0.6ptk%T TmDI # (,IE + -3)T

I , (6.11)

Ṫ I! = ptk%t(,t(D
I + .DI!))(.DI!) + 0.6ptk%T .TmDI!

+-3T
I + 0.6ptk%T T !

m(DI + .DI!)# ,IET I!, (6.12)

ṪE = ,IET I + 0.4pT k%T TmDE # (µT + -2)T
E, (6.13)

ṪE! = ,IET I! + 0.4pT k%T .TmDE! + -2T
E

+0.4pT k%T T !
m(DE + .DE!)# (µT + µNK)TE!. (6.14)

The model includes a resting T cell population that represents both e!ector memory T cells
that occupy the LP and central memory T cells that occupy the GLN. This population
is compartmentalized into non-infected cells (Tm, (Equation (6.9)) and latently infected
memory T cells (T !

m, Equation (6.10)). All resting T cells are non-infected at the time of
viral introduction.

Memory T cells may be infected directly by virus at a rate of -1 = k%v(vE + vI), entering
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the T !
m population. The coe"cient %v represents the reduced likelihood of resting T cell

infection due to lower expression of the the CD4 surface receptor compared to active T cells,
vE is the amount of free virus in the LP (Equation (6.7)), and vI represents the amount of
free virus in the GLN given by

vI = NE(T I! + RI!) + NDDI!. (6.15)

Infected cells of the T !
m population may also be created from de-activated infected T-helper

cells (discussed below), represented by the term )T µT TE! in Equation (6.10). The model
assumes infected, presenting DC does not pass virus to resting T cells upon transient asso-
ciation in the absence of T cell receptor (TcR) stimulation.

Upon contact with antigen-presenting dendritic cells, a resting T cell, infected or non-
infected, is stimulated to an active Th1 in either the inductive site or the e!ector site. T I

(Equation (6.11)) and T I! (Equation (6.12)) are the respective concentrations of non-infected
and infected Th1 cells in the inductive site. TE (Equation (6.13)) and TE! (Equation (6.14))
are the concentrations of non-infected and infected Th1 in the e!ector site. As an example,
this stimulation is represented in Equation (6.11) by the term 0.6ptk%T TmDI , where pt is
the number of daughter cells produced from one central memory T cell upon stimulation
and subsequent proliferation, %T is the probability of stimulation representing the antigen
specificity of the T cell receptor, and 0.6 is the fraction of T cells that are central memory
T cells and, therefore, in contact with dendritic cells of the inductive site, DI . This fraction
is based on a study in mice that showed 60% of CD8+ memory T cells created in response
to lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus were CD62L+, a marker for central memory versus
e!ector memory T cells [93]. Such in vivo data was not found for CD4+ T cells specifi-
cally. Similarly, the term 0.4pT k%T TmDE in Equation (6.13) represents T cell stimulation in
the e!ector site, where the number of daughter cells produced from one stimulated e!ector
memory T cell, pT , di!ers from that of central memory T cells such that pT < pt [47]. Both
pT and pt are functions of nTreg concentrations representing the fact that activated nTreg
inhibit conventional T cell proliferation [128], and they are given by

pt =
pt0

1 + m(RI + RI!)
and pT =

pT0

1 + m(RE + RE!)
. (6.16)

Here m is a positive constant used to determine the e!ect of nTreg on Th1 proliferation, pt0

and pT0 denote the number of daughter cells produced by one proliferating T cell (without
inhibition) in the GLN and LP, respectively.

The term ,t(DI + .DI!)DI in Equation (6.11) represents additional naive T cells that may
be recruited by factors secreted by presenting dendritic cells, where the parameter ,t is the
number of T cells recruited by one active dendritic cell. The parameter . represents the
extent to which HIV infection impairs secretion of recruitment factors by dendritic cells as
well as their ability to stimulate T cells to inflammatory phenotype. These cells may then
be stimulated with a probability of %t, generally less than the probability %T of memory T
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cell stimulation [63]. The rates at which resting T cells infiltrate the tissue from the blood
is assumed to be independent of the current tissue concentration. De-activation of active T
cells occurs at a rate of µT . Upon de-activation a fraction, )T , of T cells re-enter the memory
T cell population and the remainder are removed through apoptosis.

T cells in either tissue site may enter the infected compartments, TE! or T I!, through the
following pathways: i) Direct infection by virus. This occurs at a rate of -2 = kve and
-3 = kvI , the rate of contact with free virus in the e!ector and inductive sites, respectively.
As described, vE and vI are functional parameters representing the amount of free virus in
the di!erent tissue sites. ii) Stimulation of naive T cells and cells of the Tm population
by virus-harboring individuals of the DI! and DE! populations represented by the first and
second terms of Equation (6.12) and the second term in Equation (6.14). iii) Re-stimulation
of latently infected memory T cells of the T !

m (Equation (6.10)) population represented by the
fourth term in Equation (6.12) and Equation (6.14). As mentioned above, the coe"cient .
is included in the stimulation terms as the study conducted in [50] specifically demonstrated
that HIV infected dendritic cells isolated from chronically infected patients have a reduced
ability to stimulate T cells to an inflammatory phenotype in vitro. The model does not
include passage of virus directly from a presenting, infected DC to an active Th1 or nTreg.
Exclusion of this mode of infection assumes that a presenting DC would not associate with
a T cell that is already stimulated and in association with another DC.

6.2.3 CD4+ Natural T-regulatory Cells

The scheme for the dynamics of CD4+ nTreg cells is depicted in Figure 6.4. The correspond-
ing compartment model for describing its dynamics is given by

Ṙm = )T µT RE # (k%T (DE + DI + .r(D
E! + DI!)) + -1)Rm, (6.17)

Ṙ!
m = -1Rm + )T µT RE! # k%T (DE + DI + .r(D

E! + DI!))R!
m, (6.18)

ṘI = prk%t(,t(D
I + .DI!))DI + 0.5k%T RmDI # (,IE + -3)R

I , (6.19)

ṘI! = prk%t(,t(D
I + .DI!))(.rD

I!) + -3R
I

+0.5k%T (DI + .rD
I!)R!

m # ,IERI!, (6.20)

ṘE = ,IERI + 0.5k%T RmDE # (µT + -2)R
E, (6.21)

ṘE! = ,IERI! + 0.5k%T (DE + .rD
E!)R!

m

+0.5k%T .rD
E!Rm + -2R

E # (µT + µNK)RE!. (6.22)

The life cycle of non-infected and infected CD4+ nTreg is similar to that of T-helper cells,
described above, where Rm represents the non-infected memory CD4+ nTreg population
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Figure 6.4: Scheme for dynamics of CD4+ nTreg cell populations represented.

(Equation (6.17)), RI represents non-infected active CD4+ nTreg in the inductive site (Equa-
tion (6.19)), and RE represents non-infected active CD4+ nTreg in the e!ector site (Equation
(6.21)). Memory CD4+ nTreg (Rm) are assumed equally distributed into e!ector memory
cells and central memory cells in the LP and GLN respectively. This is reflected in the terms
0.5k%T RmDI in Equation (6.19) and 0.5k%T RmDE in Equation (6.21). The model assumes
the same µT and )T for CD4+ nTreg as for T-helper cells. However, there is evidence that
CD4+ nTreg may not undergo activation-induced cell death (apoptosis) as readily in cell
culture [130]. Stimulation of each implied naive CD4+ nTreg results in pr daughter cells that
may di!er from that of conventional T cells, pt, and memory CD4+ nTreg do not proliferate
upon re-stimulation by DC.

The model seeks to explore the net e!ect when CD4+ nTreg stimulation is coupled with
the inflammatory response to HIV presence. As such, the same number of CD4+ nTreg is
recruited by virus-presenting DC as T-helper cells (,t) and resting CD4+ nTreg are stim-
ulated with the same probability (%T ). Though the mucosal site is believed to include a
constant level of active CD4+ nTreg stimulated by self antigen, this baseline population is
not included in the model. Including this constitutively active CD4+ nTreg population, in-
dependent of HIV presence, is assumed to have little impact on model predictions according
to lack of sensitivity of model variables to initial values for RE(0) and RI(0).

Infected DC that are less able to stimulate T-helper cells to an inflammatory phenotype,
discussed above, may still be able to e"ciently stimulate resting CD4+ nTreg cells. This is
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due to the fact that impairment of DC activity includes lower levels of CD80 expression and
secretion IL-10, all of which have been implicated in inducing Treg phenotypes in resting T
cells [128]. A value of 1 assigned to the parameter .r allows infected DC to retain the full
capacity to stimulate CD4+ nTreg cells even when the ability to induce a Th1 phenotype is
reduced, i.e., . < 1.

6.3 Model Calibration and Analysis

The model contains 17 variables and 25 constant parameters. Equations (6.1)-(6.5), (6.9)-
(6.14) and (6.17)-(6.22) were first written as a vector system

˙̄x = g(x̄; /̄), x̄(0) = x̄0,

where x̄ = (Di, DI , DI!, DE, DE!, Tm, T !
m, T I , T I!, TE, TE!, Rm, R!

m, RI , RI!, RE, RE!)T , /̄ is
the vector for model parameters, and x̄0 is the set of initial conditions. We followed standard
practice (e.g., see [4, 14]) and solutions were determined for a log-transformed system as this
resolves the problem of states becoming unrealistically negative due to computer round-o!
errors. As values of the model parameters are in dramatically di!erent scales, from 10"8 to
108, all of the parameter values are also transformed to the log scale. Therefore, let xi =
log10(x̄i) and x0i = log10(x̄0i), where i = 1, 2, 3, ..., 17 and /i = log10(/̄i) for i = 1, 2, 3, ..., 25.
Then we have

ẋ = f(x; /), x(0) = x0, (6.23)

where f = (f1, f2, ..., f17)T is given by

fi(x; /) =
10"xi

ln(10)
gi(x̄, /̄), i = 1, 2, ..., 17.

6.3.1 Simulation Setup

Simulations were carried out by solving the log transformed versions of Equations (6.1)-(6.5),
(6.9)-(6.14) and (6.17)-(6.22) in MATLAB with ODE solver 23 (ode23tb) over a time course
of 60 units, corresponding to two weeks where one time unit is 6 hours. Parameter values
used are listed in the third column of Table 8.8 of Appendix. The values of these parameters
were either derived from published experimental studies (a process that is described in more
detail in the Appendix) or arbitrarily assigned if there is no studies related to them. For those
parameters whose values can be found or derived from the literature, the reference numbers
were given after their values, and the species from which in vivo these measurements were
taken or cells were isolated for measurements in vitro were indicated after the reference
numbers with “M” for “mouse”, “H” for “human”, and “NS” for “not specified”. Ideally,
one would have parameter values based exclusively on in vivo, human data. However, as
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previously mentioned such data is sparse in the current literature. Therefore, though our
primary interest is to model the dynamics of early HIV infection in humans, we found it
necessary to use the values obtained from other mammalian species, and assume that humans
and other mammalian species have the similar parameter values.

Simulations begin at the time of viral budding from the small first generation of infected
host cells, approximately on day 3 post-infection, the time at which SIV DNA is detected in
cells of infected rhesus macaque tissue [99, 52]. Initial cell concentrations are given in Table
8.7 and are chosen so that only resting immune cells are present at the time of infection
assuming no significant immune activation at the time of infection in an otherwise healthy
individual. The initial infected cell population is seeded in the LP and is evenly divided
among conventional T-helper cells, dendritic cells, and CD4+ nTreg cells as the demographics
of this first generation of hosts is not known. The initial infected cell concentrations are based
on experimental measurements taken from rhesus macaques infected with SIV reported in
[99] in which the authors quantified vRNA levels, a marker of free virus and productively
infected cells, in vaginal mucosa and lymph nodes during the first days of infection. The
infected cell population was weighted in the LP compartment based on the observations in
the same study that during the first 3 days of infection this is the site where most productively
infected cells were detected with only a very small number in the vaginal lymphoid tissues.

6.3.2 Sensitivity Analysis

In practice, one may often be in the situation of estimating a large number of unknown
parameters with a limited set of data (which is true for our case). To mitigate some of this
di"culty, sensitivity analysis has been widely used in inverse problem investigations (e.g.,
[13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20] and the references therein) to identify the model parameters and/or
initial conditions to which the model outputs (observations) are most sensitive and for which
one can readily construct confidence intervals when they are estimated (i.e., which are the
most reliably estimated values). Moreover, recently developed methods [13] for parameter
subset selection have proven quite useful in systematically identifying the parameters or
subsets of parameters that one can reasonably expect to estimate with a given data set.
Some parts of this recently developed methodology [17, 18] also include new methods to
assist in design of experiments in the context of investigations such as those initiated here.

To compute the sensitivities of model outputs to the model parameters and initial conditions,
one need to know the sensitivity of each model state to each parameter and initial condition.
Sensitivities &xi

&'j
of each variable xi to each parameter /j can be determined by (see, for

example, [15] and the references therein)

d

dt

0xi

0/j
=

17$

l=1

0fi

0xl

0xl

0/j
+

0fi

0/j
,

0xi

0/j
(0) = 0, i = 1, 2, ..., 17, j = 1, 2, ..., 25. (6.24)

Corresponding sensitivities of each variable, xi, to each initial condition, x0j (the jth com-
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ponent of x0) can be determined by

d
dt

&xi
&x0j

=
17#
l=1

&fi

&xl

&xl
&x0j

, &xi
&x0j

(0) = .ij, (6.25)

where .ij =

%
1, if i = j
0, if i (= j

, i = 1, 2, ..., 17 and j = 1, 2, ..., 17. These sensitivities were

calculated by solving Equations (6.23), (6.24), and (6.25) simultaneously in MATLAB with
ODE solver 15s using initial concentrations and parameter values listed in Table 8.7 and the
third column of Table 8.8, respectively. Results of the sensitivity analysis informed which
parameters were estimated as well as the confidence intervals for these estimated parameters
are described in the section below.

6.3.3 Parameter Estimation

Proper calibration and validation of this model for the use of predicting HIV dynamics
requires longitudinal data of infected and non-infected immune cells in vaginal and gut
tissue during acute infection. As mentioned earlier such data was not found in the literature.
Rather, we use aggregate vRNA levels obtained by euthanizing monkeys infected with SIV on
di!erent days post-infection [99]. The generally accepted biological model for acute viremia
assumes a continual time course on which these averaged measurements lie and is described
in Haase [52]. Following this biological model, we fit a general curve through three data
points for vRNA concentration in the LP and GLN at days 3, 7, 15 and days 3, 10, 15
post-infection, respectively. These data points are estimated averages of multiple, divergent
samples taken from di!erent monkeys and are reported in Miller et al. [99]. The vRNA
concentrations reported in [99] were in units of (µg vRNA)/ (1µg total tissue RNA). To
map these concentrations to model variables, we make the approximation that (1µg vRNA)
/ (1µg total tissue RNA) = (1 infected cell or virion)/ (1µg tissue), and use the conversion
that 1µg of tissue = 10"6mL assuming that 1g of tissue = 1mL [51].

The mathematical model was calibrated using two synthetic data sets composed of points on
these curves, which conform to the trajectory proposed by Haase[52] and Miller et al. [99] for
total amount of free virus and productively infected cells in the vaginal LP and GLN during
the acute phase of infection. Synthetic data set 1 (depicted by ‘+’ in Figure 6.5) contains
values of vRNA in the vaginal LP at various time points over a 2 week period, and synthetic
data set 2 (depicted by diamonds in Figure 6.5) contains values of vRNA in the GLN over
the same time period. As shown in Figure 6.5, the trajectory specifies an exponential growth
from an initial value of approximately 104mL"1 on day 3 post-infection to a peak value of
109mL"1 on day 8 post-infection in the LP and a similar rise to 1010mL"1 in the GLN.

Note that the synthetic data include the total amount of free virus and productively infected
cells (i.e., total amount of vRNA) in the LP and the total amount of free virus and produc-
tively infected cells in the GLN. For system (6.1)-(6.5), (6.9)-(6.14) and (6.17)-(6.22), the
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total amount of free virus and productively infected cells in the LP is given by

z̄1(t) = NE(TE!(t) + RE!(t)) + NDDE!(t) + TE!(t) + RE!(t) + DE!(t), (6.26)

and the total amount of free virus and productively infected cells in the GLN is

z̄2(t) = NE(T I!(t) + RI!(t)) + NDDI!(t) + T I!(t) + RI!(t) + DI!(t). (6.27)

Specifically, the sum of the first two terms in (6.26) an (6.27) are used to account for the total
amount of free virus in the LP and GLN, respectively, and the sum of the last three terms
are the total amount of productively infected cells in the LP and GLN, respectively. Note
that all the equations in the system (6.1)-(6.5), (6.9)-(6.14) and (6.17)-(6.22) are coupled
together. Hence, the values of z̄1 and z̄2 depend on all the model parameters and initial
conditions, either strongly or weakly.

Let zi = log10(z̄i), where i = 1, 2. Then the norm of sensitivities of each zi to each parameter,
/j, and each initial condition x0j was calculated with

ẑi(/j) =

&''(
60$

l=1

)
0zi

0/j
(tl)

*2

, j = 1, 2, ..., 25,

and

ẑi(x0j) =

&''(
60$

l=1

)
0zi

0x0j
(tl)

*2

, j = 1, 2, ..., 17,

respectively, where i = 1, 2. Based on the values of ẑ1 and ẑ2, the 11 parameters to which z1

and z2 are most sensitive are k, NE, %T , cNK , pT0, %m, ., ,IE, ,EI , & and kT (in the descend-
ing order), and these parameters will be estimated during the first iteration of parameter
estimation process (see details below).

Let t1i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n1 and t2i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n2 denote the measurement time points for syn-
thetic data sets 1 and 2, respectively, ȳ1

i be the observed total amount of vRNA in LP at
time point t1i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n1, and ȳ2

i be the observed total amount of vRNA in GLN at
time point t2i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n2. We define y1

i = log10(ȳ
1
i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , n1, and y2

i = log10(ȳ
2
i ),

i = 1, 2, . . . , n2. The statistical model is assumed to have the form

Y 1
i = z1(t1i ; q) + (1

i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n1,

Y 2
i = z2(t2i ; q) + (2

i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n2,
(6.28)

where q ! R( denotes vector of the estimated parameters (" is a positive integer, and denotes
the number of estimated parameters), and the observation errors (1

i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n1 and
(2
i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n2 are independent and identically distributed with zero mean and variance

12
0 (log transforms are commonly used in the literature to provide nearly uniform variance,
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for example, they have been used in [4, 14] for other HIV models). With this assumption, q
can be estimated by using an ordinary least squares (OLS) technique

q̂ = arg min
q#Q

+
n1$

i=1

,,z1(t
1
i ; q)# y1

i )
,,2 +

n2$

i=1

,,z2(t
2
i ; q)# y2

i )
,,2

-
, (6.29)

where Q is some compact set in Rk. Then the bias adjusted estimate for 12
0 (e.g., see [15])

is given by

1̂2 =
1

n1 + n2 # "

+
n1$

i=1

.
z1(t

1
i ; q̂)# y1

i

/2
+

n2$

i=1

.
z2(t

2
i ; q̂)# y2

i

/2

-
.

As expected, we have a large parameter set with little experimental data. Hence, to have
initial estimates, the parameter estimation was implemented in an iterative process similar
to that used in [4, 14] (this approach was also required for those modeling e!orts even though
substantially more longitudinal data was available to support those modeling e!orts). We
first estimate those 11 parameters deemed most influential (by sensitivity analysis) on z1

and z2 with all the other parameters remained with the values assigned in the third column
of Table 8.8. We then fix 3 of these 11 parameters at their OLS estimates and re-estimate
the remaining 8 parameters, and the OLS estimates for these 3 fixed parameters (., ,IE

and ,EI) are illustrated in the first three rows of Table 6.2. Lastly, we fix 3 of these 8
parameters at their new OLS estimates and re-estimate the remaining 5 parameters, and the
OLS estimates for these 3 newly fixed parameters (pT0, %m and &) and these 5 re-estimated
ones (k, NE, %T , cNK and kT ) are given respectively in the middle three rows of Table 6.2
and the last five rows of this table. The choice of the parameters to be fixed during the last
two iterations is based on the combination of sensitivity analysis, the confidence we had in
the estimated value as well as the knowledge we had on these parameters. The values for
these 11 parameters illustrated in Table 6.2 will be used in the subsequent simulations where
all the other parameters remain with the values assigned in the third column of Table 8.8.

Even though the data we have are not from experiments, we provide a way (which can be
employed once the experimental observations are available) to quantify the uncertainty in our
parameter estimation. There are two methods that have been widely used in the literature to
quantify uncertainty in parameter estimates, one is bootstrapping and the other is asymptotic
theory. These two methods have been investigated and computationally compared in [19]
for problems with di!erent form and level of noise. It was found that asymptotic theory is
always faster computationally than bootstrapping, and there is no clear advantage in using
the bootstrapping and asymptotic theory when the constant variance data using OLS is
assumed. Based on these findings, we will use asymptotic theory in this paper to quantify
the uncertainty in parameter estimation.

Let Z(q) = (z1(t11; q), z1(t12; q), . . . , z1(t1n1
; q), z2(t21; q), z2(t22; q), . . . , z2(t2n2

; q))T . Then the sen-

sitivity matrix 2(q) is (n1 + n2)& " matrix with its (i, j)th element being defined by &Zi(q)
&qj

,
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Table 6.2: The OLS estimates for those estimated parameters.
Parameter Symbol OLS Estimate
Coe"cient determining e!ect of infection

. 0.74
on DC functions

Rate of cell migration from GLN to the LP ,IE 0.155/6hr

Rate of cell migration from LP to the GLN ,EI 0.11/6hr

Number of daughter cells produced
pT0 299

by one T cell in the LP, uninhibited

Probability of infection of DC %m 0.04

The rate at which µNK rises to its maximum & 1.31 · 10"8 mL/cells

General contact rate k 1.08 · 10"8 mL/(cells·6hr)

Number of free virus produced by one T cell NE 300

Probability of memory T cell stimulated by DC %T 10"3

The maximum value of µNK cNK 51.2/6hr

Contact rate between active DC
kT 2.38 · 10"5 mL/(cells·6hr)

and CD4+ nTreg

i = 1, 2, . . . , n1 + n2 and j = 1, 2, . . . ,", where Zi is the ith element of Z, and qj is the jth
element of q. Then by the asymptotic theory (e.g., see [15, 126] and the references therein),
we know that the OLS estimator 0Q is asymptotically normally distributed

0Q , N (q0, $0). (6.30)

Here q0 denotes the true value of the estimated parameter vector q, and $0 is given by

$0 = 12
0

1
(2(q0))

T 2(q0)
2"1

.

Since the true value q0 and the variance 12
0 are unknown, we follow the standard statisti-

cal practice by using the OLS estimates q̂ and 1̂2 for q0 and 12
0, respectively. Hence, the

asymptotic properties of the least squares estimator 0Q can be approximated by

0Q , N
3
q̂, 0$

4
, (6.31)

where
0$ = 1̂2

1
(2(q̂))T 2(q̂)

2"1
.

Then the standard error Std(Q̂j) for the jth element of Q̂ is calculated by Std(Q̂j) -
5

0$jj,

where 0$jj is the (j, j)th entry of covariance matrix 0$. Hence, the endpoints of the confidence
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intervals for 0Qj (the jth element of 0Q), j = 1, 2, . . . ,", are given by

q̂j ± t1")/2 Std(Q̂j),

where t1")/2 is a distribution value that is determined from a statistical table for Student’s
t-distribution based on the level of significance %.

For the results we report in the following, we choose % = 0.05, which corresponds to t1")/2 =
1.96 when the number of degrees of freedom is greater than or equal to 30 (e.g., see [16] and
the references therein), which is true for our case (n1 = 31, n2 = 24 and " = 5). Table
6.3 illustrates the endpoints of the 95% confidence intervals (i.e., % = 0.05) for those 5
estimated parameters illustrated in last five rows of Table 6.2 (i.e., those 5 parameters that
are estimated during the last iteration of parameter estimation process). From this table,

Table 6.3: The endpoints of the 95% confidence intervals for q.
Parameters q̂j ± 1.96 Std( 0Qj) Parameters q̂j ± 1.96 Std( 0Qj)
log10(NE) 2.477 ± 0.078 log10(cNK) 1.709 ± 0.025
log10(%T ) -3.000 ± 0.069 log10(k) -7.966 ± 0.027
log10(kT ) -4.623 ± 0.455

we see that the confidence intervals for all these estimated parameters are reasonably small
in comparison to their corresponding estimated values.

Figure 6.5 illustrates the fits to the data. From this figure, we see that we have pretty good
fits to the data. Hence, by this figure and Table 6.3 we may infer that the goodness-to-fit is
reasonably well.

6.3.4 Partial Qualitative Validation

As we have already mentioned, su"cient experimental data is not available to fully vali-
date our proposed model. Nonetheless, we make a first attempt to partially support and
qualitatively validate this initial modeling e!ort with synthetic data produced from limited
experimental data in the literature. The model was fit to log vRNA levels. The partial
qualitative validation is carried out by comparing the underlying cell dynamics. Specifically,
those for T cells in the lymphoid tissue (Figure 6.6) were compared to those observed in SIV
models of acute infection. In agreement with Li et al., [85] and Estes et al., [45], the model
predicts an initial influx of CD4+ T cells, both helper and regulatory, to the site of infection.
This influx is followed by a decrease in the total CD4+ T cell population of the lymph node
as observed by Karlsson et al., [71]. This study reported an average 20% reduction in total
CD4+ T cells in non-specific lymphoid tissue by day 14 and 50% on day 28 post-infection.
Our model predicts a reduction of 22% by day 14 post-infection that continues to a 46%
reduction in lymphoid T cells by day 21 post-infection, the last time point of the simula-
tion. In addition, non-human primate infection referenced in Hogue et al. [56] measured
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Figure 6.5: vRNA levels. Solid and dashed lines indicate vRNA levels predicted by the
mathematical model in the LP and GLN, respectively. The marker ‘+’ indicates synthetic
data set 1, and diamonds represent synthetic data set 2. Circled points indicate those
estimated by Haase et al. [52] directly from experimental data where vRNA values were
averaged over widely varied samples reported in Miller et al [99].

1.7 · 106mL"1 infected cells in the lymph node on day 6 post-infection. Our model predicts
8.64 · 105mL"1 productively infected CD4+ T cells in the GLN on this day.

To further test the validity of our model we observed the e!ect of CD4+ nTreg depletion,
represented in the model as reduced resting CD4+ nTreg at the time of infection (Rm(0)),
on the course of viral proliferation. Though it has been observed that Treg cells from hosts
infected with HIV and FIV (feline immunodeficiency virus) suppress antiviral responses
during the chronic stage of infection [1, 78, 98], a recent study in FIV shows that Treg cell
depletion of approximately 78% prior to infection does not significantly impact viral load or
CD4+ T cell levels in tissues [97]. When simulations were carried out with reduced Rm(0)
values from 107mL"1 to 105mL"1 and then to 10"10mL"1, there was no change in the time
of viral peak in either tissue site and < 8% increase in peak vRNA values in the GLN and
' 13.5% increase in peak vRNA value in the LP, in accordance with these FIV results.
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Figure 6.6: Timecourse of T cell populations following HIV infection. Simulated
timecourse of total CD4+ T cells (solid line) and CD4+ nTreg (dashed line) in lymphoid
tissue following infection of first host generation.

6.4 Simulations and Results

For each experimental condition described in the following sections, four measurements were
made to determine the rate and extent of viral proliferation: i) The maximum vRNA levels
z̄1max in the LP, that is, z̄1max = maxt#[0,60] z̄1(t), where z̄1 is given by Equation (6.26); ii) the
maximum vRNA levels z̄2max in the GLN, given by z̄2max = maxt#[0,60] z̄2(t) with z̄2 defined
by Equation (6.27); iii) the time tpeakLP at which the vRNA level peaks in the LP, that
is, tpeakLP = arg maxt#[0,60] z̄1(t); and iv) the time tpeakGLN at which estimated vRNA peaks
in the GLN, that is, tpeakGLN = arg maxt#[0,60] z̄2(t). The latter two measurements can be
interpreted as the estimated “window period” between the start of simulation and the time
at which peak viremia is reached in each tissue.

As we noted earlier that all the equations in the system (6.1)-(6.5), (6.9)-(6.14) and (6.17)-
(6.22) are coupled together. Hence, the values of the peak vRNA levels in LP and GLN as
well as the corresponding time at which their levels peak depend on all the model parameters
and initial conditions, either strongly or weakly. In this section, we will compare these four
values for the null model with those representing di!erent immunological backgrounds and
interventions of interest. These include the e!ect of early inflammatory versus regulatory
response on initial viremia, the role of CD4+ nTreg on initial viral spread, as well as the
impact of inflammatory mechanisms.
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6.4.1 E!ect of Early Inflammatory vs. Regulatory Response on
Initial Viremia

To assess the net e!ect of a enhanced inflammatory or regulatory immune response, in terms
of expediency and strength, to HIV production we observed the correlation between viral
spread and initial concentration of active immune cells in the LP; DE(0), TE(0), and RE(0).
A set of initial concentration values for each variable were sampled from 10"10 to 1010, where
10"10 is the value in the null model.

Results: In Table 6.4 we report estimated peak vRNA levels and their corresponding time
points for the null model and in the cases of elevated initial concentration of each active cell
population to 106mL"1, approximately the expected concentration under normal inflamma-
tory conditions [34]. It can be seen that none of these increases of the active immune cell

Table 6.4: E!ect of immunological background on initial viremia.
Condition z̄1max (tpeakLP ) z̄2max (tpeakGLN)
Null Model 1.804 · 109mL"1 (23) 5.45 · 109mL"1 (26)
TE(0) = 106mL"1 1.803 · 109mL"1 (19) 5.45 · 109mL"1 (21)
RE(0) = 106mL"1 1.794 · 109mL"1 (21) 5.422 · 109mL"1 (24)
DE(0) = 106mL"1 1.799 · 109mL"1 (23) 5.45 · 109mL"1 (25)

populations has a significant impact on peak vRNA levels in either tissue with ' 0.1% di!er-
ence even though the initial concentration is raised by over 6 orders of magnitude. However,
all have a significant impact on tpeakLP and tpeakGLN , representing the “window period”.
Specifically we show in Figure 6.7 that the initial level of all active immune cell populations
is negatively correlated with tpeakLP and tpeakGLN indicating that as their concentrations in-
crease, virus is able to spread more rapidly. This e!ect is particularly pronounced for the
T cell populations, both inflammatory and regulatory, and coincides with earlier markers of
the inflammatory response. Specifically, values for the functional parameter µNK and ,m,
reach maximum values sooner and begin to decrease sooner (see Table 4 in [147] for more
details).

Conclusions: These results have multiple implications.

An increased initial concentration of TE can represent a recent immune response from which
residual Th1 cells are still present or a very rapid inflammatory response that allows entrance
of Th1 prior to viral replication in the initial host population; a possible consequence of
vaccine exposure.

In 2005 the notorious STEP vaccine trial was carried out, in which high-risk participants
were administered HIV protein within an adenovirus vector. This trial failed returning results
indicating that vaccinated individuals were more likely to be infected with HIV [144]. The
prevailing hypothesis for this surprising result was that the immune response elicited, by
either the adenovirus vector or the HIV antigen itself, created an inflammatory environment
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Figure 6.7: E!ect of enhanced immune response on viral spread: Here the predicted
values of tpeakLP (A) and tpeakGLN (B) are plotted against initial values of active immune cell
concentrations in the LP.

predisposing individuals to infection upon exposure of viable HIV. The e!ect of enhanced
TE(0) in our simulations supports this hypothesis. A vaccine-elicited inflammatory response
would facilitate viral spread predisposing the host to infection if exposure occurs while it is
still active. This is a probable scenario for individuals in high-risk positions such as those
who received the vaccine during the trial.

The results also indicate that inducing the CD4+ nTreg response at the time of infection
will likely expedite infection. The decrease in tpeakGLN and tpeakLP seen with elevated RE(0)
indicates that, indeed, active CD4+ nTreg has a net e!ect of aiding viral proliferation and
dissemination, not necessarily by increasing viral production, but by expediting it. Fur-
thermore, that this increase is not due to nTreg-mediated dampening of NK activation, but
rather its ability to replicate virus.

The indication is that a more rapid CD4+ nTreg response would likely not be protective
against viral proliferation. This is relevant as CD4+ nTreg has been shown to promote and
inhibit a successful antiviral response in di!erent species. Specifically, SIV pathogenesis is
greatly reduced in African green monkeys compared to that in rhesus macaques. It has been
suggested that this may be due to the fact that the CD4+ nTreg response in African green
monkeys is quicker, leading to reduced susceptible T cell recruitment and stimulation by
DC in the infection site [51, 82]. In our simulations, increasing the initial concentration of
RE(0) represents an immediate CD4+ nTreg response elicited prior to viral production by
the first generation of infected cells. These simulation results suggest this is not a plausible
explanation for reduced viremia in green monkeys as an earlier CD4+ nTreg response has
little e!ect on dampening the extent of viral proliferation. Rather, the sooner active CD4+
nTreg is present, even prior to the inflammatory response, the quicker virus will propagate.
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6.4.2 The Role of CD4+ nTreg Functions in Initial Viral Spread

It was seen that active CD4+ nTreg has the e!ect of increasing the rate of viral dissemina-
tion. We then sought to identify the net e!ect of specific CD4+ nTreg functions: contact-
dependent deactivation of presenting dendritic cells, governed by the parameter kT , and
inhibition of Th1 proliferation, governed by the parameter m. This was done by plotting
peak vRNA levels, z̄1max and z̄2max (Figure 6.8 (A) and (B)) as well as their corresponding
time points tpeakLP and tpeakGLN (Figure 6.8 (C) and (D)) by increasing values for these
parameters. Specifically, values for m, the coe"cient for functional parameters pt and pT

(defined in Equation (6.16)), that determines the extent to which CD4+ nTreg inhibits T-
helper cell proliferation, were sampled from the range [10"10, 10"1]. Values for kT , the rate
of contact and de-activation of DC by CD4+ nTreg were taken from the range [2.3821 ·10"10,
2.3821 · 10"1].

Results: Plots in Figure 6.8 clearly show a negative correlation between both functions
and peak vRNA levels indicating that enhancement of either has a net e!ect of reducing
viral proliferation, with kT having a tighter correlation. In relation to the “window period”
, the negative e!ect of kT is also clearly demonstrated. In Figure 6.8 (C) and (D) it can be
seen that as kT increases from its default value, the values of tpeakLP and tpeakGLN increases
indicating that CD4+ nTreg-mediated DC de-activation has a net e!ect of prolonging the
window period. Though these values are also higher than that in the null model when kT

is severely reduced, this corresponds with very high viral load that likely continues to rise
uninhibited. The relationship between the window period and m appears more complex.
Like kT , as m increases from the default value the window period is increased. However,
there is a range for m, 10"3-10"2, in which the beneficial e!ect is much less significant, even
non-existent in the LP. This highlights the complex, non-linear relationship between m and
the response of the over all system. For example, RE is, itself, an indirect function of m as
an increased m leads to decreased TE and TE!, which a!ects the functional parameters µNK

and ,m that directly influence the levels of RE! and RE.

We next sought to determine whether such enhancement of CD4+ nTreg functions could
change its relationship to increased viral proliferation, i.e., whether enhancement of these
specific functions could render the net e!ect of CD4+ nTreg activation to be protective.
Specifically, we sought a value for these parameters at which one could clearly observe a
negative correlation between peak vRNA levels, z̄1max and z̄2max, and the initial active CD4+
nTreg concentration, RE(0), as well as a positive correlation with the window periods, tpeakLP

and tpeakGLN . To this end, we observed the four measurements for viral proliferation against
increasing values for initial active nTeg concentration, sampled from the range [10"10, 1010]
with di!erent values for m and kT .

Results: For all values assigned to m, from the range [10"10, 10"1], the estimated peak
vRNA levels remained positively correlated with initial active CD4+ nTreg concentration, if
a!ected at all, and the estimated window periods remained negatively correlated (as observed
from Figure 9 in [147]). In the case of enhanced ability to deactivate DC, the e!ect is largely
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Figure 6.8: E!ect of CD4+ nTreg regulatory functions on viral spread: Here the four
measurements of viral spread are plotted by increasing values of the parameter m (circles)
and kT (+ sign); (A) peak level of vRNA in the LP, z̄1max, (B) peak level of vRNA reached
in the GLN, z̄2max, (C) time of peak vRNA level reached in the LP, tpeakLP , (D) time of peak
vRNA level reached in the GLN, tpeakGLN . Circled points represent parameter values in the
null model.

just as insignificant. For most values of kT the relationship between active CD4+ nTreg and
vRNA levels remains positive and that with the window period remains negative. However,
it can be see in Figure 6.9 that for higher values of kT , there is a specific range of initial
CD4+ nTreg concentrations (about 102 -104mL"1) that inhibit the propagation of the first
generation of free virus produced by the initial host population. In other words, viremia
does rise above the concentration of approximately 104mL"1. This e!ect on viremia in the
GLN, specifically, is observed over a wider range of CD4+ nTreg concentrations than those
in the LP.
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Figure 6.9: Relationship between early nTreg activation and viral proliferation
given enhanced DC-deactivation capacity: Here the following factors are plotted by
increasing values of RE(0) given di!erent values of kT as indicated in the legend; (A) peak
level of vRNA in the LP, z̄1max, (B) peak level of vRNA reached in the GLN, z̄2max, (C) time
of peak vRNA level reached in the LP, tpeakLP , (D) time of peak vRNA level reached in the
GLN, tpeakGLN . The thicker dotted line represents the value of kT used in the null model.
Solid lines indicate kT values for which initial viremia is successfully controlled and does not
rise significantly above concentration of the first generation of budded virus.

Conclusions: CD4+ nTreg-mediated inhibition of DC is a useful aspect of the regulatory
response that one wants to maintain o!ering the most promising avenue for intervention.
Furthermore, with an enhanced capacity to de-activate DC, there is a range of CD4+ nTreg
activation that could be protective at the time of infection.
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However, manipulation of CD4+ nTreg-mediated inhibition of Th1 proliferation could have
unpredictable, unintended consequences. Hence, this function is not a strong candidate for
exploitation in reducing viral spread as simulations indicate that enhancing the capacity to
inhibit Th1 proliferation, does not change the net e!ect of CD4+ nTreg activation as it
continues to expedite viral proliferation due to its ability to replicate virus.

With these findings we recommend conducting carefully designed experiments to determine
potential beneficial e!ect of promoting CD4+ nTreg-mediated DC inhibition in an in vivo
setting of acute infection. In a similar vein, it would be interesting to experimentally observe
the net e!ect of enhancing CD4+ nTreg-mediated inhibition of Th1 proliferation given the
anti-intuitive dynamics reported here.

6.4.3 Impact of Inflammatory Mechanisms

The model includes an inflammatory response to viral production that is comprised of four
main mechanisms: i) stimulation of both resting conventional T cells and CD4+ nTreg at
the rate of %T , ii) recruitment of both resting conventional T cells and CD4+ nTreg to
the inductive site at the rate ,t, iii) the recruitment of monocytes, immature dendritic cell
precursors, at the rate ,m (Equation (6.6)), mediated by the parameter cm, and iv) removal
of infected cells by NK cells at the rate µNK (Equation (6.8)), mediated by the parameters
cNK , the maximum value of the removal rate, and &, the rate of increased removal as DC
and Th1 concentrations rise. In order to clarify those mechanisms that most influenced the
net positive impact of the inflammatory response on HIV spread we sought to correlate the
peak vRNA levels with each the parameters governing these four mechanisms. To do this we
plotted estimated peak vRNA levels in the LP (z̄1max) and in the GLN (z̄2max) by values for
each parameter. Values for ,t were sampled from the range [10"10, 1000], those for cm from
the range [10"10, 1000], those for %T from the range [10"10, 1], those cNK from the range
[5.12 · 10"10, 5.12 · 103], and those for & from the range [10"10, 10"1].

Results: Plots in Figure 6.10 show that monocyte recruitment has little e!ect on viremic
levels, with T cell recruitment having a slightly anti-intuitive, negative e!ect on viral prolif-
eration. NK activity and Th1 stimulation are the processes that play the most critical role in
determining the rate of viral proliferation. Specifically, enhanced NK activity is intuitively
beneficial. DC-mediated stimulation of regulatory and inflammatory T cells, however, has a
significant impact in aiding viral proliferation.

Conclusion: The positive correlation between the inflammatory response (shown in section
4.1) and expedited viremia is largely attributed to DC-mediated stimulation of T cells, both
Th1 and CD4+ nTreg. However, NK cells can be a very e!ective fighter against viral spread,
which is significant as their activity may be elicited prior to the CD8 response through DC
activation and potentially independent of CD4+ Th1 activation.

These results suggest that one would want to be specific in choosing the inflammatory
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Figure 6.10: Relationship between inflammatory mechanisms and acute viral
spread: Here the following factors are plotted by increasing values of cm, ,t, %T , cNK ,
and &. (A) peak level of vRNA in the LP, z̄1max, (B) peak level of vRNA reached in the
GLN, z̄2max.

function to be targeted for enhancement as an intervention strategy. T cell recruitment by
DCs may be slightly protective, but if this is coupled with Th1 stimulation, the impact
can be quite negative for the host. In terms of determining inflammatory mechanisms to
inhibit in order to quell viral spread, targeting DC-mediated recruitment of T cells is not
recommended as it appears to be a necessary component of the antiviral response. A better
strategy would be targeted disruption of DC contact with and/or stimulation of T cells
(helper and regulatory). Indeed, simulations with reduced %T to 10"10 leads to much lower
viremia with no noticeable T cell loss (results not shown).

6.5 Discussion

Here we present a model of the HIV-specific inflammatory pathway leading to Th1 activation
and the nTreg-mediated regulatory pathway that suppresses it. Simulations based on this
model and its component mechanisms suggest that a global activation of either the adaptive
regulatory or inflammatory response would expedite viral dissemination, overcoming the
innate antiviral response, as both lead to activation of HIV-permissive Th1 and nTreg. This
result holds even over a wide range of conditions that would enhance or weaken the influence
of nTreg on DC-deactivation and Th1 proliferation. Analysis of the most e!ective regulatory
functions and harmful inflammatory mechanisms specify DC-mediated stimulation of CD4+
T cells as the key mechanism driving viral proliferation. The indication is that once DC
carries HIV to the lymph node to present to T cells, the infection has little chance of being
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stopped as the virus is now in an environment with a plentitude of highly permissive hosts,
has access to the blood stream, and is largely protected from NK mediated removal. Hence,
any vaccine-primed responses that require this presentation upon viral challenge will occur
too late and be ine!ective, if not harmful. This includes a typical CD8 response which
relies on the activation and proliferation of CD4+ T cells for cytotoxic T-lymphocyte (CTL)
activation. Indeed such obstacles are what have made finding an e!ective and protective
vaccine so di"cult.

This work suggests that such strategies will continually fail to control systemic spread and
viremia. Rather, there should be a focus on responses that may lead to viral removal prior to
interaction between a presenting infected DC and resting T cell takes place. This may include
neutralizing antibody that could, theoretically, eliminate virus prior to contact with DC by
preventing transcytosis from vaginal lumen to LP or antibody-dependent cell cytotoxicity
that would enhance the ability of NK cells to eliminate the initial host cell population at
site of infection prior to spread.

Ideal intervention strategies would be those that enhance the innate response without a
need for T cell expansion. As an example, this could involve NK activation through selective
recruitment of plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) from the blood to the infection site as this DC
subset does not play a significant role in T cell expansion, but is e!ective in inducing NK
response through secretion of IFN-% [5]. Though pDC has been associated with immune
dysregulation, this association is seen with established viral infection in the chronic disease
phase. Other strategies to enhance the e!ective NK response is to target viral proteins
that inhibit innate immune response such as nef, which leads to downregulation of NKG2D
ligands on the surface of infected cells [5].

In terms of prevention treatments that seek to exploit the innate immune response, our
conclusions recommend those that could disrupt DC: T cell interactions upon HIV entry,
allowing NK activity to occur through DC stimulation alone. Such strategies may involve
treatment with tolerogenic commensal bacterial strains in the vaginal lumen, inhibition of
antigen presentation by DC, and targeted inhibition of DC-TcR interactions.

Knowledge of the mechanisms involved in this model is evolving. Specifically, those governing
DC-mediated delivery of virus, HIV-specific NK activation, and HIV-specific activation and
suppressive functions of nTreg continue to be a source of controversy in the experimental
HIV immunology field.

As stated in Section 2.2, it may be possible for infected DC to deliver viable virus to resting
T cells upon transient association in the absence of TcR recognition and subsequent stim-
ulation. By not including this mechanism of contact-dependent infection of resting T cells
our model may underestimate the number of latently infected memory T cells that may be
established by a single infected DC in the early stage of infection. The possible error in size
of this reservoir population presumably has little impact on the dynamics of early infection
and the initial viremic spike, but will be relevant in future models that seek to encompass
the chronic disease stage following the acute phase.
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This model assumes that HIV-specific nTreg suppressor functions are dependent upon TcR
stimulation indicated by in vitro observations [128] and focus on the theoretical consequences
of HIV-solicited regulatory response coupled to the inflammatory response. The true mu-
cosal system likely includes HIV-nonspecific nTreg activation pathways that may be relevant.
As mentioned, the mucosal site is believed to include a constant level of active CD4+ nTreg
stimulated by self antigen and commensal bacteria. This constitutively active CD4+ nTreg
population could be represented as a constant in-flow into the RE population. In addition,
there may be a polyclonal nTreg population present that can be activated by TGF-# secreted
from neighboring nTreg [128]. This could be represented by an influx into the RE population
proportional to the current RE population, enhancing the e!ect of nTreg cell concentration
on viral proliferation and NK suppression. Hence, we presume that exclusion of these mech-
anisms leads to simulation results that underestimate the contribution of nTreg presence to
viral proliferation. The significance of such HIV-independent, polyclonal populations and
circumstances governing their activation in vivo is largely unknown and may be incorporated
into later versions of the model as more information is gathered.

Studies have indicated nTreg may have a direct cytolytic e!ect on NK cells. This mode
of suppression was not included as it was demonstrated in a minority of nTreg in specific
in vivo conditions of a tumor microenvironment and has not been reproducible in other
situations [128, 33]. Including this mechanism would likely enhance the positive e!ect of
nTreg activation on viral dissemination and, therefore, is not presumed to change the net
e!ect of the regulatory response reported here. Specifically, it ultimately promotes viral
proliferation.

The assumptions made here regarding mechanisms represented and excluded in the model
are a subset of those currently in the literature making this model a foundation for studying
various hypothesized details of each mechanism in future versions.

Given the lack of data in the current literature, this modeling e!ort constitutes a preliminary
exploration into the role of the regulatory pathway and how it may be exploited to prevent
HIV proliferation. The current model is capable of addressing conceptual questions relevant
to devising intervention to quell HIV spread such as those addressed here: Should one
promote the regulatory response?, Should one inhibit the regulatory response? and What
specific mechanisms of inflammation would be best to suppress in a targeted manner?

However, the model is not adequate for making quantitative predictions as this requires
calibration to specific experimental data. Future work involves using this preliminary model
to suggest specific experiments with which such data can be collected. A model calibrated to
adequate data could then be used to make quantitative predictions of viral load and timing
of systemic spread within a satisfactory level of confidence.
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Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks

Here I present various models with which I have drawn conclusions about host mucosal im-
mune processes that account for certain health outcomes. These models are each a composite
of in vivo observations and assumptions in the mucosal immunology literature and have been
used to refine the hypothesis narrative of pathogenesis by explicitly representing interactions
at the cellular-tissue level. However, they are limited in that they do not identify specific
molecular mechanisms to inform targetted experimental design. By not representing gene
expression or individual proteins in these models one cannot directly take advantage of most
experimental measurements. Rather, parameter estimation had to be carried out using the
limited amount of quantitative flow cytometry data available or qualitative clinical metrics,
such as disease scores. Hence, this approach underutilizes the large amount of public data
available from high-throughput methods.

With these model limitations, these chapters provide explanations and demonstrations of
techniques in computational immunology. This is a blossoming field that o!ers the necessary
means to utilize the vast amount of data and information accumulated across segregated
studies of specific immunological processes to create unifying hypothesis for disease pathways
in the mucosal system as a whole.

For models to become a standard part of experimental biomedicine, the modeling approach
must be embraced by immunologists. This requires a better understanding of what mod-
els can and cannot do in di!erent contexts. First, experimentalists must understand that
simulation will not replace the laboratory procedures. Simulation cannot tell you what will
happen in the true system. It can only indicate what will happen given your hypothesis is
true. Also, that models have more to o!er than simple simulated predictions. The initial
phase of model construction provides visualization and integration of various forms of data
from di!erent disciplines with which one can see non-intuitive relationships. In addition, de-
pending on the mathematical formalism, techniques such as sensitivity analysis and analysis
of network topology can provide insight into the relationship between specific processes and
a health outcome. A model that is unable to reproduce an experimental observation can

195
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be just as useful in informing hypotheses as one that is validated. An invalid model allows
one to rule out a large number of possible pathways or conditions that the invalid model
represents. Indeed, the overemphasis on prediction is unfortunate as it underemphasizes the
utility of model construction and analysis.

Lastly, it is important for immunologists to understand that the most faithful and compre-
hensive models are not necessarily the most useful. Indeed, there is often a trade-o!. The
more mathematical and abstract a model is, generally the more easily one can analyze the
system, i.e. looking at all possible states that lead to one configuration or conducting a
sensitivity analysis to identify most influential pathways. However, these o!er less faithful
representations of the real system which may make predictions less intuitive to interpret, at
best, or less accurate, at worse. Alternatively, the more faithfully one represents the true
system the more of its complexity is carried over inhibiting analysis of pathways and an
ability to make meaningful in silico observations. Hence, if one’s goal is simply to simulate
the ”black box” of an immunological process to predict the health outcome given a specific
condition, then a model that includes all the complexity and components of an in silico
mouse may be ideal. However, if one wants to use the tools of mathematics to analyze the
system and see inside the black box, the most complex, comprehensive model may not be
the optimum choice.

Here I seek to convey an intermediate level of explanation of both the mathematics of
modeling and biology of the systems represented. A goal of this dissertation is to prove
that I have, indeed, gained an adequate fluency in both languages and am able to e!ectively
translate key concepts of one field to individuals in another. In addition, that I have the
skills and understanding to continually build my modeling repertoire to make a significant
contribution to the field of computational immunology through constructing relevant models,
analyzing them, and providing insight into the pathogenic processes.
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Chapter 8

Appendices

8.1 Chapter 2, Appendix A: Parameters

Table 8.1 lists the values for parameters. When possible, constant values were assigned
according to experimental data cited in the References column. For transition rates such
as death, de-activation, and migration rates, measurements from the literature were in the
form of an average lifespan or dwell time for an individual cell type in a particular location.
In order to avoid introducing the complication of delay-di!erential equations, we used the
common strategy of modeling cell death and movement as a!ecting a fixed proportion of
cells in each time interval, resulting in an exponential distribution of lifetimes with the
experimentally observed mean, x, or a half-life of x ln 2.

In the case where measurement for a parameter was not found in the literature, the value
was estimated from a range arbitrarily chosen or reasoned such that population dynamics
fit the criteria for homeostasis listed in the main text.

The unknown parameters (BE and (EB, representing the rate at which resting T cells enter
and exit the lamina propria, were formally optimized from the arbitrary range of 10"12#100.
This was done by taking the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimate that minimized the net
change in memory T cell concentration before and after an inflammatory response. The OLS
estimate was found with the particle swarm algorithm [38] in COPASI.

’Estimation’ in the Reference column indicates parameters estimated from a range where
formal OLS analysis was not deemed necessary. For example, &c, the secretion rate assigned
to both activating and de-activating cytokines, was not possible to gather from the literature
as each group represents numerous cytokines that are secreted at di!erent rates in reality.
In fact, even secretion of a single type of cytokine is highly variable among individual cells
of the same population. Acknowledging this fact, we sought to merely make the amount of
activating (Ca) and de-activating cytokine (Cd) populations proportional to the concentra-
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tions of the cells that produce them. We initially assigned &c an arbitrary value of 0.25 per
6 hours corresponding to 1 per day. The cytokine degradation rate, µc, was then assigned
the value of 0.075 for an average lingering period of 3 days in the extracellular environment.
These values yielded the desired dynamics and sensitivity analysis showed them to not be
highly influential on the system. Hence, their values were not modified. The same challenge
was met in determining the value for (r, the rate of resting immune cell recruitment by Ca.
This is also an artifical parameter given that, in reality, each cell type is recruited by di!erent
cytokines grouped in the Ca population at di!erent rates. (r was initially assigned a value
of 1 and then increased by a factor of 10 until we observed complete elimination of bacteria
from the LP.

The parameters y! and q of the bacterial migration function, (LE, were initially set to 1.
y! was then increased by 1 and q decreased by a factor of 10 until bacterial migration to
the LP was detected in conjunction with inflammatory conditions, CE

a = 2.7 · 108/mL and
E + Ep = 5.1 · 103/mL, yet not upon recovery, Ca < 10/mL and E + Ep = 104/mL.

As explained in the main text, the rate of activated macrophage reversion to a resting state,
)M0, is set to 0. This is because a value could not be found in the literature as the actual
rate is based on numerous chemical factors not included in the model. A value of 0 resulted
in experimentally predicted inflammation cessation in the validation step. For this reason
we did not feel justified in applying an arbitrarily positive value to this parameter.

The bacterial competition coe"cient, !, was assigned a range of 10"15 # 10"10 allowing
the term !BL

c to evaluate to 0.001 # 100 in equation 6 under the initial conditions of BL
c

concentration being 1012/mL. The value 2·10"12 was then chosen as the maximum value that
resulted in noticeable depletion of the foreign bacterial population, starting at a concentration
of 108/mL, in the presence of commensal bacteria (described in Equations 31 and 32), but
without complete decimation in absence of immune cells.

In other cases we were able to take a more analytical approach to determining parameter
ranges based on the dynamics desired. For example, the chosen range for the rate at which
epithelial cells transition to pro-inflammatory epithelial cells, )EC , was based on the fact that
for recovery to be seen following the inflammation-driven elimination of pathogenic bacteria,
the normal epithelial cell population could not be lowered to 0, inducing the constraint
)ECECE

a < 104/mL in equations 7 and 8. We predicted that CE
a levels should reach a

peak population on the order of 108, the level of T-helper cells measured in tissue [51, 58].
Given that E = 104/mL and CE

a = 108/mL, approximately, at their peak concentrations,
10"8 was chosen as the maximum value for )EC . For this reason it was assigned the range
10"8#10"10. The value 5 ·10"9 resulted in the characteristic recovery of epithelial cells after
a transient decline coinciding with inflammation as seen in Figure 3B. The constraint for
the rate of epithelial cell death by activating cytokines, µCE in equation 7, is that it must
be less than )CE. For this reason it was assigned the value of 5 · 10"10.

’Approximated’ indicates that values were not estimated from a range nor based on values
found in the literature directly, but were reasoned based on knowledge of the system.
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For example, the cell contact rates k and kL were initially assigned the value 10"12 under
the assumption that each cell has an approximate volume of 1µm3. The parameter k was
then estimated from this base value by increasing its value to 10"11, which yielded complete
bacterial elimination from the lamina propia when coupled with the parameter (r=100.
As mentioned in the main text, the rate of contact between natural T-regulatory cells and
antigen presenting cells, kT , was then assigned to be greater than k following the observation
that T-regulatory cells have higher a"nity for dendritic cells than conventional T cells [111].

The birth rate of non-specific bacteria, &b, is based on the assumption that bacteria would
double in the lumen every 6-12 hours in anaerobic conditions such as exist in the colon. The
death rate µb was then calculated to uphold a population of approximately 1012/mL based
on the accepted concentration of bacteria in the colonic lumen [9].

The death rate of macrophages can be tissue specific and depend on the chemical environ-
ment. We assumed this lifespan to be 1 month corresponding to the parameter µm.

The parameter )T , the fraction of T cells that become memory T cells, was estimated to be
approximately 1/500 based on the observation that one T cell proliferates to approximately
500 clones [47] and atleast one of those clones will be a memory T cell.

The fraction of inflammation-inducing bacteria of the microflora, )Bc, was assumed to be 0
under the assumption that a healthy individual has only a negligible quantity of pathogenic
bacteria in the colon at any given time.

The parameters &m, &d, &dl, (LE, )12, and )21 are not constant but rather are determined by
their corresponding equations.

The unit t refers to time units, which was approximated to 6 hours for parameter assign-
ment. The units D, M , T , and C refer to active dendritic cells, macrophages, T cells, and
cytokines irrespective of their inflammatory/regulatory status. B refers to bacteria.

8.2 Chapter 2, Appendix B: Variable concentrations
in homeostasis

Table 8.2 lists the concentrations of variables in steady state, representing homeostasis prior
to addition of pathogenic bacteria, as in the validation step, or any changes in the )Bc

parameter. Included are references to experimental measurements in agreement with the
steady-state values. The steady-state was obtained by setting initial values of all active,
inflammatory cells and activating cytokines to 0 and regulatory cell types in the lamina pro-
pria to 0.1. Resting cells were assigned initial values reflecting those found in the literature.
Specifically, the e!ector memory T cell concentration was intially 5.7 · 107, resting natural
T-regulatory cell concentration was 9.3 · 106, and that of residential bacteria was set to 1010.
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The immature dendritic cell population was assigned an initial concentration of 1.2 · 108,
a value taken from a previously published model of dendritic cell activation and migration
[56]. We then assumed approximately the same concentration for resting macrophages. As-
sumptions and approximations used in calculating target concentrations from patient data
were that the average body contains 700g of lymphoid tissue, an approximation first used
by Haase et al. [51], that 1g of tissue=1mL and 1mL of tissue=1cm3. All concentrations are
in units of mL"1

8.3 Chapter 2, Appendix C: Equations including for-
eign bacteria

Modified equations describing the dynamics of bacteria, macrophages, and dendritic cells in
the presence of bacteria recognized as foreign, Bf . In this system commensal or microfloral
bacteria, Bc is assumed to always induce tolerogenic phenotypes in antigen presenting cells
and foreign bacteria is assumed to induce di!erentiation to inflammatory phenotypes upon
contact. Variable and parameter symbols are the same for those given in Appendices A and
B.

E!ector site
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dt
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E
a + )M0(M

E
1 + ME
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Lumen

dBL
c

dt
= BL

c (&b # 'bB
L
c # !BL

f # µb # kL(Ep + DL
i )# (LE) (8.9)
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dDL
i

dt
= &dl #DL

i (kL(BL
c + BL

f )# µdi) (8.11)

8.4 Chapter 3, Appendix A: Variable concentrations
in homeostasis

Table 8.3 lists concentrations of variables in steady state representing homeostasis prior
to addition of pathogenic bacteria. All concentrations are in units of mL"1 Included are
references to experimental measurements in agreement with the steady-state values. The
steady-state was obtained by setting initial values of all inflammatory cells and inflamma-
tory cytokines to 0 and regulatory cell-types in the lamina propia to 0.1. Resting cells were
assigned initial values reflecting those found in the literature. Specifically, e!ector memory
T cell concentration was intially 5.7 · 107, resting natural T regulatory cell concentration
was 9.3 · 106, and that of residential bacteria was set to 1010. The immature dendritic cell
population was assigned an initial concentration of 1.2 · 108, the value used in a previously
published model of dendritic cell activation and migration [56]. We then assumed approxi-
mately the same concentration for resting macrophages. Assumptions and approximations
used in calculating target concentrations from patient data were that the average body con-
tains 700g of lymphoid tissue, an approximation first used by Haase et al. [51], that 1g of
tissue=1mL, and 1mL of tissue=1cm3.

8.5 Chapter 3, Appendix B: Cytokine thresholds for
promotion of inflammation

Inflammatory cytokine percentage: )21 = Ci
Cr+Ci

0 >
dM1

dt
= M2)21 #M1)12# µmM1 0 < dM2

dt = kM0Bc + M1)12 #M2)21

M1)12 + µmM1

M2
> )21

"kM0Bc"M1"12
"M2

< )21
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#kM0Bc #M1)12

#M2
< )21 <

M1)12 + µmM1

M2
(8.12)

Regulatory cytokine percentage: )12 = Cr
Cr+Ci

0 >
dM1

dt
= M2)21 #M1)12# µmM1 0 < dM2

dt = kM0Bc + M1)12 #M2)21

#M2)21 + µmM1

#M1
> )12

"kM0Bc+M2"21
M1

< )12

#kM0Bc + M2)21

M1
< )12 <

#M2)21 + µmM1

#M1
(8.13)

When the percentage of the cytokine environment that is inflammatory falls within the
bounds shown in Inequality 8.12 and those that are regulatory fall with in the bounds shown
in Inequality 8.13, M1 will continue to rise and M2 will decrease given contact with bacteria
of either type, commensal or foreign, protective or pathogenic. Note that the percentage for
one type of cytokine depends on the current percentage of cytokines that are of the other
type, making these bounds highly dynamic.

8.6 Chapter 4, Appendix A: Parameter values and pre-
dicted cell population numbers

In Table 8.4 we show the experimental measurements for di!erent cell-types in tissue over
time next to the values predicted by the model for both control (Table 8.4(a)) and infected
(Table 8.4(b)) mice. Experimental measurements are in plain text and predicted values are
in bold text. Values are in absolute cell numbers in the gastric LP of a single mouse stomach
and a single gastric lymph node averaged over all samples taken at each timepoint.

Table 8.5 lists each parameter of the model, its assigned value, the range from which the
value was estimated, and a reference for experimental measurements from which ranges were
assigned. These values are given in scientific notation where 1E+06 = 106.

8.7 Chapter 4, Appendix B: Parameter estimation statis-
tics

Table 8.6 reports, for each parameter estimated through the least squares approach, the
value that gave the best objective value, the standard deviation of values sampled during
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the search from the best estimated value, the co-e"cient of variation, and gradient. These
values are given in scientific notation where 1E+006 = 106.

8.8 Chapter 6, Appendix: Initial Conditions, Parame-
ters and Rate Functions

Initial variable concentrations are given in Table 8.7. In general, subscripts denote phe-
notype. The alphanumeric superscript denotes location and the superscript ‘*’ indicates
infectious counterpart.

Parameters required by the model are listed in Table 8.8 and fall roughly into three categories:
i) birth/death processes, ii) migration, and iii) contact/interaction processes. Units for rates
are per 6 hours as this is approximately the length of time a T cell takes to proliferate in
association with the stimulating DC [134]. In Table 8.8 The third column is for the values
of the parameters used in the simulations, and the fourth column is for the ranges of those
parameters whose ranges can be found in the literature. For those parameters whose values
can not be found in the literature an arbitrary value was assigned. For those parameters
whose values or ranges can be found in the literature, the reference numbers are given after
the values or ranges, and the species from which in vivo these measurements were taken
or cells were isolated for measurements in vitro are indicated after the reference numbers
with “M” for “mouse”, “H” for “human”, and “NS” for “not specified”. When possible,
constant values were assigned according to published experimental data. For example, pt0,
the uninhibited rate of T cell proliferation in the GLN, is based on an in vitro study of CD8+
T cells and their capacity to proliferate in response to TCR stimulation [47]. This study
reported that a stimulated naive CD8+ T cell or central memory T cell undergoes a maximum
of 9 doublings. Hence 1 T cell will end-up giving birth to 29 = 512 T cells. The parameter
pT0, the uninhibited rate of T cell proliferation in the LP comes from observations in the
same study that, upon stimulation, e!ector memory T cells proliferate to a lower extent than
do central memory T cells resulting in a concentration ratio of roughly 1:4. Proliferation of
naive nTreg may be reduced compared to T-helper cells as the express lower levels of IL-2R
[145]. For this reason, pr was included as a separate parameter assigned the range 128-512.
By default, we assumed that naive nTreg proliferate to the same extent as naive T-helper
cells.

The range for ,t was derived based on the observation of Stoll et al. [134] that there are
3.35& more naive T cells in the lymph nodes with presenting dendritic cells compared to
lymph nodes where they are absent. As the concentration of naive T cells in lymphoid tissue
in non-inflammatory conditions is on the order of 108 [51] this would require an increase of
approximately 2·108 naive T cells under inflammatory conditions for a total of approximately
3 · 108. Given that the expected number of activated dendritic cells under inflammatory
conditions is approximately 106 in the lymph node [34], one dendritic cell is estimated to
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recruit approximately 2 · 102 T cells, giving ,t a range of 102 to 3 · 102.

The parameter d0 represents the number of immature DC in the naive system. The value
assigned was borrowed from a previously published model [56], though an experimental
measurement was not cited.

For transition rates such as death, de-activation, and migration rates: µT , µdi, µd, ,IE,
and ,EI , measurements from the literature were in the form of an average lifespan or dwell
time for an individual cell type in a particular location. In order to avoid introducing the
complication of delay-di!erential equations, we used the common strategy of modeling cell
death and movement as a!ecting a fixed proportion of cells in each time interval, resulting
in an exponential distribution of lifetimes with the experimentally observed mean, x, or a
half-life of x ln 2.

For other parameters such direct data was not found and a range was estimated based on
less direct biological measurements and knowledge. In the case of %m, it is not known with
what frequency viable virions are able to escape intra-cellular phagosomal degradation and
enter the cytoplasm to e!ectively infect the dendritic cell. Therefore, we assigned a range
based on the ratio of viral protein p24 in the cytoplasm to that in the phagosome after
uptake by macrophages [91]. However, p24 is a marker of the virion capsule, not necessarily
an intact, viable virion. In the case of %v, the probability that a resting memory T cell is
infected upon contact with virus, a value was assigned based on the knowledge that the viral
receptor protein CD4 is upregulated only in active T cells and present at lower levels on the
surface of resting cells [63]. However, a quantitative comparison of CD4 density between
resting and active T cells was not found in the literature.

The parameter NE represents the amount of viable virus budded from T cells. Viral burst
size in T cells is approximately 1100 virions/cell per day in vitro [63]. However, only 10%
of virus produced is estimated to be viable in vivo [41]. Hence, the amount of viable virus
produced by a single T cell is estimated to be on the order to 102 per day. ND represents
the amount of virus budded from each dendritic cell. This is known to be less than that of
T cells and the value is assigned based on data that the burst size in macrophages, cells of
the same lineage as dendritic cells, is roughly 0.1 that of the burst size in T cells [61].

In the case where the quantitative value of a parameter does not have a direct correlation
with experimental data, as in the cases of cNK , &, m, k, kT , and cm, a value was arbitrarily
chosen.

The parameter dependent rate functions are summarized in Table 8.9.
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Table 8.1: Parameter values for Chapter 2
Symbol Description Value Reference
Birth/death
!t inflow rate of naive T cells 3 · 107cells · t!1 [63]
!c rate of cytokine production 0.25cells!1 · t!1 estimated
!m rate of M0 creation ME

0 kBE
c # &M0(ME

1 + ME
2 ) +

µmME
0 cells · t!1

!d rate of DE
i creation DE

i (kBE
c + µdi)cells · t!1

!dl renewal rate of DL
i DL

i (kLBL
c + µdi)cells · t!1

!E birth rate of epithelial cells 2 · E!1 [75]
!b birth rate of bacteria 2 ·B!1 approximated
µt removal rate of Tn 0.25 · t!1 [63]
µT rate of active T cell deactivation 0.05 · t!1 [63]
µc rate of cytokine degradation 0.075 · t!1 estimated
µm death rate of macrophages 0.0075 · t!1 approximated
µdi death rate of immature dendritic cells 0.0006 · t!1 [70]
µd dendritic cell death rate 0.12 · t!1 [84]
µE epithelial cell death rate 0.5 · t!1 [75]
µce death rate, E by inflammatory factors 5 · 10!10C!1 · t!1 estimated
µb death rate, bacteria 1 · t!1 [9]
pt T cell proliferation rate from Tn, TC 0.122 · t!1 [138]
pT T cell proliferation rate from TE 0.03 · t!1 [125]
pTr proliferation rate, Tr 0.05 · t!1 [63]
"E crowding co-e"cient, epithelial cells 0.00015 [9]
"b crowding co-e"cient, bacterial cells 1.9!12 [9]
# competition coe"cient, bacteria 2!12 estimated
Migration
$r recruitment rate 100cells · C!1 · t!1 estimated
$IE cell migration rate, inductive to e!ec-

tor site
0.125 · t!1 [63]

$EI cell migration rate, e!ector to induc-
tive site

0.25 · t!1 [143]

$LE bacteria migration rate, lumen to ef-
fector site

( CE
i

qCE
i +E+Ep

)y!cellst!1

y! parameter of $LE 4 estimated
q parameter of $LE 0.0001 estimated
$BE inflow rate, blood to e!ector site 0.025 · t!1 optimized
$EB outflow rate, e!ector site to blood 10!10 · t!1 optimized
Contact/interactions
%t rate of naive T cell stimulation by den-

dritic cells
10!6 ·D!1 [63]

%T rate of memory T cell stimulation 10!4 · (D + M)!1 [63]
&T fraction of T cells that become mem-

ory T cells
0.002 · T!1 approximated

&12 rate that M1 switch to M2 ( Cr
Cr+Ci

) ·M!1
1 t!1

&21 rate that M2 switch to M1 ( Ci
Cr+Ci

) ·M!1
2 t!1

&EC rate that E switch Ep 5 · 10!9 · C!1
i · t!1

&EB rate E switch to Ep on contact with
Bf

1 ·B!1 · t!1

k rate of contact between individuals 10!11cells · t!1 estimated
kL rate of contact between individuals in

the lumen
10!12cells · t!1 approximated

kT rate of contact between Tr and APC 10!10cells · t!1 approximated
kTB rate of contact between TE

r and BE
c 10 ·BE

c
!1 · t!1
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Table 8.2: Population levels in homeostasis, Chapter 2
Symbol Description Initial concentration
Inductive site
Tn Naive CD4+ T cells 1.2 · 108 [51]
TC CD4+ Central Memory T cells 1.2 · 108

T I
h Active CD4+ T helper cells 0

T I
i Induced T regulatory cells 177

T I"
r Active natural T regulatory cells 63

CI
i Inflammatory cytokines 0

CI
r Regulatory cytokines 1.6218 · 107

DI
e E!ector dendritic cells 0

DI
t Tolerogenic dendritic cells 4.39 · 106[34]

DI
a Anergic dendritic cells 0

E!ector site
TE CD4+ E!ector T cells 9.3 · 107

TE
h Active CD4+ T helper cells 0

TE
i Induced T regulatory cells 1117.25

TE"
r Active natural T regulatory cells 3

TE
r Resting natural T regulatory cells 2.99 · 107

CE
i Inflammatory cytokines 0

CE
r Regulatory cytokines 7.02 · 106

ME
0 Undi!erentiated macrophages 1.2 · 108

ME
1 Activating macrophages 0

ME
2 Deactivating macrophages 0

DE
i Immature dendritic cells 1.2 · 108[56]

DE
e E!ector dendritic cells 0

DE
t Tolerogenic dendritic cells 2.105 · 106

E Epithelial cells 104[75]
Ep Pro-inflammatory epithelial cell 0
BE

c Commensal bacteria 0
BE

f Foreign bacteria (Non-commensal) 0
Lumen
BL

c Commensal bacteria 5.26 · 1011[9]
BL

f Foreign bacteria (Non-commensal) 5.26 · 1011[9]
DL

i Immature dendritic cells that extend to the lumen 1 · 106
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Table 8.3: Population levels in homeostasis, Chapter 3
Symbol Description Initial concentration
Inductive site
Tn Naive CD4+ T cells 1.2 · 108 [51]
TC CD4+ Central Memory T cells 1.2 · 108

T I
h Active CD4+ T helper cells 0

T I
i Induced T regulatory cells 177

T I"
r Active natural T regulatory cells 63

CI
i Inflammatory cytokines 0

CI
r Regulatory cytokines 1.6218 · 107

DI
e E!ector dendritic cells 0

DI
t Tolerogenic dendritic cells 4.39 · 106[34]

DI
a Anergic dendritic cells 0

E!ector site
TE CD4+ E!ector T cells 9.3 · 107

TE
h Active CD4+ T helper cells 0

TE
i Induced T regulatory cells 1117.25

TE"
r Active natural T regulatory cells 3

TE
r Resting natural T regulatory cells 2.99 · 107

CE
i Inflammatory cytokines 0

CE
r Regulatory cytokines 7.02 · 106

ME
0 Undi!erentiated macrophages 1.2 · 108

ME
1 Activating macrophages 0

ME
2 Deactivating macrophages 0

DE
i Immature dendritic cells 1.2 · 108[56]

DE
e E!ector dendritic cells 0

DE
t Tolerogenic dendritic cells 2.105 · 106

E Epithelial cells 104[75]
Ei Inflammatory epithelial cell 0
BE

c Commensal bacteria 0
BE

f Foreign bacteria (Non-commensal) 0
Lumen
BL

c Commensal bacteria 5.26 · 1011[9]
BL

f Foreign bacteria (Non-commensal) 108[58]
DL

i Immature dendritic cells that extend to the lumen 1 · 106
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Table 8.4: Experimental and predicted counts of cell numbers
!"#$%&'()&*

!"#$%&' ("#$%&' )*(+,-"#$%&'

.

/0 12334536-+,-./0-+$ 72374536-1,-2/0-3 82984539-1,3-/0-3

73 92.84536$+,1./0-+$ .2834536-1,-2/0-3 /2.:4539-1,31/0-3

93 62164539-3,14/0-+ /2/8453.-4,24/0-+

!"#$;%<' ("#$;%<' )*(+,-"#$;%<'

.

/0 /2/14536$5,62/0-5 /2..4536-1,-5/0-+ /2334539-1,+7/0-+

73 82164530-5,44/0-5 -12814530-1,-5/0-+ 02384536-1,+7/0-+

93 /28.4530-+,46/0-5 72.94530$4,+2/0-5

=/ =8 )*(+,-=+>?*@A+B!-

.

/0 -82694539-+,25/0-3 621:4536-1,55/0-3 82184539-6,.6/0-3

73 02.84539-+,2+/0-3 62384536-1,55/0-3 -927.4539-6,5-/0-3

93 826.4539-3,--/0-3 726645391,5+/0-3

)A/$%&' )A/.$%&' C)?!B$%&'

.

/0 12684536-3,2-/0-+ /2364536-1,55/0-+ 921/4536-3,-./0-+

73 72:.4536$3,35/0-+ 62774536-1,.6/0-+ /2:34539-+,63/0-+

93 72064536-2,--/0-+ /2064536-1,+1/0-+ /20/4536-3,1-/0-+

)A/$;%<' )A/.$;%<' C)?!B$;%<'

. 821:4530$.,4/0-5 :2784536-1,37/0-+$

/0 /2/:4536-6,+2/0-5 /27.4530-7,56/0-5 :2674536$1,-3/0-+

73 -12604537-6,5./0-5 82884530-7,.4/0-5 92334536-1,-1/0-+

93 /2614536-1,14/0-+ /2734536-3,25/0-5 .2104530-6,--/0-5

!"#$%&'()*(+

!"#$%&' ("#$%&' )*(+,-"#$%&'

. /0112345-,-./012

/6 70852345-2-1,/012$ 909/2345-3-14/015 /0692347-3-51/015

84 .0:72345-2-3./012 50:72345-3-16/015 /0.42347-3-53/015

74 50.42347$5-5./012 /0/8234.$6-22/012

!"#$;%<' ("#$;%<' )*(+,-"#$;%<'

.

/6 50942346$,-61/01, /06:2345$3-1,/012 70:12345$3-27/012

84 905:2346$,-47/01, :09.2346-3-18/012 809423445-3-27/012

74 10.12346$5-87/01, /0762345$6-36/01,

=/ =9 )*(+,-=+>?*@A+B!

. 605.

/6 /0882347-2-4,/015 90642345-3-,,/015 90752347-.-8./015

84 80652347-2-45/015 70762345$3-,,/015 50:42347-.-,1/015

74 /0/72347$2-44/015 90852347$3-,2/015

)A/$%&' )A/.$%&' C)?!B$%&'

.

/6 70952345$5-41/012 60842346--3-,8/012 60552345-5-17/012

84 90.:2345$5-52/012 90182345$3-8./012 /0/62347$2-.,/012

74 /0./23473-,2/015 90:92345-7-72/012 10152345$4-13/012

)A/$;%<' )A/.$;%<' C)?!B$;%<'

. 904.2346-8-65/01, /04:2347-3-57/012

/6 907/2345-.-51/01, /0552346$7-,./01, /0/52347-3-12/012

84 /0.12346$.-,6/01, /01/2346-7-8./01, 508.2345$3-13/012

74 /0582345-3-47/012 /0/72345-3-3./012 .0672346-6-33/01,
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Table 8.5: Parameter values for Chapter 4
Parameter(s) Initial Range Assigned value
vHP 0 - 1 1
aTreg 0.01 - 1 0.629699
aTh17 0.01 - 1 0.0848238
kEB 1E-08 - 1E-06 5.846E-08
eIE 0.05 - 5 [63] 26.4955
eEI 0.1 - 10 0.343446
atreg 1E-07 - 1E-05 [63] 3.50424E-07
ath17 1E-07 - 1E-05 [63] 5.42398E-07
uT 0.005 - 0.5 [93] 5.50404
vT 0.01 - 1 [68] 0.684669
uHP 0.1 - 10 0.010035
lHP 0.1 - 10 198.331
uE 0.1 - 10 [75] 1.97214
Bc 1E+03 - 1E+05 3935.45
uCE 1E-05 - 1E-03 2.12779E-05
et 10 - 1000[134] 93.3709
ut 0.1 - 10 7.72548
lt 1E+07 - 1E+09 2.48272E+07
Bp 0 - 1 0.0462999
uM1 1E-05 - 1E-03 0.000975837
Bd 0 - 1 4.02025
Br 1E+03 - 1E+05 6953.31
er 100 - 1E+04 10000
udi LP 0.1 - 10 1
um 0.1 - 10 99.9862
k lumen 1E-08 -1E-06 7.24354E-07
k LP 1E-08 - 1E-06 2.12951e-07
pt0 51.2 - 5120 [47] 1314.3
pT0 51.2 - 5120 [47] 1288.41
mreg 0-1 0.0211186
mHP 0-1 0.0999501
kGLN 1E-08 - 1E-06 3.0303E-05
vm 0.1-10 1.00025
uMA 0 - 1 0
n 0.1 - 10 44.5705
lm 1E+04 - 1E+06 1000.86
ld 1E+04 - 1E+06 532102
HP Dose 1E-07 - 1E-05 3.38381E-06
ud 0.05 - 5 [84] 3.60567
vBB 0-1 0.314066
kBB 10 - 1000 911.52
er i 1E+03 - 1E+05 18547.1
et i 1E+04 - 1E+06 28103.5
Kr17 0.1 - 100 11.7393
K17r 0.1 - 100 65.7618
v21 0.1 - 100 16.2933
v12 0.1 - 100 5.25416
ri I 1E+04 - 1E+06 10.3817
ir I 1E+04 - 1E+06 89631.9
phi HP 1E-04 - 1E-02 0.00994133
uBB 0.01 - 1 0.104869
vEC 0 - 1 6.49255E-06
vd 0.1 - 10 0.992068
v 1E+03 - 1E+05 10000
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Table 8.6: Statistics of estimated parameter values

! !

Parameter Value Std. Deviation Gradient

eEI !"#$#$$% !"!&#'(#) %"'%&*% +")!,-!!'

eIE &%"$'++ +"$#&$ &!"+!#( &"%',-!!'

&"$*,-!!) %")&,-!(( &")(,-!!% .("$$++(

pT0 (&**"$( ##!("+% &+%"&+( &"(%,-!!)

pT0 (#($"# ((*$"+' '!"(#!' #"+%,-!!)

uE ("')&($ #($$"* (+'$%( .("$),-!!%

uT +"+!$!$ ("&)#)' &#"($&' %"'+,-!!'

#"%!+%) !"#(&!*) *"%++$% (")#,-!!'

)")&+$* &!'('' &")(,-!!% $"*(,-!!%

vT !"%*$%%' !"(&#)') (*"!*(# %"*(,-!(!

Bd $"!&!&+ ("#),-!!% #"$!,-!!) &)+*"'(

Bp !"!$%&''' (%'$#") #"%%,-!!) .&)$!)"&

K17r %+")%(* (#$"('% &!$"!%# .*"&$,-!!%

Kr17 ((")#'# &$"&&'& &!%"#'$ ("'$,-!!'

aTh17 !"!*$*&#* !"()!#$$ &!!"*&( .("(',-!!'

!"%&'%'' !"#(&%'& $'"%+)$ ("(#,-!(!

aTh17 +"$&,.!!) !"!+!$(!) '"&',-!!% .("!(,-!((

#"+!,.!!) !"!(')+&' +"%$,-!!% .*"'',-!((

*'%#("' )#(!"!) *"(++%+ +"$#,-!!%

kEB +"*+,.!!* !"!!!(()# &!!%+! *"'&,-!(#

kGLN #"!#,.!!+ ("%*,.!!+ ++"#!!+ .+"$!,-!(#

k_LB '(("+& &'(!"#$ #('"&*+ .("+&,-!!%

k_LP &"(#,.!!) *"*+,.!!* $("+%!* .+"*',-!(+

k_lumen )"&$,.!!) !"!!!(+#'() &(&$*"* .&"$',-!(#

lHP ('*"##( ()'&*") '!#'")) .##*)"$+

ld +#&(!& #+%!'") %"%'&&) ((#&"(&

!"!&(((*% !"!!#)%(#+ ()"*(!% ("'*,-!(#

n $$"+)!+ ()%"#'' #'+"))+ .("+',-!!)

uHP !"!(!!#+ #")**#) #))+("% ("#',-!!'

uLB !"(!$*%' !"!++&%%* +&")!!* ("(&,-!(&

v12 +"&+$(% ($&+"*% &)(#)") &"&),-!!*

v21 (%"&'## $$&$"# &)(+$"( .+"%',-!!)

vHP ( (%#"+') (%#+'") .$"%',-!!)

vLB !"#($!%% !"!!)#'*#( &"#++%+ ("+(,-!(!

!"''&!%* !"$*&'$) $*"%*!* +"!#,-!!'

&%$#($ +!+#&+ ('("(*$ (+(#'(

(re127).k !"%'*#(+ !"+((%*% )#"&)$# ("(),-!(!

vEC %"$',.!!% ("#%)#% &"((,-!!) ("(%,-!(!

Coeff. of Variation [%]

lt

ud

ut

aTreg

aTreg

ir_I

mreg

vd

liTreg
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Table 8.7: Initial conditions.
Di Immature dendritic cells 108 cells/mL [56]
DI Non-infected active dendritic cells in the GLN 10"10 cells/mL
DI! Infected active dendritic cells in the GLN 1 cells/mL
DE Non-infected active dendritic cells in the LP 10"10 cells/mL
DE! Infected active dendritic cells in the LP 10 cells/mL
Tm Non-infected CD4+ memory T cells 108 cells/mL [51]
T !

m Latently infected CD4+ Memory T cells 10"10 cells/mL
T I Non-infected active CD4+ Th1 cells in the GLN 10"10 cells/mL
T I! Infected active CD4+ Th1 cells in the GLN 1 cells/mL
TE Non-infected active CD4+ Th1 cells in the LP 10"10 cells/mL
TE! Infected active CD4+ Th1 cells in the LP 10 cells/mL
Rm Non-infected memory CD4+ nTreg cells 107 cells/mL [10]
R!

m Latently infected memory CD4+ nTreg cells 10"10 cells/mL
RI Non-infected active CD4+ nTreg cells in the GLN 10"10 cells/mL
RI! Infected active CD4+ nTreg cells in the GLN 1 cells/mL
RE Non-infected active CD4+ nTreg cells in the LP 10"10 cells/mL
RE! Infected active CD4+ nTreg cells in the LP 10 cells/mL
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Table 8.8: Parameters used in the model
Birth/death

µT rate of active T cell deactivation 0.05/6hr [93, M]

pt0
number of daughter cells from one proliferating 512 [47, H]T cell in the GLN, uninhibited

pT0
number of daughter cells from one proliferating 128 [47, H]T cell in the LP, uninhibited

µdi death rate of immature dendritic cells 0.0006/6hr [70, M]
µd death rate of dendritic cells 0.12/6hr [84, NS]
d0 baseline number of immature dendritic cells 108 cells/mL [56, NS]

pr
number of daughter cells from one proliferating 512naive CD4+ nTreg

NE number of free virus produced by one T cell 200 100# 300 [53, 63, 41, H]
ND number of free virus produced by one DC 5
cNK the maximum value of µNK 75/6hr
! the rate at which µNK rises to its maximum 10!8 mL/cells

m
coe"cient to determine e!ect of CD4+ nTreg 10!10 mL/cellson Th1 proliferation

Migration
(IE rate of cell migration from GLN to LP 0.125/6hr [63, NS]
(EI rate of cell migration from LP to GLN 0.25/6hr

(t
Number of naive T cells recruited 100 100# 300 [134, M]by one active DC

cm constant in (m function 1 cells/(mL·6hr)

Contact / interactions
%t probability of naive T cell stimulation by DC 10!4 10!4 # 10!7 [63, NS]
%T probability of memory T cell stimulation 10!4 10!5 # 10!3 [63, NS]
&T fraction of T cells that become memory T cells 0.02 0.02# 0.1 [68, M]
) fraction of D" able to stimulate resting T cells 1
)r fraction of D" able to stimulate resting nTreg 1

%v
probability of memory T cell infection 0.1by virus on contact

%m
probability of viral infection of Di 0.01 0.01# 0.5 [91, H]upon uptake of virion

k rate of contact between individuals 10!7 mL/(cells·6hr)
kT rate of contact between CD4+ nTreg and DC 10!6 mL/(cells·6hr) (10!9 # 10!3) [111, M]
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Table 8.9: Parameter dependent rate functions.
Birth/death

Death rate of infected cells by NK: µNK = cNK(1# e!"(DE+#DE!+T E+T E!))

Daughter cells produced from one proliferating T cell in the GLN, inhibited: pt = pt0
1+m(RI+RI!)

Daughter cells produced from one proliferating T cell in the LP, inhibited: pT = pT0
1+m(RE+RE!)

Migration
Recruitment rate of Di by inflammatory factors: (m = cm

T E!+DE!

T E!+DE!+RE

Contact / interactions
Rate of infection of memory T cells: *1 = k%v(vE + vI)

Rate of contact with virus in the LP: *2 = kvE

Rate of contact with virus in the GLN: *3 = kvI

The concentration of free virus in the LP: vE = NE(TE" + RE") + NDDE"

The concentration of free virus in the GLN: vI = NE(T I" + RI") + NDDI"


